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Abstract
A comprehensive study into the spatial and temporal variations in concentrations of a
traffic-related pollutant was undertaken in two urban street canyons located in York,
U. K.

During the field experiment, investigations were carried out in order to

determine the influence of meteorology, urban topography and traffic on the
measured concentrations of a traffic-related pollutant. The pollutant measured in this
study was carbon monoxide (CO).

Results are presented from simultaneous and continuous measurementsof the
background (or reference) wind speed and direction, the in-canyon wind and
turbulencefields, traffic characteristicsandCO concentrationscollectedover a period
of one month. The backgroundwind was found to influence the developmentof incanyon wind flow features, which became mechanismsfor pollutant dispersion.
Under certainbackgroundwinds, evidenceof across-canyonrecirculatingflows with
horizontally- and vertically-aligned axes is presented. During these conditions,
turbulence and traffic-related pollutants are likely to have been transportedin the
across-canyon
recirculatingflows. During backgroundwind orientatedperpendicular
to the streetaxis, the 15-minutemeanconcentrationsof CO were a factor of 2 or 3
higher on the leeward (or upwind) side of the street canyons compared to the
windward side. This was caused by the development of an across-canyon
recirculatingflow with a horizontally-alignedaxis. Downdraughtswere measuredon
the windward side of the canyon during these conditions, while updraughtswere
measuredon the leeward side. The wind direction at street level opposed the
direction of the above-roof flow, causing the transport of CO towards the leeward
side of the streetcanyonwhereconcentrationsincreased.
Evidence of counter-rotatingcomer vortices with vertically-aligned axes are also
presentedand are thought to have been causedby along-canyonconvergingflows
during certain background winds. However, across-canyonflow during these
conditions also accountedfor the higher concentrationsof CO measuredon the
leeward side of the canyon, comparedto the windward side. Backgroundwinds
orientated oblique to the street axis were found to produce across-canyon

background
hand,
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the
winds producedchannel
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other
rearticulating
flows, which had a 'flushing' effect, causingsomeof the lowest concentrationsof CO
to be measuredduring theseconditions.
Traffic-produced turbulence was investigatedin the street canyon during the field
experiment. Comparisonswere made betweencalculatedand measuredturbulence
parameters.The results indicate that the parameterisationperforms reasonablywell,
particularly during weak perpendicular background winds when traffic-produced
turbulenceeffectsare likely to havebeenmostdominant.
The traffic was also investigateddue to the implications of traffic characteristicson
the variability in concentrationsof CO. The influence of free-, unstable- and
congested-trafficflows on measuredCO concentrationswas determined. The highest
mean concentrationswere measuredduring congestedtraffic conditions, when the
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combined influence of the background wind and traffic characteristics was
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CHAPTERI
Motivation for Research

1.1. Introduction
All living organisms, in one way or another, pollute.

Life is a chemical reaction,

into
input
food
growth or motion.
chemicals such as
and oxygen are converted
where
The reaction products are waste or, where levels become unacceptable, they are
in
is
Consequently,
the
more
chemicals
of
one
or
air
pollutants.
pollution
presence
the atmosphere in quantities and duration that cause harm to humans, other forms of
life and materials.

It is tempting to view air pollution as a recent phenomena

dating
back
history
long
industry.
it
has
However,
to the
a
with
modem
associated
filled
dwellings
fires
fire
by
with
of
early
people
when
cooking
use
poorly ventilated
in
61
by
documented
AD
first
Urban
and
other
pollutants.
smoke
air pollution was
Seneca, who wrote about the 'heavy air of Rome' and the 'stink of its chimneys
poring forth pestilential vapours and soot.' In recent times, urban air pollution has
become a concern in relation to health and urban sustainability issues, with road
traffic comprising the major source of air pollution and greenhouse gases. Emissions
from motor vehicles in urban areas typically comprise over 70% of the total
emissions of air pollutants. The UK National Air Quality Strategy (UKNAQS) has
for
objectives
eight pollutants against which the air quality will be
set out proposed
assessed(see Chapter 2).

The EnvironmentAct 1995requireslocal authoritiesto be responsiblefor monitoring
and managing local air quality to the legislative targets. Consequently,there is
look
for policies and strategiesthat help to
local
to
growing pressureon
authorities

-2reducepollution and improve air quality. This has also lead to the developmentof
urban traffic managementand control strategies. However, the implementationof
thesestrategiesand the making of urban planning decisionsare dependentupon the
prediction of the effects of the proposed changes to the ambient pollution
concentrations.The effects arelikely to be most significant in existing pollution hotspotswhereUKNAQS objectivesmay be exceeded.This requiresthe use of accurate
dispersion models, which are able to reflect the impact of changes in traffic
conditionson pollution levelson relatively short time-scales.
Current urban air pollution modelling often involves the use of simplified Gaussian
models for the prediction of averaged pollutant concentrations on relatively
unresolvednumerical solution grids. This approachgives useful qualitative insight
into the pollution climate within a city, and can be usedin the initial designof longterm traffic managementpolicies. However, it cannotprovide short-termpredictions
of pollution levels, which could be used for population exposureforecasting. The
prediction of purely averagedconcentrationsignores the possibility that short timescalepeaksin pollution concentrationsmay have an influenceon the health impact of
elevatedemissions. Therefore,there is a requirementto develop better predictive
tools capableof representingthe spatial and temporal variability in concentrationsof
traffic-relatedpollutants within urban areas. Given the limitations of some existing
models it is crucial that the results are interpreted correctly and those
recommendationsare made with engineeringjudgement. This would potentially
avoid both the incorrect identification of pollution hot-spotsand the implementation
of inappropriatetraffic managementmeasures.
Emission models have recently been developed to take account of traffic
characteristics directly from traffic simulations and are capable of calculating
emissions produced by vehicles during driving
decelerating, cruising and idling.

modes, such as accelerating,

The purpose of such models is to provide

information on proposed traffic management measures. Therefore, dispersion models
must be capable or predicting the influence of the short-term variability in emissions
and in the impact of traffic on turbulence production.

In order to make such

predictions, the influence of meteorology, urban topography and traffic on the
variability in concentrations of traffic-related pollutants must be understood.

-31.2. Aims and Objectives
There are currently several approachesto dispersion modelling that are followed,
ranging from simple semi-empirical models to Gaussianmodels through to more
complex turbulence models, such as the MISKAM computational fluid dynamics
(CFD) model (e.g. Eichhorn, 1996). The developmentof accuratedispersionmodels
is essentialto describing conditions where high emissions and limited dispersion
exist. Therefore,thesemodels are particularly useful in locating pollution hot-spots
in urban areas. The developmentand evaluation of a dispersionmodel for various
building and streetconfigurationsrequiresthe collection of experimentaldata.
The aim andobjectivesof the researchundertakenin this studyare:
Aim
To determinethe influence of urban wind flow featuresand traffic characteristicson
the resultingconcentrationsof a traffic-relatedpollutant inside narrow streetsof a city
throughfield experiments.
Objectives
9 To obtain simultaneousandcontinuousmeasurements
of traffic characteristics
and wind, turbulenceandpollutant concentrationfields inside narrow streets;
*

To obtain simultaneous measurementsof the mean wind speed and direction

aboveroof-level at a suitablebackground(or reference)location;
*

To obtain simultaneousmeasurements
of traffic-producedturbulence(TPT);
To provide a comprehensive data set from field experiments for the
developmentand evaluationof flow and dispersionmodels.

The following Chapter provides the researchcontext. Chapter 3 describes the
methodology used, while Chapters4-7

present the study findings. Chapter 8

presentsthe resultsof a sensitivity study,which usedthe MISKAM dispersionmodel.
Chapter 9 describesthe limitations of the study and gives recommendationsfor
further work, while Chapter 10 presents the final remarks and conclusions.
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CHAPTER 2
Concentrations of Traffic-Related Pollutants and the Influence of
Meteorology, Urban Topography and Traffic - the Context

2.1. Introduction
The transport sector is internationally recognisedto be a significant source of air
its
influence
has
An
been
traffic
on urbanair
and
emphasis
placedon road
pollution.
quality given the potential exposureto a greaternumber of people. Recently,there
have beensignificant improvementsin fuel and enginetechnology(e.g. electric, fuelcell and hybrid powered vehicles) and end-of-pipe technology (e.g. catalytic
is
Western
However,
in
still mostly
cities
air pollution
converters).
modem
dominatedby traffic emissions(Fenger, 1999; Colvile et al., 2001). Traffic-related
pollutants directly emitted into the ambient air or indirectly produced through
photochemicalreactionsrepresenta serioushazard for human health (Hoek et al.,
2000).

2.1.1. Chapter synopsis

This Chapterwill discussin detail the main traffic-related pollutants.A discussionis
also given into why modem Westerncities are often prone to areasof locally high
concentrationsof traffic-relatedpollutants. Theseareasare known as pollutant 'hotspots' and are often Air Quality ManagementAreas (AQMAs). It is usually within
the streetsof an AQMA where the influence of meteorology,urban topographyand
traffic on the variability in concentrationsof traffic-related pollutants is most
noticeable. Theseinfluenceswill be discussedin turn.

-52.2. Traffic-Related Pollutants
Several traffic-related pollutants are listed in Table 2.1, which shows the U.K. air
quality objectives. The main traffic-related pollutants are carbon monoxide (CO),
oxides of nitrogen (NO.J, hydrocarbonsand particles(e.g. PMIo or particulatematter
with aerodynamicdiameter <10 [Lm). A more detailed discussionof each trafficrelatedpollutant is given below.
CO is producedduring the incomplete combustionof carbon containing fuels. CO
emissionscan be reducedby increasingthe air/fuel ratio, however,this increasesthe
risk of forming nitrogen oxides (Fenger, 1999), or by using catalytic converters.
Traffic-relatedpollutantsare responsiblefor both acuteand chronic effects on human
health (WHO, 2003). CO is an asphyxiatingpollutant that reducesthe ability of
blood to carry oxygen around the body to the different organs(Burnett et al., 1998).
Increasedincidenceof congestiveheart diseaseamongthe elderly and thosewith preexisting conditions has been linked to increasesin background concentrationsof
carbon monoxide (Morris et al., 1995). Therefore, acute health impacts may be
caused by short-term exposure to high concentrationsof CO. However, toxic
pollutants such as benzene have a cumulative effect on human health and,
consequently,long-term exposure to high concentrationsincreasesthe risk for an
individual to suffer from leukaemia and lung cancer (e.g. Cicolella, 1997). Other
toxic substancesemitted by vehicles include aldehydesand ketones,which may also
be carcinogenicand causeshort-termirritation to the eyes,respiratorytract and skin
(Carpenter,1998).

Combustionalsoproducesa mixture of nitrogendioxide (NOD and nitric oxide (NO).
Carslaw and Beevers(2004) revealeduseful insights into the potential magnitudeof
primary N02 emissionsfrom road vehicles (see Section 2.4). Oxides of nitrogen
(NO.J, as the name suggests,are formed by the oxidation of atmosphericnitrogen
during combustion. The primary non-toxic NO is emitted by vehicles, which is
subsequentlyoxidisedin the atmosphereto the secondarypollutant N02. Exposureto
N02 can causeincreasedsusceptibility to viral infections,such as influenza and may
irritate the lungs and causeoedema,bronchitis and pneumonia. N02 exposuremay
alsoresult in increasedsensitivity to dust andpollen in asthmatics.

-6Table 2.1. Summary of the UK Air Quality Strategy objectives (modified from the
UK National Air Quality Archive, 2005).
Pollutant
Benzene
All Authorities

Objective

Carbon monoxide
Authorities in England,
Walesand Northern
Ireland only"
Carbon monoxide
A uthoriti esi n Scotl and
only

dioxide'

-----------Annual Mean

i

31/12/2003

10.0mg m-

Maximum daily running 8
Hour Mean

131/12/2003

100m g in
.

Running 8 Hour Mean

131/12/2003

3

Annual Mean

Annual Mear

I

1
131/12/2008

31/12/2005

40 ýtg m-

I Annual Mean

31/12/2005

iý30 ýtg M-3

IAnnual Mean

31/12/2000

100 Vg M-3

Particles (PNIIII)
Authorities in Scotland
only'

1/ 1212UU,
4

200 ýtg M-3

Ozone

Particles (PNII())
(gravimetric) d
All authorities

131/12/2010

RunningAnnual Mean

Not to be exceeded
Hour Mean
more than 18 times ýI
per year

Nitrogen oxidesý`*

31/12/2003

31/12/2010

ýtgmNitrogen

RunningAnnual Mean

i RunningAnnual Mean

0.5 ýtvýin

Lead

Measured as

16.25ýtgm-3

Benzene
Authorities in England 5 ýIg M-3
and Walesonly
Benzene
Authorities in Scotland 13.25
-3
[Ig
in
and NorthernIreland
onlyý'
1,3-Butadiene
2.25 ýtg M3

Date to be
achievedby

150

Running 8 hour Mean
Daily maximum of running
8 hr mean not to be
exceeded more than 10
times per year

31/12/2005

[tg M-3

Not to be exceeded 1
24 Hour Mean
more than 35 times
per year
140 Vg M-3
Annual Mean

31/12/2004

31/12/2004

50 Vg M-3
Not to be exceeded
24 Hour Mean
more than 7 times
per year

31/12/2004

18 ýtg M-3

31/12/2004

Annual Mean
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Objective

Pollutant
Sulphur dioxide

1

Date to be
achievedby

Measured as

-3

266 VgM
Not to be e-xc
15 Minute Mean
more than 35 times
per year

F3,
-5-0ýtg
Not to be

31/12/2005

T

exceeded 11 Hour Mean
more than 24 times

31/12/2004

per year
1125 Vg M-3

ý;

Not to be exceeded
24 Hour Mean
more than 3 times
per year
120

ýtg m-3

20 ýgm

-3

Annual

Mean

Winter Mean
(0 1 October - 31 March)

31/12/2004

31/12/2000
31/12/2000

Notes:
a. In Northern Ireland none of the ob*jectives are currently Iin regulation. Air Quality
(Northern Ireland) Regulations are scheduled for consultation early In 2003.
b. The Quality Objective in Scotland has been defined in Regulations as the running 8hour mean, in practice this is equivalent to the maximum daily running 8-hour mean
C. The objectives for nitrogen dioxide are provisional.
d. Measured using the European gravimetric transfer sampler or equivalent.
in
Air
Quality
Objectives
for
Scotland
These
20
10
Air
PMI(,
the
out
only,
as
set
apply in
e.
Quality (Scotland) Amendment Regulations 2002.

Motor vehicles also emit a wide range of unburned and chemically transformed
hydrocarbons (e.g. benzene, toluene, ethane, ethylene, pentane etc.).

Particles of

condensed carbonaceous material are emitted predominantly by diesel powered
vehicles and vehicles that are poorly maintained, although spark ignition engines also
produce ultra-fine particles. Particulate matter (PM) was originally determined as
soot or black smoke, although more recently the concept of total suspended
particulate matter (TSP) was introduced.

However, size fractionating has been

attempted by measurementsof PMI() and PM2.5(e.g. Lingard, et al., 2003; Lingard,
2004). Particulate matter irritates mucous membranes and may initiate a variety of
respiratory diseases; while fine particles may cause lung cancer and exacerbate
morbidity and mortality from respiratory dysfunctions. Suspended particulates can
also adhere to carcinogens emitted by motor vehicles (Pfeffer et al., 1995).

-8A rangeof air quality standardshave recently beenintroducedin order to reducethe
possiblehealth effects associatedwith the emission of pollutants. Table 2.1 shows
the UK air quality objectivesfor pollutants with respectto different exposuretimes.
For instance,standardsare set for benzeneas 1-yearaverages,whereasthe standard
for CO is basedon 8-hourrunning averages.
In the built environment, population and traffic flows are relatively high.
Consequently,humanexposureto traffic-related pollutantsis likely to be significantly
increased. In streetsthat form part of a busy arterial network of the city, traffic flow
is usually high. Furthermore,these streets often have poor dispersion conditions,
causedby the combined influence of meteorology, urban topography and traffic
characteristics.As a result, high pollution concentrationshavebeenobservedin such
streets. Areas of locally high concentrationsof traffic-relatedpollutantsare known as
pollution 'hot-spots' and are often associatedwith streetcanyons. The term street
canyon is used to describestreetsflanked on both sidesby buildings (Section 2.6).
Pedestrians,cyclists, drivers and residentstravelling within many street canyonsare
likely to be exposedto concentrationsof traffic-relatedpollutantsthat exceedcurrent
air quality standards.Streetcanyonsare,therefore,often locatedwithin AQMAs.

2.3. Air Quality Management Areas
The Environment Act 1995 Part IV established a statutory framework for local air
quality management in the U. K. The Act places a duty upon all local authorities in
Wales and Scotland and on London boroughs, district and unitary councils in England
to undertake a local air quality review and assessment. This review was to determine
whether air quality objectives (as summarised in Table 2.1) were likely to be achieved
by the end of 2005. An AQMA must be designated where an objective is unlikely to
be achieved by the end of 2005, according to the local authority. The local authority
is then obliged to formulate a local Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP) to improve the
air quality.

Therefore, many local authorities are currently applying traffic

management strategies for pollution hot-spots projected to exceed these targets.
These may include: controlling traffic signals; re-locating traffic queues during
congested periods; and the introduction of low emission zones and congestion

-9charging (see Journard et al., 1996; Fenger, 1999).

In many instances local

authorities aim to predict the possible influences on roadside pollutant concentrations
using air quality dispersion models before applying such measures(see Section 2.5).

The study presented in this thesis is based on results collected from a field experiment
conducted inside two street canyons in the city of York, UX (see Chapter 3). For
several years the local authority has had concerns about the reduction in the natural
ventilation that may occur within these streets due to the so-called street canyon effect
(Section 2.6). Consequently, the local authority has designated the two streets as part
of York's AQMA.

Additionally,

several streets within the AQMA

have been

declared pollution hot-spots, with levels of nitrogen dioxide (N02) predicted to
exceed the annual average objective of 40 gg M-3 by the end of 2005 (City of York
Council [CYC], 2005a). The streets included in York's AQMA are shown in red in
Figure 2.1. The two street canyons used in the full-scale field campaign presented in
the following Chapters are Bootham and Gillygate are also shown. On Gillygate,
66% of NO_,(NO+NO-, ) is estimated by CYC to derive from traffic-related emissions
(see http: //www. york. gov. uk/environment/airquality/Gillygate. pdf).

Figure 2.1. The Air Quality Management Area (AQMA) declared for NO,) by the
City of York Council (CYC, 2005a).

-10Details of CYC's Air Quality Action Plan are shown in Table 2.2 as an example of a
local authority working towards reducing concentrations of NO, (CYC, 2005b).
Further details of the CYC's Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP) and Local Air Quality

Management (LAQM)

initiatives

can

be

found

on

their

website

(http: //www. york. gov. uk).

Table 2.2. The Air Quality Action Plan (AQAP) measuresfor reducing NO,
concentrations within York's Air Quality Management Area (CYC, 2005b).
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Reducing the need to travel
Encouraging walking and cycling
Encouraging use of public transport
Reducing the number and distance of trips within the AQMA
Encouraging the use of alternative fuels and smaller more fuel efficient
vehicles
6. Improving traffic management and reducing congestion
7. Reducing emissions from heavy goods vehicles and buses
8. Reducing emissions from non-transport related sources

2.4. Air Quality Monitoring
In many European cities automated monitoring networks regularly provide detailed
air quality information. Permanent air quality stations within a city may be classified
into two broad categories: (a) kerbside and (b) background measurement locations.
Kerbside locations are usually positioned within AQMAs or places of expected air
pollution hot-spots, while background measurements are usually undertaken in parks
or other open spaces away from road traffic.

Pfeffer et al. (1995) presented

measurementsof NO,, CO, benzene, soot and other atmospheric pollutants from a
field campaign conducted in two busy street canyons in DUsseldorf and Essen in
Germany as part of a pilot study preparing the implementation of new regulations
included in the German Federal Clean Air Act. Investigations were undertaken into
the influence of the background wind on measured street level concentrations. The
extensive monitoring

performed in the study revealed that the ambient air

concentrations of NO,,, CO and hydrocarbons at sites exposed to traffic are
considerably higher than at other urban measuring points, which indicates that road
traffic is the most important emission source of these compounds.

The mean
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concentrationsof CO and NO., measuredin the DUsseldorfstreetcanyonwere found
to be more than three and five times higher, respectively, than the mean
concentrationsat urban background locations. For lead and polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbonsthe differences are less significant but still discernible. The annual
meanconcentrationof carcinogenicbenzeneat the DUsseldorfstation(reaching30 gg
m-3)was six times higher than the overall backgroundlevel in the Rhine-Ruhrarea.
According to Pfeffer et al. (1995), the carcinogenicrisk at sites exposedto traffic,
however,is primarily causedby dieselengineemissionsof PM.
Gaseouspollutants may be monitored continuouslyusing standardgas analysersor
passive electrochemicalcells (see Chapter 3). Although not continuous, gaseous
pollutants,such as N02, may also be monitoredusing diffusive or pumpedsampling
using tubes filled with an appropriateadsorbent(Laxen and Noordally, 1987). The
responsetimes (i.e. the time over which the sample is taken) for standard gas
analysersand instrumentsfitted with electrochemicalcells are sufficiently sensitive
and fast to give real time measurementsof CO, NO, and ozone (03). The response
times of theseinstrumentsare typically I-2 minutes(Vardoulakiset al., 2003).
Diffusive samplershave relatively long responsetimes,usually in the order of weeks,
which make them less suitable for observing pollutants responsiblefor short-term
health effects. Furthermore, the long averaging periods prevents comparisons
betweenthe diurnal traffic flow averageand at evenshortertime scales,the influence
of meteorologicalparameters,such as the meanwind flow and turbulence. However,
the overall suitability of using passive diffusion tube samplers depends on the
objectivesof the study. For instance,Laxen and Noordally (1987) demonstratedthat
as the diffusion tube samplersare portabledevicesthat can easily be attachedto street
furniture such as lamppostsand do not require an electrical power supply they are
particularly useful for spatial distribution measurements
of N02. In addition to being
suitable for measuringvertical and horizontal concentrationdistributions, diffusion
tubes are also a useful way of measuringlong-term pollution trends, which are
importantfor review and assessment
proceduresundertakenfor any AQMA.

-12Diffusive N02 samplinghasbeenusedin severalother field experiments(e.g. Hewitt,
1991; Monn et al., 1997) for establishingthe spatial variability of air pollution in
urban areas. A criticism of this might be that althoughN02 is easily monitoredusing
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not
passive
N02 only representsa small fraction (potentially less than 10%) of the total NO,
directly emittedfrom traffic. In addition to this, it is highly reactivewithin very short
transport distancesand, therefore, is not expectedto correlate strongly with other
more conservativepollutantslike CO andbenzene.
Monitoring data from a busy street canyon location in central London and a
backgroundsite havebeenusedto estimatethe potential importanceof primary N02
emissions from road vehicles travelling along the street canyon (Carslaw and
Beevers,2004). By consideringthe differencein the total 'oxidant', OX (or N02+03)
betweenthe two sites,insight hasbeengainedinto the potential magnitudeof primary
N02 emissionsfrom road vehicles. Their findings have shown that the day-of-thehour-of-the-day
in
OX closely matches some attributes of the
variation
and
week
in
in
flows
In
the
traffic
variation
particular,
road
and
vehicle
composition.
variation
OX compareswell the variation in estimatedNOx emissionsfrom diesel vehiclesby
hour-of-the-dayandday-of-the-week.
In recent years, however, the development of instruments fitted with passive
electrochemIcalcells has provided a cheaperalternativeto the standardgasanalysers
for continuousmeasurementsof pollutants such as CO, as discussedin Chapter3.
Furthermore,their portability has also allowed for their attachmentto streetfurniture
in
have
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the
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may
where,
past,
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Therefore, instruments fitted with passive electrochemical cells have provided a
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allowing
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distributions. An additional benefit is associatedwith the relatively short response
times, which allow for the results to be averagedover short time periods in order to
compareto the regulatorystandardsor meteorologicaland traffic parameters.
It was mentionedearlier that the primary sourceof CO in street canyonsis petrol
engine vehicles (Derwent et al., 1995). An additional benefit to measuringCO in

-13streetcanyonsis relatedto the fact that it can be regardedas being an inert 'tracer'
due to the very short distancebetweensourceand receptorand its low reactivity on
theseshort timescales.This is not the casewith N02, which rapidly dissociatesin the
presenceof light, or with NO, which reactsvery quickly with ozone(Palmgrenet al.,
1996). The chemical lifetime of CO is very long (severalweeks)comparedto other
pollutants (Dennis et al., 1996). Therefore,CO can be usedas a traffic-related tracer
in a study into the influence of dispersion within a streetcanyon. Furthermore,the
meandiurnal concentrationsof other traffic-relatedpollutantssuchasNO.,(VdkevUet
al., 1999)and particle numberconcentrationin the range0.01 to lOgm (Penttinenet
al., 2001, Ketzel et al. 2003) have been found to correlatereasonablywell with CO
close to traffic sourcesallowing it to be used in the presentstudy as an effective
traffic-related tracer. Longley et al. (2003) conducted a 2-week measurement
campaignto measuresize-segregatedaerosolin the size range4.6 nm - 10 gm at a
fine timescale(10-minuteresolution) in a typical streetcanyonin Manchester. They
discussedtheir results with particular attention to the influence of backgroundwind
direction and traffic flow on numberconcentrations(seeSection2.6.2.2).
The turbulent mixing of the volume of air inside the street canyon (Section 2.6)
implies that any two measurements of a pollutant conducted in close proximity to
each other in a street can differ significantly (Croxford et al., 1996). Furthermore,
traffic congestion and the characteristic stop-start traffic flows may also provide
substantial variability with distance from a traffic-signal controlled intersection (see
also Goldstein and Landovitz, 1977a,b; Tate et al., 2005a). It is important to consider
these effects in any investigation into the spatial and temporal variability

in

concentrations of a traffic-related pollutant.

2.5. Air Quality Modelling
Dispersionmodelsare now widely used in the assessment
of roadsideair quality by
providing predictions of present and future air pollution concentrationsas well as
temporal and spatial variations. Some models can also give useful insights into the
in-canyon flow and dispersion characteristics. In addition to helping interpret
monitoring data, dispersion models are also used in air quality and traffic

-14managementassessments,urban planning, pollution forecasting and population
exposurestudies. Models have been classified by Vardoulakis et al. (2003) into
groupsaccordingto their physical or mathematicalprinciples e.g. reduced-scalebox,
Gaussianand computational fluid dynamics (CFD). They may also be classified
according to their complexity e.g. screening, semi-empirical and numerical.
However, such classifications are not perfect as many categories are often
overlapping.

2.5.1.Wind flow modelling
The basic equationsused to describethe mean flow follow the continuity equation
andassumeisothermal(i.e. neutral)conditionsfor an incompressiblefluid:
aui
=

axi

andthe steadystatemomentumconservationequation:

aui
u axi

1-

ýU-i
=a

axi

--7-,

Uiuj
axi
Ip
-

Lp
-L

;

axi

i=1,2,3

(2.2)

where

Ui

are the three velocity components (i= 1,2,3 or xy, z);

Uil

are the turbulent fluctuation components (deviations from the mean
velocity, where over bar refers to time averaging);

P

is pressure;

P

is densityof air;

v

is kinematic molecularviscosity.

In Equations(2.1) and (2.2) the summationconventionof repeatedindicesis implied.
The left-hand side of Equation (2.2) describesthe advection of mean momentum,
while the right-handside representsthe diffusion and pressureforces. Equation (2.2)
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stresses,uiUj . The problem,therefore,is to define an appropriateparameterisationof
thesestresses,which is often called the closureconceptas is describedin more detail
in Chapter 3 (see also Berkowicz et al., 1997a). The wind flow and dispersion
modelling (described in the following Section) refer to steady-staterather than
transientconditions.

2.5.2.Dispersion modelling
The modelling of the dispersion of pollutants in a street canyon is inevitably
connectedto the modelling of the wind flow and the mathematicalprinciples are
basically the same, i. e. the governing equation is the steady-state mass conservation
(continuity) equation for a scalar:

ac

a-

uj axj = --ý-CV +,8,
xj
X,

(2.3)
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reactions. As described for flow modelling, the key problem is once again
determining the parameterisationof the turbulent flux term Aj

and the most

commonapproachis basedon the eddy diffusivity concept:
ac
-T-P
cuj =-K, -t
ax
i

(2.4)

diffusivity
K
is
the
eddy
coefficient and is usually assumedto be equal to the
where
(Chapter
3).
fields
diffusivity
The
vt
and
coefficients
viscosity,
mean
wind
eddy
supplied by a particular flow model and Equation (2.3) can be solved numerically
boundary
to
appropriate
conditions (Berkowicz et al., 1997a). Methods
subject
be
diffusivity
the
coefficients
can
estimatedinclude, amongothers,the use
whereby
of the mixing length concept (Lee and Park, 1994) or the k-c method (Johnsonand
Hunter, 1995).
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superimposed.The statisticsof the fluctuating componentdependon the turbulence
characteristicsof the flow and can be derivedfrom the flow model (Berkowicz et al.,
1997a). Some examplesof stochasticmodelling of traffic-related pollutants can be
found in Lamb et al., (1979), Schorling (1994), Lanzani and Tamponi (1995),
Addison et al. (2000),Jichaet al. (2000), Xia and Leung (2001a,b) and Smalleyet al.
(2004a).

The MISKAM

CFD model consists of a 3-D non-hydrostatic flow model and an

Eulerian dispersion model (Eichhom, 1996) and uses k-e turbulence closure, where k
dissipation
MISKAM
kinetic
is
(TKE)
the
to
turbulence
rate.
e
energy
and
refers
uses the complete 3-D equations of motion of the flow field and the advectiondiffusion equation to determine the concentrations of substances with neutral density
(see Sahm et al., 2002). The model, therefore, calculates the stationary flow and
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detailed description of the MISKAM model is given in Chapter 3. More information
can

be

found

on

the

TRAPOS

website

(http: //www. dmu.dk/Atmospheric-

Environment/trapos).

Numerical modelsthat require solving the diffusivity formulation shownin Equation
(2.3) or stochasticmodelswith the correspondingflow models are still too complex
for practical applications, such as in the review and assessmentprocedures
undertakenfor AQMAs. However, they are particularly useful researchtools that
insight
into
in-canyon flow structures and dispersion
significant
provide
characteristicsthat may also be parameterisedinto semi-empirical models. The
Danish model OSPM is a well-known exampleof a semi-empiricaloperationalstreet

-17canyon model (Berkowicz et al., 1997a; Berkowicz, 2000a). OSPM is basedon
similar principles as the CanyonPlume Box-Model built by Yamartino and Wiegand
(1986).

Concentrations of traffic-related pollutants are calculated using a
combination of a plume model for direct contribution from emissions and a box
model for the recirculatingflow that developsinside streetcanyonsduring skimming
flow (Section 2.6). OSPM makesuse of a simplified parameterisationof in-canyon
flow and dispersion conditions and was deducedfrom the extensive analysis of
experimentaldata and model tests (Berkowicz et al., 1996). OSPM also includes
parameterisationof traffic-producedturbulence(Berkowicz et al., 1997a)and is only
one of a few streetcanyonmodelsto do so (seeChapter6).
Ketzel et al. (2000) undertook mathematical simulations of pollutant dispersion
within street canyons using the relatively simple OSPM and the more complex
MISKAM

code. The results were compared with wind tunnel simulations and field

measurements from two permanent monitoring

stations in Copenhagen and

Hannover. Comparison of the model results, in terms of normalised concentrations,
reveals discrepancies between the models, particularly for shorter averaging times
and smaller domains. It was found that although the microscale model MISKAM
generally performed better than the simple model OSPM there are more parameters
that are required to be set by the user in the former model, which may lead to
uncertainties in the model results. It was concluded that for microscale models to be
a useful practical tool, the procedure of validation needs to be improved and made
more transparent by making model input data and processing programs freely
available to all users.

Dispersion model predictions are mostly a function of meteorology, street canyon
geometry, receptor location, traffic flow and emission factors. The performance of
any model clearly dependson the quality of the inputs. Therefore, the acquisition and
processing of experimental data is a crucial part of any modelling study. For a more
complete review of the dispersion models used in street canyon studies see Berkowicz
et al. (I 997a) and Vardoulakis et al. (2003).

-182.6. Street Canyon Studies
In the past there havebeenseveralmodelling and experimentalfield studiesthat have
investigatedthe pollutant dispersionand transformationpatterns(chemical reactions)
different
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different monitoring and modelling techniqueshave beenused. This Section aims to
give insight into the influence of meteorology,urban topographyand traffic on the
light
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the
of
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of
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techniquesused. Some studiesin the past were purely experimental,i.e. they were
have
Other
based
full-scale
studies
on
or reduced-scalemeasurements.
exclusively
been entirely theoretical and have focussed on the investigation of different
backgroundwind flow regimesand canyon geometriesusing mathematicalmodels,
such as those describedin Section 2.5. However, recent studies have commonly
combined experimental work and mathematical modelling. For instance, the
European research network TRAPOS (Optimisation of Modelling Methods for
Traffic Pollution in Streets)has given new insights into a numberof issuesrelatedto
streetcanyons,many of which will be discussedin turn in the following Section.
However, it should be mentioned that few full-scale experiments have been
conductedthat have allowed for simultaneousand continuousmeasurementsof the
backgroundwind and in-canyonwind, turbulence,pollutant concentrationsand traffic
characteristics. The simultaneousand continuous monitoring of these parameters
inside streetcanyonsof differing geometrywould allow for the investigationinto the
relative importanceof the factors influencing high roadsidepollutant concentrations.
The following Sectionwill describein detail why this is the case.

2.6.1.Street canyon geometry
Street canyons are usually relatively narrow streetswith buildings along both sides
forming continuousflanks with no significant openings(Nicholson, 1975). However,
the term streetcanyonhasalso beenusedmore widely to describemuch wider streets
and even someboulevardswith rows of treeson eachsideof the road (e.g. Sini et al.,
1996;Vardoulakis et al., 2002). The term has also beenusedto describestreetswith
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openingsalong the walls of the canyon,particularly where side streetsjoin the study
canyon (e.g. Nielsen, 2000).

Therefore,it is useful to expressthe dimensionsof a streetcanyonby its aspectratio,
or the height (H) of the canyondivided by the width (M. A regularstreetcanyonhas
H1W of -1.0 and no significant openings along the walls. A wider boulevard or
avenuecanyon would have a lower H1W of -0.5. On the other hand, a deep street
distance
it
is
have
H1W
Furthermore,
to
the
of
useful
express
canyonmay
often
-2.0.
betweentwo major intersectionsalong a streetcanyon,or the length,L, of the canyon.
Shortstreetcanyonsusually haveLJH of -5.0 (e.g. Kastner-Kleinet al., 2004). Street
canyons are also often classified according to their symmetry, with symmetric
canyons having buildings of approximately the same height flanking the street.
Asymmetric street canyons,on the other hand, describe significant differences in
building height.

2.6.2.The influence of meteorology

2.6.2.1.Backgroundwinds and in-canyonflowfeatures
The climate of street canyonsis primarily controlled by the micro-meteorological
effects of urban geometryrather than the mesoscaleforces controlling the climate of
the boundarylayer (Hunter et al., 1992). Much attention has been directed to the
study of the various streetcanyonairflow regimes(DePauland Sheih, 1986;Hussain
and Lee, 1980; Nakamuraand Oke, 1988; Oke, 1987; Johnsonand Hunter, 1999),
since airflow is responsible for the transport of properties such as turbulence,
pollutants,heatand moisture.
Understandingurban climatesis critically tied to notions of scaleand boundarylayer
development(Oke, 1987), as illustrated in Figure 2.2. At the smallestscale, which
includesindividual elements,eachbuilding, tree or road createsits own microclimate.
Becausethe city usually possessesrepetitive structures,such as rows of buildings,
these elementsare recombinedinto larger microscale climate units such as street
canyonswhich generatetheir own flow features,e.g. across-canyon
recirculatingflow

-20(Figure 2.2c). A more detailed discussion of this flow structure and other in-canyon
flow features will be given below. It should be mentioned that as these flow features
exist beneath roof-level this layer is called the urban canopy layer (UCL) following
the analogy with plant stands. A larger neighbourhood comprising several street
local
intervening
buildings,
their
a
creates
scale
gardens
and
courtyards
canyons plus
climate which extends horizontally, but is restricted to the UCL (Figure 2.2b).
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Figure 2.2. Schematic of the urban boundary layer includingL- its vertical layers and
scales. The Urban Boundary Layer (UBL) and Urban Canopy Layer (UCL) are
shown (Piringer et al., 2002).
The influences of each element also extend above roof-level as a jumbled set of
plumes and wakes in the roughness sublayer (see Oke, 1987). Due to the mixing of
turbulence these eventually merge to form a more horizontally homogeneous surface
layer in which micrometeorological theory for extensive homogeneous surfaces
applies (Figure 2.2b,c; Oke, 1987). Distinct urban terrain zones (i. e. areas of different
urban topography, such as the type and density of buildings) within a city produce
new internal boundary layers, which will form at each zone border. These are mixed
together to form the urban boundary layer (UBL) of the whole city (Oke, 1987). This
is a mesoscale phenomenon within which the air shows the integrated presenceof the
city. However, the present study will explore the flow structures that occur at the
microscale, i. e. within street canyon environments.
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backgroundwind flow and the in-canyonor cavity wind flow (Dabberdtet al., 1973).
The emphasishas usually beenon the supposedtwo-dimensional(2-D) nature of the
flows and the assumptionmadethat most of the important featurescan be explained
in those terms. For example,in numerical studiesthe thresholdH1W ratios for the
transitionbetweenflow regimeshavebeenevaluatedby investigatingchangesin flow
patternsin vertical cross-sectionsat mid-canyon level aligned with the undisturbed
flow (Hunter et al., 1991; 1992). Therefore, the majority of previous studies have
focusedon the main in-canyondispersionscenariosthat result from the 2-D natureof
the in-canyonflow, dependingupon the backgroundwind speed,Uef, and direction,
a, f. Vardoulakis et al. (2003) describethree main in-canyondispersionscenarios:(i)
low backgroundwind conditions (e.g. Urf :51.5 ms-1);(ii) perpendicularor nearperpendicularwinds with Uý,f > 1.5 ms-1and blowing at an angleof >30' to the street
axis; and (iii) parallel or near-parallel winds with Urf > 1.5 ms-1. During
perpendicularand oblique backgroundwinds the upwind side of the canyon is often
referredto asthe leewardside,whilst the downwind side is the windward side.
In urban street canyons the in-canyon flow patterns dependupon their geometry,
especiallythe aspectratio. Oke (1987)describesthreeflow regimesthat occur during
perpendicularbackgroundwinds for streetcanyonsof differing aspectratios (Figure
2.3). Figure 2.3a shows isolated roughnessflow for street canyons with widely
spacedbuildings (i. e. H1W<0.3) and essentiallyact as isolatedroughnesselementsas
there is enough distance for the air to flow downwind of the first building before
encounteringthe next obstacle. Figure 2.3b shows that as buildings become more
closely spaced(H/WzO.5) the disturbedin-canyonairflow hasinsufficient distanceto
readjustbefore encounteringthe downwind building, causingwake interferenceflow.
Figure 2.3c showsthe in-canyonflow featuresassociatedwith regular streetcanyons
(HIW =1.0). During perpendicularwinds the majority of the flow skims over the
cavity of the canyon, producing the skimming flow and characteristicsingle-across
canyonrecirculating vortex with a horizontally-alignedaxis (seeHunter et al., 1991;
1992).
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Figure 2.3. Flow regimesassociatedwith perpendicularbackgroundwinds in street
canyonswith different aspectratios (Oke, 1987).
The archetypalstreet canyon recirculating flow of the type shown in Figure 2.3c
consistsof a turbulent shearflow above a rectangularcavity during perpendicular
backgroundwinds. The single across-canyonrecirculating flow with a horizontallyalignedaxis is also illustrated three-dimensionallYin Figure 2.4b. Providing that the
backgroundwind speedis strongenough(e.g. Uef >1.5 -2m s-1)a recirculatingflow
with a horizontally-alignedaxis is establishedinside a regular streetcanyon(HIW;:::I)
and is driven by momentumtransportfrom the shearlayer aloft. Vachonet al. (2000)
stated that the across-canyonrecirculating vortex associatedwith skimming flows
was not observedfor backgroundwind speedslower than a thresholdof between0.9
and 1.2 in s-1during the field campaign conducted in a street canyon in Nantes,
France. However, Vachon et al. (2002) presentdata that suggeststhat a somewhat
weakenedrecirculating flow may still form during weak perpendicularbackground
winds. This is supportedby evidencepresentedin Chapter6, which suggeststhat a
recirculatingflow still developedinside a streetcanyonduring Uef:51.2 in s-1.
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Figure 2.4. Flow inside a streetcanyonduring (a) oblique and (b) perpendicular
backgroundwinds (adaptedfrom Hoydyshet al., 1974).
Figure 2.4b showsthat during skimming flow regimesthe streetlevel across-canyon
flow is opposite to the direction of the above-roof flow (i. e. towards the leeward
side). Typically, the recirculating velocities relative to the above-roof level wind
speed are in the order of 0.33 - 0.5 (Nakamura and Oke, 1988) and the turbulence
intensities are in the order of 0.1 (see Britter and Hanna, 2003). However, the mean
in-canyon wind speed and turbulence will clearly be canyon-specific and will depend
upon its aspect ratio, LIH ratio, building. and roof geometries and the presence of
bus
trees
shelters etc.
and
roughness
elements,
additional
such as signs,

The

turbulence intensities measured on the leeward side of the canyon, therefore, may be
higher relative to the above-roof turbulence in regular street canyons than in deeper
ones.

The recirculating flow, however, is neither steady nor symmetric. The asymmetric
recirculating flow is caused by stronger downdraughts on the windward side and
is
It
less
leeward
the
also possible that a
extensive
updraughts
side.
on
weaker,
comer vortex with a vertically-aligned axis may intermittently form within the street
canyon during oblique background winds (Figure 2.4a), which is likely to influence
the across canyon recirculating flow.

This would be particularly the case in short

street canyons when the background wind directions switch between perpendicular
and oblique to the street axis.

Intermittent comer vortices with vertically-aligned

axes may also develop inside long and deep street canyons simultaneously with a
single across-canyon recirculating flow with a horizontally-aligned axis, as shown
schematically in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5. Flow features inside a deep street canyon, showing a single across4-Dabberdt,
intermittent
(Hoydysh
and
recirculating
vortex
and
corner
vortices
canyon
1988).
Direct measurements of wind flow and turbulence inside street canyons are relatively
rare and the results have in the past sometimes been inconclusive.

This is due to the

fact that only a few point measurements of the wind are usually available and they
may be influenced by street furniture
(Berkowicz

et al.,

1997a).

(e. g. bus shelters, signs, kiosks) in the street

Therefore,

it

is often

not

possible

measurements to determine the 3-D structure of the in-canyon flow.
I
street canyons without

these additional

elements
roughness
C,

to use such

However, some

are more suited for

measurements of the in-canyon wind and turbulence fields, so long as there are
several instruments located in an appropriate array.

In the experiment inside a deep street canyon (HIW z 1.3) conducted by DePaul and
Sheih (1986) the mean wind velocities were determined by the analysis of tracer
balloons that were released in the canyon and photographed in rapid sequence. The
balloon trajectories showed the formation of a recirculating flow with a horizontallyaligned axis within the canyon during perpendicular background winds of Ur,f >1.5 2.0 m s-1. An important feature of the in-canyon flow pattern illustrated in Figure
2.3c and Figure 2.4b is that the vertical extent of the cell did not seem to occur

-25beyond the roof level, with the velocity vectors at roof level appearingto be almost
parallel to the background wind.

The across-canyonrecirculating flow was

characterisedby significant vertical velocities and reverseflow at street level. The
mean velocities associatedwith the downdraughtson the windward side of the
canyon were approximatelya factor of two greaterthan the mean velocities in the
updraughtson the leeward side. The mean vertical velocities in the centre of the
canyonwere found to be approximatelyzero.
Measurementsof the mean in-canyon wind field were conductedby Nakamuraand
Oke (1988) using two-componentultrasonic anemometersboth above and within a
regular street canyon (H/W =1). One instrument was placed 3.6 m above the roof,
while the other was mounted Im above the floor in the centreof the canyon. Their
observationsconfirmed the formation of a recirculating vortex with a horizontallyalignedaxis during perpendicularbackgroundwinds. The wind flow measuredat the
floor of the canyon was approximately a 'mirror reflection' of the airflow aloft.
During Uref>2 m s-1the streetlevel wind speedwas found to be -2/3 lower. This is
in reasonableagreementwith the observationsof DePauland Sheih(1986).
The reflection of the wind off the windward canyon wall that was observedduring
skimming flow conditions(seeNakamuraand Oke, 1988;Johnsonand Hunter, 1999),
revealedthat the flow at streetlevel opposedthe direction of the above-roofflow (see
also Berkowicz et al., 1997a). The reflection is conceptualisedin Figure 2.6 where
the long dashedarrow indicatestrue mirror reflection, while the short dashedarrows
indicate alternativeanglesof reflection. According to Johnsonand Hunter (1999), a
generalalong-canyonflow is establishedwithin the canyondue to the oblique nature
of the approachflow, which increasespressureon the windward canyon wall and
decreases
pressureon the leewardcanyonwall. They postulatethat this along-canyon
componentadds momentumto the flow as it entersthe canyon at roof level. Once
that flow is entrainedwithin the canyon, along-canyonmomentumis removeddue to
friction on the canyonsurfaces.This reduction in momentumis lessthan the increase
in momentumat the canyontop. This clearly demonstratesthat 3-D flow effects in
real streetcanyonsare likely to add a certain amountof complexity to skimming flow
regimes of the type describedby Oke (1987). During backgroundwinds that are
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flow.

oblique
above-roof'
wind Ilokk

Figure 2.6. Schematic of the reflection off the windward canyon wall during oblique
4ý
background winds showing along- and across-canyon flow (adapted from Johnson
and Hunter, 1999).

In addition to strong along canyon flow components, helical street canyon flows are
by nature recirculating phenomena. Therefore, they will also produce street level
flow reversal relative to the above-roof wind direction, as shown in Figure 2.7. The
oblique wind aloft will therefore drive the recirculation inside the canyon.

Background winds that are parallel to the street axis are likely to produce strong
flows. In the field experiment conducted by Nielsen (2000),
channel
along-canyon
Lparallel background winds were found to enhance the efficiency of the ventilation as
a result of turbulent winds causing pulsating circulation patterns. Figure 2.7 also
shows that at intersections there are significant lateral exchanges in the an-flow with
connecting streets. Clearly, these areas of relatively high flow exchange will have
significant influences on the resulting concentrations of traffic-related pollutants,
particularly as intersections are associated with elevated emission rates due to
accelerating driving modes (see Sections 2.6.2.2 and 2.6.3).
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Figure2.7. Flow field at a streetintersectionwith a tall building, illustrating
exchangesbetweenthe streetsand additionalmixing processesalongthe street
canyonsduring oblique backgroundwinds (Robins and MacDonald,2001).
As mentionedearlier,complexchannellingeffects may also be producedduring other
backgroundwind directions. For instance,comer vortices with vertically-aligned
axesand strong horizontal componentsmay form at the intersectionswith the street
canyon(Figure 2.4a). In short streetcanyons(LIH =5.0), especiallythose with side
streetsthat adjoin perpendicularto the street axis, it is likely that counter-rotating
comer vortices may developduring perpendicularwinds. Thesecomer vortices with
vertically-aligned axes may be strong enoughto inhibit the developmentof a single
in
flow
horizontally-aligned
the
type
recirculating
shown
across-canyon
with a
axis of
Figure 2.3c. This is becausethe comer vortices induce along-canyonconverging
flows.

Upon convergence,the along-canyon flows produce significant vertical
momentumflux (e.g. in the form of updraughts)on both sides of the canyon (see

Chapter4).

The comer vortices, however, are also likely to produce street-levelacross-canyon
flow towards the leeward side of the canyon. Some of these flow features are
illustrated in Figure 2.8, althoughit should be noted that the schematicrepresentsan
isolatedbuilding ratherthan a streetcanyon.
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kiosks; andpitchedroofs (Hoydysh andDabberdt,1994;Theurer, 1999).
In addition to the mechanicalturbulencethat may be producedwithin some street
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canyon flow features may also be affected by the atmosphericstability (Rotach,
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and/orthe bottom of the canyonmay also affect the in-canyonflow features. Uehara
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stronger when unstable. Stable atmosphericconditions led to a positive feedback
effect in which the downwardflow into the streetcanyonweakeneddue to buoyancy,
which facilitated the formationof a more highly stablestratification. Xie et al. (2005)
investigatedthe impact of solar heating on street canyon flows using a numerical
CFD model. They found that solar heating on the leeward wall of the canyon
strengthenedthe recirculatingflow. However, when the windward wall is warmer
than the in-canyonair, an upward buoyancy flux opposesthe downward advection
flux along this wall and divides the recirculating flow structure(with a horizontallyalignedaxis) into two counter-rotatingcells. The uppervortex cell rotatesin a similar
direction to the classic recirculating flow, whereas the lower cell rotates in the
oppositedirection.Thermaleffects are unlikely to play a major role in disturbingthe
mean wind flow, particularly within UK street canyons for climatic reasons,
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Although

wind

tunnel studies (see also Kovar-Panskus et al., 2002) and

computational studies (see also Sini et al., 1996; Kim and Baik, 2001) suggest that
street canyon walls heated by the sun influence the mechanically driven recirculating
flow, it seems unlikely to be operationally important in most scenarios (see Britter
and Hanna, 2003). Any effect is far less evident in field measurements (Louka et al.,
2002) probably because, in the field, the physical width of the free convective
boundary layer on the heated wall is small compared to the scale of the mechanically
driven motion, which is of course on the street scale (Britter and Hanna, 2003).
However, these thermal effects are likely to be of greater consequence during weak
background winds, particularly in street canyons with substantial solar radiation.

Variations in the classicsingle acrosscanyonrecirculating flow with a horizontallyaligned axis may occur if the canyongeometryand backgroundwind direction varies.
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possiblereattachmentof the separatingshearlayer off the leewardwall to the floor of
the canyon (Britter and Hanna,2003). Furthermore,the classicsingle across-canyon
vortex of the type shown in Figure 2.3c may not be producedin asymmetricstreet
canyons. In step-up canyons the downwind building is higher than the upwind
building, whereasin step-downcanyons the downwind building is lower than the
upwind building. A recirculatingvortex may either be entirely absent,particularly in
the caseof step-downcanyons,or the centre of the recirculating vortex may simply
be displacedfrom mid-canyonlevel (Assimakopouloset al., 2004). However, it is
likely that more than one recirculating vortex will develop inside asymmetricstreet
canyons.
More than one recirculatingvortex (with horizontally-alignedaxes)may also develop
inside deepstreetcanyons(HIW >13). In suchcanyons,the main recirculatingflow
is usually positionedtowards the upper part of the canyon,with almost stagnantair
below (DePaul and Sheih, 1986). In even deeper canyons (HIW --2.0) a weak
counter-rotatingsecondaryvortex may developat streetlevel (Pavageauet al., 1996).
The influence of a single prominent building locatedalong the canyon wall is also
likely to affect the in-canyonflow, as shown schematicallyin Figure 2.7. It is also
possible that in even deepercanyons (HIW ýz3.0)a third weak vortex may develop
(Jeong and Andrews, 2002). In deep canyons it is likely that small vortices with
horizontalIY-alignedaxes develop at street level at the comers of the canyon walls.
However, these latter possibilities are more common in idealised laboratory
experimentsratherthan in field experiments(seeBritter and Hanna,2003).

2.6.2.2. Dispersion of traffic-related pollutants

The dispersion of gaseoustraffic-related pollutants in a street canyon generally
dependson the rate at which the street exchangesair vertically with the above-roof
atmosphereand laterally with connecting streets(Riain et al., 1998; Figure 2.7). It
has beendemonstratednumerically (e.g. Sini et al., 1996;Leitl and Meroney, 1997)
and by using wind tunnel modelling (Hoydysh and Dabberdt,1988; Kastner-Kleinet
al., 1997,2001; Rafailidis, 1997; Park et al., 2004) that wind flow and pollutant
dispersionwithin continuousstreetcanyonsessentiallydependon the aspectratio, the
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skimming flow of the type shown in Figure 2.3c provides minimal ventilation of the
canyon and is relatively ineffective in removing pollutants (Hunter et al., 1992;
Berkowicz, 2000a).

Figure 2.9 shows a schematic representation of the across-

canyon recirculating flow with a horizontal ly-aligned axis that forms during
perpendicular background winds. The direction of the wind at street level is opposite
to the background wind direction. The asymmetric recirculating flow is caused by
stronger downdraughts on the windward side and weaker updraughts on the leeward
side.

perpendicular
background wind

ýý
-Ak

Figure 2.9. Schematic of the single across-canyon recirculating flow with a
horizontal IY-aligned axis, showing the transport of pollutants to the leeward side of
the canyon (modified from Berkowicz, 2000a).
The field measurements of DePaul and Sheih (1985), Qin and Kot (1993) and
Longley et al. (2003) show increased concentrations of traffic-related pollutants on
the leeward side of the canyon, with concentrations decreasing with height above the
ground on both sides of the street. The background wind direction and, hence the
single across-canyon recirculating flow, was found to have a significant influence on
the particle number concentrations measured inside the Manchester street canyon
(Longley et al., 2003).

They found values typically

2-10 times greater in

perpendicular flow than the estimated inner-urban background.

Longley et al.

(2004a) confirmed the presence of a recirculating flow during measurements inside
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single-acrosscanyon recirculating vortex advects traffic-related pollutants at street
level in the reverseflow portion of the recirculatingflow towardsthe leewardside.
Vachonet al. (2000)conducteda full-scale experimentfor a period of one month in a
section of the Rue de Strasbourg,which is a 3-lane, one-way, highly-trafficked
straight street canyon in Nantes, France. Measurementsof the mean CO
concentration,temperatureand wind flow fields were conductedin what was the first
campaignof the URBCAP project. The aim of the study was to assesspollutant
transformation processeswithin the urban canopy and to validate small-scale
dispersionmodels. They presentedresults of the CO concentrationsmeasuredat
different heights within the streetcanyon in relation to the backgroundwind speed
and direction. They found that during perpendicularbackgroundwinds the highest
concentrationsof CO were measuredon the leeward side of the street,which is most
likely to havebeencausedby streetlevel reverseflow associatedwith a single acrosscanyonrecirculatingflow (Figure 2.9). The single across-canyonflow, therefore,is
one of the reasonswhy streetcanyonsare usually locatedwithin pollution hot-spots
associatedwith AQMAs (Section2.3).
It is likely that helical flow regimes develop during oblique background winds,
producing not only an along-canyonventilation effect but also across-canyonflow
reversal. Consequently,as with classicrecirculating flows associatedwith skimming
flow regimes(Figure 2.9), helical recirculating flows are likely to transportpollutants
towards the leeward side of the canyon where they may accumulate. Additional
recirculationphenomenamay occur along a streetcanyonwithin small cavities in the
building walls.
One of the most systematicinvestigationsinto in-canyondispersioncharacteristicsin
a reduced-scale(i.e. wind tunnel) model of urban streetswas performedby Hoydysh
and Dabberdt (1988) using tracer gas and flow visualisation techniques. Three
different canyonconfigurationswere consideredin their study: a long regular street
canyon; a step-down street canyon; and a step-up street canyon. The street level
across-canyonconcentrationgradientsand the vertical concentrationgradientswere
measuredfor various backgroundwind directions. Their findings confirmed thoseof
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The vertical

concentrationprofiles were well approximatedby an exponential function with the
maximum occurring close to the traffic source (i.e. at street level). During
perpendicularbackgroundwinds the concentrationswere generallya factor of two or
more on the leeward side of the canyoncomparedto the windward side, except for
the step-downcanyon where windward concentrationswere slightly greaterthan the
leewardconcentrations. Concentrationswere generally lower in the step-upcanyon
in relation to the regular and step-downcanyonconfigurations. In the regular street
canyon the street level concentrationson the windward side exhibited significant
variation with the background wind direction. Perpendicular wind directions
produceda local maximum, while oblique winds produceda shallow minimum and a
subsequentincrease in concentrations approaching parallel to the street axis.
DabberdtandHoydysh (1994)confirmedthesefindings.
Schatzmannet al. (2000) presenteddata from a reduced-scalestudy into pollutant
dispersion in urban areas and demonstratedhow wind tunnel data can be used to
supplementand enhancethe value of full-scale measurementsfor model validation
purposes. The street canyon used in the field experimentwas located in Hannover,
Germany. The German MOBILEV emission model was used to calculate hourly
average emissions for the street using information on street geometry, emission
factors,driving mode and vehicle fleet composition. Congestedtraffic and cold-start
emissionsare also taken into account(see Section 2.6.3). They reportedthat there
was generallyreasonableagreementbetweenthe results from the full-scale, reducedscaleand modelling studies,with concentrationsmeasuredon the leewardside of the
canyonbeing a factor of 2-3 times higher than thosemeasuredon the windward side.
Sini et A (1996) built a numerical model to simulate the small-scaleatmospheric
flows within the urban canopy, basedon the standardk-etwo-equation turbulence
model, wherek refers to the turbulencekinetic energy(TKE) and e is the dissipation
rate. The model was used to study the flows and vertical exchangesof pollutants
within the streetand at the interfacewith the atmosphericlayer abovethe roofs for a
street canyon of infinite length. They found that the number and arrangementof
vortex structureswithin the street canyon largely influenced the vertical exchange
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turbulenceclosuremodelto investigatethe influenceof streetcanyongeometryon incanyon flow and concentrationfields in isolated regular 2-D street canyons. They
found an influence of the LIH ratio on the dynamics of the classic single-across
canyonrecirculatingflow.
In similar studies,Chanet al. (2001; 2003) investigatedthe variation in streetcanyon
flow and pollution patternswith changesin the canyon geometry. A regular street
canyon was used in the first study, while an asymmetric canyon was used in the
numerical k-e turbulenceclosure simulationsin the latter study. Chan et al. (2001;
2003) observedthat not only the HAV and LIH ratios have a noticeableinfluenceon
street level pollution concentrations,but that the relative height of the buildings
flanking the streetalso influencedthe in-canyon flow and concentrationfields, with
non-uniform roof heights providing better ventilation. Kim and Baik (2003) in
anotherstudywith a 2-D numericalmodel found that the in-canyonrecirculatingflow
and streetcanyonventilation strengthenwith increasinginflow turbulenceintensities.
The majority of field experimentsconductedwithin real full-scale streetcanyonshave
predominantly investigated the influence of the classic single across-canyon
recirculating flow (with a horizontally-alignedaxis). The majority of the numerical
models currently used to determine the skimming flow regime involve idealised
building configurations,i.e. the buildings have rectangularshapeswith flat roofs and
are arrangedin a uniform manner (e.g. Figure 2.3c and Figure 2.9). However,
buildings with pitchedroofs are more commonin the majority of Europeancities and,
therefore, the influence of pitched roof geometries on the in-canyon flow and
dispersion must also be determined. The work presentedby Louka et al. (1998;
2000) has revealedsubstantiallymore about the flow and turbulenceinside a street
canyon with pitchedroofs and H1W= 0.7. The unsteadyfluctuations in the position
of the shearlayer are believed to have forced the unsteadyfluctuations in the street.
The shapesof the roofs are likely to haveaffectedthe depth and strengthof the shear
layer. Pitchedroofs were found to be more associatedwith energeticeddies(Louka
et al., 1998) and stronger turbulence intensities (Rafailidis, 1997; 2000) than flat
roofs. Louka et al. (2000) presentedevidenceof an intermittent recirculating flow
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pitched roofs. Figure 2.10 shows the position of the shear layer relative to the incanyon recirculation zone and the free-stream velocity loft. The shear layer is likely
to have been shed off the upstream roof during perpendicular background winds.
Louka et al. (2000) stated that fluctuations in the position of the shear layer resulted
in 'flapping'

of the shear layer.

Therefore, the strength of the across-canyon

recirculating flow is controlled by the flapping of the shear layer, which is situated
between the recirculation zone and the above-roof airflow.
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Fi gure 2.10. Schematic showing the position of the shear layer relative to the inZ-canyon recirculation zone during skimming flow (Louka et al., 2000).
It was mentioned earlier that the majority of the numerical models currently use
idealised building configurations with buildings that have rectangular shapesand flat
Z_
:1
roofs and are arranged in a uniform manner. However, the wind tunnel studies
conducted by Kastner-Klein and Plate (1999) and Rafailidis (1997; 2000) have
demonstrated that building and roof geometries (such as pitched roofs) may have
slunificant implications for the dispersion characteristics inside street canyons.
Tracer-gas experiments were performed in symmetric and asymmetric street canyons
in a neutrally stratified wind tunnel (Kastner-Klein and Plate, 1999).

Vehicle

emissions were simulated as line sources. Concentration profiles along building walls
were measured. Street canyon and roof geometry, upwind building configuration and
wind direction were found to be important influences on the in-canyon concentration
field. For instance, roof shape can be an important factor determining the vorticity
dynarnics in the canyon and the intensity of the pollutant transport towards the
leeward side of the canyon. In the case of the symmetric, isolated street canyon
concentrations were found to be up to ten times higher on the leeward side of the
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a horizontally-alignedaxis.
Kastner-Klein et aL (2004a)studiedthe flow patternsin the central vertical plane for
three different LJH ratios and threedifferent roof configurationsfor an isolatedstreet
canyon with an aspectratio of unity in a wind tunnel. For all caseswith flat roofs,
they found that flow separationoccurredat the upwind edgeof the upwind building
and a classic across-canyonrecirculating flow with a horizontally-aligned axis
formed. Above the roof, a shearzone with increasedturbulent velocities developed
and the highest turbulence levels were observed above the roof of the upwind
building. However,for all casesstudiedwith pitchedroofs, the typical street-canyon
recirculatingflow did not develop. On the other hand,in real streetcanyonsthe flow
featuresare likely to be quite different. The influenceof the topographyof the urban
landscapeupwind of a streetcanyon on the in-canyon recirculating flow formation
and dynamicsis equalin importanceto the canyon'saspectratio and roof geometry.
Meroney et al. (1996) investigatedthe dispersion of a tracer gas in wind tunnel
studiesof an isolatedstreetcanyonin open country and a streetcanyon in an urban
environment. The streetcanyonshad aspectratios of unity and the roofs were flat.
They found that the dynamicsand, thus the dispersioncharacteristics,of the flow
were quite different. The isolated canyon was observedto have better ventilation
than the urban roughnesscase. They reportedthat a recirculating flow formed only
intermittently in the isolatedstreetcanyon, whereasit was much more stableamidst
urban roughness. Recall that in the field study conductedby Louka et al. (2000) the
intermittent flow recirculationwas expectedto havebeencausedby the 'flapping' of
the shearlayer (Figure 2.10). The results from the full-scale isolated street canyon
used by Louka et al. (2000) and the reduced-scaleisolated street canyonsused by
Meroney et al. (1996) and Kastner-Klein et al. (2004a) suggest that greater
ventilation may be produceddue to shear layer flapping, than in the case of urban
roughness where the potential for flapping is reduced. As a result, the mean
concentrationsof traffic-relatedpollutants inside non-isolated(i.e. urban roughness)
streetcanyonsin real urbantopographieswould be expectedto haveworse ventilation
conditions during skimming flow regimes as the recirculating flow is likely to be
more stable.
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flushedout of the canyon(Pavageauet al., 1996). It shouldalsobe mentionedthat in
some street canyons the highest in-canyon concentrationsmay not always be
associatedwith perpendicularskimming flow of the type shown in Figure 2.9.
Vardoulakiset al. (2002)observedin a relatively long streetcanyonwith HAV;tO.8 in
Paristhat the maximumstreetlevel concentrationsof CO andNO,, normalisedby the
backgroundwind speedand traffic flow, occurredduring parallel backgroundwinds.
However,this is likely to have beencausedby the accumulationof emissionsalong
the line source coupled with the advection of backgroundconcentrationsinto the
streetcanyonfrom nearbystreets. This is supportedby the findings of Robins et al.
(2002), who conducteda wind tunnel study into the dispersionof a tracer gas at a
simple urban intersectioncomprising two perpendicularstreets. Concentrationand
flow field measurements
wereundertakenin order to determinethe importanceof the
exchangeof pollutantsbetweenthe streets(see also Figure 2.7). The results showed
that concentrationson one side of the street were entirely due to emissionsfrom the
perpendicular street, whereas concentrations on the opposite side of the street
dependedupon emissionsupwind in the samestreetasthe receptor(seealso Hoydysh
andDabberdt,1994;Robins,2003).
Weak backgroundwinds createa well-known meteorologicalscenariothat favours
the accumulationof traffic-related pollutants in urban areas(Qin and Kot, 1993;
Vignati et al., 1996; Joneset al., 2000). DePaul and Sheih (1986) observedin a
relatively deep street canyon with HAV =1.3 that when Uf <1.5 rn. s-1the acrosscanyonrecirculatingflow with a horizontally-alignedaxis tendedto disappearand the
air in the streetstagnated.However, in street canyonsof HlWzO. 8 it is more likely
that a weaker recirculating flow may still exist during low backgroundwinds, as
discussedin Chapter6. During thesebackgroundwind conditions, the mechanical
turbulenceproducedby vehiclestravelling along the streetmay play a significant role
in the dispersionof traffic-relatedpollutants inside streetcanyons.
Fine and especiallyultrafine particlesare expectedto dispersein the air like gaseous
traffic-relatedpollutants. The larger sized particles, however,are greatly affectedby
gravity and consequentlyhave a shorter residencetime in the air (Chan and Kwok,
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larger vertical concentrationgradientsthan thoseusually observedfor gasesand fine
particles.
Despite the range of idealised numerical studies, few full-scale experiments have
been conducted which provide data from simultaneous measurements of in-canyon
wind flow and pollutant concentrations, relative to a suitable background wind
measurement. Full-scale street canyon experiments, however, are only representative
of local conditions and data from more locations are required to identify general
properties (Longley et al., 2004a). Inter-comparisons must also be made between
street canyons of different geometry, as not all street canyons are symmetrical. Most
streets have a non-uniform width or have buildings that differ in height on either side.
Dispersion models are widely used in air quality and traffic management, urban
planning, pollution forecasting and for predicting personal exposure to pollutants.
However, for dispersion models to achieve their full potential, they must be able to
accurately represent the influence of traffic emissions on roadside concentrations for
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2.62.3. Population exposure
It was mentionedin Section 2.4 that due to the very short distancesbetweensources
and receptors,only very fast chemical reactionshave a significant influence on the
measuredconcentrations inside street canyons (Berkowicz et al., 1997a). It is
expectedthat the relationship betweenrelatively stable chemical species(e.g. CO)
emitted by motor vehicles would not vary significantly in urban streets. This is
particularly helpful for epidemiological studies, becausea single indicator can be
identified for assessingpopulation exposureto traffic-related air pollution (Kingham
et al., 2000). Air quality inside street canyons is of major importance from a
population exposure point of view, since the highest concentrationsand greatest
numbersof people often occur in these streets(Hertel et al., 2001). The reduced
natural ventilation in street canyons resulting from perpendicularskimming flow
(Figure 2.9) results in greaterhealth impacts (e.g. indicated by an increasednumber
of respiratory hospital admissions)and damagecosts for the exposed population
(Spadaroand Rabl, 2001). Colvile et al. (2001) reviewed a number of studies that
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measurableincreasesin the manifestationsof cardiovascularand respiratorydiseases
even at the comparativelylow levels of air pollution in modemWesterncities.

2.6.3. The influence of traffic
Traffic is not only a sourceof pollution, but also providesa mechanismfor pollutant
dispersion. Therefore, traffic plays a- significant role in the variability in
concentrationsof traffic-related pollutants measuredinside street canyons. The
following sub-sectionwill continuethe themeof in-canyondispersionmechanismsby
exploring the influence of traffic-Producedturbulence. The sub-sectionthat follows
after that will addressthe influence of traffic characteristicsand driving mode on the
variability in emissionlevels.

2.6.3.1. Traffic-producedturbulence
High concentrationsof traffic-related pollutantsin streetcanyonsare often associated
with low wind speed conditions. However, operational street canyon dispersion
models commonly perform poorly under theseconditions. Typically, thesemodels
are structuredto havean inverserelationshipbetweenthe concentrationfield and U"'f'
and this relationshipleadsto substantialoverestimationof the concentrationsduring
low wind speeds(seeBritter and Hanna,2003). Sourcesof turbulencethat may be of
during weak backgroundwind conditionswere mentionedearlier
greaterconsequence
and include thermal production by radiation from the built environment and from
vehicle exhaustsandengines.
There is also the mechanicalproduction of turbulencefrom the motion of vehicles,
which is known as traffic-produced turbulence (TPT). Therefore, mechanically
producedturbulenceinside street canyonsis assumedto be composedof two parts:
one is dependentupon the backgroundwind, which causessheargeneratedturbulence
above roof level (Figure 2.10); and the other is due to TPT. When Uf is low TPT
dominates and because the highest concentrations often occur during these
conditions, appropriatemodelling of these featuresis crucial (Kastner-Klein et al.,
1998;Ketzel et al., 1999).
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theoreticaland experimentalinvestigations(Eskridgeand Hunt, 1979;Thompsonand
Eskridge, 1987; Gronskei, 1988; Eskridge et al., 1991; Watkins et al., 1995).
However, the TPT effects describedin the aforementionedpapersare applicableto
fast moving cars on openroads. There have been many studieson the dispersionof
traffic-related pollutantsin streetcanyons(Baumanet al., 1982;Rotach, 1995;Sini et
al., 1996; Louka et al., 1998,2000; VUkevd et al., 1999; Longley et al., 2004a).
However, only a limited number of full-scale field experimentshave focused on
investigating the influenceof TPT on the dispersionof such pollutants. The lack of
field measurementsof TPT is unsurprising, due to the fact that it is difficult to
separate traffic from other sources of turbulence, such as thermally-generated
turbulence or shear generatedturbulence associatedwith the background wind.
However, DePaul and Sheih (1986) used measurementswith hot-wire anemometers
inside a deep streetcanyonwith H1Wz 1.3 and found that traffic was significant in
increasingturbulenceup to heightsof approximately7 m, i.e. ZIH = 0.2. Qin and Kot
(1993) observedthat during weak backgroundwinds the street-level wind inside a
narrow streetcanyonwith H1W= 1.1 was dominatedby the traffic flow. They found
that the influence of TPT extendedup to a height of 12 m, i.e. z/H = 0.8. The actual
height to which TPT effectsextendis canyon-specificand is likely to be relatedto the
canyonaspectratio and/orbackgroundwind speedanddirection.
Vachon et al. (2002) describedthe influencesof traffic motions on the productionof
turbulence inside a deep three-lanestreet canyon with one-way traffic and H1Wof
1.4. Measurementsof velocity componentsand turbulence were undertakenon a
street in Nantes, France. They attributed the increasedlevels of turbulent kinetic
energy (TKE) found in the lower half of the canyonto TPT. They found turbulence
enhancementclose to the traffic region on both windward and leeward sides of the
street. However, the influence was more pronouncedon the leeward side and the
vertical extent of the TPT region was much larger than on the windward side.
Vachon et al. (2002) suggestthat this is causedby the advection of turbulence
producedin the traffic region toward the leewardside due to the wind-inducedsingle
across-canyonvortex. A single across-canyonvortex with a somewhatdestabilized
structuremay havedevelopedduring weak perpendicularbackgroundwinds (seealso
Chapter6).
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a better understandingof TPT effects on street canyon airflow and dispersionand
their interaction with wind-inducedflow phenomena. However,the incorporationof
traffic effects in dispersion models is still rudimentary (Di Sabatinoet al., 2003).
Recently,however,therehavebeenstudiesinto the influenceof TPT on streetcanyon
concentrationfields using wind tunnel experimentsfor no traffic, one-waytraffic and
two-way traffic flows (Kastner-Klein et al., 1998; 1999;2000; 2001; Di Sabatinoet
al., 2003). For instance,Kastner-Kleinet al. (1998; 1999;2001) releaseda tracergas
(SF6)at a constantrate from the floor of the canyon and found that during one-way
traffic flows, there were pronouncedalong-canyonairflow and dispersionconditions.
The concentrationdistribution along the canyon displayed strong lateral skewness,
with concentrationsincreasing in the direction of traffic-produced airflow. The
results also indicated that street canyon turbulence had a diurnal variation, which
followed the traffic flow reasonablywell, with concentrationsdecreasingwhen traffic
flow increaseddue to TPT. They also showedthat for two-way traffic there was little
effect of traffic movementon the concentrationsfield, which was consistentwith the
small velocity changesthat were measured. Therefore, these findings immediately
raise the question as to whetherTPT is only significant in streetcanyonswith oneway traffic flows and any study into TPT must addressthis issue.
Pearce and Baker (1997) also used moving model experiments to investigate the
effect of vehicle motion. However, the method used was considerably different from
the studies of Kastner-Klein et al. (1998; 1999; 2000; 2001).

Pearce and Baker

(1997) fired single and multiple numbers of vehicles along a wind tunnel model of a
street canyon with a simulated perpendicular airflow and a tracer gas that was
released from the floor of the wind tunnel as a line source along the length of the
canyon. Ensemble averaging was used to obtain stable results and it was found that
the passageof one vehicle did not seem to affect the concentration field, but a fourvehicle platoon did produce a noticeable effect. For clarity, a vehicle platoon is a line
of closely following vehicles. In urban traffic flows there are usually short spaces
between consecutive vehicles, i. e. there are short distance headways. Pearce and
Baker (1997) also observed a noticeable increase in the concentration of the tracer on
the upstream side of the canyon associated with vehicle movement. This was the
direction in which the wake would have been translated by the in-canyon airflow.
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appropriatescaling, from a production-dissipationbalancefor TKE. They estimated
TPT by considering three vehicle-wakeconditions: isolated vehicle-wakes,wakeinterfering vehiclesand totally overlappingwakes. Theseconditionsare analogousto
the isolated,wake-interferenceand skimming flow regimesdescribedby Oke (1988)
to explain the effects of buildings on the wind flow (Figure 2.3). TPT effects are
likely to reduce with increasingtraffic density as the drag coefficient on vehicles
following in successiondecreases
dueto slipstreameffects.
Kastner-Klein et al. (1999) developedand evaluateda scaling conceptbasedon the
backgroundwind speed and vehicle speedfor pollutant concentrationdata against
field and wind tunnel data. They found that their scaling more realistically described
concentration distributions than the standard method, which assumes the
concentrations are inversely proportional to Uref. Kastner-Klein et al. (2003)
comparedtheseresultswith kerbsidemeasurements
of NO.,that were collected over a
period of several years in three separatestreet canyons in Hannover and Berlin in
Germany and in Copenhagen, Denmark.

They found that the traditional

concentrationscaling, which uses Uý,f as a normalising factor, was inappropriatein
urban street canyon situations during low Uf. Extreme events are likely to occur
during weak backgroundwinds and models that ignore TPT will significantly overpredict the magnitudeof theseevents.
The incorporation of TPT into the semi-empirical Operational Street Pollution Model
(OSPM) led to a marked improvement in the model performance, especially for the
extreme events (Berkowicz, 2000a). According to Di Sabatino et al. (2003), the
OSPM considers traffic inside a street canyon as the superposition of individual
vehicles. They also stated that the TPT parameterisation is based on the assumption
that the motion of vehicles produces an overall variance of the velocity fluctuations
proportional to the square of the vehicle velocity. The coefficient of proportionality
is linked to the drag coefficient of the vehicles and its value is empirically determined
by fitting velocity variances and concentration data obtained in field experiments.
Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) quantified the combined effects of traffic- and windgenerated dispersive motions for different traffic conditions (variable traffic densities,
vehicle velocities

and vehicle types) and incorporated them into developed
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in Chapter6.
Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) suggested that the analysed experimental data gave
indications of different scaling laws for TPT and resulting concentration fields during
different traffic conditions. In particular, they were able to distinguish between light
density and intermediate density traffic conditions. However, their analysis had also
a number of uncertainties within their field data. For example, traffic velocity was
not measured and the estimates used may be erroneous. These uncertainties would
also affect the estimation of the emission rates that depend on the traffic
characteristics (see Section 2.6.3.2). In order to make more definitive conclusions,
therefore, any further field experiments must incorporate a method to include traffic
characteristics, particularly traffic speed.

2.63.2. Trafficflow
It is clear that concentrationsof traffic-related pollutants are generallyexpectedto
increaseas traffic flow increases. Namdeo et al. (1999) presentedresults from a
monitoring studyof traffic-relatedparticulatepollution in urban areas.Measurements
in
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taken
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an
urban
street
canyon
of airborne
matter were
and course
Nottingham, U.K., and the correlation of the observed concentrations was
investigated. Longley et al. (2003) conducteda 2-week experimentalcasestudy to
measuresize-segregated
aerosolin the size range4.6 nm-10 gm at a fine time scale
(10-minuteresolution) in a typical streetcanyon in Manchester,U.K. The influence
of perpendicularbackground winds and the development of single across-canyon
recirculatingflows has alreadybeenmentioned(seeSection 2.6.2.2). However,they
also found that number concentrationswere inversely related to wind speed and
directly related to traffic flow. Coarsemode mass concentrationswere generally
found to follow urban backgroundPMIOconcentrationsexcept with a 0-5 gg M-3
enhancementrelated to traffic-induced re-suspensionwithin the canyon (see also
Longley 2004a). Longley et al. (2004b) reportedthat number concentrationsin the
size range0.1-0.5 [tm measuredat streetlevel followed a diurnal cycle similar to that
observedin Longley et al. (2003) in the urban background,with a peak coinciding
with the morningpeak in traffic flow (seealso Longley, 2004).
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numberconcentrationin the range0.01 to 10ýtm(Penttinenet al., 2001, Ketzel et al.
2003) havebeenfound to correlatereasonablywell with CO close to traffic sources.
Vachon et al. (2000) presentedresults from a full-scale experimentconductedin a
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CO concentrationsmeasuredinside the canyon and the backgroundwind speedand
direction have already been mentioned (see Section 2.6.2.2). However, they also
found that high pollution episodes were associatedwith increasedtraffic flow.
Venegasand Mazzeo (2000) reportedthe analysisof 8-hour meanconcentrationsof
CO measuredclose to the emission source(i.e. traffic) over a period of 3 yearsin a
deep streetcanyon with H/W =1.4 in BuenosAires, Argentina. They found a high
frequency of concentration values that exceededthe World Health Organisation
(WHO) healthprotectionguidelines.
The vertical concentrationgradientsof CO were observedwithin and abovea street
canyon in Athens, Greece. The CO concentrations were found to decrease
exponentiallywith height abovethe streetand this observationwas usedto derive an
empirical expression.Baumanet al. (1982) measuredthe vertical gradientof CO and
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between rooftop height (60 m) and street level. They concludedthat for CO and
particulate lead (Pb) and bromine (Br) there is good mixing and rapid vertical
dilution. A largedecreasein concentrationwith height was found to be characteristic
of pollutants emitted at street level. They further concludedthat the absenceof a
dilution factor betweenrooftop height and ground level can be usedto determinethe
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their study.
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Vdkevd et al. (1999) conducted a similar experiment in a street canyon in Lahti,
Finland. In this field study, concentrationsof gaseoustraffic-related pollutants (CO,
NO,, and 03) and aerosol particle concentrationswere measuredat two different
heights (z =3 in for gases;z=1.5 m for aerosol particles; and z= 25 in for all
pollutant concentrationsat roof height). The physical parameterscontrolling the
concentrationgradients (e.g. the mean wind flow and turbulence fields) were not
directly measuredand the conclusions of the study rely mostly on the high-time
resolutionconcentrationmeasurements.It was concludedthat dilution and dispersion
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In all of the aforementionedstudies,it was found that the concentrationsof primary
pollutants (e.g. CO) are typically high in urban streetcanyonswith high traffic flows
and the concentrationshave strong gradients within tens of metres of the road.
However, there is very little information availablefor both street level concentrations
and vertical gradients and more data is clearly neededfor the characterisationof
concentrationsand air quality conditionsin urban areas(VdkevUet al., 1999). This is
particularly important when investigating mixing processes together with the
chemical and physical conversion of pollutants at the local scale, during which
intensive measurements
of both primary and secondaryair pollutants (e.g. NO.,,S02
and aerosolparticles)are needed.

2.6.3.3. Traffic characteristicsand driving mode
It was mentionedin Section2.3 that streetcanyonsare often locatedwithin AQMAs.
In many instanceslocal authoritiesaim to predict the possibleinfluenceson roadside
pollutant concentrationsusing air quality dispersionmodels before applying traffic
management strategies for pollution hot-spots projected to exceed the national
objectives shown in Table 2.1. However, these models are often not able to
adequatelyrepresenturban driving cycles and ignore elevated emissions that are
primarily due to vehicles accelerating. Therefore, in addition to investigating the
influence of traffic flow on road-sidepollution concentrations,which was largely the
focus in the past,it is also importantto considerthe influence of traffic characteristics
and driving mode.
It was mentionedin the previousSectionthat variability in the traffic flow is likely to
lead to variations in emissionsand, thus, concentrationsof traffic-related pollutants
measuredinside streetcanyons. The influenceof driving mode on vehicle emissions
is of particular importance in street canyon studies as higher emission rates are
associatedwith certaintraffic characteristics.The four driving modesthat areusually
referred to in emission studies are: idling, accelerating,cruising and decelerating.
Generally, emission rates are higher for congested traffic conditions with
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acceleration(Waters, 1992;Andrd and Pronello, 1997;De Vlieger, 1997; Holmdn et
al., 1998; Marsden et al., 2001; Beebeet al., 2003; Midenet et al., 2004). During
periods of free flow, where traffic is relatively uninterruptedand cruising mode is
usual, emission rates are comparatively low. However, the switching betweenfree
flow and congestedflow coincideswith periodsof unstabletraffic flow when all four
driving modesoccur. Raponeet al. (2000) studiedthe emissionbehaviourof a small
capacity catalysed car. The authors found that during highly congestedtraffic
situations the car emits more than twice the amount of CO (g km-1)than at higher
speedsduring free flow. CO emissionsare increasedfurther when petrol enginesrun
below optimum temperature,such as cold-start, particularly for vehicles fitted with
catalysts,or when the engineruns under low efficiency or chokeconditions(Peggand
Ramsden,1966).

Modem petrol engine vehicles have electronically controlled fuel injection systems
that optimise fuel flow rates to ensure stoichiometric combustion conditions
(Heywood, 1988). During theseconditions there is just enoughoxygen availableto
completelyoxidise the fuel. Under such conditions, carbondioxide (COA water and
nitrogenare the main productsof combustion. The petrol enginemanagementsystem
is also able to command extra fuel (enrichment) to provide peak demand power
during periods of high engineload, to prevent engineknock during cold-start and to
operateaccessoriessuch as air conditioning during idling driving modes(LeBlanc et
al., 1994). During enriched operation, CO is emitted as insufficient oxygen is
available to fully oxidise the fuel to C02 (Marsden et al., 2001). Other vehicle
characteristics(e.g. engine type and size, vehicle age, and maintenance)have also
beenfound to influence the level of emissionsfrom transportvehicles (Seshadriand
Harrison, 1993;Nikolaou, 1999).
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2.7. Summary and Conclusions
The topographyof the urbanlandscapeis extremely variableand is largely dependent
upon geographicalfeatures and the length of time since major city development.
Modem cities are often characterisedby clusters of high-rise buildings with wide
boulevards, while older cities often have narrower streets with densely-packed
buildings of only a few storeyshigh. Thesedifferencesin urban topographyhave a
significant impact on the urbanclimate (seeOke, 1987; 1988). It was not appropriate
to give a detailed discussioninto all aspectsof urban climate on the city-scale in this
Chapter. However, a discussionwas given into the influence of meteorologyon the
dispersionof traffic-related pollutantsin narrow streetcanyonsthat are often found in
the older European cities. In-canyon flow features are the cause of spatial and
temporal variability in concentrationsof traffic-related pollutants that are measured
inside a street canyon. The variability in the concentrationsof pollutants measured
inside streetcanyonsclearly hasconsequences
for populationexposure.
In particular, it was demonstratedhow unfavourableventilation conditions often arise
in such street canyonsduring background(above-roof) winds that are perpendicular
to the along-streetaxis. It is during thesewind conditionsthat the most characteristic
featureof streetcanyon wind flow occurs. If the streetcanyongeometryis such that
the height-to-width (aspect)ratio is approximatelyunity the majority of the roof-top
flow skims acrossthe canyonin a skimming flow regime. During skimming flows a
classicacross-canyonrecirculatingflow developsand is characterisedby streetlevel
wind flow opposing the flow aloft. Under such wind conditions pollutants emitted
from traffic travelling along the streetare transportedin the reverseflow portion of
the recirculating flow towards the leeward (or upwind) side of the street canyon.
Consequently,some streetcanyonshave been declaredpollution hot-spotsand form
part of the Air Quality ManagementArea (AQMA). In theseareaslocal authorities
are obligated to undertakereview and assessmentproceduresin order to determine
whether certain traffic-related pollutants meet national air quality objectives. Many
of these assessmentprocedureshave required considerableeffort in recent years to
improve the scientific understandingof dispersionand transformationphenomenain
streetcanyon air quality. Streetcanyonshave attractedthe most attention due to the
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Traffic-produced turbulence (TPT) is an additional mechanism for the dispersion of
traffic-related pollutants and is likely to be most significant during low background
winds. TPT is also likely to be most influential in the transportation of pollutants
during certain traffic characteristics. Typically, street canyon dispersion models are
structured so as to have an inverse relationship between the concentration field and
the background wind speed. Therefore, dispersion models that do not include TPT
parameterisations may well over-estimate pollutant concentrations during low wind
speed conditions.

Numerical studies using complex flow and dispersion models (e.g. MISKAM)

can

help in the interpretation of the in-canyon flow and dispersion characteristics,
particularly when 3-D effects play a greater role. Using such models can often give
greater insight into more complex in-canyon recirculating flows. For instance, certain
background wind conditions in short street canyons adjoining side streets may give
rise to comer vortices with vertically-aligned axes inside the canyon. These comer
in-canyon
horizontal
flow
have
influence
likely
the
to
a
significant
on
vortices are
and are likely to produce across-canyon pollutant transport.

Therefore,3-D flow effects in real streetcanyonsare likely to adda certainamountof
complexity to skimming flow regimes.During backgroundwinds that are oblique to
the streetaxis, helical flows are likely to develop inside the streetcanyon. Whereas,
backgroundwinds that are parallel to the street axis are likely to produce strong
along-canyonchannel flows. Parallel background winds often produce the most
favourableventilation conditions as they flush pollutants along andultimately out the
streetcanyon.
The four driving modes commonly describedin street canyon emissionstudiesare:
idling; accelerating;cruising and decelerating. However, dispersionmodelsare often
not able to adequatelyrepresenturban driving cycles and ignore elevatedemissions
that are primarily due to vehicles accelerating. The variable emissionrates along a
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producespatialvariations in the measuredconcentrations.Emissionratesare higher
for congestedtraffic conditions with characteristicstop-start conditions associated
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This Chapter explored the influence of meteorology, urban topography and traffic on
the variability in concentrations of traffic-related pollutants in urban street canyons.
Reference was made to the work conducted in previous studies. The context for
further research was presented. It was stated that previous field experiments have
often failed to conduct simultaneous and continuous measurements of. (i) the
background wind speed and direction; (ii) the in-canyon wind, turbulence and
pollutant concentration fields; and (iii) the traffic characteristics (including TPT).
This thesis investigates the influence of meteorology, urban topography and traffic on
the dispersion of a traffic-related pollutant. The results presented are predominantly
from a comprehensive field experiment conducted in two urban street canyons of
differing geometry.
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CHAPTER 3
Instrumentation and Techniquesfor Measurement and Analysis

3.1. Introduction
In preparingfor the investigationinto the influenceof meteorology,urbantopography
and traffic on the variability in concentrationsof a traffic-related pollutant in street
canyons,considerationwas given to the consequences
of the urban wind field on the
dispersion of pollutants. Chapter 2 describedthe flow regimes that may occur in
street canyons, particularly as a result of certain street canyon geometries.
Considerationwas alsogiven in Chapter2 to the influence of traffic on the spatialand
temporal variability in concentrationsof traffic-related pollutants. It was mentioned
that not only did traffic characteristicscause variations in driving modes, which
produce variable emissionrates,particularly during periods of congestionand freeflow, but also how traffic-producedturbulence(TPT) is an additional mechanismfor
pollutant dispersion.

3.1.1. Chapter synopsis
The aim and objectives of the present study were described in Chapter 1. This
Chapter will explain in detail the design of the experiment and the methodology used
to achieve the aim and objectives. The Chapter first provides an overview of the
methodology used during the field experiments. This is followed in turn by detailed
descriptions of the site, the instruments used and the experiments conducted during
the field campaign.
provided.

A discussion of mean flow and turbulence analysis is also

-513.2. Experiment Overview
It was mentioned in Chapter 2 that the two street canyons chosen for the field
experimentwere Bootham and Gillygate, which are situatedalong arterial routesto
the inner-ring road in the city of York, U.K. A full explanationinto the reasonsfor
choosing these street canyonsis describedin Section 3.3. However, it is useful to
note that they are both orientatedperpendicularto eachother and are characterisedby
contrastingbuilding and roof geometries. Furthermore,the streetsare locatedwithin
York's AQMA and, therefore,they were known to be sites of severetraffic-related
pollution, as mentioned in Chapter 2. While there were geometrical differences
betweenthe two streetsthey were both characterisedby similar levels of traffic flow.
Thus, the differencesin streetcanyon geometriesallowed for the investigation into
the influenceof in-canyonairflow structureson resultingpollutant concentrations.
The two street canyons chosen for the experiment were not only aligned
perpendicular to each other, but they also shared a common signal-controlled
intersection. This allowed for the unique opportunity to undertake simultaneous
measurementsof the background wind, and the in-canyon wind, turbulence and
pollution fields and traffic characteristics. The study into the mean in-canyon flow
and turbulence fields was conductedin the narrower street canyon as it was more
likely that this streetwould experienceskimming flow regimesand, in particular,the
classic recirculating flow (and street-level reverseflow) as describedin Chapter2.
However, it should be noted that other flow features with significant dispersion
mechanismswere also investigatedin this study.
Another original feature of the experimental design included the use of a trailermounted mast upon which an anemometer was attached in order to achieve
simultaneous measurements of the above-roof wind speed and direction.

The

distance from the ground to the measuring volume of the anemometer was 19.5 m
(i. e. 1.8H). This allowed for measurements of airflow well above the urban canopy
layer, allowing for a more representative measurement of the flow above the street
canyons (i. e. the background winds).

The advantage of this location is evident

following the comparison between this measurement location and the City of York
Council automatic weather station location (Section 3.5.1.2). Furthermore, as the
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both
background
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measure
The design of the October and November 2003 field experiment also included the
installation of a lamppost on the NW side of the street approximately opposite an
existing lamppost in the narrower street canyon. A more detailed description is given
in Section 3.5.1. The height to the top of the lamppost was 10 m, although a lantern
issues
installed.
Health
Safety
Due
brackets
to
regarding
and
were not
and supporting
the amount of space remaining on the pavement for pedestrians, a compromise was
met with the lighting contractors employed by the City of York Council when
deciding on the exact location of this lighting column. Ultrasonic anemometers were
used to measure the wind flow and turbulence inside the narrower street canyon.

Trials with the supporting brackets that were to be used to attach the ultrasonic
anemometersto the lampposts in the street were conducted before the field
experiment. The bracketsused on the pre-existing lamppost(on the SE side of the
in
brackets
0.65
length,
the
used on the
m
whereas
street) were approximately
installed lamppost (on the NW side) were 1.0 m in length. These brackets were
longer in length in order to achievea greaterdistancefrom the adjacentcanyon wall.
The brackets were all positionedin the same orientation on each lamppost using a
plumb line suspendedfrom the upper most brackets. The bracketswere orientated
off-parallel to the streetaxis, in order to reducethe likelihood of flow distortion from
the lamppostsduring parallel backgroundwinds. Thesebracketsalso were aligned at
SE
to
the
the
on
side of the streetsand at -45' to the streetaxis on the
street
axis
-10"
NW side. This bracket orientationbest avoids a cavity formed within the wall of the
adjacentbuilding on the NW side of the street.However,someflow distortion during
parallel backgroundwinds cannotentirely be ruled out.
Anemometers were attached to these brackets at various heights on either side of the
street in order to measure the airflow and turbulence at a cross-section of the street
canyon. The anemometers were levelled by adjusting the supporting stages. Three
anemometers were located on the SE side of the street, with the measuring volumes
(i. e. the centres of the transducer arrays) at z=3.6

m, z=5.5 m and z=7.2

m above

the pavement. A temporary anemometer, deployed for several hours each day, was

-53locatedon a standbesidethe samelamppostwith the anemometermeasuringvolume
at z=1.1 m. The datafrom the temporaryanemometerwas usedin the TPT analysis.
On the NW side of the street,the anemometermeasuringvolumeswere at z=5.7 rn
and z= 10.1m, the former allowing comparisonwith the anemometerat z=5.5 m on
the SE side of the street. The anemometerlocated at the top of the lampposton the
NW side of the streetwas usedto measurethe meanwind and turbulenceclose to the
shearlayer asthe building heightswere 12 m at the experimentcross-section.
The turbulent mixing of the in-canyon volume of air, particularly during skimming
flow regimeswhen an across-canyonrecirculating flow developsinside narrow street
canyons, implies that any two measurementsof a pollutant conducted at close
proximity to each other in a street can differ significantly. Furthermore, traffic
congestionand the characteristicstop-starttraffic flows may also provide substantial
variability with distance from a traffic-signal controlled intersection. With this in
mind, a large spatial coverage of the traffic-related pollutant concentration
measurements
was achievedby attachinginstrumentsto lamppostsat variousheights
and locationsalong the two streets(Section3.5.2).
The traffic characteristics were determined through the use of inductive loop
detectorsburied in the road surfacetogether with manual observations,which were
used to test the reliability of the automatic system in measuringtraffic flow in each
street. However, manual traffic observationsalso allowed for the collection of data
on traffic speed and vehicle composition, which was used in the TPT analysis
(Section3.5.3.2).

3.3. Site Selection
York was a suitable location for the experiment, partly becausethe surrounding
topography is relatively flat, implying that the upwind fetch during the field
experimentwould be relatively undisturbedby hills and other significant landforms
from most directions. Figure 3.1 presentsa map of York and its surroundingarea.
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Figure 3.1. Map showing the city of York and its surroundings.

-55Figure 3.1 clearly shows that the road networks somewhatexaggeratethe concentric
nature of the built-up (shaded)areas, with the inner- and outer-ring roads being
approximatelycircular. The urbanisedareasof the city, therefore,are approximately
uniformly distributed about the city centre. Traffic headinginboundtowards the city
centreis carriedby the road networksthat convergeat the inner-ring road.
The resident population of York, as measuredby the 2001 Census,was 181,094
(http://neighbourhood.statistics.gov.uk). In 2001 there were 76,920 households in
York and97% of the residentpopulationlived in householdsand the remainderof the
population lived in communal establishments.The 2001 Censusalso revealedthat
49% of householdsowned at leastone car or van, while 24% of householdshad two
or morecarsor vans.
Whilst the local authority restricted traffic in parts of York in recent decades,
particularly around the Minster and the main shoppingareas,congestionand trafficin
local
The
the
city.
still
problems
many
of
authority has
relatedpollution are
parts
begun to addressthese issuesby establishingreview and assessment
proceduresfor
pollutant concentrationsmeasuredwithin the AQMA. However, it is not just the
resident population of York that contribute to the city's congestionand pollution
problems. York has a vibrant tourism industry as a result of its vast historical and
cultural heritage. In an attemptto alleviate someof the problems,the local authority
has establishedPark & Ride servicesin order to encouragecommuters,residents,
studentsand visitors to leavetheir carsat locationsnearthe outer-ring road.
For several years the local authority has had concerns about the reduction in the
natural ventilation that may occur within the streetsof the AQMA during certain
backgroundwind conditions (see Chapter2). Bootham and Gillygate form part of
York's AQMA, as shown in Chapter2. Additionally, Gillygate has been declareda
pollution 'hot-spot' and levels of N02 have been predicted to exceed the annual
average objective of 40 ýtg M-3 by 2005. Figure 3.2 shows the location of the
Boothamand Gillygate streetcanyonsand the surroundingneighbourhood.The A19
labelled in Figure 3.2 is also shownin the top left handcomer of Figure 3.1 andjoins
the outer-ring road in Rawcliffe. The A19 Clifton Road is known as Bootham closer
towardsthe city centre (Figure 3.2).
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Figure 3.2. Plan of the Bootham and Gillygate street canyons and adjoining streets.

Figure 3.2 shows that Bootham and Gillygate are aligned perpendicular to each other.
Bootham is aligned at approximately 312' clockwise from N, while Gillygate is
orientated predominantly

at 45'

from

N.

However,

Gillygate

is aligned

approximately 30' from N at the opposite end to the common intersection, towards
the junction with Lord Mayor's Walk and Clarence Street.

Portland Street and

Claremont Terrace are two residential streets that adjoin Gillygate perpendicular to
the street canyon axis. The orientation of the two street canyons together with their
contrasting building and roof geometries (mentioned in detail below) allowed for
simultaneous investigations of the influence of different above-roof wind directions.
For example, parallel winds along Bootham clearly equated with perpendicular winds
over Gillygate.

Furthermore, both streets were installed with an automatic traffic

counting system, which was a requirement for the investigation.

-57Traffic travelling inbound towards the city centre would use the A 19 and the B 1363
(or ClarenceStreet) and would almost certainly travel along Bootham and Gillygate
towards the common intersection (Figure 3.2). Due to traffic restrictions in place
besidethe Minster, the inbound traffic would be directedonto Museum Street. Lord
Mayor's Walk is also a highly trafficked arterialroute to the eastside of the inner ring
road. Bootham and Gillygate have high traffic flows with significant periods of
congestion. During the Octoberand Novemberfield experimentan averageof 12,168
vehicles per day travelled along Bootham,of which 53.6% were outbound (seealso
Chapters5 and 7). However, Gillygate experiencedslightly higher total traffic flows
than Bootham with an averageof 15,864 vehicles per day, of which 53.1% were
inbound.

As a result, Gillygate experienced more congestion than Bootham,
especially in the inbound traffic flow, particularly during the morning and evening
rush hours. As there are no significant inclines along Bootham and Gillygate the
emissionfactorsare likely to be mostly influencedby the traffic characteristics.

3.4. Street Canyon Geometries
The height (H) of the buildings along Bootharnand Gillygate were measuredusing
the angle of inclination method. The angle of inclination of an imaginary line from
the observerlocatedon one side of the streetto the pitch of the roof on the opposite
side was measuredusing an Abney level. At eachsurveylocation the observer'sback
was positionedagainstthe opposingbuilding wall. The width of each survey crosssection (i.e. the distanceacrossthe street from eachbuilding) was measuredusing a
measuring wheel. The angles of inclination and the widths of the survey crosssections were then used to calculate the heights of the buildings, taking into
considerationthe height of the observer'seye-level.
The roofs of the buildings along Bootham and Gillygate were generally pitched.
However, buildings of different heights and with complex roof shapeswere more
common along Bootham. Overall, Gillygate was a relatively narrow symmetrical
street canyon, with a height-to-width (H/M, or aspectratio of -0.8 and building
heights of -12 m. Figure 3.3 shows the Bootharnand Gillygate street canyonsand
the surroundingbuilding and street layout. The buildings are shown as rectangles

-58with yellow fill and the open spacesare blank. The figure also shows that there are
relatively few openingsalong the SE wall of the Gillygate streetcanyon, whereasthe
NW side is broken by the adjoining side streetsof Portland Street and Claremont
Terrace. There are also smaller openingsalong the NW side of the Gillygate street
canyon along the sectionthat is closer to the common intersection. The city wall and
its embankment,which surroundsthe medieval city centre, are shown on the figure
and are approximatelyparallel to Gillygate and Lord Mayor's Walk. The openspaces
between the buildings and the city wall are gardens. However, the open spaces
surrounding the Minster are part of Dean's park. The open spaceto the north of
Gillygate is a largecoachandcar park.
Bootham is generally a wider street canyon than Gillygate and the building heights
are predominantly greater at -14 m. However, the street canyon geometry of
Bootham is also more varied. Although H1W is nominally 0.65 throughout the
canyon,it is asymmetricalin places. Figure 3.3 showsthat there are severallocations
along Bootharn where the buildings are set back further from the road, producing
much wider canyon spaces,particularly around the junction with Bootharn Row.
These wider canyon sectionsare also evident in the aerial photographof Bootham
shown in Figure 3.4.
The traffic-related pollutant concentrations were measured in the section of Bootham
that is shown in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.4 to be the furthest point away from the
common intersection. This section of the canyon is close to the arrow that indicates
the location of Bootham in Figure 3.4. This section of Bootham has an aspect ratio of
HIW; z 0.75 for background winds from the SW, whereas it is approximately 0.6 for
background winds from the NE. Figure 3.4 also shows that the roofs of the buildings
along Bootham, Portland Street and Claremont Terrace are pitched. Figure 3.4 also
shows that trees were located at the kerbside along Bootham. towards the NW end of
the street (near to the arrow). The open spaces to the NE of Bootharn at this end of
the canyon comprise of playing fields associated with the nearby Bootham School.
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Figure 3.3. Plan view of the Bootham and Gillygate street canyons and the
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surrounding building and street layout. Note that the buildings are shown as yellow
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Figure 3.4. Aerial photograph of Bootham (shown by the arrow). Clarence Street,
is
leads
Gillygate,
also visible. Rows of buildings define Portland Street
which
into
and Claremont Terrace (photo courtesy of Bootharn School, 2003).

3.5. Instrumentation

and Measurement Techniques

Investigations into the influence of meteorology, urban topography and traffic on the
dispersion of a traffic-related pollutant where conducted in both street canyons during
two separate field experiments. The first experiment was undertaken in March and
April 2003, while the second experiment was conducted in October and November
2003. The first experiment was a pilot study during which the instruments were
rigorously tested. In the following Chapters, only the analysis of the data collected
during the second experiment is presented. A description of the instruments and
measurement techniques used in October and November 2003 is shown in this
Section.

A description of the instruments used in the March and April

experiment is also presented for comparison.

2003

-613.5.1. Meteorology
The meteorologicalvariablesmeasuredduring both field experimentswere the aboveroof (or background)wind speedanddirection and the in-canyonwind andturbulence
fields. However,during the Octoberand November 2003 the in-canyontemperature
and humidity fields were also measured.The following sub-sectionwill describethe
instrumentsused to measurethe wind and turbulence in and around the Gillygate
street canyon. The sub-sectionthat follows after that will describethe instruments
usedto measurethe temperatureandhumidity fields.

3.5.1.1. Windflow and turbulence
The local right-handCartesiancoordinatescan be used to describethe motion of air.
Although it is commonto align this systemwith x pointing east,y pointing north and
z pointing upwards,many other alignment systemsare used in streetcanyonstudies.
For example,the mean wind velocity componentsU, V and W may correspondto
mean flow in the x, y, and z directions, respectively. Figure 3.5 showsthe positive
velocity axes of the U, V and W components. A positive value of U, therefore,
correspondsto a velocity componentfrom southto north, while negativevaluesrelate
to flow from north to south. Similarly, V is positive westwardsand W is positive
upwards. It should be noted that the ultrasonic anemometersused in the field
experiments were aligned with the U-axis parallel to the street canyon axis.
Therefore,the values of U correspondedto parallel referencevelocity components,
while values of V correspondedto across-canyonvelocity components.For clarity,
the valuesof W correspondedto the vertical velocity components.
Measurementsof the in-canyonwind and turbulencefields were conductedusing Gill
Instrumentsomni-directional(R3-50)ultrasonicanemometers.The dimensionsof the
R3-50 ultrasonic anemometerwere 750 mm from the base to the top of the head
framework,whilst the length and diameterof the headframework were 240 mm. Due
to its size and relatively light weight (<I kg) the R3-50 ultrasonic anemometercould
easily be fixed to a supporting bracket for use in field experiments. The method of
attachingthe supportingbracketto streetfurniture, such as lampposts,is describedin
Section3.5.1.1.3. Sevensonic anemometerswere locatedin and aroundthe Gillygate

-62streetcanyonduring the Octoberand Novemberexperiment. The operatingprinciple
of an ultrasonicanemometeris describedin the following sub-section.
(a)

)v
A

U+

V+

North

(b)

W+

Figure 3.5. Schematicof the Gill R3-50 ultrasonicanemometershowingthe positive
velocity axesof the U, V and W components(a) plan view; (b) side view. Note that
the numbersin (a) refer to the transducerpairs (Redrawnfrom Gill Instruments,
2002).
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As mentioned previously,

Figure 3.5 presents a schematic of the R3-50 Ultrasonic anemometer Showill" the
positive velocity axes ol'the U, V and W components.
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A further discussion of' this is given below
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in Section 3.5.1.1.3. The wind measurement technical specification ofthe Gill R3-50
ultrasonic anemometer is detailed below in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1. The measurementspecifications of the Gill onini-directional (R3-50)
research ultrasonic anemometer (Gill Instruments, 2002).
Measurement Rate
50 s-1(full 3 axis measurement)
Data Output Rates

0.4-

Wind Speed Range

0- 45 ni s-1
<I, /(, I-ills
0.01 nis-1

Wind Speed Accuracy
Wind Speed Resolution
Wind Speed Offset

50s-1

Directional ACCUracy

<±0.01 III S-1
<± I" I-Ills

Directional Resolution

10

The times of flight in each direction, tj and t2, are measured (Gill InStrUments,2002).
If y is the speed Of SOUnd,/ is the distance between the transducers and v, is the air
flow alonu
L- the line of the transclUcers,
the followingI- relationships are derived:

(3.1
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t2

7-vt

The air flow, vi, is solved explicitly by inverting and subtractingthe aboveequations
to give:

v, = 0.51(

)

'-It2

ti

(3.2)

The wind vector derivation is not influenced by r or other parameters,such as
temperatureor contaminant content (Gill Instruments, 2002). Conversely, y is
obtainedby inverting and adding:
(tl

0.51

1+I I
72

(3.3)

The air flow, vj, representsthe vector componentof flow resolvedalong the line of
transducers. The three pairs of transducerswere arrangedin different orientations
(seeFigure 3.5) in order to derive unambiguouslythe direction and magnitudeof the
incident air flow. Therefore,the transducerpairs do not haveto conform to Cartesian
axes(Gill Instruments,2002). The orthogonal arrangementis arrangedfor optimum
undisturbedair flow. The velocities along eachtransduceraxis were calculatedusing
Equations(3.1) - (3.3).
However, the anemometerswere configured to operatein UVW format (describedin
Section 3.5.1.1.3) and so vector transformationswere calculatedin this mode using
Equations (3.4a) - (3.4b) shown below. Figure 3.5a shows the plan view of the
anemometerhead framework and transducerarray with the three transducerpairs
numbered. The vector transformations were performed in order to derive the
transduceraxis-I velocity, where U+ was orientatedtowards north (N). The axis-2
and axis-3 velocities were calculated in a similar way. The UVW axis alignment
could be set by the user to either 'axis' (i.e. the U-axis is alignedto transduceraxis-I
when viewed from above)or 'spar' (i. e. the U-axis is alignedwith the north spar,as
shown in Figure 3.5a). The equationsbelow show the vector transformationsused

-65when operating in UVW-axisformat, where a, is the axis-I velocity, a2 is the axis-2
velocity anda3 is the axis-3 velocity:
a2-a3)
(2a,
U=
2.1213

(3.4a)

(a3- a2).
1.2247 '

(3.4b)

(a, + a2 + a3)
W=
2.1213

(3.4c)

The anemometerswere also configured to operatein the calibrated mode, implying
that a correction operation was applied to exclude flow distortions caused by the
transducersand head framework. The UVW processeddata was then output via the
serialport. Section 3.5.1.1.4describeshow the anemometerdatawas acquired. First,
however, it is necessaryto describehow mean flow and turbulencecan be derived
from 3-componentmeasurements.

3.5.1.1.2.Calculating meanflow and turbulence

Mean wind direction and speed
The raw measurementdata collected from each transducerpair were calculated
internally within the anemometerin order to derive the threeorthogonalwind velocity
componentsof U, V, and W in a right-hand Cartesiancoordinatesystem. Having
resolvedthe direction and magnitudeof U and V, the meanhorizontal direction (in
degreesfrom N) for a given averagingperiod was determined. The arctangent,or
atan, of the specified U and V componentsof the wind are used to derive the mean
horizontalwind direction usingthe following formula if V <O:

0,,f,;7=atan(-u )+360
v

(3.5)

-66A negative sign was allocated to the U component in order to change from the
Cartesiancoordinatesystemto the compasssystem. However, if V >0 the following
formula wasused:

0,,f

-u
atan
v

(3.6)

This methodwas used in Chapter4 to calculate the backgroundwind direction, O"f,
horizontal
The
in-canyon
direction,
the
q.
mean
wind speed,M, can be
and
wind
calculatedusing the meanhorizontal velocity componentsU and V, accordingto the
equation:
m=

TUTTV91.

(3.7)

Turbulence
Turbulencerefers to irregular fluctuations occurring in fluid motions, such as wind.
Concentrationsof pollutants emitted by traffic travelling along a street canyon are
affectedby meanwind and turbulence. The meanwind causespollutant transporti.e.
it blows or advectsthe pollutants from the sourceto locations downwind. However,
while the plume is advecting turbulent gusts present within the mean flow act to
spread,or disperse,the pollutantsasthey mix with the surroundingair. This is why it
is necessaryto study both mean and turbulent characteristicsof wind in order to
determinedownwind pollutant concentrations.
As wind consistsof mean and turbulent parts, it can be consideredto be relatively
variable. Stull (2000) describesthe total wind speed as the superpositionof three
typesof flow, which can occur individually or in combination:
meanwind

relatively constant,but varying slowly over the courseof
hours;

waves

regular (linear) oscillationsof wind, often with periodsof
ten minutesor longer;

turbulence

irregular, quasi-random,non-linear variationsor gusts,with
durationsof secondsto minutes.
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mean
wind
wind
variable.
vary over
can be defined by averagingthe instantaneouswind measurementsover time. The
mean wind can be subtractedfrom the instantaneouswind to give the turbulenceor
gust, as shown schematicallyin Figure 3.6. In general, turbulent flows (e.g. U(t))
contain a meanflow (U) and a random fluctuating component(u'). In other words,
the turbulencein all three meanwind componentscan be defined using:
U'(t) =U (t) -U

(3.8)

VI(t) = V(t) - V;

(3.9)

W,(t) = W(t) -w.

(3.10)

U(t)

Figure 3.6. Schematicrepresentationof a typical wind speedtime-series,showingu'
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from
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U(t),
deviation
the
the
the
wind,
mean,U
of
actual
as
gustor
(redrawnfrom Stull, 1988).

Thus, the wind can be consideredto be the sum of mean and turbulent parts (Stull,
2000). The meanwind velocities describedin the aboveequationsare defined over
time. For example, the mean vertical velocity, W, is calculated as the sum of all
individual vertical velocity measurementsdivided by the total number, n, of data
points:
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(3.11)
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The short term fluctuationsdescribedby the primed quantitiesin Equations3.8 - 3.10
are associatedwith small scale swirls of motion, or eddies. The turbulencein the
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Friction within eddiesis causedby molecularviscosity, which reducesthe turbulence
intensity. Therefore,turbulenceis not a conservedquantity, but is dissipative. In
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shear,or the changeof wind speedand direction with height, particularly aboveroof
height (seeChapter2). Traffic passingalong the streetand convection also generate
turbulence and are thought to be particularly significant during weak background
winds.
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The varianceof the vertical velocity, (7, is a statisticof gustinessand is definedas:
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UV
the aboveequations. The standarddeviation, or , is definedas the square-rootof the
varianceand can be interpretedas an averagegust. Therefore,the standarddeviation
for vertical velocity, a,,, can be describedby:

rw
o=
w

For 2
a2

(3.15)

The varianceor standarddeviation of the velocity componentsgives an indication of
the turbulenceintensitY,with larger valuescorrespondingto greaterintensities.

Isotropy
Turbulence is isotropic if it has the same variance in all three directions. In other

words, isotropy occursif2=
2=
or
uvw

(T

2

(3.16)

In a wind tunnel, turbulenceis approximatelyhomogenousand isotropic. However,it
cannotbe entirely homogeneousor isotropic becauseit decaysalong the length of the
tunnel and the grid itself may introduce anisotropy. Anisotropy arises from the
mechanismwhich generatesor maintains the turbulence.Therefore, turbulence in
streetcanyonsis expectedto be anisotropic(Chapter4).

Turbulence kinetic energy

An overall measureof the turbulenceintensity is the turbulencekinetic energy(TKE)
per unit mass:

TKE = 0.5 -

[(u'y
-

TKE = 0.5 -++

ý-, y

+vw

+

(-7y-];

afl.
w

(3.17)
(3.18)
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production and dissipationarenot happeningon the samescales.Productionfeedsthe
larger size eddies,while dissipationactson the smallerones.The inertial subrangeis
defined as an intermediaterange of turbulent scalesor wavelengthsthat is smaller
than the energy-containing eddies but larger than viscous eddies (American
Meteorological Society [AMS], 2004). In the inertial subrange,the net energy
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transferring some of their inertia in the process.In other words, turbulent energy
cascadesthrough the inertial subrange,where the large size eddies drive medium
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TKE in the smallest(microscale)eddiesinto heat. Therefore,TKE is not conserved.
The tendencyfor TKE to increaseor decreasewas describedby Stull (2000) using the
TKE budgetequation:
6TKE (A+S+B+Tr)-c
=
a

(3.19)
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production or consumption, Tr is transport by turbulent motions and E is viscous

dissipationrate.
The mean wind advectsTKE from one location to another. The advection term is
describedby:
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(3.20)

From the above equationit is evident that turbulenceat any location can increaseor
decreaseif the wind advectsgreateror lesservaluesof TKE from anotherlocation.
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speed,M, wind shearis describedas:
AM
AZ

(3.21)

where u* is the friction velocity and A.M/Az is the wind shear.Comparedto weak
winds, strong winds near the ground cause greater wind shear and, thus, more
turbulence.Shearturbulenceis producedin streetcanyonsas the wind flows over the
upwind edge of the upwind building, especially during winds orientated
perpendicularto the streetaxis (Chapter4).
When thermalsrise from a heatedurban surface they generateTKE, i. e. buoyancy
increasesturbulence. Conversely,when the ground is cold and the urban boundary
layer is statically stable,buoyancyopposesvertical motion and consumesTKE. Stull
(2000) describesthe rate of buoyantproductionor consumptionof TKE as:

B=-LF11,

(3.22)

whereg is gravity, T, is the absolutevirtual air temperaturenearthe ground and Fjj,,f,
is the effective surfaceheat flux and is positive when the ground is warmer than the
be
likely
during
daytime
B
to
the
air above.In streetcanyons,FH,,
are
positive
and
f,
and negativeat night.
The transportterm used in Equation (3.19) suggeststhat turbulencecan be advected
by the meanwind. Therefore, the turbulenceproducedby shearaboveroof-level is
transportedinto the streetcanyonin a single across-canyonrecirculatingflow (with a
horizontally-aligned axis) during perpendicular background winds (Chapter 2).
Additional turbulence from sources inside street canyons, such as traffic and
thermals,may also be transportedin the recirculatingflow.
Turbulent motions are dissipatedinto heatby molecularviscosity. Stull (2000) states
that althoughthe amount of heating is small, the amount of TKE consumedis large

-72and, therefore,dissipationis alwaysa loss.Equations(3.17) - (3.22) demonstratethat
TKE is a useful measureof the intensity of turbulence,especially in complex street
canyons in which several production and dissipation processessimultaneously
interact.

3.5.1.1.3.Trial runs
Severaltrial runs were conductedwith the sonic anemometerson ClarendonRoadin
Leeds prior to the field experimentsusing a laptop running Gill RCOM software
version 4 or RCOM2. During the test runs the anemometerwas hardwiredto a power
and communicationsinterface (PCI) using an RS422 serial link. The full duplex
RS422 interfaceprovided the conversionto RS232. The PCI was connectedto the
laptop using an RS232 serial link. The PCI was powered by DC from a 40 Ah car
battery.

The capabilities of the anemometerused in the trial runs were rigorously tested,
which involved experimenting with the various settings for the operating and
measuring modes. However, the anemometerwas usually configured with the
absolute temperaturereporting and the audible confidence tone disabled. The six
analogue inputs were also disabled. The baud rate and operating frequency were
usually set to 9600 and 20 Hz, respectively. The alignment of the U, V and W axes
were set to "spar", with U+ towards north, as shown in Figure 3.5a. The result
message string format was set to report continuously in binary. The wind
measurementreporting format was set to UVW format, i.e. the three componentsof
velocity were reportedin 0.01 m s" units (two's complementsigned). The speedof
sound reporting format was set to speedof sound rather than sonic temperatureand
it
(unsigned).
For
in
0.01
clarity,
should be mentionedthat
was reported
m s-1units
the anemometerswere all configured with the samesettingsprior to the Octoberand
November 2003 field experiment. At the end of the trial runs the storedbinary files
were convertedto ASCII by using a modified version of the Gill Convert 3 program.
The datafiles werethen able to be readin a text editor or spreadsheet.
Theseshort trial runs also provided the meansto perfect the designof the supporting
bracket upon which the anemometerswere to be fixed in order to allow their
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bracket that weighed approximately 4kg (Figure 3.7). The brackets were -0.65 rn in
length. The backplate of the brackets were used for attaching the anemometer to
street furniture such as lampposts using Band-It aluminium banding. At the top and
bottom of the backplate of each bracket were grooves, which were used to hold the
1/2"width banding when attaching them to lampposts. The slack in the banding was
pulled tight using a banding clamp. Once the bracket was located at the appropriate
height the bandings were securelY fastened using Band-it buckles. The bracket also
had an adjustable stage in order to level the anemometer prior to operation. When the
anemometer was mounted on the stage it was insulated by a rubber gasket.

Figure 3.7. The alurninium bracket used to attach the Gill R3-50 ultrasonic
anemometer to street furniture, such as lampposts. Note that modifications were
made to the bracket shown here in order to make the structure lighter.
The end view of the prototype of the bracket was T-shaped with the centreplate
supported on the backplate by a single central fin. However, during the trail runs it
was evident that the bracket and anemometer oscillated in strong gusts.

The

oscillation was reduced by adding two side fins to give further support to the
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addition of the two supporting side fins that taperedtowards the backplate,causing
the end view of the bracket to becomem-shaped.However,the designof the bracket
was modified further in order to reducethe weight bearing on the lampposts. The
modifications consisted of cutting out sections of the aluminium plates, which
reduced the overall weight of the bracket by a factor of -2, whilst retaining its
rigidity.

3.5.1.1.4. Data acquisition systems

It was mentionedthat during the trial runs the data were capturedby hardwire serial
links. However,as sevenanemometerswere to be usedduring the field experiments
an alternativedata acquisition systemwas tested. There were a number of reasons
why the hardwire systemcould not be used in the field experiments. First, it would
have required each anemometerto have its own PCI and laptop which would have
been too expensive.Second,it would have been impractical to locate the equipment
securelyand safely in the street. Third, one of the researchaims was to design and
build a dataacquisitionsystemthat could capturehigh frequencywind and turbulence
data from sevenanemometerssimultaneouslyand also add a time-stampand location
identifier to each data string. It was important to be able to use a systemthat was
capableof collecting the data that was being measuredsimultaneouslyby the seven
anemometersas comparisons of the wind and turbulence fields clearly required
synchronousmeasurements.

Telemetry
During the March and April 2003 field experiment a telemetry data acquisition
system was tested. Trial runs were conductedalong a quiet side street adjoining
Clarendon Road with infrequent vehicular activity.

Warwick Wireless X7200

synthesisedradio modemswere used. The Warwick Wireless X7200 radio modems
transmittedand received half duplex serial data at baud rates of 1200 to 19200 by
meansof a FM radio transceiveroperatingon the UK licence exempt 458.500 MHz
to 458.950MHz band.
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box, which was fastenedto the anemometersupporting bracket. The anemometer
supporting bracketsand the transmitting modem boxes were attachedto lampposts
using Band-It fasteners,as mentioned earlier. Each anemometerwas assigneda
modem pair. The transmitting modem sent the RS422 data strings from the
anemometerto the receiving RS232 modemthat was connectedby a serial link to a
PC located in a nearby office. The transmitting antennaewere attachedto wooden
located.
During
lamppost
fastened
the
to
the
upon
which
anemometers
were
supports
the trial runs various types of antennaewere used for the transmitting and receiving
it
half-wave
However,
dipoles
including
and
antennae.
was found
end-fed
modems,
that the telemetrysystemoperatedbest by using an end-fed dipole to receivethe data
from the half-wave antennae. Each modem pair was assignedits own unique radio
frequency(RF) channeland station address. In theory, this was to avoid interference
with the other modems.
During the trials communicationcould be madeto the anemometersusing RCOM2 or
HyperTerminal when they were configured to operate at :510 Hz. The data was
transferred continuously in binary format and was converted to ASCII using the
modified Convert 3 program. Experiments were also conducted using a Delphi
program written by B. Brooks, School of Earth and the Environment, University of
Leeds,to connectto and receivedata from eachanemometer.The advantageof using
the Delphi program over the RCOM2 software was that the former createda timestamp and anemometeridentifier (e.g. serial number) for each data string received.
The proportion of clean data from the anemometersand their mean operating
frequenciesduring the trials were high. Further trials of the telemetry systemwere
carried out in the Gillygate streetcanyon.
The telemetry systemwas finally deployed in Gillygate for four weeks during the
March and April field experiment. Three anemometerswere bolted to aluminium
bracketsthat were attachedto lamppostG3 on the SE side of the street (seeFigure
3.8). LamppostG3 was also used in the full experimentconductedin Octoberand
November. Lamppost G3 was located approximately half way between Portland
Street and Claremont Terrace on the opposite side of the street (Figure 3.8). For
clarity, lamppost G4 (located opposite G3 on the NW side of the street) was only

-76installed for the October and November experiment. The heights ofthe anemometers
attached to lamppost G3 were z=2.5

m, z=4.5

m and z=6.5

in.

It should be

in
heights
the
to
this thesis correspond to the
that
referred
anemometer
stressed
distance from the ground to the centre of the transducer array. The fourth in-canyon
anemometer was used occasionally and was attached to a stand at z=1.1 m.

A

I,

100

Figure 3.8. Plan view of the study area showing the Bootham and Gillygate street
canyons, the lampposts that supported the instruments and the location of the G3-G4
experiment cross-section. The reference anemometer mast and the four SCOOT
sensors(arrows indicate the direction of traffic flow measured)are also indicated.
Each in-canyon anemometer was assigned with a transmitting modem that was
housed in a water-tight box fitted with a half-wave antenna. A fifth anemometer was
located on a trailer-mounted mast at z= 19.5 m and was used to measure the aboveroof wind speed and direction.

All five RS422 modems transmitted the data

measured at each location to a third floor office in the building opposite lamppost G3.
Each receiving RS232 modem was fitted with a half-wave antenna and was connected
to the PC comm. ports via serial links. However, experiments were conducted using
a single end-fed dipole receiving antenna with an 8-way signal splitter. The receiving
antennae were located outside the office window on the sill.
made to each anemometer using RCOM2 or HyperTerminal.

Communication was
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The PC time was regularly synchronisedto a radio-controllcd clock. The Delphi
program,therefore,enteredan accuratetime-stampfor eachdata string receivedfrom
eachlocation. The RF channelsthat allowed for the quickestcommunicationwith the
anemometerwere chosenfor each modem pair as it was assumedthat they had the
least amountof interferencefrom other networks operatingnearby. Station addresses
were chosenas a meansof identifying eachmodem.
However, the measurementsof the above-roof winds and the in-canyon wind and
turbulence fields using the telemetry system proved disappointing, given that data
from each location was requiredto be simultaneousand continuous over a suitable
period of time. Comparisonsof the wind and turbulencef ields at eachlocation could
only be achievedfor -10 days. In the early part of the experiment,there were too
many occasions when one or more of the anemometerswere offline to perform
statistical analysis of the data in order to achieve the aims and objectives of the
it
in
1.
Therefore,
Chapter
was not possible to accurately
research mentioned
determine the influence of in-canyon flow structureson the dispersion of trafficrelatedpollutants.
Chapter9 presentsthe proportion of clean data and the meandata collection rate for
the reference anemometer located on the mast (Section 3.5.1.2) and the 5
anemometerslocated in the streetcanyon. The proportion of clean data for the incanyon anemometerswas relatively high and suggeststhat radio modems may be
used in future field experimentsto reveal mean speedand direction data. However,
the number of days when the proportion of clean data from the in-canyon
anemometerswas an averageof 97.7% correspondsto only 10 days, as mentioned
earlier, which is why the trial field experiment was disappointing (see Chapter 9).
For this reason the field experimentconducted in October and November used a
hardwire data acquisition system,which would operatemore reliably for a longer
period of time.
Attempts were madeto improve the RF signalsduring the field experiment. First, the
signalsof the receiving modemswere attenuatedby fitting a 20 cm length of coaxial
cable to each modem using a T-piece BNC connector.Second,the orientation of the
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antennae were changed.

cases that housed the transmittin"

lamppost and the mast.

Third.

Ilic

Insides of' (lie

modems were Insulatcd

Lastly, the RIF power Output from the (ransinitting

was reduced from 500 mW to 5 mW by means of' a tC11-1111,11
poiciltionictcr
the inside of the modems.

the

modems
loca(ed oil

The power output wits reduced as it was assunied that (lie

source of the interference was from the other transmitting
modifications

froill

modems.

However, these

made very little difference to the overall data quali(y, particularly

in the

early part of the experiment.

The factors affectingL- the performance of' a radio link inside a street canyon are shown
in Table 3.2. Interference from other networks operating nearby is likely to have
been a major contributing factor. BBC Radio York was located only 50 in away froin
Gillygate and may have been a source of some interference. However, tile huildin"
and street geometries and street furniture Such as lampposts, scaffolding and fall pipes
are also likely to have affected the radio signals. As these features are common in
street canyons the appropriateness of the radio modeni data acquisition system 'in
street canyon experiment is questionable. It is ironic that the weather may also have
been an influence as the telenictr y system was designed, after all, a,., a means of'
LcollectingLý anemometer data. However, the radio modems did provide useful data for
he
in
future
time
that
Could
used
work to reveal spectral properties of'
a short period of
the turbulence (see Chapter 9).

Table 3.2. Factors potentially affecting the performance ot'a radio link

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Transmitter POWCIOutput,
Height
t: l
of the transmitter and receiver antennae,
Type of antenna used,
Surrounding buildings and streets (urban topography);
Interference from other networks operating on the same frequency-,
The weather.
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In order to achieve a higher proportion of clean data over a longer period of time
during the October and November field experiment the telemetry system was
logging
data
system. The anemometers used were
a
custom-built
replaced with
3.5.1.1.3.
Four
data
loggers
in
Section
described
were used during the
configured as
October and November experiment; and each one was housed in secure steel
enclosures. One data logger was hardwired to a pair of anemometers via a serial link.

The data loggers situated beside lamppostG3 were poweredby DC from a 100 Ah
fused
fullyin
battery
located
enclosure,
was
a
reinforced-alloy
which
and
car
insulated. One battery was used to power two data loggers and four anemometers
locatedon lamppostG3. Thesebatteryanddata-loggerenclosureswere paintedblack
in
blend
in
to
to
the
with the surroundingsand, thus, reducing
order
prior
experiment
the visual impact. Additionally, painting the enclosuresblack reducedthe likelihood
of vandalism. A seconddata logger, which was also paintedblack, was locatedat the
foot of lamppostG3. The three enclosureslocatedat the foot of lamppostG3 were
securedto the lamppostusing heavy-dutysteelchainsand padlocks. The data logger
and battery enclosuresused for the anemometerpair located on the opposite side of
the road on lamppostG4 (Figure 3.8) were securedin the samemanner.
The data logger situatedbesidelamppostG4 was poweredby an 85 Ah car battery as
it was connectedto only two anemometers.A data logger was also connectedto the
anemometerlocated on the trailer mounted mast, which was used to measurethe
above-roofwinds (see Section 3.5.1.2). A time-stampprovided by eachdata logger
was synchronisedat least every 24 hours to a GPS clock. The data were stored on
flashcards,which were removeddaily to retrievethe data. The batteriespowering the
dataloggerswere also changeddaily.
Three anemometerswere locatedon lamppostG3 with the measuringvolumesat z=
3.6 m, z=5.5 m and z=7.2 m above the pavement. A temporary anemometer,
deployedfor severalhours eachday, was locatedon a standbesidethe samelamppost
at z=1.1 m. The data from the temporaryanemometerwas usedin the TPT analysis.
On lamppost G4, the anemometerswere at z=5.7

m and z= 10.1 m, the former

-80allowing comparisonwith the anemometerat z=5.5 m on the SE side of the street
(seealso Boddy et al., 2005a).
During the experiment,the operating frequency of the in-canyon anemometerswas
20Hz. The anemometersmeasuredthe wind and turbulence fields for four weeks,
during which measurementswere taken from five in-canyon anemometersfor 24
hours a day and 7 days a week. However, the sonic anemometerdata were not
continuousdue to the practical need to stop logging while retrieving the flashcards.
There were also periods when the mean data collection rate of the in-canyon
in
data
logging
Hz
due
below
18
dropped
to
the
a
coding
error
software.
anemometers
All time periods correspondingto theseeventscomprised of 7.9% of the total data
and were excluded from analysis. However, the performanceof the data logging
in
data
far
terms
of
quality compared to the telemetry system
superior
system was
used in the previous experiment. This method of data acquisition provided the
in-canyon
flow
in
influence
determine
the
the
to
structures
of
statistical means
dispersinga traffic-relatedpollutant.
In summary, measurementsof the in-canyon wind flow and turbulence were
conductedon both sidesof the street during the October and Novemberexperiment
4
Measurements
logger
data
the
conducted
at
system.
were
acquisition
using
different heights on lamppostG3 and at 2 different heights on lamppostG4. Two
anemometerswere located at the same height on each lamppost at approximately
mid-canyonlevel in order to allow for comparison.

3.5.1.2. Background wind speed and direction

Measurementsof the backgroundwind speed,Uf, and direction, 0, f, wereconducted
during both field experiments. On both occasionsa trailer-mountedmastwas located
in a car park compoundapproximately 125 m to the NW of Gillygate (Figure 3.8).
The compoundwas securedby a remote-controlledsteel gate and walls that were5m
tall with razor wire acrossthe top edges. Vehicular accessto the compoundwas via
Bootham Row. A Gill 113-50ultrasonic anemometerwas bolted to a supporting
bracket that was attachedto the top of the mast. The telescopicmast,which was also
pneumatic, was raised using a pump powered by two 85 Ah car batteries. The

-81anemometerlocatedon the fully-raised mast was at z= 19.5m. Guy ropeswere used
to secure the mast during the experiment. During the October and November
data-logger
to
the
a
and operatedat 10 Hz.
anemometer
was
connected
experiment
The car park was consideredto be the most suitable location in the vicinity to
measurethe backgroundwinds, as from almost all directions the anemometerwas
approximately 1.8 times the averageheight of the surroundingbuildings, i.e. 1.8H.
During winds from the west, however, the influence resulting from flow distortion
causedby a large tree approximately 10 m west of the anemometerwas consideredin
the following chapters.
The wind direction data collected at the mast during the October and November
experimentwere comparedwith data sampledat 7m using an aerovanelocatedat the
City of York Council's automatic weather station in the grounds of Bootham
Hospital, as shown in Figure 3.9. The aerovanewas locatedapproximately 140rn to
the N of the mastandunfortunatelywas situatedin the lee of a large building.
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wind direction measured in the groundsof Bootham Hospital
Figure 3.9. Comparisonbetweenthe backgroundwind direction, 6ýf, measuredat the
mastduring the Octoberand November2003 experimentagainstthe wind direction
measuredin groundsof BoothamHospital.
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into
brought
for
canyon
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was
questionfollowing the
wind measurements street
analysisof the wind and CO concentrationdata collected along Gillygate between I
August and 9 December2002. Boddy et al. (2003a)describedthe dispersionof CO
inside Gillygate and Bootham using the Bootham Hospital reference wind data.
However, as the aerovanewas locatedin the lee of the building the instrumentwas
positioned within a flow recirculationzone during winds from the N. As a result,
background winds from 315 - 45' were excluded from the concentration rose
analysispresentedin Boddy et al. (2003a,b,c).
The dashedline shown in Figure 3.9 representsthe 1:1 regressionline. It is clear
from the regressionanalysisthat the BoothamHospital wind datacompareswell with
the mast data, particularly for 90' :5 aef <180' when most of the data points fall on
the regressionline. This is likely to be attributableto the relatively large homogenous
fetch associatedwith the park, which is vegetatedmainly by grass for these wind
directions. However, a noticeabledeparturefrom the regressionline is evident for
backgroundwinds correspondingto the northerly directions,during which southerly
winds were recordedin the park. This is likely to be due to the developmentof flow
recirculation in the lee of the hospital building. The data shown in Figure 3.9,
therefore,demonstratesthe importanceof establishinga suitablereferencelocation to
measure the background wind prior to conducting a field experiment. Further
discussion into the importance of establishing a suitable background reference
location is given in Chapter5, particularly in relation to the influence of the Minster
on the urban wind field.

3.5.1.3. Temperatureand humidity
During the October and Novemberexperiment the temperatureand humidity fields
were measuredinside radiation-shieldedscreensusing Gemini Tinytag Plus data
loggers. The screenswere attachedto the anemometerbracketsat z=2.9 rn and z=
4.5 m on lamppostG3 and at z=5.0 m on lamppostG4. The data collected by the
Gemini loggers were averagedover 5-minute intervals and stored in memory. The
temperatureand humidity datawere collected in order to createa comprehensivedata
set from the streetcanyonfield experiment.
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and the effects of convection on the dispersion of the traffic-related pollutant were
assumedto be negligible, particularly for winds >1.2 ms" (Chapter4). Although
wind tunnel studies(e.g. Kovar-Panskuset al., 2002) and computationalstudies(e.g.
Sini et al., 1996;Kim and Baik, 2001) suggestthat streetcanyonwalls heatedby the
sun influence the mechanically driven recirculating flow (see also Chapter 2), it
seemsunlikely to be operationally important in most scenarios(see Britter and
Hanna,2003). It was mentionedin Chapter 2 that any effect is far less evident in
field measurements(e.g. Louka et al., 2002) probably because,in the field, the
heated
is
boundary
layer
free
the
the
wall
small
convective
on
physical width of
Hanna,
driven
(Britter
2003),
the
to
the
motion
and
scale
of
mechanically
compared
which is of courseon the streetscale.

3.5.2. Concentrations of a traffic-related pollutant
The traffic-related pollutant measuredin this study was carbon monoxide (CO).
Learianstreetboxesincorporatedelectrochemicalsensorslocatedon the outsideof the
logger unit. Each streetboxwas configured to sample at I-minute intervals and to
in
data
15-minute
the
concentration
averages
parts per million
as
calculateand store
(ppm). The mean CO concentrationdata were reported at the end of each time
period. Each streetboxunit was a battery powered stand-alonepollution monitoring
and logging system. The batteries used were lithium and their performanceand
longevity were testedduring trial runs and were found to be of a high standard.
Furthermore,due to their relatively light weight and small size of approximately280
by 170by 120mm they could be easily attachedto an item of streetfurniture, such as
a lamppost,using 3/8" width Band-It banding. At the top andbottom of the backplate
of eachunit were reinforced alloy hoops. When attachingthe units to lamppoststhe
bandingwas passedthrough the hoopsand the slack was pulled tight using a banding
clamp. Once the unit was located at the appropriate height the bandings were
securelyfastenedusing Band-It buckles. The Band-It materialswere found to be the
most secureway of fixing the anemometerbrackets and streetboxesto lampposts
during trial experimentsconductedprior to the field experiments.

-84One of the major advantagesof the streetbox over other pollution monitoring
lampposts.
For
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any
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ability
equipment
26
15
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to
the
were
streetboxes
attached
experiment,
and
of
roadsidelamppostswithin eachstreetcanyon. One streetboxwas locatedin Portland
Street and provided a measureof the background CO concentration. This large
investigated.
in
be
to
the
variability
concentrations
spatial
spatial coverageallowed
Furthermore,as the streetboxeswere stand-alonelogging units they could be left
during
However,
the
monitored
was
regularly
each
streetbox,
relatively undisturbed.
experimentin casethe lithium batteryvoltage droppedbelow 10.4 volts, after which
the unit was likely to fail. Section3.5.2.2describeshow regularcommunicationwas
kept with the streetboxes.The analysisof the datafrom the streetboxeslocatedon the
lamppostsshownin Figure 3.8 is presentedin Chapters5 and 7 (seealso Boddy et al.,
2005a,b).

3.5.2.1.Operatingprinciple of the streetbox
The streetbox is a pollution monitoring unit comprising integral power and
is
logger.
This
data
shown
sensors
and a
communications, electrochemical
schematicallyin Figure 3.10. The streetboxdiffers from other roadside pollution
monitoring equipment as it is self-poweredand can run for severalweeks without
in
lasted
lithium
batteries
The
intervention.
the
time
that
the
exact
period
of
external
field was dependentupon the sampling and averaging intervals chosen and the
external temperature. However, the batterieslasted approximatelysix weeks during
the October and November experiment. The capabilities of the streetbox were
achievedas the unit usesa low power datalogger and sensorassemblyand becauseit
doesnot utilise external devicessuch as pumps,active filters or switchedairflow for
automaticbaselineor spancorrections(Learian,2002). The easeof deploymentand
had
distinct
However,
flexibility
that
the
advantages.
streetbox
operation
meant
becauseof the absenceof automaticbaselineand spancorrectionsit was necessaryto
manually correct for these during post-processingbased on the most recent
calibration.

A detailed description of the data quality assuranceand control

procedureundertakenis given in Section3.5.2.3.
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Figure 3.10. Schematic representation of the Learian streetbox electrochemical cell
monitoring unit showing the hardwired and telemetry methods of establishing a
connection (Modified from Ropkins et al., 2000).
Electrochemical cells are used to measure electrochemical current and, therefore, ion
migration

between electrodes connected by an electrolytic

medium.

Thus,

electrochemical cells can be used to detect or quantify analytes that react within the
electrochemical cell to offset the cell's internal electrochemical equilibrium (Ropkins
et al., 2000) and thereby generating electrical current. Electrochemical cells contain
two electrodes, one which acts as an indicator electrode (which is analyte sensitive)
and the other is used as a reference electrode (which has a fixed voltage, often set to
zero) and current flow and resistance is measured between the two electrodes
(Ropkins et al., 2000).

The streetbox electrochemical cells function passively by directly exposing the cells
to ambient air.

The Siemens RPM system, which also uses electrochemical cell

technology, differs in the way it incorporates complex air intake systems and delicate
analysis chambers. Whilst an air intake system is likely to reduce the chances of
electrochemical cell damage, fouling and/or contamination it is also likely to increase
the purchase cost of the instrument and the utilisation of moving parts, such as an air
intake pump, can significantly reduce the operational reliability of an instrument
(Ropkins et al., 2000).

-86The electrochemical cell of the type incorporated in the strcetbox is shown in Figure
3.11. The protective membrane surrounding the cell is waterproof' in order to protect
the electrolyte from the elements. A second anode cancels the effects ol'clectrical or
random noise.

Pix-AectiveMembrane
Capillary Inlet
Indicator (Sensing) Electrode

RefemnceElectmdc
CounterElectrode

FlectrolyteReservoir

Separators

Figure 3.11. Side view of the electrochemical cell of the type fitted in the Learian
streetbox (Ropkins et al., 2000).
The electrochemical carbon monoxide cells are reduction-sensitive that measure CO
based upon the general reaction:
CO + [0] --->CO,
The detection limits of the streetbox fitted with an electrochemical CO sensor are
reported to be in the order of 0.5 ppm, quantification ranges of the order of 2000 ppm
and precisions of the order of I% (Learian, 2002). Table 3.3 shows the accuracy of
the streetbox electrochemical CO sensor.
Table 3.3. Learian streetbox fitted with an electrochemical CO sensor (Learian,
2002).
Operating life

3 years exposed to air

Maximum range
Resolution

0-2000 ppm
0.5 ppm

Maximum zero shift
Temperature range

3 pprn

Pressure range
RH range
Long term output drift
Repeatability

to
-200C +500C
Atmospheric +/- 10%
15% to 90% (non-condensing)
< 5% per year
I% of signal

-87The trade-off with the constructionof the electrochemicalcells is that the sensorwill
always be exposed to external influences such as temperatureand humidity. In
particular, moisture can affect the viscosity of the electrolyte, which in turn would
is
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unlikely that rainwater
affect
accuracyof
results
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the
they
an overhang that constituted the
cells
as
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positioned
entered
control unit and data logger. The effects of humidity and temperature,however,are
compensatedfor by configuring the streetboxesto perform a calibration routine on
the raw data sampledbeforethe averagingroutine was allowed to run. The averaged
data were then stored to file in the data logger. The calibration characteristicsused
were stored within the logger unit and took into accountthe effects of sensorageing
and output drift. A further discussionon the baselinedrift is given in Section3.5.2.3.
The electrochemicalCO cells are likely to have beensusceptibleto interferencefrom
other airborne reducing species,such as hydrocarbons,nitric oxide and someoxides
of sulphur. However,it is assumedin this study that theseeffects were negligible.

3.5.2.2.Establishinga connectionwith the streetbox
The streetbox,could be connectedvia an RS232 serial link direct to the laptop using
the Learian streetboxsoftware. The hardwired method was used in the laboratory
prior to the field experimentsin order to configure the samplingand logging routines.
Once communicationhad beenestablishedit was also possibleto check the statusof
the logger and to synchronisethe time. However, there were occasionsduring the
field experiment when it was necessaryto connect via RS232 to the lowest
streetboxesat z=3.5 m whenradio communicationcould not be achieved.
It was usual to download the data from the streetboxeslocated in the field using an
integral licence exempt radio modem that could be remotely configured to transmit
the data to a kerbside laptop. Once radio communication with a streetbox was
establishedit was also possibleto check the data and to monitor the voltage of the
lithium batteries. Although the voltages of lithium batteries decayed non-linearly
they were usually -10.6 volts during operationalmode. During testsconductedprior
to the field experimentsit was revealedthat the streetboxesfailed below 10.4 volts.
Therefore, it was important to establishregular communicationwith all streetboxes
deployed during the field experiments in order to monitor the battery voltages.

-88Although the streetbox voltages were routinely checked one streetbox located on
lamppostG4 did fail during the Octoberand Novemberexperimentdue to the voltage
dropping below 10.4 volts. The data from this streetbox was excluded from the
analysispresentedin Chapter5.

3.5.2.3.Data quality assuranceand control proceduresfor the streetbox
Fifteen-minuteaveragesof one-minutesamplesof CO concentrationswere measured
using streetboxesduring trials conductedprior to the field experiments. Tate (2005)
location
in
Central London prior to the
at
a
street
side
co-location
surveys
conducted
March and April 2003 field experiment utilising two streetboxesand a US EPA
certified Gas Filter Correlation CO Analyser. The precision, repeatability and
reliability of the streetbox measurementof CO over a one-month period were
demonstrated.When comparedwith the referenceanalyserrý valuesof 0.95 and 0.96
were achieved(Tate, 2005).
The streetboxeswere calibratedprior to the field experimentsusing an Environics
multi-gascalibrator. The calibrationgasesusedwere zero-gasand CO concentrations
of 3 ppm. The zero-gaswas suppliedby a Sabio Model 1001zero air generator. An
flow
CO
fitted
the
the
the
electrochemical
sensor
on
streetbox
and
over
aspiratorwas
from the zero air generatorwas controlled by the multi-gascalibrator. The multi-gas
calibrator was fitted with a seriesof mass-flow controllersand mixing chambers.The
3 pprn CO concentrationswere derived by mixing a concentrationof CO at 466 ppm.
with zero-gasusing the multi-gascalibrator. The aspiratorwas then usedto passthe
3 pprn CO gasover the electrochemicalsensor.
The zero-gasand 3 ppm CO concentrationcalibrations were each carried out for a
period of at least ten minutes and the mean concentrations measured by the
streetboxes were determined. All streetbox. data collected during the field
experimentswere linearly correctedaccordingto the most recentzero-gascalibration.
A check of CO concentrationsusing the calibration gas at concentrationsof 3 ppm
confirmedthat the spanwas accurateto within 10%. This suggeststhat the variability
in the CO concentrations measuredduring the field experiment caused by the
resolution of the sensor was considerably less than the variability attributed to

-89meteorological and traffic conditions (Chapters 5 and 7, respectively).

For all

streetboxes used in the study the data collected were continuous. Data quality was
assessedthrough the combined analysis of the concentration frequency distributions
to identify outliers, coupled with analysis of the time-series concentration plots for
noise spikes. No further [CO] data were excluded on this basis.

3.5.3. Traffic

3.5.3.1. Traf fi'c characteristics
.
Traffic flow along Gillygate and Bootham was controlled by the Split, Cycle and
Offset Optimisation Technique (SCOOT) Urban Traffic Control system. SCOOT uses
inductive loops buried in the road surface to collect information on detector
occupancy. This information is used in the SCOOT traffic model to optirmse signal
timings at traffic lights (Hunt et al., 1991). The flow of information in a SCOOTbased Urban Traffic Control system is shown in Figure 3.12. The term 'Iink' refers to
the length of road between the SCOOT detector and the stop line at the traffic light.
-Carpa,
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Figure 3.12. Schematic of the flow of information in a SCOOT-based Urban Traffic
Control sYstem(SCOOT, 2003).

-90Each SCOOT detector was located upstream of the stop line on Bootham and
Gillygate andthe direction of the traffic flow streamthat eachdetectedandcontrolled
is shownin Figure 3.8. The detectorswere locatedat the upstreamend of eachlink in
order to maximise the effectiveness of traffic monitoring by decreasing the
probability of vehicles remaining stationaryon them during congestedtraffic flows.
2
inductive
loop
detectors
4
The
cover approximately rn of the road surface on
BoothamandGillygate.
Although the loop detectorsusedby SCOOT do not explicitly classify vehicles,they
do record occupancy'events' at a frequencyof 4 Hz. A single event was recorded
when a vehicleoccupiedthe detectorloop areawithin a 1/4speriod. The raw SCOOT
detector data is referred to as the M19 messageand were collected during the
investigation,allowing the identification of individual vehicle eventsat the entry to
eachlink in the study area. Detectoroccupancyand traffic flow for eachinboundand
in
15-minutes
flow
direction
of
were
averaged
over
periods
order to
outbound
comparewith the mean CO concentrations. The 15-minute averagesobtainedwere
reportedat the end time for eachtime period.
Various traffic characteristicsmay also be derived from the M19 message,which
include the detectoroccupancyand traffic flow. Detector occupancyis equivalentto
the percentageof time that a detectorwas occupiedand is a function of both vehicle
speed and length. Traffic flow is defined as the rate of vehicles passingover a
detector, i.e. it representsseparateoccupancy events. Therefore, vehicle speed,
detector occupancyand traffic flow are valuable parametersthat can be used to
describetraffic characteristicsand can be determinedfrom the SCOOT system. The
traffic flow characteristicsfor both streets were obtained as a by-product of the
SCOOT system. The positioning of the SCOOTdetectorsat the entranceto eachlink
meant that the occupancydata gave a measureof the temporal changein the overall
level of congestionwithin each traffic flow stream. The influence of congestionon
the spatial and temporal variability in concentrationsof CO measuredinside the
BoothamandGillygate streetcanyonsis demonstratedin Chapter7.
Under somecircumstances,however,the detectionareaof each loop can vary by up
to 25%, dependingon the individual vehicle chassischaracteristics(e.g. height above

-91the road or metallic content). Therefore, vehicles such as motorcyclesand scooters
may not always have been explicitly recorded within the traffic flow. SCOOT
detectorscan also be susceptibleto 'nose-to-tail' masking, i.e. two or more slow
moving vehicles travelling close together may register as a single vehicle event.
Additionally, SCOOT detectors are omni-directional, meaning that a vehicle
travelling opposite to the expected flow direction over the loop (e.g. emergency
vehicles)would havebeenrecordedin that traffic stream.
An important part of the current study was, therefore,to evaluatethe SCOOTsystem
data.
In
Chapter
7
SCOOT
traffic
the
the
accuracy
of
manually
recorded
using
system was determinedthrough a comparison between the direct observationsof
traffic recordedmanuallyand the synchroniseddetectordata. Observationsof the bidirectional traffic flow in Gillygate and Bootham comprisedboth off-peak and the
afternoon-peakflows along all four links. It is demonstratedin Chapter7 that the
SCOOT systemis reliable methodof measuringtraffic flow.
The quality of the traffic data was assessedusing the method describedin Section
3.5.2.3 for [CO]. Data quality was determinedthrough the combinedanalysisof the
flow and detectoroccupancyfrequencydistributionsto identify outliers, coupledwith
analysis of the time-series flow and detector occupancy plots for noise spikes.
Following this assessmentonly one value was removed, which correspondedto
detectoroccupancy.

3.5.3.2. Traffic-producedturbulence
Measurementsof traffic-produced turbulence (TPT) were conducted inside the
Gillygate street canyon using ultrasonic anemometerslocated on lamppostG3 (see
Figure 3.8). The wind flow and turbulencemeasurements
were conductedat 20 Hz to
determine the turbulenceproduced within the inbound traffic flow along Gillygate.
The lowest anemometer(z = 1.1 m) was attachedto a supporting stand positioned
1.5m from centre of lane, 0.21m from the kerb and 0.65m from the lamppost. The
anemometerwas positioned directly beneaththe anemometersattachedto lamppost
G3 (Section3.5.1.1.4). A certain amountof flow distortion from the lamppostcannot
be excluded,particularly during parallel backgroundwinds and is discussedin more

-92detail in Chapter6. The anemometerwas locatedin the centreof a4m sectionof the
inbound lane that was demarcatedby lines, which were painted white. The
anemometerwas connectedto a data logger located at the foot of the lamppost
(Section3.5.1.1.4).
The lowest anemometer was only deployed during the TPT measurements in order to
reduce the likelihood of vandalism. Data was also used from the other anemometers
located at the G3-G4 experiment cross-section. The periods when the mean data
collection rate of anemometersdropped below 18 Hz due to a coding error in the data
logging software were excluded from the analysis, as mentioned earlier.

The backgroundwind speedand direction were measuredby the anemometerlocated
at a height of 19.5 rn on top of the trailer-mountedmast (Section 3.5.1.2). The TPT
analysispresentedin Chapter6 excludedall data correspondingto U"f >1.2 rn s-1in
order to focus purely on traffic-producedflow components. As a result of the data
in
Section
described
3.5.1.1.4and the conditional analysis,
quality control procedures
in
data
12%
the work presentedin
total
the
available
were
used
anemometer
only
of
Chapter 6. This was mainly causedby low frequencyof U,,f :51.2 rn s-1rather than
poor dataquality.

Manual surveys of the inbound traffic flow, including vehicle speed and
classification, were conductedbesidelamppostG3 using an in-housetraffic counting
computer program. The traffic surveys were conductedfor several hours over a
period of 14 days during the Octoberand Novemberexperiment. The vehicleswere
classified according to the following five categories:cars; motorcycles; light goods
vehicles(LGVs); busesand heavygoodsvehicles(HGVs). Dependingon the vehicle
type, each keystrokeof the right-hand representedthe moment the front axle of the
vehicle crossedthe first white line markedbesidelamppostG3. The keystrokeby the
left-hand representedthe momentthe rear axle of the samevehicle crossedthe second
line painted 4 m.downstream. This methodallowed the measurementof the average
speedof each vehicle passingthrough the 4m sectionbesidethe anemometer.The
limitations of this method are discussedin Chapter9 and the error calculationsare
shown in the Appendix.

-93The wind and traffic data were all averagedover I-minute periods in order to allow
for a suitably large data set. The wind velocity data collected during the TPT
investigationscomprised a maximum of 1200 samplesfor each I-minute mean and
variancevalue, which provided statisticalconvergence. This averagingperiod also
allowed for the determination of the turbulence parameters,such as the standard
deviation of the vertical velocity component,a,,, and TKE. The measurementof the
TPT field and a comparison with the calculated TPT produced using the
is
Kastner-Klein
(2003)
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parameterisationsof
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in
Chapter
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3.5.4.Street canyon flow and dispersion modelling
The MISKAM CFD flow model was used to help in the interpretationof the mean
field
from
November
October
the
experiment.
turbulence
and
analysis
wind and
MISKAM consistsof a 3-D non-hydrostaticflow model and an Eulerian dispersion
dispersion
from
Results
k-e
the
1996)
(Eichhorn,
turbulence
closure.
and uses
model
influence
into
in
the
of variable
a
sensitivity
study
model were used qualitatively
in
in
Gillygate
the
concentrationsof a
causing
variations
spatial
emissions along
tracer (Chapter8). Verification of the model is beyondthe scopeof this study and is
not presentedin this thesis.
The numerical simulation of dispersionin MISKAM can be describedas having two
building
field
is
flow
First,
the
there
an
arbitrary
over
steady state
stages.
Second,
flow
domain
by
the
the
the
the
of
model.
component
using
configurationset
derived mean wind and turbulence parametersfrom MISKAM are input into the
Euleriandispersionmodel.
The k-c turbulencemodel developedin 1972by Jonesand Launderis a two-equation
k,
dissipation
derive
TKE,
the
the
to
turbulence
and
rate of
model used
eddy-viscosity
TKE, c. The k-c model provides empirical transportequationsfor both k and E, and
the primary function of the model is to provide an estimateof the eddy viscosity at
eachpoint in the flow. Someof the advantagesof the model over others relate to the
fact that k and c appearnaturally in the TKE equation (Section3.5.1.1.2)and can be

-94derived from the Navier-Stokesequation without introducing additional variables.
According to Davidson(2004) the k-c model has becomethe standardworking model
is
it
for
turbulence
as
simple to use and generally gives
and
engineers
scientists
of
reasonableresults.
The wind flow over the Gillygate experiment site near to the G3-G4 cross-section
was simulated using the MISKAM

numerical model (Eichhom, 1996). The flow

model used a k-eturbulence closure scheme to parameterise the sub-grid scale
turbulence. In this Section a description of the code is given. The method used to
build the domain is also described.

3.5.4.1.Descriptionof the MISKAM code
The mean flow velocities were derived in MISKAM

following

the continuity

equation(seeChapter2) and the Navier-Stokesequation, which governsthe motion
of most fluids. The Navier-Stokesequationis shownbelow, with buoyancyomitted:
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where

Ui
Ui

arethe threevelocity components(i= 1,2,3or xy, z);
from
(deviations
fluctuation
the mean
turbulent
the
components
are
velocity, whereover bar denotestime averaging);
is pressure;
is densityof air.

It is possible to manipulate the Navier-Stokes Equation to produce a perfectly
deterministicequation,thus given initial conditions we are able to integrateforward
to obtain the actualinstantaneouswind velocity, U(t), from the meanvelocity and the
randomfluctuatingcomponent,as shownin Figure 3.6.

-95However, since U(t), has been shown in Section 3.5.1.1.2 to be random and
unpredictable and the statistical properties such as the mean velocity U are
reproducible,then it makes senseto focus predictive theories of turbulencenot on
U(t) itself, but where its statisticalproperties,suchas U and (U)2' play a central role.
Thus we needa set of dynamicalequationsfor thesestatisticalquantitiesanalogousto
the deterministic equation we are able to produce when dealing with U(t). It is
possible to manipulate the deterministic equation for U(t) into a set of statistical
equations.
This systemof equationscontainsmore statisticalunknowns than equationsrelating
them, i.e. the systemof equationsis not closed(Davidson,2004). This is a problem
that is commonto non-lineardynamicalsystems,and arisesdue to the non-linearterm
contained in the right hand side of the Navier-Stokesequation. The problem was
referred to in Chapter2 as the closure problem of turbulence. Consequently,there
can be no completestatisticaltheoriesof turbulenceand the theoriesand modelsthat
do exist effectively 'fill-in' the unknownsbasedupon experimentaldata (Davidson,
2004). These unknowns are referred to as Reynolds stresses(Chapter 2). The
successor failure of thesetypes of models,therefore,dependsupon how well they are
,
Reynolds
to
the
able explain
experimentalresults.
stresses,ujujJ., arise as a result of
the turbulenceand act on the mean flow, shapingits evolution and maintaining the
turbulent fluctuations(Davidson,2004). The Reynoldsstressesmentionedin Chapter
2 can apply time averagesto the Navier-Stokesand continuity equationsused in
MISKAM.

The eddy-viscosity concept, also known as the 'Ylrst order closure method', is
analogous with molecular diffusion and assumes the turbulent stresses are
proportional to the local velocity gradients(Berkowicz et al., 1997a). In MISKAM
the Reynoldsstressesare defined as follows:
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scale.
MISKAM, therefore,usesthe complete3-D equationsof motion of the flow field and
the advection-diffusionequationto determinethe concentrationsof substanceswith
neutral density (seeSahm.et al., 2002). The transportequationfor pollutantsusedby
MISKAM is basedon the conservationequationfor a scalar(Chapter2) and is shown
below:
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reactions. The key problem is once again determining the parameterisationof the
turbulent flux term ujc andMISKAM usesthe pollutant concentrationflux equation:
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(3.27)

-ui C=-sct ax
i

where vt is the eddy viscosity and Sct.is a constantequal to 0.74. The meanwind
fields and diffusivity coefficientsand can be suppliedby a particular flow model and
Equation (3.26) solved numerically subject to appropriate boundary conditions
(Berkowicz et al., 1997a). The model producespollutants only in the sourcecells
(i. e. volume source)in gramsper second(g s"). The model, therefore,calculatesthe
field
diffusivity
field,
flow
the
concentration
coefficients
and
stationary
and pressure
within the entire domain. The TKE, k, is calculatedin MISKAM using:
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where ok is a constantequalto 1. While dissipation,r, is derived using:

(3.28)
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where ae is a constantequal to 1.3; and C, and C2 are constantsequal to 1.44and
1.92,respectively. The code descriptiondescribedabove was preparedby P. Louka
and can be found on the TRAPOS website (http://www. dmu.dk/AtmosphericEnvironment/trapos/).

3.5.4.2.Themodeldomain
The domain usedin the flow and dispersionmodelling is shown in Figure 3.13. The
configurationof the buildings and streetsshown in Figure 3.13 were incorporatedinto
the MISKAM model domainusing a scaledplan of the streetcanyongeometry. The
heights of the buildings were measuredin the field using the inclination method
describedin Section3.4 and were incorporatedinto the domain.
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Figure 3.13. Plan view of the buildings in the modelling domain; showingthe
Gillygate streetcanyonand adjoining streets.

-98The buildings heights were specified within each grid of the domain as an integer.
Each integer correspondedto the vertical extent of the building within the grid and,
thus, a zero correspondedto the absenceof a building at that grid point. The
modelling domain included the side streetsadjoining Gillygate and incorporatedthe
in
100m
Figure
the
of
street,
as
shown
structures
within
approximately
significant
3.13.

The model interpreted all buildings as having flat roof geometries. The domain
in
in
direction
510m
270m
the along-canyon
the
and
across-canyon
extended
direction. The domain included the commonjunction and part of the Boothamstreet
canyonand a sectionof the streetleading to the Minster (Figure 3.13). However,the
Minster itself was not included in the model domain. The city wall was included in
the domain and was approximatelyparallel to the along-canyonaxis.
The maximum extent of the domain in the vertical direction was 50m, which was
in
domain.
The
height
building
total grid size
the
tallest
the
the
three
times
of
over
(numberof cells) in the across-canyon(x), along-canyon(y) and vertical (z) directions
was 89 by 168 by 23, respectively. The grid was 3-D and the resolution of the
domain could be adjustedby the user in order to allow for a higher resolutionalong
the street. The model was configured to allow for higher resolution in the areaof the
in
for
future
G3-G4
to
to
the
experiment
order
allow
corresponding
cross-section
grid
comparisonwith measuredconcentrations,as mentionedin Chapter9. The resolution
of the model at this location was Im by 2m by Im in the x, y and z directions,
respectively. This resolution was set for the section of Gillygate correspondingto
74m from the Bootham/Gillygateintersectionto a point -30m along ClarenceSt (see
Figure 13). However, the model resolution from the junction betweenMuseum St
and Bootham to a point 74m along Gillygate was 2m by 4m by Im in the x, y and z
directions, respectively. The lower resolution was chosen for this section of the
domain in order to allow the model to run moreefficiently.

-993.5.4.3.RunningMISKAM
The MISKAM flow model assumedthat the wind speedincreasedlogarithmically
isothermal
(i.
that
there
static
stability
e.
conditions were
and
was
neutral
upstream
assumed).In the model,the heightof the referencewind was configured to 50 m and
the reference wind speedwas set to 5m s". The height at which the vertical
logarithmic wind profile extrapolatesto a zero wind speedis known as the roughness
length, zo. The model was configured to zo = 0.5 m in order to define this profile.
Roughnessparametersdescribehow effective a surfacearea is in transforming the
in
it,
into
flows
turbulent
the
over
motion, the boundary
meanwind, which
energyof
layer above (Davenport et al., 2000). According to the recently revised roughness
length describedby Davenportet al. (2000) 'very rough' terrain correspondsto zo,=
0.5 m (e.g. relatively low buildings with interspacesand no high trees). This
roughness length, therefore, correspondsto flow over suburban housing, which
constituted the majority of the upstreamfetch. For comparison,city centreswith a
mixture of low-rise and high-risebuildings are likely to have roughnesslengthsof zo
2:2 m.
The flow model was run for certain background wind directions including
perpendicular,oblique and parallel winds. The U, V and W componentsof wind
velocity were calculatedat each grid point within the domain using the equations
describedearlier. A FORTRAN program convertedthe flow model outputs into a
format that was able to be imported into Origin. Origin is a program that is part of
the OriginLab suite of software and provides a wide range of features from data
analysisto the creationof publication quality graphics. A particularly useful feature
is the facility to import datafrom Microsoft Excel into Origin graphs.
The calculatedmeanvelocity datawas then showngraphically through the creationof
vector plots.

The vector plots showed the mean horizontal and vertical wind

velocities during certain backgroundwinds at the experiment(G3-G4) cross-section
and for other locationsalongGillygate.
The turbulencemodule was run to derive turbulenceparametersbasedon the outputs
from the flow model for each backgroundwind direction. The contour plots were
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created by converting the derived TKE values into a matrix using the weighted
averagegridding method in Origin. The derived meanwind (vector plots) and TKE
(contour plots) were used in Chapter4 in order to assistin the interpretationof the
dispersioncharacteristicsof the in-canyonflow features.The evaluationof the model
wasbeyondthe scopeof the study.
A sensitivity study into the influence of variable emission rates on the spatial
variations along the street canyon was conducted using the MISKAM Eulerian
dispersion model (Chapter 8).

Tate (2005) presented the development and
implementationof an integratedtraffic microsimulation and instantaneousemission
model in order to study the spatial and temporal variations in vehicular emissions
along Bootham and Gillygate.

In particular, the Dynamic Route Assignment

Combining User Learning and microsimulAtion (DRACULA) traffic microsimulationwas integratedwith the ComprehensiveModel EmissionModel (CMEM).
This accountedfor tailpipe emissionsnow largely associatedwith accelerationevents
(seeTate, 2005). For more information on DRACULA, referenceshould be madeto
Tate et aL (2005b).
The variability in the traffic network (e.g. signal timings) and traffic characteristics
(e.g. free-flow, congested-flow)throughout a typical weekdaywas incorporatedinto
the modelling study conductedby Tate (2005). The aim of the work was to derive the
spatialand temporal variability in emissionsat the microscopicscale. This was used
to generatesecond-by-second
vehicle trajectory data and CO tailpipe emissions. The
second-by-secondmodelling approach was implemented in order to estimate the
temporal (15-minute time intervals) and spatial variations in CO emissionsand to
verify the instantaneousemissionmodel using transientemissionmeasurements
over
a standarddrive cycle as well as in real-world traffic conditions. A more detailed
descriptionof the DRACULA microsimulation model and the CMEM is provided in
Chapter 8 (see also Tate et A, 2005b). The location and magnitude of the CO
emissions were averaged in Tate (2005) over 15-minute time periods and lOrn
sections along Bootharn and Gillygate, therefore, the common intersection was
included. The variable emission rates of CO were interpolatedover 2m sections
along Gillygate from the commonBootham/Gillygateintersectionto thejunction with
Lord Mayor's Walk at the far end of the street.

-101The sourcecells of the tracer in the domain were located in the centreof Gillygate.
These cells were -8m wide and covered the entire length of the street from the
Bootham/Gillygateintersectionto thejunction with Lord Mayor's Walk. The source
cells of the tracer were set using the constant (i. e. mean) and variable emissions
profile. The influenceof parallel (0,,f = 210'), oblique (6ýf = 165*)andperpendicular
(0,,f = 120') backgroundwinds on the in-canyonconcentrationfield was investigated.
The influence of the spatial variability in emissions on the resulting in-canyon
concentrationswas also investigated. The variable emissions profile is a more
realistic representationof the actual emissionsalong Gillygate as the influence of
traffic characteristicsand driving mode was considered. Incorporating variable
emissionsinto such a dispersionmodelling study aimed to increasethe accuracyof
the predictions of roadside concentrationsof traffic-related pollutants. This is
particularly important for traffic managementassessments
as the mean(or constant)
profile may drastically over-predict parts of the street (e.g. mid-link), while underestimatingemissionsin other areas(e.g. intersections).
A FORTRAN codeconvertedthe concentrationoutputs from MISKAM into a format
that was able to be imported into Origin. The contour plots were createdin a similar
way to the TKE plots by converting the derived concentrationvalues into a matrix
using the weightedaveragegridding method.
3.6. Summary and Conclusions
This Chapterdescribedthe Bootham and Gillygate street canyonsthat were used in
the field experiments,including the surrounding building and street layout. A
descriptionwas given into the instrumentsthat were used to determinethe influence
of meteorology,urban topographyand traffic on the spatial and temporalvariability
in concentrationsof CO measuredinside the street canyons. Data quality assurance
and control techniquesemployed were also described. A modelling study was
conducted into the mean wind, turbulence and concentration fields inside the
Gillygate street canyon in order to help interpret the results from the experimental
experiment.
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CHAPTER4
Mean wind flow and turbulence inside the Gillygate street canyon

4.1. Introduction
The mean wind flow and turbulence characteristics in the urban canopy are highly
variable and strongly depend on the building, roof and street geometries in the local
environment.

In Chapter 3 the variance and standard deviation of the velocity

how
description
into
introduced.
A
these can be used as
was given
components were
an indication of the turbulence intensity, with larger values corresponding to greater
intensities. The rate of dispersion of a pollutant depends on the mean flow and the
turbulent velocity components. An overall measure of the turbulence intensity is the
TKE, as was mentioned in Chapter 3. Pollutants emitted by traffic travelling along
the Gillygate street canyon, for instance, are likely to have been transported by the
mean wind flow and turbulence.

The turbulent velocity components, which

contribute to the TKE, can be used in street canyon studies to investigate the
characteristics of the in-canyon airflows and the implications for pollutant dispersion.
The mean flow inside street canyons, therefore, will not only transport (or advect)
pollutants but also turbulence.

Additional characteristics of the in-canyon flow

structures can be determined by including turbulence with the mean flow analysis.

The influence of the building, roof and street geometries of Gillygate and the
surroundinglocal environment is describedin Chapter5 in relation to the dispersion
of a traffic-related pollutant by the backgroundwind. However, this Chapter will
explore the in-canyon flow features in detail in order to investigate the potential
influence they have on the dispersion of traffic-related pollutants. As these flow
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not only the mean flow inside the canyon but also the turbulence. Analysis using
turbulencestatisticswill also provide evidenceto determinethe flow featurespresent
within a street canyon. In particular, the 2-D archetypalrecirculating streetcanyon
flow is investigated,payingattentionto its symmetryaboutthe across-canyonaxis.
However, other flow patternscausedby the interaction between buildings and the
local wind field and shownschematicallyin Chapter2 are also likely to havefurther
implications for the dispersionof air pollutantsinside streetcanyons(seealso Hosker,
1985). For example, comer vortices may develop at an isolated building corner
during perpendicularbackgroundwinds. However, this scenario can be related to
streetcanyonenvironmentswith side streetsalignedperpendicularto the axis. In such
streetcanyonsthe meanperpendicularflow is allowed to channelalong the adjoining
side streets,producing counter-rotatingcomer vortices with vertical axes inside the
canyon. The comer vortex pair is likely to force the air inside the canyon into two
converging flows. However,an alternative view, although related, is that the comer
vortices may be the result of the flow being forced into the street canyon from the
adjoining side streets,i.e. the comer vortex pair was causedby along canyon flow.
This explanationshouldbe kept in mind during the courseof this Chapter.
Clearly such flow structureswould have significant consequencesfor the dispersion
of pollutants emittedinsidestreetcanyonsthat haveopeningsalong the canyonwalls.
To date, the consequences
of such 3D flow phenomenahave largely beenignoredin
dispersionmodelling studies. Previousstudieshavefocusedpredominantlyon the 2D
archetypalstreetcanyonsof aspectratios equal to unity and usually with large lengthto-height (LIH) ratios. However, in street canyonswith relatively small LIH ratios
(i. e. -5) it is likely that flow features,such as the along-canyonflow convergence
describedabove,are potentially more significant during perpendicularwinds than the
6classic'recirculatingflow. As streetcanyonswith relatively small LIH ratios,caused
by openings along the canyon walls, such as side streets,are more common in real
urban environments the effects of these flow structures are potentially more
significant in terms of dispersionmodelling studiesthan the classic 2D recirculating
flow models. A more detaileddiscussionof theseflow features is given in Section
4.3. In summary,for more complicatedstreet geometries,it has been demonstrated
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tunnel modelling (Hoydysh and Dabberdt, 1988; Kastner-Kicin et al., 1997,2001;
Rafailidis, 1997; Park et al., 2004), that wind flow and pollutant dispersion within
continuousstreetcanyonsessentiallydependon the aspectratio, the streetlength and
building roof geometry(Theurer,1999).

4.1.1.Perpendicular winds and the classicskimming flow regime
The majority of field experimentsconducted within full-scale street canyons have
influence
its
investigated
flow
the
the
with
of
classic
skimming
regime
predominantly
characteristicsingle across-canyonrecirculating flow (with a horizontally-aligned
axis). DePauland Sheih(1986) measuredwind velocities inside a streetcanyonwith
an aspectratio of -1.4 in Chicagoby analysingthe trajectoriesof tracerballoonsthat
were releasedin the canyonand photographedin rapid succession.The trajectories
during
directions
flow
developed
inside
the
wind
canyon
a
confirmed recirculating
approximatelyperpendicularto the streetaxis and providedthat the backgroundwind
speedwas greaterthan 1.5 - 2.0 m s-1. The recirculatingflow was characterisedby
vertical velocity and reverseflow at street level, which were significantly large in
magnitude.The mean velocities associatedwith the downdraughtson the windward
side of the canyon were approximately a factor of two greater than the mean
velocities in the updraughtson the leeward side. The meanvertical velocities in the
centreof the canyonwerefound to be approximatelyzero.
Louka et al. (2000) investigatedthe airflow within and abovea streetcanyonduring
perpendicularwinds. The geometryof a streetcanyonis usually defined by its height
(H) to width (M ratio (or aspectratio). The experimentwas performedbetweentwo
long barnswith pitchedroofs, which had an aspectratio of HIW- 0.7. Usingprofiles
of meanwind and turbulent statistics(standarddeviationsand TKE) they found that
the conventionalpicture of a persistentrecirculating in a single across-canyonvortex
flow within the streetwith small-scaleturbulent fluctuationsaboutthis meanneedsto
be revised. Instead,the meanrecirculating inside the canyonwas found to be much
weaker than the unsteadyturbulent fluctuations and, therefore, the mean flow is
merely a residualof an unsteadyturbulent recirculation(seeChapter2).
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wind aloft through a shearlayer that developsat roof level. They calculatedfrom the
measurementsthe shear production and turbulent transport terms described in the
TKE budgetformulation in Chapter3. They found that above-rooflevel production
equalsdissipation, as expectedin a horizontally homogenousboundary layer. They
observedthat the shearproductionof TKE reacheda maximum aroundroof-level and
stated that the maximum production of TKE by shear close to the roof-level is
associatedwith turbulencewithin the shearlayer being shedfrom the upstreamroof.
These findings are supported by the observations of Kastner-Klein and Rotach
(2004). Vachon et al. (2002) performed full-scale measurementsof the carbon
monoxide(CO), wind and turbulencefields within a streetcanyonin Nantes,France.
During low backgroundwind conditions traffic was associatedwith an increasein
TKE at the lowest levels in the street,especially on the leeward side of the canyon
(Chapter2).

Berkowicz et aL (1997a) performed preliminary measurementsof the wind and
turbulenceinside a streetcanyonin Copenhagen,Denmark. Although, the analysis
includes moderateand high backgroundwind speeds,the measurementswere only
taken at one point in the streetand different flow featureswith contrastingdispersion
characteristicscan be expectedat other locationsinside a streetcanyon. Nielsen et aL
(2000) presented analysis from measurementsin the same street canyon in
Copenhagenand the influences of side streets and trees on the in-canyon flow
characteristicswere reported.
The majority of the numericalmodelscurrently usedto determinethe skimming flow
regime involve idealised building configurations i.e. the buildings have rectangular
shapeswith flat roofs and are arrangedin a uniform manner. Sini et A (1996) built a
numerical model to simulate the small-scale atmosphericflows within the urban
canopy, basedon the standardk-c two-equationturbulencemodel. The model was
used to study the flows and vertical exchangesof pollutants within the street and at
the interfacewith the atmosphericlayer abovethe roofs for a streetcanyon of infinite
length. They found that the numberand arrangementof flow structureswithin the
streetcanyonlargely influencedthe vertical exchangerates.
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pollutant dispersion inside a street canyon with an aspect ratio of I using a 2-D
numericalmodel. TKE was found to increaseinside the streetcanyonas the inflow
turbulence intensity increased. Furthermore, as the inflow turbulence intensity
increasedthe pollutant concentrationin the street decreasedas pollutants escaped
from the streetcanyon.
Kastner-Klein and Rotach (2004) measuredthe vertical profiles of the velocity
componentsin a wind tunnel study using a Laser-Doppler velocimeter in order to
investigatethe meanflow and turbulencewithin the urban roughnesssublayer. They
distinguishedtwo typesof velocity profiles within the canopy.They found that within
street canyonsthe mean wind velocities were almost zero or negative below roof
level. They also observedsignificantly higher mean velocities close to intersections
or open spaces.They also found that the turbulent velocities inside the canopywere
higher than within the street canyon. TKE and shear stress profiles showed
pronouncedmaximaimmediatelyaboveroof level.

4.1.2. Perpendicular winds and the influence of pitched roofs
Longley et A (2004a)conductedmeasurements
of the airflow and turbulencein two
street canyonswith buildings of pitched roof geometrieson only one side of the
canyon in Manchester. Their analysis of the in-canyon vertical wind angles and
horizontal flow directions revealedsome features of a recirculating flow (see also
Chapter5). They observedevidenceof flow reflection off the windwardcanyonwall
during perpendicularbackgroundwinds, suggestingthat the streetlevel flow opposed
the direction of the above-roof flow.

They also observed downdraughtson the

windward side of the canyon and updraughtson the leeward side. In Gillygate the
roofs of the buildings on both sidesof the street were pitched. Therefore,one of the
objectivesof the analysispresentedin this Chapterwill be to investigatewhetheror
not a recirculatingflow occurredin a real streetcanyonwith pitchedroofs.
The work presentedby Louka et al. (1998; 2000) has revealedsubstantiallymore
aboutthe turbulenceinside a streetcanyonwith pitched roofs and for H1W- 0.7. The
unsteadyfluctuationsin the position of the shearlayer are believedto haveforced the

-107unsteadyfluctuationsin the street,as was mentionedin Chapter2. The shapesof the
roofs are likely to have affected the depth and strength of the shear layer. Pitched
roofs were more likely to be associatedwith energeticeddies(Louka et aL, 1998)and
it
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than
turbulence
should be
roofs.
stronger
madeclear that thesestudiesonly usedan isolatedset of streetcanyons,which may
have resulted in contrasting in-canyon flow dynamics. The influence of urban
roughnesson the in-canyonflow is discussedin moredetail below.
It was mentioned earlier that the majority of the numerical models currently use
idealisedbuilding configurationswith buildings that have rectangularshapesand flat
in
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manner.
and
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mentioned in Chapter 2 that for all caseswith flat roofs, they found that flow
separationoccurred at the upwind edge of the upwind building and a recirculating
flow formed within the canyon. A shearlayer was found to develop;and the greatest
turbulenceintensity was observedabovethe roof of the upwind building. However,
for all casesstudiedwith pitched roofs, the typical street-canyonrecirculating vortex
did not develop(Chapter2).
Meroney et A (1996) investigated the dispersion of a tracer gas in wind tunnel
studiesof an isolated streetcanyon in open country and a streetcanyon in an urban
environment. The street canyonshad aspectratios of unity and the roofs were flat.
They found that the dynamics and, thus the dispersioncharacteristics,of the flow
have
better
isolated
different.
The
to
was
observed
ventilation
canyon
were quite
than the urban roughnesscase. They reported that a recirculating flow with a
horizontallY-alignedaxis formed only intermittently in the isolated street canyon,
in
However,
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roughness.
urban
real street
amidst
whereas was much more stable
canyonswith pitched roofs and non-isolated(i.e. urban roughness)configurationsthe
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backgroundwind directions. This will be exploredin more detail in this Chapter.

4.1.3. Oblique and parallel background winds
Whilst

the majority of the previous work has focused on the influence of

perpendicular background winds on the development of a skimming flow regime and
an across-canyon recirculating flow, consideration should also be given to other wind
directions.

Background winds oblique to the street axis winds may cause

recirculating helical flows with strong along-canyon components. Therefore, helical
flow regimes would be driven by winds above the urban canopy (Chapter 2).

Helical flows are likely to transport turbulence and traffic-related pollutants at street
level towards the leeward side of the canyon in the reverse flow portion of the
recirculating flow.

However, the reflection off the windward canyon wall during

oblique background winds is likely to show greater along-canyon tendencies, unlike
in the case of the single across-canyon recirculating flow (with a horizontal ly-al igned
axis).

The establishment of firm evidence of recirculating flows associated with

skimming and helical regimes in the study conducted by Nielsen (2000) was
complicated by the presenceof trees located along the Copenhagen street canyon.

On the other hand, parallel background winds in the study conducted by Nielsen
(2000) were found to enhance the efficiency of the street canyon ventilation as a
result of turbulent winds causing pulsating circulation patterns (see also Chapter 2).
Channel flows were also described by Longley et al. (2004) and are likely to have had
a 'flushing'

effect, causing lower in-canyon mean concentrations than during

perpendicular and oblique background winds associatedwith recirculating flows.

4.1.4. Chapter synopsis

Our attention in this Chapterfocuseson the meanflow and turbulencecharacteristics
inside the Gillygate street canyon and their potential to disperse traffic-related
pollutants. The influenceof the backgroundwinds and streetcanyongeometryon the
dispersion of a traffic-related pollutant is describedin Chapter 5. Investigationsin
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during backgroundwind speedsgreaterthan 1.2 m s" in order to exclude most of the
effects from traffic and convection. An explanation as to why this threshold was
chosenis provided in Section 4.4.1. The analysis presentedin this Chapter uses
quantitiesof flow andturbulenceaveragedover 15-minutetime periodsin order to be
consistentwith the study into CO and traffic characteristicspresentedin Chapters5
and7.
Specific researchquestionsinclude: (i) the variation of the meanin-canyonwind flow
and turbulencerelative to backgroundwind speedand direction,and (ii) the influence
of building, roof and street geometries on flow and dispersion characteristics.
Questionsare also raisedin relation to the effects of streetcomersand side streetsand
the morphology of buildings on the in-canyon wind flow and turbulence and their
significancefor pollutant dispersion.

4.2. Experimental Method
4.2.1.The site
The field study of the meanwind flow and turbulencewas conductedfor one month
between13 October2003 and 12 November 2003 inside the Gillygate streetcanyon
situatedalong an arterial route to the inner-ring road in the city of York, U.K. It was
mentioned in Chapter 3 that Gillygate is aligned perpendicularto Bootham; and
whilst Gillygate is orientated predominantly at 45" from N, it is aligned
approximately30' from N at the oppositeend to the commonintersection. Portland
Street and Claremont Terrace are two residential streets that adjoin Gillygate
perpendicularto the streetaxis (Figure 4.1). Overall, Gillygate is a relatively narrow
symmetricalstreetcanyon,with HIW= 0.8.
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Figure 4.1. Plan view of the Gillygate street canyon, showing the lampposts that
support the anemometersand the reference anemometer mast.
Attention is focused on the mean and standard deviation of the velocity components
as this Chapter aims to evaluate the effects of the mean flow as a mechanism for
pollution dispersion.

The effects of additional sources of turbulence caused by

traffic-produced turbulence and convection are not considered here as all data
corresponding to background wind speeds :51.2 m s-1are excluded from most of the
analysis.

The influence of traffic-produced

turbulence was potentially more

significant during low wind speed conditions (Chapter 6).

4.2.2. Instrumentation

and Experiments

4.2.2.1. Background ivind speed and direction
The background wind speed, U,, I., and direction, 0,11 were measured using an
ultrasonic anemometer that was attached to a trailer-mounted mast at a height of
19.5m. The anemometer was connected to a data-logger and operated at IOHz, as
was mentioned in Chapter 3. The mast was located in a secure car park compound,
approximately 125m to the NW of Gillygate (Figure 4.1).

The car park was

considered to be the most suitable location in the vicinity to measure the background
winds as the anemometer was - 1.8H from almost all directions.

4.2.2.2. In-canyon wind and turbulence fields
Measurements of the in-canyon wind and turbulence fields were carried out at a
sampling frequency of 20 Hz using five ultrasonic anemometers located at different
heights in Gillygate on lampposts G3 and G4 (Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2). For clarity,
lamppost G4 was located directly opposite to lamppost G3. The anemometers on
lamppost G4 were -1.0m away from the wall of the adjacent building, whereas the
anemometers on G3 were -2. Om from the adjacent wall (see Chapter 3). In order to
be consistent with the analysis presented in Chapters 5-7

only data between 13

October 2003 and 12 November 2003 were used.

ultrasonic
anemometer
G4

G3

Figure 4.2. Schematic of the Gillygate canyon cross-section at G3-G4, showing
r4-relative locations of the ultrasonic anemometers.
The data were post-processedand averaged over 15-minute time periods. Clearly, in
each 15-minute averaging period there should be 18000 samples measured by each
anemometer operating at 20 Hz. Time periods with less than 90% of the total number
of samples were excluded, i.e. the mean data collection rate was greater than 18 Hz.
After these time periods were excluded, however, the mean data collection rates for
each 15-minute period across the entire monitoring period were much higher than the
minimum value for data rejection (Table 4.1).

For example, at the mid-canyon

anemometers the mean data collection rates were as high as 19.48 Hz.

Comparisons were made between the mean and standard deviation of the flow at midcanyon height at lampposts G3 and G4 (z/H = 0.46 and -1H = 0.48, respectively).

-112However, analysis is also shown from the data collected by the sonic anemometers
0.30 and -1H = 0.60 and from the anemometer
located on lamppost G3 at
=
z-1H
located on lamppost G4 at -1H = 0.84. The highest anemorneter on lamppost G4 is
Lclosest measurement location to the shear layer. Comparisons betwecn the mean and
turbulent parts of the flow measured by the in-canyon anemometers against the
background wind should give an indication of the variation in turbulence within the
canyon volume.

Table 4.1. The mean data collection rate for all ultrasonic anemometersdeployed
during the experiment. Note that all instruments were set to sample Lit20 Hz except
C4
for the reference anemometer located on the mast, which was set at 10 Hz.
mean data
collection rate (Hz)

anemometer
location

height, z (m)

z/H

mast

19.8

1.65

9.97ýý

G3

7.2

0.60

19.46

G3

5.5

0.46

19.48

G3

3.6

0.30

19.74

G3

1.1

0.09

19.56

G4

10.1

0.84

19.48

G4

5.7

0.48

19.48

For clarity,

Gillygate

cross-section.
length.

Terrace,

perpendicular

30' from north at the G3-G4

The SE side of the street canyon is relatively unbroken along its entire

However,

Claremont

is orientated at approximately

the NW side of the canyon
which

are

to the along-street
L_

two

is broken by Portland Street and

residential

axis (Figure

4.1).

streets

that

adjoin

Gillygate

It is expected that two very

different flow reoirnes occurred during perpendicular background winds of 0,1ý= 120'
L_
r__
(i. e. SE) and 0,,f = 300' (i. e. NW). There are no trees or bLISshelters or any other
street furniture along the entire length of the canyon that would have caused
significant sheltering effects.

However, some flow distortion was to be expected

from the lampposts upon which the anemometers were located.

-113The wind flow over the experiment site near to the G3-G4 cross-section was
simulated using the MISKAM

numerical model (Eichhorn, 1996). The flow model

used a k-e turbulence closure scheme to paraineterise the turbulence. Chapter 3
described the method used to build the domain. The model assumed that the wind
speed increased logarithmically with height upstream and that there was neutral static
stability. A roughness length of 0.5 m was used in order to define this profile. This
(Oke, 1987; Davenport
roughness length corresponds to flow over suburban housing
ZI
et al., 2000), which constituted the majority of the upstream fetch. The model was
also used to derive turbulence parameters. The derived mean wind and turbulence
parameters were compared with the experimental results in order to assist in the
interpretation of the dispersion characteristics of the in-canyon flow features.
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This Section presentsall the results from the mean flow and turbulence analysis. The
discussion of the results has been placed in Section 4.4. The results in the subsequent
chapters are contained within the discussion. However, as the figures in this Chapter
present data as a function of the background wind direction it was necessary to
separatethe results and discussion sections for ease of cross-referencing.

4.3.1. Standard deviation of the mean vertical wind velocity
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Figure4.3. Standarddeviation of the vertical wind velocity, a,,.,measuredat midcanyonheightagainstthe backgroundwind speed,conditionedon backgroundwind
directionsZ 0,1= 120' ±90' and (D 0, /= 300' ±90' for (a) G3 and (b) G4.
curve fit for O,j = 120' ±90' andcurve fit for 0,./ = 300' ±90'.
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Figure 4.4. Compensated normalised standard deviation of the vertical wind velocity,
a,,/U,, /' measuredat mid-canyon height against the background wind speed, U,,.I, for
(a) G3 and (b) G4.
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Figure 4.5. Vertical velocity component,W, measuredat mid-canyonheight on each
lamppostasa function of the across-canyoncomponentmeasuredat the mast,V,,,,.,
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G3 and El G4.
curve fits for SE backgroundwinds and--predicted
curve fits for NW backgroundsbasedon the analysisof the datacorrespondingto the
SE winds.
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4.3.3. Mean in-canyon turbulence for U,,f A. 2 m s'

4.3.3.1. Standard deviation of the mean vertical wind velocit.v and TKE
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-139Table 4.2 Regression
L_
analysis of TKE(;.jI

U,.

2
Cj.

U,.

and 'rKE(;41

2
"J.

measuredinside the

GII Illygate street canyon at various heights on lampposts G3 and G4 as a function of
TKE(; 41U, t2 measured close to the shear layer at -,IH = 0.84 on lamppost G4 during
-.
perpendicular background winds.

least-squaresregression

z/H

O,f

slope

offset

correlation
coefficient
(r)

windward

0.46
0.60
0.48

120" t30'
120' ±30"
120' ±30'

0.31
0.28
0.95

0.0 1
0.0 1
0.01

0.81
0.68
0.94

windward
windward
lec"ard

0.46
0.60
0.49

300' ±30'
300' t30"
100" ±30

1.26
1.25
0.58

0.02
0.03
0.02

0.91
0.86
0.78

aneinometer
location

side of
canyon

G3
W
G4

leeward
leeward

W
G3
(A

Table 4.3. Regression analysis of TKE(;.dU, j2 measured inside the Gillygate street
-,
canyon on lamppost G3 as a function of TKE(;41U'.eJ2measuredclose to the shear layer
at -,1H = 0.84 on lamppost G4 during perpendicular background winds.
least-squarcsregression
t!

anemometer
location

G3
G3
W
W
W
W

correlation
coel, ficicnt
(1,2)

side of'
canyon

JH

0". f

slope

offiset

lee"ard
lee%kard
leeward

0.30
0.46
0.60

120" t30'l
120" t30'
120" t30')

0.33
0.33
0.29

0.0 1
0.00
0.01

0.73
0.97
0.70

ýki nd" ard
"i ndward
Ai nd\A,ard

0.30
0.46
0.60

300" t30"
300) t30"
300, t30')

1.16
1.23
1.26

0.03
0.02
0.03

0.64
0.81
0.72

-140Table 4.4. Regression analysis of TKE measuredinside the Gillygate street canyon at
mid-canyon height on lampposts G3 and G4 as it function of' TKE,.,.
j measured at the
reference mast during oblique background winds.
least-squares regression

anemometer
location

side of
canyon

W
G4

leeward
windward
leeward

correlation
coefficient
(r 2)

JH

0"',

slope

offset

0.46
0.48

75 t30'
75" ±30"

0.23
0.54

0.03
0.02

0.93
0.98

165' ±30"
165' ±30"

0.22
0.61

0.06
0.05

0.69
0.74

G3
G4

windward

0.46
0.48

W
(A

windward
leeward

0.46
0.49

255" ±30"
255' ±30"

0.92
0.33

0.08
0.03

0.51
0.57

G3
(A

windward
leeward

0.46
0.48

345' ±30"
345" ±30"

0.59
0.31

0.07
0.05

0.99
0.86

1-14
4.4. Discussion
In the following Sectionthe findings from the analysis of the mean flow measured
inside the Gillygate street canyon are compared with the mean flow derived by
MISKAM in order to help interpretthe dispersioncharacteristicsof the flow features.
The turbulence is also investigatedin Section 4.4.3 as the mean flow will have
advectedturbulenteddiesinside the canyon. Therefore,the analysisof the turbulence
flow
The
inside
Gillygate
the
the
mean
study.
complements
canyon
measured
discussion of the turbulence analysis is split into two parts: first, the standard
deviation of the vertical velocity andTKE are considered;second,the contribution of
eachturbulencecomponentto TKE is examined.
It is a characteristic of turbulence that the irregular fluctuations occur in all three
described
in
3.
in
detail,
Chapter
It
as
was
are
unpredictable
velocity components and
distinct
however,
demonstrated
that
properties of the
statistically
above,
was
turbulence can be identified and analysed. For example, the turbulence intensity
involves
in
t,,,,
the
normalising the standard
velocity
component,
vertical
measured
deviation of the vertical velocity, a,,, by the local horizontal wind speed,M, using:

aw
tw =

m

(4.1)

ýFqT+71ý
is
by
(i.
M=
the
anemometer
e. at the same
and
measured
same
where
location). However,Nielsen (2000) in his work on the turbulent ventilation of a street
Instead,
Nielsen
did
follow
in
Copenhagen
this
normalisation
method.
not
canyon
(2000) normalisedt& by the backgroundwind speed,Uf, measuredon a flat roof
500m from the streetastreeslocatedalong the canyonare likely to haveshelteredthe
in-canyon anemometersduring certain wind directions. Had Nielsen (2000)
likely
have
implied
by
A
to
trees
the
the
stronger
are
of
sheltering
effects
normalised
turbulent intensitiesthan the oppositeside of the street where shelteringeffects were
have
been
There
the
case.
are no major
would
not
necessarily
absent, which
obstructions to the flow within the Gillygate street canyon and, therefore, the
in
is
described
in
Equation
(4.1)
considered
most
appropriate
order to
procedure

-142compare turbulent intensities measuredat one location against another. This is
particularly so when comparing the turbulence measuredat mid-canyon height on
either side of the street. Deriving the turbulenceintensity is also a useful methodof
determining the relative proportion of mixing of turbulencecomparedto the mean
local wind speed,M. On the other hand,the methodof normalising a,, by U,.,f is more
appropriate for comparisonsbetween the data collected at different heights and
locations within the samecanyon and betweenexperiments. The two normalisation
methodsarepresentedin Section4.4.3 for completeness.
In addition to investigatingthe turbulent intensity of the vertical velocity component
measuredinside the Gillygate streetcanyon, analysisis also presentedof the overall
measureof turbulenceintensity by including all three velocity componentsi.e. by
studying TKE. A full definition of TKE and the method used to calculate it was
given in Chapter3. Further considerationof the contribution of eachcomponentto
the turbulence measuredis presentedby investigating the isotropic nature of the
turbulence. Although the analysisonly provided an approximatemeasureof isotropy,
the study revealed that the turbulence was generally anisotropic across most
backgroundwind directions. The following Sectionintroducesthe discussionof the
turbulencefindings.

4.4.1. Standard deviation of the mean vertical wind velocity

The standarddeviationof the mean vertical wind velocity, a,,, measuredby the midcanyon sonic anemometerslocated at lamppostsG3 and G4 againstthe background
wind speed,Uf, is shown in Figure 4.3. The data was conditioned on Of = 120'
Of: 5 30'). Therefore,the
±90*(or30" <0, f: 52l0') and 0, f=300'±90'(or2lO'
<
-,
conditional analysiswas basedon using the along-streetaxis as a separatorand no
datawere excluded. As expected,there was a strongdependencebetweenq,, and Uf
at G3 during 0,,f = 120' +-+90*
and 0,,f = 300' ±90' as shownby the curve fits with r2=
0.73 and 0.64, respectively. The similarities in the slopesof the regressionlines are
shownby the values0.14 and 0.16, respectively. Therewas also a strongdependence
betweenc& and U,.,f at G4 during Orf = 120' ±90' andOrf= 30Cr±90' as shownby the
curve fits with rý = 0.68 and 0.53, respectively. The slopesof the regressionlines are
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be explored in more detail in Section4.4.3 using comparisonsbetweenthe turbulence
intensities. If the greaterfluctuations about the meanvertical velocity during 0,,f =
120' ±90' were related to the developmentof a horizontally-al igned recirculating
flow then the absenceof such a flow during 0,,f = 300' ±90' may explain why the
valuesare not of the samemagnitude.

The scatter in the data points above the regressionline presentedin Figure 4.3a
during Of = 120" ±90 at G3 causedthe offset to be higher than for 0,"f = 300' ±90,
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the windward side experiencesgreaterfluctuations in the meanvertical velocity than
the leeward side for thesebackgroundwind conditions. This suggeststhat during
backgroundwinds from the SE sector(i.e. Orf = 120' ±90) there was a different flow
structurepresentwithin the Gillygate street canyon,comparedto backgroundwinds
flow
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be continued by studying in more detail the mean velocity and turbulence fields
measuredby the in-canyonanemometers(Sections4.4.2 and4.4.3).

Whilst the departureof the datapoints from the regressionline for U,.,f :51.2 m s-1is
indicative of a weakerrelationship,it is not immediatelyobvious that the relationship

-144actually collapsesduring theseweak backgroundwinds. The standarddeviation of
the vertical wind, c;;,,measuredby the mid-canyonsonic anemometerslocated at G3
and G4 were normalisedby the backgroundwind speed,Uf, and plotted against U,.,,
f
in Figure 4.4. The figure shows that the normalised standard deviations are
insensitiveto U,,f for U,,f > 1.2m s-1,suggestinga linear relationshipbetween(T"and
U"f. However, the normalised standard deviations rise sharply during weak
backgroundwinds. This showsthat a;, doesnot correlatewith U,,f for U,,f :51.2 m s"
and probably reflects the greatersignificanceof other sourcesof turbulence,such as
traffic-producedturbulence(Chapter6). Theseresults suggestthat the single acrosscanyonrecirculatingvortex that wasproducedin the streetcanyonduring background
for
likely
U,,f > 1.2 rn s-1. Although
120'
±30
directions
to
was
more
occur
of
wind
the results presented here are from 15-minute averages,they appear to be in
agreementwith the findings presentedby Nielsen (2000) who used 1-hour averages.

4.4.2. Mean in-canyon wind flow for U,,f >1.2 m s"
The following section will describe the results of the mean flow measurements
conductedat mid-canyon height on lamppostsG3 and G4 inside Gillygate. The
analysisaims to determinethe in-canyonflow featuresthat developedduring certain
backgroundwind conditions. Referenceis also made of the potential of each flow
feature in transportingtraffic-related pollutants inside the canyon,although this will
be investigatedin more detail in Chapter5. Following the work shown previously,
the effects of additional sourcesof turbulencecausedby traffic-producedturbulence
and convection are not consideredin this Section as all data corresponding to
backgroundwind speeds:51.2 in s-1are excluded from the analysis. The analysis
presentedin Section 4.4.3 of the turbulencemeasuredinside the GillYgate canyon
complementsthe observed characteristicsof some of the in-canyon flow features
describedbelow.

-1454.4.2.1.PerpendicularSE backgroundwinds
Figure 4.5 showsthe meanvertical wind velocity measuredat mid-canyonheight, W,
as a function of the across-canyoncomponentof the backgroundmeanwind, V.,,,t,
for U,,f A. 2 ms-1.The subscriptassignedto W refers to the lamppostupon which the
anemometerwas attached(i.e. G3 or G4). The Cartesian (right-hand) co-ordinate
systemwas usedwith U aligned along the canyon and was positive from 210 "N, V
was positive from 120*N and W waspositiveupwards(seeChapter3).

Figure 4.5 showsthat during perpendicularbackgroundSE winds (i.e. 0, f = 12cr and
V,,,,,t >0) the meanvertical wind velocities measuredat mid-canyonheight on either
0,
120*
During
the vertical velocity
the
of
opposite
of
canyon
were
sign.
side
=
f
componenton the leeward(G3) side was predominantlyupwards,as indicatedby the
slopeof the regressionline of 0.25. However,the vertical velocity componenton the
0,.,
downwards
during
120*
(G4)
and the mean
was
predominantly
windward
side
f=
velocities were significantly higher than on the leeward side, as indicated by the
steeper slope of -0.38. These features are typical of a single across-canyon
recirculating flow with a horizontally-aligned axis (e.g. DePaul and Sheih, 1986;
Berkowicz et A 1996,1997a;Nielsen, 2000). DePaul and Sheih (1986) found that
the recirculatingflow was characterisedby significant vertical velocities and reverse
flow at streetlevel. On the windward side of the street canyon they found that the
meanvelocitiesassociatedwith the downdraughtswere approximatelya factor of two
greaterthanthe meanvelocities in the updraughtson the leewardside.

Berkowicz et A (1997a) conducted a similar analysis of the vertical velocity
componentto that shown in Figure 4.5 as a function of the across-canyoncomponent
of the meanbackgroundwind and found similar characteristicsof an across-canyon
by
in-canyon
data
flow.
However,
the
collected
was
only
a single sonic
recirculating
anemometerlocated at z/H = 0.33 inside a deep street canyon of H1W = 0.72 in
Copenhagen,Denmark. The regressionslopesshown in Figure 4.5 that were formed
from the data correspondingto Oef= 120*have zero intercepts,which indicatesthat
parallel background winds are likely to have had strong along-canyon velocity
components. The correlation coefficients for the data collected on the leeward(G3)
and windward (G4) sides indicatedrelatively strong correlationsas shown by the r2

-146values of 0.63 and 0.55, respectively. Therefore,strongerrelationshipsbetweenthe
two quantities appear to have been observed at mid-canyon height inside the
Gillygate streetcanyonthan were observedby Berkowicz et A (1997a). It shouldbe
noted that Berkowicz et A (1997a) did not perform any regressionanalysison the
Copenhagendataand,therefore,the comparisonsbetweenthe resultsshownin Figure
4.5 with the findings of Berkowicz et aL (1997a) are based on a qualitative
assessment.However, these findings would appearto suggestthat the mid-canyon
height (z/H ýz0.5) usedin the presentstudy is likely to be a better location to measure
the airflow inside streetcanyons. This is particularly important to bear in mind when
conducting experiments attempting to determine the influence of across-canyon
recirculatingflows on the dispersionof traffic-relatedpollutantsinside streetcanyons.

The in-canyon horizontal velocity field was computed at a height of 5m. for
perpendicularbackgroundwinds that correspondto &f = 120' and 300" using the
numerical flow model. The horizontal velocity field is shown
in
figure
4.6.
Note
in
Figure
the
that
the
vectors
shown
are only an
schematically

MISKAM

indication of the velocity magnitude. The sectionof the domain and the namesof the
adjoining side streetsare shown in Figure 4.6c. During aef = 120' the background
wind flows over a relatively long length of buildings uninterruptedby openings. For
these background winds, the model predicted negligible in-canyon horizontal
velocities (Figure 4.6b). The horizontal velocity vectors show some across-canyon
flow from the windward side towards the leewardside of the canyonnearto G3-G4.
However, the vectors generally indicate an along-canyonflow resulting from the
developmentof a comer vortex at thejunction of Gillygate and Lord Mayor's Walk.

Confirmation of a classic2-D recirculating flow with across-canyonstreetlevel flow
reversal is shown by the vertical cross-sectionof the velocity field computedat the
G3-G4 measurementcross-section(Figure 4.7b). The figure clearly shows that
during aef = 120' a skimming flow regime developsabove the streetcanyoncavity
with a recirculating flow characterisedby downdraughtson the windward side and
updraughtson the leewardside of the canyon. The vertical velocity vectorsshownin
Figure 4.7b also show that the downdraughtswere strongeron the windward side of
the street canyon than the updraughtson the leeward side. These findings give
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side comparedto the leeward (G3) side during these background wind conditions
(Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.8 presents the mean vertical wind velocity measured at mid-canyon height
inside Gillygate on lampposts G3 and G4 normalised by the background wind speed,
U,, f, as a function of the background wind direction, aef. Figure 4.8 shows that
during 6ýf = 120' the normalised mean vertical wind velocities, WIU,, f, measured on
either side of the canyon were of opposite sign. During 0,,f = 120', negative values of
WG4/Urefindicate that there were downdraughts on the windward (G4) side of the
canyon; while positive values of WG3lUrf indicate that there were updraughts on the
leeward (G3) side. Figure 4.8 appearsto show almost perfect qualitative symmetry in
IUrf and Wc,41U,,f values measured by the mid-canyon anemometers during
the WG.,,
background winds from 30' < 0,,f :5 210'. The normalised mean vertical velocities
during parallel background winds, therefore, were approximately zero (Section
4.4.2.4). Although the results show qualitative symmetry during background winds
from 30' < 0,,f :5 210' there are quantitative differences between the two sides of the
canyon as the magnitude of WG4/Uefwere greater on the windward (G4) side than the
for the leeward (G3) side. Therefore, these results for 6ýf = 120'
values Of WG31Uref
support the findings of DePaul and Sheih (1986), where WG4= 2WG3.

The analysis was continuedby determining the dependenceof the vertical velocity
vector angle, 0, on the backgroundwind direction, as shown in Figure 4.9. The data
shown in the figure are from the mid-canyonanemometerslocated on lamppostsG3
and G4. The vertical velocity vector angle, 0, was calculated using the formula
below, where U, V and W refer to the threemeanvelocity components:

0=

tan-'[W l(U'

+V2)1/2].

For an across-canyon recirculating flow during background winds with a
perpendicularcomponent,0 on either side of the canyon should be antisymmetric.
Figure 4.9 indicates that for most data, 0 for each anemometerwas antisymmetric
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when the backgroundwind was approximatelybetween30' and 250*.

The changein sign of 0 for both anemometersat 30' and2 10" correspondsto parallel
backgroundwinds, i.e. when 0,,f was aligned with the streetaxis. Therefore,the data
shown in Figure 4.9 is in agreementwith the mean vertical wind velocity analysis
presentedin Figure 4.8, and suggeststhat an across-canyonrecirculatingflow (with a
horizontally-aligned axis) developedduring backgroundSE winds.
Figure 4.10 presentsthe in-canyon wind direction, 1, as a function of background
wind direction, 0,,f, for mid-canyon height on lamppostsG3 and G4. During SE
backgroundwinds, the figure shows a distinct in-canyonflow direction between90'
between
30'
120'.
In
and 150' and a slight linear dependencefor 17G4
with Oý,
and
f
fact, this shows evidenceof reflection of the in-canyon airflow, with the angle of
reflection relative to the streetaxis increasingas the backgroundwind becamemore
perpendicularto the street axis, which gives further support to the presenceof an
across-canyonrecirculatingflow.
Figure 4.11 shows the normalised sector-averaged horizontal wind speed measured at
mid-canyon height on lampposts G3 and G4, MG3 and MG4,as a function of 0,,f. The
figure was formed from the average of all 15-minute in-canyon horizontal wind speed
values within each 10' background wind direction sector for the entire monitoring
period.

As expected, the minimum

values in MG3 and MG4 occurred during

perpendicular background winds. However, the minimum values in MG3 and MG4are
offset by approximately 20' during near-perpendicular background winds. This has
significant consequencesin the normalisation procedures described below, which use
MG3and MG4.

In the light of the evidencethat supports the developmentof a recirculating flow
inside the Gillygate street canyon during perpendicularSE backgroundwinds >1.2
ms-1, it follows that such flow features do occur in real urban environments.
Although the MISKAM model usedflat-roof geometries(Figure 4.6 and Figure 4.7),
the findings from the experimentaldata are contrary to thoseof Kastner-Klein et aL
(2004) as a recirculating flow appearsto be a feature of a skimming flow in a real
streetcanyon with pitched roof geometries. Kastner-Klein et aL (2004) used wind
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However, Kastner-Klein et al. (2004) recognisedthe limitations of their study and
statedthat the flow, turbulenceand dispersionconditions in an isolatedstreetcanyon
are largely determinedby the flow separationat the first edgeof the upwind building.
In real street canyon configurationsthe upwind fetch is disturbed by complicated
urban topographies,causing distortions in the mean above-roof winds. Therefore,
isolated streetcanyonsof the type usedby Kastner-Klein et al. (2004) and Meroney
likely
(1996)
to producesomewhatunrealistic urban flow and dispersion
al.
are
et
characteristics.

4.4.2.2. Perpendicular NW background winds

The mean vertical velocity componentmeasuredat mid-canyonheight at lampposts
G3 and G4 shown in Figure 4.5 revealcontrastingflow featuresduring perpendicular
NW backgroundwinds (i.e. 0,,f = 300* and V.,,,t <0). Although there is a degreeof
scatterin the data points, generallydowndraughtson the windward (G3) side appear
to havebeen absent,indicating that a single across-canyonrecirculating flow (with a
horizontally-aligned axis) is unlikely to have developed inside the canyon during
theseconditions. During Ow= 300*the meanvertical flow on the windward (G3) and
leeward(G4) sideswere generallyupwards.
This is supported by the analysis of WG31Ueand WG41Ueffrom data collected at mid
.f
canyon height, which is presented in Figure 4.8 as a function of Oef. Figure 4.8 also
shows that the normaliscd mean vertical velocity is positive on both sides of the
canyon during 0,,f = 300'. However, Figure 4.8 shows that increased scatter in the
0,.,
during
W041U,,,
285'
be
by
=
values
may
caused
updraughts within a helical flow
f
f
regime.

Section 4.4.2.3 describes the influence of helical flows in more detail.

However, it is also possible that normalising WG3and WG4by U,.,f is likely to have
been complicated by the sheltering effect of the large tree located at -270' from the
mast. The mean wind speedsmeasured at the mast during westerly winds, therefore,
are likely to have been reduced by the tree, exaggerating the normalised WG3and WG4
values. The analysis of the vertical wind velocity, 0, presented in Figure 4.9 also
supports the findings shown in Figure 4.8. The figure indicates that a single across-
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between210* and30', as0 on both sidesof the canyonis positive.
The mean vertical velocities measured on the leeward (G4) side were stronger than
those measured on the windward (G3) side during perpendicular background NW
winds (Figure 4.5). The figure shows the curve fit based on the slope of 0.25 that was
WG4
departs
0,.,
V,,.,
2.0
leeward
during
120*.
During
the
>
s-1,
in
side
observed on
f=
t
from the slope, which suggests that the mean leeward vertical velocities were lower
than those measured on the leeward side during Of = 120'. Furthermore, the mean
windward vertical velocities were close to zero during Of = 300', which is a much
0,.,
during
from
departure
the
the
slope
windward
side
of -0.38 observed on
greater
f=
120'. The results presented in Figure 4.5 clearly show that the features of a
recirculating flow are not symmetrical relative to the across-street axis (120' - 300*).
This is in contrast to what would be expected in a street canyon of infinite length and
uniform symmetric cross-section. However, the side streets that adjoin Gillygate
provide openings along the NW side of the canyon. Nielsen (2000) in the study of
the airflow and turbulence inside a street canyon in Copenhagen also reported that
openings along the downwind canyon wall influenced the in-canyon recirculation
patterns.

The outputsfrom the MISKAM flow model of the in-canyonhorizontalvelocity field
at 5m (Figure 4.6a) for Of = 300' near the G3-G4 cross-sectionsupports the
assumptionthat during these conditions a classic across-canyonrecirculating flow
was generally absent. Figure 4.6a indicates that the mean perpendicular flow
channelsalong the adjoining side streetsof Portland Street and ClaremontTerrace,
producingcounter-rotatingcomer vortices with vertical axes inside the canyon. The
model predictedthat the comer vortex pair is likely to have forced the air inside the
canyon into two converging flows. However, an alternative explanationshould be
noted: the counter-rotatingcomer vortices may have beenthe result of along-canyon
flows. The convergenceof the horizontal velocity field near to G3-G4 suggeststhat
horizontal
have
The
flux
occurred.
vectors are
significant vertical momentum
must
greater on the windward (G3) side than on the leeward (G4) side. This perhaps
explainswhy the meanvertical velocity componentsmeasuredon the windward side
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were weakerthan thosemeasuredon the leewardside (Figure 4.5), as the horizontal
componentsof velocity are likely to have been more significant. Figure 4.10
provides supportingevidencefor the convergenceof the horizontal flow at G3 and
G4 in addition to Figure 4.9. For Orebetween 300* and 345' (NW background
.f
winds), the in-canyon horizontal angle (q) indicates a significant level of flow
switching betweenthe two directionsthat areparallel to the streetaxis (30' and 210').
Flow convergencemay also accountfor higher than expectedvaluesin MG4(Figure
4.11), with the minimum valuesoccurring during backgroundwinds that were offset
to perpendicularby 20*, i.e. when the convergingflow ceased.
The computedvertical velocity vectorsshown in Figure 4.7a indicate updraughtson
both sidesof the canyon. However, the computedvertical velocity vectors indicate
that during these conditions below mid-canyon height there was also an acrosscanyon flow from the windward (G3) side of the canyon towards the leeward (G4)
side.
The presenceof the counter-rotatingcomer vortices contributed to increasing the
complexity of the flow structuresthat developedwithin the street canyon and will
have influenced the local dispersion of traffic-related pollutants. Although it is
unlikely that a single across-canyonrecirculating flow developedinside the canyon
during Of = 300' the across-streetflow is likely to have transportedtraffic-related
pollutants towardsthe leeward side of the canyon(seeChapters5 and 8). The flow
reversal at street level is likely to be associatedwith the counter-rotatingcomer
vortices. The model, therefore,servedas a useful tool to help explain, in particular,
the complex flow featuresassociatedwith Of = 300', which are likely to be local to
the G3-G4experimentcross-section.

4.4.2.3.Obliquebackgroundwinds
Background winds orientated oblique to the street axis influence along-canyon flow.
The coupling of a strong along-canyon flow with across-canyon recirculation
supports the existence of a helical flow regime. Johnson and Hunter (1999) provided
support for such an in-canyon flow structure in a study within a traffic-free canyon.
They suggested that the along-canyon component is initiated by pressure differences
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fully established.
Figure 4.8 presentsthe mean vertical wind velocity, W, measuredat mid-canyon
height inside Gillygate on each lamppost (i.e. G3 and G4) normalised by the
backgroundwind speed,U,,,f, as a function of the backgroundwind direction, aef.
The figure clearly showsthat off-perpendicularbackgroundwinds, particularly those
helical
flow regimes inside Gillygate. For
to
the
street
axis,
produced
oblique
instance,during aef = 90' and Of ;ý--150" the values Of WCI*Vrefmeasuredon the
windward side of the canyonwere negative;while the WG31Uef
values measuredon
the leeward side were positive. On the other hand, during af = 240* negative
WG3/[Iýef
values were observedon the windward side of the canyon and positive
leeward
the
on
valuesof WG4/L4,
were
recorded
side. Therefore,oblique background
f
winds from the NW sectorare likely to have producedacross-canyonrecirculating
flows with horizontally-alignedaxes, while perpendicularbackground NW winds
recirculatingflows with vertically-alignedaxes.
generatedacross-canyon
Figure 4.10 shows that during oblique background winds the in-canyon wind
direction, IG4, is nearly equally divided between 30' and 210*, indicating that the
flows were dominatedby in-canyonflow channelling. Figure 4.11 presentsthe mean
horizontal wind velocity, M, measuredat mid-canyonheight on lamppostsG3 andG4
normalisedby U,.,f asa function of 6ýf. The figure showsthat during aef = 240' high
valuesof MG3andMG4were measuredat mid-canyonheight. Thesefindings support
the assumptionthat during oblique backgroundwinds, increasedmomentumof the
recirculating flow is causedby strong along-canyonflow components. However,it
should also be reaffirmedthat normalisingMG3andMG4by U,,f is likely to havebeen
complicatedby the shelteringeffect of the large tree located at -270' from the mast.
The mean wind speedsmeasuredat the mast during westerly winds, therefore,are
likely to have been reducedby the tree, exaggeratingthe normalisedMG3and MG4
values.
During oblique backgroundwinds, fresh air would have enteredthe canyonfrom the
shearlayer and the mean flow would have been reflected off the windward canyon
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leeward side would be expectedfollowing the interaction between the street level
flow and the upwind (leeward) canyon wall. The helical flow regime would be
expectedto have had stronger along-canyonvelocity componentsthan during the
classic skimming flow single-acrosscanyon vortex as the helical recirculating flow
would have been driven by the oblique winds aloft. It is likely that the streetlevel
across-canyonflow that is produced during oblique winds will have transported
traffic-relatedpollutantstowardsthe leewardside of the canyonwherethey may have
accumulated. The strong along-canyon flow component is also likely to have
transportedpollutants down the street away from emissionhot-spots(e.g. junctions)
where accelerating driving modes are common (see Chapter 8).

Helical flows,

therefore,are likely to have had a significant influence on the dispersionof trafficrelatedpollutants inside Gillygate and will form the subjectof further investigationin
Chapters5 and 8.

4.4.2.4.Parallel backgroundwinds
Figure 4.8 presentsthe normalisedmeanvertical wind velocities, W/Uef,measuredat
mid-canyonheight inside Gillygate on each lamppost(i.e. G3 and G4) as a function
of the background wind direction, aef. The f igure shows that during parallel
backgroundwinds (i.e. Oef= 30* and af = 210') the valuesof WG31[ý,
WGAIýf
and
f
were approximatelyzero on both sides of the canyon, as mentionedearlier. These
findings support those of Longley et al. (2004a), who observedthat channel flows
producedsmall vertical components. Weak mean vertical velocities during parallel
backgroundwinds were expectedas the majority of the flow measuredat G3 and G4
will havebeenchannelledalong the canyon. This is supportedby Figure 4.10, which
showsthat the in-canyonwind direction, 17G4,
at mid-canyonheight on G3 and G4 is
nearly equally divided between30* and 210', indicating no preferreddirection of the
in-canyonwinds, apartfrom being dominatedby in-canyonflow channelling.
Figure 4.11 presentsthe meanhorizontal wind velocity, M, measuredat mid-canyon
height on lamppostsG3 and G4 normalised by Uf as a function of 6ýf. Similar
valuesin MG3andMG4occurredduring parallel backgroundwinds from 30' and 210'
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approximately75* comparedwith MG3may suggestthat a comer vortex was present
inbound
buildings
the
the
the
side of the canyon opposite
row of
on
end of
at
ClaremontTerrace. A comer vortex would acceleratethe airflow around its centre,
being
higher
MG3
during
for
MG4
than
thesewind conditions.
account
which would
It is plausible that channel flows Producedduring parallel background winds will
have 'flushed' traffic-related pollutants along the street and ultimately out of the
canyon. It is acknowledgedthat the sourcesof the pollutants (i.e. road traffic) were
aligned with the backgroundwind during parallel backgroundwinds. However, the
meanconcentrationsmeasuredduring thesewind conditionswould be expectedto be
lower due to flushing than during oblique and perpendicular winds, when
be
likely
have
inside
Gillygate.
This
developed
flows
to
will
are
recirculating
exploredin more detail in Chapters5 and 8.

4.4.3. In-canyon turbulence for U,,f A. 2 m s"
The analysis of the turbulencepresentedin this Sectioncomplementsthe preceding
investigation into the meanwind flow measuredinside the Gillygate street canyon.
The turbulenceanalysis,therefore,supportsthe evidenceof the meanin-canyon flow
features that developed during certain background wind conditions. The analysis
focuseson the influenceof the perpendicularbackgroundwinds and the productionof
turbulence inside Gillygate. However, the influence of oblique and parallel
backgroundwinds is also mentioned. First, the merits and limitations of the two
normalisationproceduresusedfor i& are discussed. The discussionis continuedby
investigatingo;, andTKE measuredin the canyon.
The turbulence intensity in the vertical wind component, t,, was calculated by
normalising a, measuredon lamppostsG3 and G4 by the meanlocal horizontal wind
speed,M, as describedin Equation (4.1). High values of turbulence intensity, t",
is
M,
for
low
local
therefore,
t,
to
velocities,
useful
mean
wind
correspond
"
determining the relative proportion of local mixing that is due to turbulence as
opposedto M. This is particularly the caseduring perpendicularbackgroundwinds,
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values of MG3 and MG4 measured at mid-canyon height (Figure 4.11). On the other
hand, normalising q, by Urefis more appropriate for comparisons between data from
anemometers located at different heights and locations inside the same canyon and
between data sets collected from other experiments.

Figure 4.12 presents

measured at mid-canyon height inside Gillygate on

lampposts G3 and G4 as a function of the background wind direction, aef. Figure
4.13 presents the turbulence intensity, a,,IMG3 and a,,IMG4, measured at mid-canyon
height inside Gillygate on lampposts G3 and G4 as a function of a, f. Thus, the
normalisation method in which U,.,f was used in place of M is presented in order to
allow for comparison between the two methods.

Figure 4.13 showsthat the valuesof the normalisedstandarddeviationsof the mean
vertical velocity measuredat G3, CVMG3.indicate that the greatestvalues of t"
occurredduring perpendicularbackgroundwinds. Therefore,normalising q, by the
meanlocal wind speedsMG3and MG4the dependenceof the turbulenceintensity on
0,,f is muchclearer,particularly during perpendicularbackgroundwinds.
However, caution is neededwhen normalising a,,, by M, as the local wind speeds
would be expectedto vary at different heightsand locationswithin the canyon.It was
mentionedearlier that the valuesof t,, may have been exaggeratedby low valuesof
MG3andMG4measuredduring perpendicularbackgroundwinds (Figure4.11). It is as
a result of thesehigh turbulenceintensitiesmeasuredduring perpendicularwinds that
it is difficult to ascertain the sensitivity of the normalised quantities for other
background wind directions. Therefore, Figure 4.13 presents the values of t,,
measuredat mid-canyonheight on lamppostsG3 and G4 on a logarithmic scale. Due
to variationsin M acrossthe canyon,the method of normalising a,, by U,.,f is more
appropriatefor comparisonsbetweenthe data collected at different locations within
the canyon(seeFigure 4.12) and betweenother experiments. This was kept in mind
during the analysisof the TKE measuredwithin the entire canyonvolume.

-156It should also be reaffirmed that normalising q, by U,.,f is likely to have been
complicated by the sheltering effect of the large tree located at -270* from the
referencemast. The meanwind speedsmeasuredat the mast during westerly winds,
therefore,are likely to have beenreducedby the tree, exaggeratingthe normalisedo;,
values. For this reason,for comparisonsbetweenthe data collected at mid-canyon
height o;,IM is preferred over o41U,f. In order to compare levels of turbulence
-,
measuredin the canyon with those measuredclose to the shearlayer the turbulence
statisticsare better normalisedby U,.,f. This is shown in the following Section with
regardsto the TKE analysis. The analysisof the flow structureswas continued by
investigatingthe turbulence in all three velocity components. The TKE analysis is
presentedbelow and complementsthe findings of t,, (i.e. a"IM) as a function of &f.
The analysisbegins by exploring the turbulencemeasuredat mid-canyonheight on
lamppostsG3 and G4. However,discussionis also madeof the turbulencemeasured
at other locationswithin the canyon.

4.4.3.1Standarddeviation of the meanvertical velocity and TKE

4.4.3.1.1.PerpendicularSE backgroundwinds
The analysisof the meanvertical wind velocity presentedin Section4.4.2 produceda
discussion of the potential for a single across-canyonrecirculating flow with a
horizontally-aligned axis developing during perpendicular SE background winds.
The classic recirculating flow that is expectedto have developedduring skimming
flow regimesis likely to have advectedturbulencefrom the shearlayer into the cavity
of the canyonand to have generatedturbulenceas a result of flow impingementand
separation.More specifically, the turbulencewould be advectedfrom the shearlayer
to the windward (G4) side of the canyon and then across the street towards the
leeward(G3) side in the reverseflow portion of the recirculatingflow. Therefore,the
turbulencemeasuredinside the canyon during 6ýf = 120' is likely to relate to the
turbulence that is advected from the shear layer within the recirculating flow.
However, during the processof advectionacrossthe canyon volume someturbulent
energyis expectedto havebeenlost.
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be
The valuesof WG31U,,
WG41Uref
(Figure
can
and
comparedwith the valuesof
f
qaU, ef measuredat mid-canyonheight on G3 and G4 (Figure 4.12) in order to give
an indication of the stability of the recirculatingflow that formed during aef = 120'.
During these wind conditions the values of o;,IU,,f measuredon both sides of the
WG41Uef.
it
Therefore,
canyon are approximatelyhalf the values'of WG31U.,
and
f
seems likely that the classic single-acrosscanyon recirculating flow that formed
inside Gillygate during Oef= 120' was relatively stable. It should be stressedthat the
recirculating flow is unlikely to have beenentirely stableas it is representedby timeaveragesof fluctuating phenomena. However, Louka et al. (2000) and Nielsen
(2000) statedevidenceof more intermittent recirculatingpatterns,probablyasa result
of the lower aspectratio of eachcanyon. The presenceof trees in the streetcanyon
used by Nielsen (2000) is also likely to have weakenedthe overall structureof the
recirculating flow inside the Copenhagencanyon and may have inhibited the
developmentof downdraughtson the windward side.
The turbulenceintensities,t,,,,measuredon both sidesof Gillygate during O"f = 120'
is shown in Figure4.13 by the relationshipbetweenaaMG3 and t7,)MG4(i.e. t") and
6ýf. The valuesof t,, indicatethat the greatestturbulenceintensitiesmeasuredinside
Gillygate at mid-canyonheight occurredduring perpendicularand near-perpendicular
backgroundwinds. Although slightly off-set, the turbulencemeasuredduring af =
120" is likely to have resulted from the single-acrosscanyon recirculating flow.
During Oref= 120' the off-set is likely to have beencausedby low valuesof MG3and
MG4measuredat mid-canyonheight (Chapter5).
Figures4.14 - 4.16 presentthe TKE measuredat mid-canyonheight on lamppostsG3
and G4 against the TKE measuredat the referencelocation on the mast, TKEf,
conditionedon Uf >1.2 m s-1. Each figure is further conditioned on the background
wind directions,which allows comparisonof perpendicular(0, f = 120*±30'; Of
300' ±30'); oblique (0, f = 75' ±30'; Of = 165' ±30') and parallel winds (0, f
±30*; Of

= 210* ±30').

30'

These correspond to Figures 4.14,4.15 and 4.16,
respectively. A detailed discussion into the influence of oblique and parallel

backgroundwinds is given in Sections4.4.3.1.3and4.4.3.1.4,respectively.

-158Figure 4.14a shows strong linear correlations betweenthe TKE measuredat midcanyon height against the TKE measuredat the reference location on the mast,
Of
150*)
120'
(or
90'
0.87
TKE, f, during 0,,,,
±30*
<
:5
with
values
rý
of
and 0.82
f =
for G4 and G3, respectively. During thesebackgroundwinds, lamppostsG4 and G3
were locatedon the windward side and the leewardside of the canyon,respectively.
The slopes of the regressionlines are 0.64 and 0.23, respectively. The stronger
dependenceof TKEc,4 againstTKErf indicatesthat the turbulencewas greateston the
windward side during these background wind conditions. This also supports the
findings of the vertical meanwind velocities presentedearlier, which showedthat the
greatestvelocities were measuredon the windward side of the canyon and were
associatedwith the downdraughtsof a recirculatingflow (with a horizontally-aligned
axis). It also indicatesthat the turbulencemeasuredat mid-canyonheight doesvary
acrossthe canyon during Orf = 120* ±30'. The lower slope for the leeward side
suggeststhat turbulent energy is likely to have been lost as the flow recirculated
within the canyon. Therefore, the lower TKE that was measuredat mid-canyon
height on the leewardside comparedto the windward side is also further evidencein
supportof a recirculatingflow.
Furthermore,it was mentionedin Chapter2 that the turbulenceintensitiesmeasured
in street canyonswere typically a factor of 10 lower than the above-roof intensities
(seealso Britter and Hanna,2003). However, the actualfigure will not only depend
on the turbulencepresentin the backgroundflow, but will also be specific to each
street canyon and will primarily dependon the aspectratio, roof geometryand the
presenceof additional roughnesselements(e.g. trees,bus shelters,signs) within the
street. However, the leewardTKE valuesmeasuredat mid-canyonheight during the
classic skimming flow inside the Gillygate streetcanyonindicate that the turbulence
intensitieswere a factor of 5 lower than the intensitiesmeasuredaboveroof level.
The TKE measuredat the mid-canyon anemometerswere normalisedby the sum of
the squaresof the local meanwind components(i.e. U2+ 112+ W) in order to allow
for comparison across all background wind directions. Figure 4.17 presentsthe
normalisedturbulencekinetic energy, TKE., -,,,,measuredat G3 and G4 against Of.
The profiles of the TKE,,,,.,,,
1MG3,and
curves are similar to those presentedfor or,,

-159oý.WG4 (Figure 4.13) with the strongest turbulence intensities occurring during
perpendicularbackgroundwind conditions. As mentionedearlier with regardsto
Figure 4.13, the off-set is likely to be a function of the lower valuesof MG3,andMG4
measuredat mid-canyon height (Figure 4.11). For 0,,f = 120' ±30* the TKE,,,,
values indicate that strongerturbulenceintensities were measuredon the windward
(G4) side than the leeward(G3) side.
The analysis up to this point has only comprised of the data collected from the
anemometers at mid-canyon height on lampposts G3 and G4. However, it is also
important to consider the overall turbulence intensity measured at different heights
within the canyon volume. Figure 4.18 presents the TKE normalised by the local
wind speed, TKE,,,.., measured at z1H = 0.60 on lamppost G3 and at z1H = 0.84 on
lamppost G4 as a function of Of. While the profiles of the TKE,,,,, scatter points are
similar for 0' < 0,,f :5 120', the values measured on lamppost G4 at ZIH = 0.84 are
almost a factor of two lower than those measured within the recirculating region at
z/H = 0.48 (Figures l8b and l7b, respectively). However, this is not necessarily an
indication of lower normalised TKE at roof-level, compared to locations deeper
within the canyon. Instead, these lower normalised values were most likely caused by
higher local mean wind speedscompared to those measured deeper inside the canyon.
Figure 4.19 presents the vertical variation in TKE,,,, measured at z/H = 0.60, z/H =
0.46 and z/H = 0.30 on lamppost G3 across all background wind directions. Figure
4.19 shows that the turbulence intensities measured on the G3 side of the canyon
were similar at each height not only during 0,,f

= 120' ±30', but across all

background wind directions. These findings give further support to the discussions of
Britter and Hanna (2003), who stated that turbulence intensities may be assumed to be
approximately uniform throughout the urban canopy (i. e. below roof height).

However, it would also be useful to compare the turbulence measuredinside the
canyon with the turbulencemeasuredcloser to the shear layer. The anemometer
located closest to the shearlayer was at z/H = 0.84 on lamppost G4. However, it
should be stressedthat the actual proximity to the shear layer is likely to differ
dependingon 0,,f. Nevertheless,sheargeneratedturbulenceis likely to have been
advectedtowardsthe anemometerlocatedat z/H = 0.84 on lamppostG4 during 0,,f =

-160120*±30*. Therefore,this anemometeris expectedto havemeasuredhigher levels of
locateddeeperinside the canyon.
turbulencethan the anemometers
The analysis is continued by comparing

the turbulence

measured at each location

inside the canyon against the turbulence measured just above the roof eves on the G4
22
j measured on
Y. Figure 4.20 presents TKEG31U,.,
side by normalising TICE by U,,.,
2

lamppost G3 at z/H = 0.46 and z/H = 0.60, as a function of TKEG41U,,' measured
e:
2
UIj
close to the shear layer at z/H = 0.84 on G4. The figure also presents TKEG4
measured on lamppost G4 at z/H = 0.48 as a function of TKEa

U2

measured
close
,j
to the shear layer at z/H = 0.84 on G4. The data were conditioned on 0,,f = 120' ±30.
The plots show strong, positive correlations between TKEG31 f measured on the
,,
2
TKEG41Urej
leeward (G3) side of the canyon at z/H = 0.46 and z/H = 0.60 and
measured close to the shear layer on the windward
and 0.68, respectively.

(G4) side with r2 values of 0.81

The figure also shows a strong, positive correlation between

TKEG41Urej22measured at mid-canyon

height on the windward

side and TKEG41Urej

measured close to the shear layer, with r2 = 0.94.

Table 4.2 presents the results of the linear regression analysis of

2
Ure
TKEG31

f and

22

TKEG41UIVmeasured inside the canyon as a function of TKEG41Urejmeasured close
to the shear layer at z/H =0.84 on lamppost G4 during perpendicular background
winds. The slopes of the regression lines reveal some interesting features of the
single across-canyon recirculating flow that developed during these background
The slope of the regression line for TKEG41
rej measured at mid-canyon
layer is 0.95.
height on lamppost G4 and TKEG41
to
the
shear
measured
close
rej
winds.

Therefore, the normalised TKE was slightly lower at the mid-canyon location than
close to the downwind portion of the shear layer. However, the slope is almost 1,
which implies that only a small amount of turbulence energy was lost from the roof
eves to mid-canyon level. Therefore, shear turbulence produced at roof-level on the
upstream (leeward) side of the canyon is likely to have been transported towards the
windward side. The downdraughts associated with the recirculating flow are likely to
have then advected the turbulence first towards the highest anemometer on the
windward side and then to the mid-canyon anemometer, during which some turbulent
energy was lost.

-161Figure 4.20 shows that the slope of the regressionline for TKEG31Uf'measuredat
mid-canyonheight on the leeward (G3) side and TKEG41Uj' measuredclose to the
shearlayer on the windward (G4) side is a factor of -3 lower. The slopesfor the
regressionlines are 0.31 and 0.95 for G3 and G4, respectively. This is in agreement
with the TKE values derived from MISKAM (Figure 4.21a), although the model
results are used here qualitatively to help interpret the experimentalresults. The
computedTKE values were not normalisedby Uf as they were createdsimply to
allow for comparisonbetweenthe two perpendicularwind directions. The computed
TKE valueswould needto be normalisedby Uf for more detailedcomparisonswith
the experimental results, see the recommendationsfor future work described in
Chapter9.

Figure4.21 showsthe computedTKE as contourplots within and abovethe cavity of
the streetcanyonfor the two perpendicularbackgroundwind directions. The contour
plots were createdby converting the derived values into a matrix using the weighted
averagegridding methodin Origin. Figure4.21a clearly showsthat for Omf= 120' the
model predictedTKE to be at its greatestwithin the canyonvolume close to the roof
level of the windward building. Recall that the model predicted that during Orf =
120' a skimming flow was presentabove a single across-canyonrecirculating flow
(Figure4.7b). Therefore,the experimentalandcomputedin-canyonTKE resultsboth
indicate either that significantly more energywas lost in the reverseflow portion of
the single across-canyonrecirculating flow or that less turbulence was produced
locally.

The anemometerlocatedon lamppostG4 at z/H = 0.84 was positionedjust abovethe
evesof the roof and was the closestlocation to the shearlayer. Louka et al. (2000)
found that TKE was at its greatestmagnitudeat roof-level as shearturbulencewas
producednear the upstreamroof and was transportedby the mean wind within the
shearlayer. Although no measurements
were taken close to the upstreamroof, the
lower values of normalised TKE measuredin the recirculating zone inside the
Gillygate canyoncomparedto thosefor z/H = 0.84 on the windward (G4) side during
O,f = 120' ±30* and predicted by MISKAM agreewith the findings of Louka,et al.
(2000).
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The variation of TKEG31Uref measured on the leeward (G3) side at z/H = 0.30, z/H
0.46 and z/H = 0.60 during Oef = 120' ±30' as a function

Of TKEG41Uref2measured

is
0.84
in
Figure
4.22.
Figure
layer
lamppost
G4
to
the
at
shown
z/H
shear
on
close
=
4.22 compares with the TKEG3 values normalised by the local wind speed presented
in Figure 4.19, except that the data were conditioned

on Oref = 120' ±30'.

This

analysis is presented for completeness, although 26% of the data shown previously in
Figure 4.20 has been excluded in order to allow for comparison with the TKEG31Uref
data from the lowest anemometer on lamppost G3 (i. e. at z/H = 0.30).
2
for TKEG3Urej

presents the results of the regression analysis

Table 4.3

measuredat each height

layer
function
TKEC,
lamppost
G3
to
the
close
shear
at z/H
of
measured
as
a
on
41 rf
during
background
The
G4
lamppost
0.84
perpendicular
winds.
regression
on
=
analysis shows strong, positive correlations between the two quantities with r2 values
of 0.73,0.87 and 0.76, respectively. The slopes of the regression lines are 0.33,0.33
and 0.29, respectively. While the slopes are similar, they show a slight decreasewith
height.

The similarities in the slopes are probably due to the fact that the

differences
to
taken
the
wall
and
greater
relatively
close
canyon
measurements were
in TKE with respect to height may be expected towards the centre of the canyon.

4.4.3.1.2.PerpendicularNW backgroundwinds
During perpendicularNW winds (i.e. Oef= 300') the values of turbulenceintensity,
t,,,,measuredat mid-canyonheight on lamppost G3 are approximatelyequal to the
valuesof t,, measuredduring Oref=120* (Figure 4.13). However, the positive values
during
Or'f
(Figure
4.8)
the
side
of
canyon
measured
on
each
and WG41U,,
of WG31Urýf
f
= 300' indicatethat the turbulenceproducedduring thesewinds is likely to be caused
by a different mechanismto a classicsingle across-canyonflow (with a horizontallyaligned axis). It was describedin Section4.4.2 that NW winds channelledthrough
the side streets adjoining Gillygate perpendicular to the canyon axis. Counterigned
likely
have
ly-al
developed
to
axes
are
with
vertical
at
comer
vortices
rotating
the junctions with Gillygate, causedby convergingairflows inside the canyon. The
along-canyonflows are believed to have convergedat a point near to the G3-G4
cross-section,causingupdraughtsand strong turbulence intensities on both sides of
the canyon. Significant vertical momentumflux would be expectedat the point of
flow convergencedue to massconservation.Figure 4.13 also showsthat during Of =

-163300* greater values of A, were measuredon the windward (G3) side of the canyon
than on the leeward(G4) side.
be
4.8)
WG41Uef
The values of WG31U,,
(Figure
can
compared with the values of
and
f
oraU,ef measured at mid-canyon height on G3 and G4 (Figure 4.12) in order to give
an indication of the stability of the in-canyon flow structures that formed during 61,f =
/U,, f measured on the windward
300'. During these wind conditions the values of or,,,
This
(G3) side of the canyon are a factor of -2 greater than the values Of WG31Uref.
gives further evidence of

strong turbulence intensity associated with

these

background winds. Recall that the values of aaU,, f measured on both sides of the
half
0,,
WG31UMf
during
120'
the
values
of
and
were
approximately
canyon
=
f
WG41U, indicating that the classic single across-canyon recirculating flow (with a
ef,
horizontally-aligned axis) was much more stable, as would be expected. This gives
further emphasis to the complexity of the in-canyon flow structures that developed
during background winds from the NW.

Figure 4.14 presentsthe valuesof TKEG3and TKEG4measuredat mid-canyonheight
Figure
4.14b
U,,,
>1.2
conditioned
on
m
s-1.
showsthat
againstthe valuesof TKE,,,,
f,
f
Of
lines
(or
270'
±30'
330*)
during 0,.,
300*
the
the
<
are
:5
slopes
of
regression
f=
by
the values 0.61 and 0.32 for G3 and G4, respectively.
more similar, as shown
During thesebackgroundwind directions, lamppostsG3 and G4 were locatedon the
leeward
the
and
side of the canyon, respectively. The relationship
windward side
betweenthe two quantitiesis strong and positive, as shown by the 1-2valuesof 0.93
G4,
for
G3
0.91
respectively. The fact that the slopesare more similar than
and
and
for 0,,f = 120' ±30' is further evidenceto supportthe view that a single across-canyon
recirculating flow (with a horizontally-aligned axis) was less likely to have occurred
during thesebackgroundwind conditions. The smaller difference in the turbulence
intensities can be attributed to the along-canyonflow convergencethat produced
updraughts on both sides of the street. During these background winds, the
updraughtswere strongeston the leeward (G4) side of the canyon comparedto the
higher
by
(G3)
the
meanvertical velocitiespresented
windward
side, as shownearlier
in Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.8. The analysisshown in Figure 4.14b revealsthat the
TKE was slightly greater on the windward (G3) side of the canyon than on the

-164leeward (G4) side. The TKE is likely to have beenhigher on the windward side due
to greaterturbulencewithin the horizontalflow components.This will be exploredin
more detail in Section4.4.3.2.
By continuing the analysis,Figure 4.17 presentsthe normalisedturbulence kinetic
energy, TKE,,,,,,,,measuredat G3 and G4 against Of. Figure 4.17a also showsthat
the greatestturbulenceintensitieswere measuredon the windward (G3) side during
0,,f = 300' +_30'than on the leeward(G3) side during Of = 120' ±30'. Figure 4.18a
and Figure 4.19 revealthat the turbulenceintensitiesmeasuredon the windward (G3)
0,,
0.60
during
300'
±30'
to
those
the
are
comparable
at
z/H
of
canyon
side
=
=
f
presentedfor z/H = 0.46 and z/H = 0.30. This implies that during perpendicularNW
winds, local turbulenceproductionwas still significant on the windward side at ZIH =
0.60. Even at mid-canyonheight, the turbulencewas found to be less intenseon the
leeward (G4) side than those on the windward (G3) side during these background
wind conditions. Thesefindings are likely to be a function of the proximity of the
anemometerlocated at mid-canyon height on lamppost G3 to the momentum flux
causedby flow convergence.
However, the sourceof the turbulencemeasuredat the point of flow convergence
be
its
be
flux
to
the
therefore,
origins
may
not
related
momentum
may not purely
and,
entirely local. Instead,the turbulence may have been generatedin an above-roof
shearlayer and transportedinto the canyon in a mean flow further down the street
(i.e. either side of the G3-G4 experiment cross-section)and then advected by
horizontal along-canyonflows to the point of convergence. The differences in the
influence
be
by
turbulence
the
may
of the street-level
explained
across-canyon
across-canyonflow from the windward (G3) side of the canyon to the leeward (G4)
side, which is likely to have advectedturbulence. As a result, the intensitieson the
leewardside of the canyonwere found to be lower than on the windward side during
thesewinds.
2

Figure 4.23 presentsTKEG31U1V
measuredon lamppostG3 locatedon the windward
side of the canyon at z/H = 0.46 and z/H = 0.60, as a function of

TKEG41U,., j 2

measuredclose to the shearlayer at z/H = 0.84m on G4, conditioned on 0,,f = 300*

-165±30. Once again, the relationship between the two quantities were strong and
for
0.86
by
0.91
the
and
at z/H = 0.46 and ZIH = 0.60
positive, as shown
r7 valuesof
on lamppost G3, respectively (Table 4.2). The figure also presents

TKEG41U,., j 2

measured on lamppost G4 located on the leeward side of the canyon at z1H = 0.48 as a
function of TKEG41U 2 measured close to the shear layer at z/H = 0.84 on lamppost
re:
.f

G4. The relationship between the two quantities was also strong and positive, as
shown by the r2 value of 0.78.

Normalising TKE by the local wind speed (Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19) rather than
by U,,f2 (Figure 4.22 and Figure 4.23) may have only shown the variation in the local
mean wind speed measured at each location rather than the variability in the
turbulence intensities across the canyon. Instead, normalising TKEG3and TKEG4by

better indication of the level of turbulencemeasuredat different
give
a
would
ref
locations inside the canyon. The slopes of the regressionlines presentedin Figure
4.23, therefore,reveal more accuratelythe effects of in-canyonflow and turbulence.
U2

During Oef = 120' ±30' and Oef = 300* ±30', lamppostsG3 and G4 were locatedon
the leewardside of the canyon,respectively. The slopesfor the regressionanalysisof
the datacollectedat mid-canyonheight on the leewardsidesof the canyonduring Oref
Oref
300'
in
4.20b
Figure
4.23a
120'
±30*
Figure
±30*
and are
are
shown
and
and
=
=
0.31 and 0.58, respectively (see Figure 4.1). There is almost a factor of two
differencebetweenthe slopes. The higher slope for Orf = 300' ±30' revealsthat the
normalisedTKE measuredat mid-canyon height on lamppostG4 is more similar to
the anemometeron the samelamppostat z1H= 0.84.
Figure 4.23a also shows that the slope of 0.58 for TKEG41 f measured at ZIH = 0.48
on the leeward (G4) side against TKEc,4lUref2measured z/H = 0.84 indicates that the
turbulence was greater at the closest location to the shear layer than at mid-canyon
height on the leeward side during Oref = 300* ±30*. Recall that Louka et al. (2000)
measured greater levels of TKE in the shear layer compared to locations deeper inside
2
for
However, Figure 4.23
TKEG31f'jref
the
the

canyon.

shows

slopes

measuredat ZIH
U2
0.60
(G3)
TKEG41
0.46 and at z/H =
side against
on the windward
measured
r"j
closeto the shearlayer during thesebackgroundwind conditions. The slopesare 1.26
and 1.25,respectively.
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The analysiswas continued by investigatingTKEG31U,,,
j measuredat each height on
U2
layer
lamppostG3 comparedto the valuesof TKEG41
to
the
measured
close
shear
ref
IU
TKEG3

2
re:f

on lamppost G4 during perpendicularNW winds. The variation of
function
0.46
0.60
0.30,
the
a
windward
side
z/H
and
as
on
at
z/H
z/H
measured
=
=
=
2

location
lamppost
layer
G4
Vref
TKEc,
to
the
the
shear
on
at
measured
at
closest
of
4,
z/H = 0.84, conditioned on Oref= 300' ±30' is shown in Figure 4.24. This figure
continues the analysis of the features of the converging along-canyon flows presented
in Figure 4.23, but includes the data for the lowest anemometer at ZIH = 0.30 and,
therefore, 26% of the data shown previously in Figure 4.23 has been excluded. Table
U2 measured at each
4.3 presents the results of the regression analysis for TKEG31
rj
height on lamppost G3 as a function of TKEG4lUrj2 measured close to the shear layer
at z/H = 0.84 on lamppost G4 during perpendicular background winds.

The

between
the two quantities
shows
strong,
positive
analysis
correlations
regression
with r2 values of 0.64,0.81 and 0.72, respectively. The slopes of the regression lines
are 1.16,1.23 and 1.26, respectively. The slopes are similar, which suggests that
there was little variation in TKE with height. Furthermore, the slopes are all greater
than 1, which indicates that the TKE measured in the canyon on the windward (G3)
side was higher than the TKE measured at roof-level on lamppost G4. Figure 4.24,
therefore, confirms that although more than a quarter of the data shown previously in
Figure 4.23 was removed, the TKE measured on the windward (G3) side was still
found to be higher at each vertical location than the TKE measuredjust above roofeve level on lamppost G4.

The contour plot shown in Figure 4.21b showsthe TKE derived from MISKAM for
0,,f = 300'. The contour plot in Figure 4.21b contrastsconsiderablywith Figure
4.21a, with TKE showing much less variation acrossthe canyon in the former (i.e.
during Ow = 300* ±30'). It was mentionedearlier that comparisonsbetween the
measuredand modelled valuesof the in-canyonTKE would require the results to be
normalised. Additionally, it should be noted that the model is unlikely to represent
the turbulencemeasuredin the field as the model cannot representthe unsteadiness
that must generate a large proportion of the fluctuations during along-canyon
convergingflows. Although this must be borne in mind when interpretingthe results
of the modelling study, the findings give further supportto the likelihood that a single

-167across-canyonflow with a horizontally-aligned axis was generally absent during
perpendicularNW winds.
The along-canyon converging flow scenario (with two counter-rotating verticallyinto
less
the canyon of the above-roof
penetration
aligned comer-vortices) shows
turbulence compared to the classic single-across canyon horizontally-aligned
both
flow.
Recall
that
there
updraughts
on
sides of the canyon at
were
recirculating
the point of flow convergence (i. e. the G3-G4 experiment cross section). However,
the suggestion that there was some penetration of turbulence from the shear layer
during 0,,f = 300* implies that the mean background wind flow must have penetrated
the canyon either side of the convergence point.

An alternative explanation may

relate to the potential for greater vertical velocity gradients at the top of the canopy on
the windward side of the canyon, even for the converging flow scenario. This would
lead to a TKE production term within the model. Future work should include further
analysis of the vertical velocity gradients and TKE at multiple experiment crossin
discussed
Chapter
flow
9.
the
convergence
as
of
point,
side
sections either

4.4.3.1.3.Obliquebackgroundwinds
The turbulenceintensities, t,,, presentedin Figure 4.13 also show that turbulence
formed
inside
Gillygate
flows
have
helical
the
to
are
suspected
occurred when
canyon. This analysis of the t,, measured inside the canyon during oblique
backgroundwinds, therefore,supportsthe observationsof the meanvertical velocity
4.8.
The
in
Figure
analysisof the mean vertical wind velocity suggested
presented
that thesebackgroundwinds produceddowndraughtson the windward side of the
canyonandupdraughtson the leewardside.
have
150'
In particular, oblique backgroundwinds from 0,.,
to
=
appear
produced
f
high turbulenceintensitiesthat were similar in magnitudeto those measuredduring
the classicrecirculatingflow associatedwith 0,,f = 120*. The high t," valuesmeasured
on both sidesof the streetduring 0,,f = 150' suggeststhat the meanin-canyonwind
velocitieswerelow.
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oblique backgroundwinds was continuedby consideringTKE. Figure 4.15 presents
TKEG3and TKEG4measuredat mid-canyonheight as a function of TKE,,f conditioned
on U,,f >1.2 rn s-1. The data was also conditionedseparatelyon 0,,f = 75" ±30* (or
45" < 0,,f: 5 1050)and 0,,f = 165*±30' (or 135" < 0,,f: 5 195") in order to investigate
the influence of oblique winds on the production of turbulence inside the street
canyon. It shouldbe notedthat the data usedfor 0,,f = 120' ±30* and 0,,f = 75* ±30'
and for Of = 120' ±30' and 0,,f = 165' ±30' overlap by 15*, respectively. During
0,,f = 75* ±30', lamppostsG4 and G3 were located on the windward and leeward
sides of the canyon,respectively. Thesebackgroundwinds produceddowndraughts
on the windward (G4) side of the canyon and updraughtson the leeward (G3) side
(Figure 4.8). This gives further support to the view that helical flow regimes
developedinside Gillygate during thesebackgroundwinds.
Figure 4.15 indicatesthat during 0,,f = 750±300the slopesof the regressionlines are
0.54 and 0.23 for the windward (G4) and leeward (G3) sides, respectively. The 1.2
values indicate strong, positive correlationsbetweenthe two quantitiesand are 0.88
and 0.93 for the windward and leeward sides,respectively. A similar trend can be
observedfor oblique backgroundwinds from 0,,f = 165"±30'. For thesebackground
winds the slopesof the regressionlines are 0.61 and 0.22 for the windward (G4) and
leeward (G3) sides, respectively. The results of the linear regression analysis
performedfor the oblique backgroundwind directionsarepresentedin Table 4.4.
The analysiswas also conductedfor 0,,f = 255*±30' (or 225' < Of: 5 285") and 0,.,
f=
345' ±30' (or 315' < 0,.,f: 5 15'). It should be notedthat the datausedfor 0,,f = 3000
255*
for
0,,
0,.,
±30' and 0,.,
±30'
30Cr
345'
±30'
±30'
by
and
and
overlap
=
=
=
f
f
f
150,respectively. During 0,,f = 255* ±30' the slopesof the regressionlines are 0.92
and 0.33 for the windward (G3) and leeward(G4) sides,respectively. Similarly, for
0, f = 3450±30' the slopesof the regressionlines are 0.58 and 0.31 for the windward
(G3) and leeward (G4) sides, respectively. The strongerdependenceof TKEG3and
TKEG4against TKE,,f for data correspondingto the windward sides of the canyon
indicates that during oblique backgroundwinds the turbulence was greateston the
windward sides(Table 4.4).
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the mean flow analysis, which suggestedthat these winds produced recirculating
helical flows along Gillygate. It should be stressedthat oblique backgroundwinds
from the NW sector producedacross-canyonrecirculating flows with horizontallyaligned axes, while perpendicularbackgroundNW winds generatedacross-canyon
recirculating flows with vertically-alignedaxes. TKE was found to be higher on the
windward side of the canyonthan on the leewardside,which complementsthe results
for perpendicular SE background winds.

It also indicates that the turbulence

measuredat mid-canyon height does vary across the canyon during these wind
conditions by a factor of -2. The advectionof turbulenceby the meanflow from the
windward side of the canyonto the leeward side is likely to have been the causeof
the lower leewardTKE.
Oblique backgroundwinds from 45" N, however, appearto have causeda different
in-canyon recirculatingflow structure. During 0,,f = 45' high turbulenceintensities,
t.,, were observedat mid-canyonheight on lamppostG4, althoughthey were absentat
mid-canyon height on lamppost G3 (Figure 11). These elevated t", values were
probably causedby a vortex (with a vertically-alignedaxis) developing in the cavity
of the building adjacentto lamppost G4. The building cavity vortex that formed
during these backgroundwinds is shown schematicallyin Figure 4.25. Figure 4.17
also showsthat the building cavity vortex that may have formed adjacentto lamppost
G4 during near-parallelbackgroundwinds of 0,,f = 45" (Figure 4.25) is also likely to
be the cause of the moderatelyhigh TKE,,,,, values measuredat G4 during these
conditions. However,considerationshouldalso be given to the possibility of residual
turbulencebeing producedas a result of the air motions interacting with the lamppost
itself.

4.4.3.1.4.Parallel backgroundwinds
During parallel backgroundwinds low turbulenceintensities, t,,,, were measuredat
mid-canyon height on lampposts G3 and G4 (Figure 4.13), which supports the
assertionthat channelflows with strong along-canyonflow componentsare likely to
have developed. Recall that the meanvertical velocity, W, measuredat mid-canyon
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backgroundwinds (Figure4.8), while along-canyonflows dominated(Figure 4.10).
By continuing the analysis, Figure 4.16 presents the TKEG3and TKEG4measured at
mid-canyon height as a function of TKE,,f conditioned on Uf >1.2 m s-1. The data
in
0,,
0,,
210'
30'
±30'
±30'
order to
and
conditioned
separately
on
was also
f =
f =
investigate the influence of parallel winds on the production of turbulence inside the
lines
background
During
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are
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(e.
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together
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g.
even closer
f

0,,
120'
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and
=
f

300*
±30'),
=

indicating that the turbulence intensities measured on both sides of the street are
similar in magnitude. During Of = 30' ±30' the slopes of the linear regression lines
both
The
for
0.9.
G3
G4,
0.34
0.35
the
are
values
and
respectively,
while
r2
are
and
intensities
building
in
imply
the
turbulence
that
the
cavity vortex that
also
similarities
formed during near parallel winds of Orf = 45' shown schematically in Figure 4.25 is
unlikely to have been a significant mechanism of turbulence production.

During Ow=2 10' ±30' the slopesof the regressionlines are0.39 and 0.25 for G3 and
G4, respectively;while the r2 values are 0.78 and 0.62, respectively. Furthermore,
the slopesof the regressionlines shown in Figure 4.16 for TKEG3and TKEG4against
TKEr,f during parallel backgroundwinds are comparableto thosepresentedin Figure
4.14 and Figure 4.15 for the leeward sides of the canyonduring perpendicularand
oblique backgroundwinds, respectively. The maximum values are also similar to
thosefound on the leewardside of the canyonduring the backgroundwind directions
that resultedin across-canyonrecirculating flows. This may indicate that that there
was a lack of transferof turbulentenergyinto the canyonduring channelflows or that
therewas a significant loss of energyonce inside the canyon.

4.4.3.2.Contribution of eachturbulencecomponentto TKE
The analysis of the turbulence, particularly the turbulence intensity shown in the
previous Section, investigated the dependency of a,, on the background wind
direction.

The analysis was continued by investigating the overall turbulence

intensity by using TKE. The following sub-section continues the turbulence analysis
by looking at the contribution of each turbulence component to TKE.

This was
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each
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component,
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u2,
performed
their overall contribution to TKE. The varianceof the along-canyon,across-canyon
a2
respectively.
and
and vertical componentsof velocity are referredto as 0r2' U2
,
VW
Although no analysis is presented of the co-variance of the mean velocity
components,this analysis is a useful way of approximating the isotropy of the
turbulence. Of course, this method is also useful to determine the degree of
anisotropyof the turbulenceacrossall backgroundwind directions.
In Chapter 3 turbulence was defined as being homogenousand isotropic when the
variance, oý, of each mean velocity component (i.e. U, V and M were equal.
Isotropy, and consequentlyanisotropy,can be approximatedby the ratio of

2,
or
Uv

a2

location,
i.
TKE
2-TKE,
the
to
Or2
e. TKEG3and
where
was
measured
at
same
and W
TKEG4were used. As the ratio of a', a2 and a2 to 2-TKE determines the
UvW
contribution of each turbulencecomponentto TKE as a fraction of 1, the turbulence
inside the canyon would be approximatelyisotropic if the three componentswere all
in
is
in
Chapter
3,
As
0.33.
turbulence
to
street
canyons
expectedto
mentioned
equal
be generallyanisotropicdue to the proximity to locally producedturbulence.
Figures 4.26 and 4.27 present the ratio of the variance of the mean velocity
Or2 and a2 to 2-TKE as a function of the background wind
components 072,
UVW

direction, Of, at various heightson lamppostsG3 and G4, respectively. In order to
comparethe data from the lowest anemometerlocatedon lamppostG3 (Z/H = 0.30),
26% of the data presentedin Figures4.17 - 4.20 and Figure 4.23 for the remaining
anemometerswere excluded. Therefore,Figures4.26 and4.27 areconsistentwith the
data shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.23. It is evident in Figures4.26 and 4.27 that the
turbulence measured at each location inside the canyon appears to have been
directions,
background
wind
with the along-canyon
across
most
generallyanisotropic
componenthaving the greatestproportionof turbulence.
However, Figure 4.26 showsthat during 0': 5 Of < 90' the turbulencemeasuredon
G3 at mid-canyonheight (i.e. z/H = 0.46) was likely to havebeenmore isotropic than
at z/H = 0.60 and z/H = 0.30, which probably reflects the mid-canyonlocation of the

-172anemometer.Figure4.26c showsthat as0,.,f increasesfrom 00 to 120' N (i.e. towards
perpendicular)the proportion of TKEG3contributed by the along-canyonturbulent
leeward
decreases
0.30
(G3) side, while the proportion
the
at
on
component
z/H =
from the across-canyoncomponentincreases. Figure 4.26c shows that the acrosscanyoncomponentconsistedof a greaterproportion of the turbulencemeasuredat the
lowest anemometeron the leeward(G3) side of the canyon during perpendicularSE
0,,
it
is
120').
Although
less
be
in
(i.
trend
obvious,
e.
a
similar
can
also
seen
winds
f=
the valuespresentedin Figure 4.26afor z/H = 0.60 during the samebackgroundwind
directions. The greatestproportion of TKEG3measuredat the lowest anemometeron
G3 (z/H = 0.30) during 0,.,f = 120' correspondto the across-canyoncomponent,while
the contribution from the along-canyoncomponent was much lower. Isotropy,
therefore,appearsto have decreasedwith distanceaway from the canyonmid-height.
This suggeststhat the mid-canyon anemometerwas closer to the centre of the
recirculating flow, where the turbulence was more equally distributed in all three
components.
The mid-canyonanemometerlocatedon the windward (G4) side measureda greater
proportion of turbulence within the vertical components compared to the data
collected from the highest anemometeron lamppost G4 (Figure 4.27). It should be
mentioned, however, that the greater proportion of turbulence in the vertical
componentsat mid-canyonheight on the windward (G4) side of the canyoncompared
to the highestanemometeron G4 may also be causedby the closerproximity of the
mid-canyonanemometeron G4 to the canyonwall. Recall that, the anemometerson
lamppostG4 were -I. Ornaway from the wall of the adjacentbuilding, whereasthe
on G3 were -2. Omfrom the adjacentwall. The highestanemometeron
anemometers
lamppostG4 was located above the roof-eves. Therefore, the downdraughtswere
likely to have been of greaterintensity at mid-canyon height on the windward side
than closerto the shearlayer.
The turbulencemeasuredby the mid-canyon anemometerlocated on the windward
(G4) side was alwaysanisotropic. The turbulencemeasuredat mid-canyonheight on
the windward sideof the canyonconsistedof a greaterproportion in the along-canyon
components,comparedto mid-canyon height on lamppost G3. During 0,,f = 120'
lamppost G4 was located on the windward side of the canyon and the greater
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impingement of the mean flow on the windward canyon wall. Therefore,
comparisonsbetween the proportion of turbulence measuredby the mid-canyon
anemometersas a function of 0,,f indicatesthat the turbulence was generally more
anisotropicon the windward (G4) side than it was on the leeward (G3) side, due to
the greatercontribution from along-canyoncomponents. This may be partly due to
the anemometeron G4 being located closer to the wall of the canyon than the
anemometeron G3. However,thesefindings generallystrengthenthe argumentthat a
single across-canyonrecirculating flow with a horizontally-aligned axis developed
inside the canyonduring theseperpendicularbackgroundwinds.
During perpendicular NW winds (i. e. 0,,,f = 300' ±30) the along-canyon components
at all locations inside the canyon contributed up to 80% of the turbulence, except at
z1H = 0.84 on lamppost G4 where the contribution remained relatively constant at
-50%.

The highest anemometer located on lamppost G4 on the leeward side of the

canyon, therefore, generally showed more isotropy across aef than the anemometer
located at mid-canyon level on G4. The large proportion of turbulence measured
within the along-canyon components at all in-canyon locations, except at the highest
position on the leeward (G4) side, suggests that the cause is local. The suggestion
that along-canyon fluctuations dominate everywhere under these conditions implies
that they are likely to be of large scale caused by the transient nature of the
convergence point, i. e. the convergence point coincides only periodically with the
G3-G4 experiment cross-section. During parallel background winds (i. e. Of = 30'
±30 and 0, f = 210' ±30) the greatest proportion of turbulence measured at each
location in the canyon was found in the along-canyon components, as would be
expected during channel flows.

4.5. Summary and Conclusions
In this Chapterthe influence of the Gillygate street canyon geometry on the mean
wind flow and turbulencemeasuredinside the canyonwas investigatedover a period
of one month. The analysis provided support for the evidence of in-canyon flow
structures. The results have allowed for greaterunderstandingof the dynamics and
dispersion characteristicsof the in-canyon flow features, which will be explored
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the MISKAM modelwasusedto derive the meanwind flow and turbulenceinsidethe
canyonduring certainbackgroundwind directions.
A single across-canyon recirculating flow with a horizontallY-aligned axis is likely to
have occurred during perpendicular SE winds of speeds greater than 1.2 rn s-I even
though the roofs on the upwind building
winds,

downdraughts

were pitched.

were observed on the windward

During

,
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side of the canyon, while

updraughts occurred on the leeward side. The downdraughts
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the along-canyon velocity components.

Comparisonsbetweenthe normalisedvaluesof the mean vertical velocity measured
at mid-canyon height and their standarddeviations revealedthat the single acrosscanyon recirculating flow was likely to have been relatively stable under averaging
times of 15-minutes. The analysis of the TKE suggestedthat the across-canyon
recirculating flow is likely to have transportedshearturbulence from the upstream
roof in downdraughtstowards the windward side. Turbulence was transported
towards the leewardside of the canyon in the street-levelreverseflow portion of the
recirculating flow.

The flow direction at street-level is expected to have been

reflected off the windward canyon wall and is likely to have generally opposedthe
direction of the meanflow aloft. The TKE was found to be greatestin magnitudeat
the level of the roof eveson the windward side of the streetcanyon, i.e. at the closest
location to the shear-layer. However, TKE is likely to have been reducedduring
advection in the meanflow from mid-canyonheight on the windward side to midcanyonheight on the leewardside and then vertically within the updraughts.

-175The loss of turbulent energy from one side of the canyon to the other in a classic
single across-canyonrecirculating flow (with a horizontally-aligned axis) also
revealedthat the turbulencevaried with height and proximity to the centre of the
recirculatingflow. As a result, turbulenceintensitieswere lowest on the leewardside
of the canyon during perpendicularSE backgroundwinds. The proportion of the
turbulencemeasuredon the leewardside during thesebackgroundwinds was a factor
of 5 lower than the turbulence measuredat the referencemast (at -1.8H). This
revealeda significant TKE gradientacrossthe canyonduring thesebackgroundwinds
when the classic single across-canyonrecirculating flow (with a horizontally-aligned
axis) occurred.
Three-dimensionalflows inside street canyons were also shown to exhibit more
complex characteristics than a single across-canyonrecirculating flow. The
importance of understanding3-D flows was demonstratedin the analysis of the
effects of perpendicularNW winds. The horizontal meanflow vectors computedat
mid-canyon height by MISKAM revealed that during these background winds,
counter-rotating comer vortices with vertically-aligned axes are likely to have
developedat the junctions of the side streetsoff Gillygate. The model predictedthat
the comer vortex pair was causedby two convergingflows. Upon convergence,the
along-canyonflows formed updraughtson both sides of the street. During these
backgroundwinds, the turbulenceintensity was found to be greateron the windward
side of the canyon than on the leeward side. Significant vertical momentum flux
would be expectedat the point of flow convergence. During perpendicularNW
backgroundwinds TKE was greateston the windward sideof the canyonthan at roofeve height on the leewardside. Turbulence is likely to have beenadvectedtowards
the leeward side in a street-level flow associatedwith the counter-rotatingcomer
vortices. The advectionof turbulencein the across-canyonflow from the windward
side of the canyon is likely to have causedthe lower TKE on the leeward side. The
flow outputs computed by MISKAM supported the assumptionthat there was an
across-canyonflow during thesebackgroundwinds.
Oblique backgroundwinds are also thought to have producedin-canyonrecirculating
flows with horizontally-aligned axes. During thesebackgroundwinds, recirculating
helical flows developedinside the canyon with downdraughtson the windward side

-176of the street and updraughtson the leeward side. The recirculating helical flows,
therefore,were driven by the oblique winds aloft. A helical flow is likely to have
transported turbulence predominantly in an along-street flow, but also in a
recirculating flow from the windward side of the canyon to the leeward side.
Advection of turbulence in the across-canyonflow is likely to have caused the
turbulence intensities on the leeward side of the canyon to be lower than on the
windward side. On the other hand, parallel backgroundwinds produced channel
flows with strong along-canyonflow componentsand low vertical velocities on both
sidesof the streetcanyon.
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CHAPTER

5

The influence of background winds on the spatial variability in
concentrations of a traffic-related

pollutant

5.1. Introduction
Pollutantsemittedby vehicle traffic in urban areashave now generallybeenaccepted
to be a causeof chronic health effects. In urban areas,where the population and
traffic flows are often relatively high, human exposureto traffic-relatedpollutants is
significant (Fenger, 1999). Increasedincidence of congestiveheart diseaseamong
the elderly and those with pre-existing conditions has been linked to increasesin
backgroundconcentrationsof carbonmonoxide (Morris et A, 1995). However, the
concentrationsof traffic-related pollutants in street canyons are controlled by a
balancebetweenfactorsthat contributeto both pollutant accumulationanddispersion.
What is currently required is not only a reduction in the emissionsof harmful
pollutantsbut also a methodwherebyit is possibleto predict wind flow and pollutant
dispersionaccuratelyusing numerical models. These models could then be used
within strategicplanning activities aimed at assessingthe influence of a range of
traffic managementprocedureson air quality within urban areas. In order to assess
the validity of availablemodels,a rangeof experimentaldata is requiredin networks
of urbanstreetswith varying geometries.
It was discussedin Chapter2 and demonstratedin Chapter4 that complex building
and streetgeometriesmodify the in-canyon flow structuresand, therefore,influence
the dispersion of vehicle emissions. The first step in achieving a greater
understandingof complex urban wind flows and their implication for pollutant
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concentrations within urban street canyons of varying building and street geometry.

It was shown in Chapter 4 that the classic single across-canyon recirculating flow
with a horizontally-aligned axis is likely to have developed inside GillYgate during
perpendicular background SE winds, during which the majority of the background
flow is believed to have skimmed over the canyon, thus producing the skimming flow
regime (Oke, 1987; Johnson and Hunter, 1999). During these background wind
conditions, downdraughts were observed on the windward side of the canyon, while
updraughts occurred on the leeward side. The downdraughts were characterised by
stronger mean vertical velocities and higher values of TKE than the updraughts. The
flow direction at street-level is expected to have opposed the direction of the mean
flow aloft, as was shown in Chapter 4.

The classicrecirculatingflow with a horizontally-alignedaxis hasalso beenobserved
in the field by DePaul and Sheih (1986) and in the wind tunnel by Hoydysh and
Dabberdt(1988). Kim and Baik (2004) conducteda numerical study into the effects
of the backgroundwind direction on flow and dispersionin short streetcanyonswith
cubic building geometries. They identified three in-canyon flow patterns with
considerably different dispersion characteristicsdepending on the incidence wind
angle. They found that as the incidenceanglebecomesoblique to the streetaxis more
pollutants escapedfrom the street canyon. In addition, side streetsinterrupt street
canyons within real urban networks and additional 3-D effects may influence the
dispersion of emissions. Pollution may also accumulate in small cavities where
additional recirculation regions occur (Oke, 1987), and whirling eddies, or comer
vortices, developing around buildings are likely to accumulate traffic-related
pollutants.
Many previous street canyon models have concentratedon skimming flow, since
pollutants released by vehicles at street level during these background wind
conditions are transportedby a single across-canyonrecirculating flow (seeChapter
2).

Louka et A

(2000) implied that a recirculating flow occurred during

perpendicularwinds, although measurementsof the wind flow in their study were
madeabovethe urban canopy, i.e. at or aboveroof-level. The classicacross-canyon
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may, therefore,causean increasein the concentrationsof traffic-related pollutantson
the leeward(or up-wind) sideof the canyonrelative to the windward side.
Despite the range of idealised numerical studies, few full-scale experimentshave
been conductedwhich provide data from simultaneousmeasurementsof in-canyon
wind flow and pollutant concentrations,relative to a suitable background wind
flows
inside
have
Three-dimensional
more
street
canyons
also
measurement.
complex dispersioncharacteristics.Full-scale street canyon experiments,however,
are only representativeof local conditions and data from more locations are required
to identify generalproperties(Longley et al., 2004a). Inter-comparisonsmust also be
made between street canyonsof different geometry, as not all street canyonsare
in
have
have
buildings
Most
differ
that
streets
a
non-uniform
width or
symmetrical.
height on either side. Dispersionmodels are widely used in air quality and traffic
for
forecasting
planning,
pollution
and
predicting personal
management,urban
exposureto pollutants. However,for dispersionmodelsto achievetheir full potential,
they must be able to represent the influence of traffic emissions on roadside
concentrationsaccurately for a range of street geometriesand background wind
conditions.
The importanceof understanding3-D flows was demonstratedin the analysisof the
NW
winds in Chapter4. In particular, the horizontal mean
of
perpendicular
effects
flow vectorscomputedat mid-canyonheight by the MISKAM CFD model supported
the findings from the field experiment. It was shown that during thesebackground
winds, counter-rotatingcomer vortices with vertically-alignedaxes are likely to have
developedat the junctions of the side streetsoff Gillygate (seealso Chapter2). The
model predicted that the vortex pair forced the air inside the canyon into two
in
in
flows.
An
Chapter
4
that
alternative
explanation
was
also
mentioned
converging
the comer vortex pair may have been causedby the along-canyonflows. However,
the along-canyonflows, upon convergence,formed updraughtson both sidesof the
street. During thesebackgroundwinds, the intensitiesof the turbulencewere found
to be greateron the windward sideof the canyonthan on the leewardside. Therewas
also evidenceof an across-canyonflow at streetlevel from the windward side of the
canyon to the leewardside. Thesein-canyon flow featuresare likely to have had a
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significant influence in the dispersion of traffic-related pollutants and will be
exploredin more detail in this Chapter.
Oblique background winds are also thought to have produced across-canyon
recirculating flows with horizontally-alignedaxes inside the Gillygate street canyon
(Chapter4). During thesebackgroundwinds, recirculatinghelical flows are thought
to have developed with downdraughtson the windward side of the street and
updraughtson the leeward side. The recirculating helical flows, therefore, were
driven by the oblique winds aloft (Chapter 2). A helical flow is likely to have
transportedtraffic-relatedpollutantspredominantlyin an along-streetflow, but also in
a recirculatingflow from the windward side of the canyonto the leewardside.
During parallel backgroundwinds, channel flows with strong along-canyonflow
components are expected to have flushed traffic-related pollutants along and
ultimately out of the canyon (Chapter 2). The influence of channel flows will be
exploredin more detail in this Chapter,although they are expectedto have produced
the lowest in-canyonconcentrationsdue to the absenceof flow recirculation.

5.1.1. Chapter synopsis
Chapter 4 described the in-canyon wind flow and turbulence features that were
observedfor different backgroundwinds during the experiment. In this Chapterthe
interaction of the background wind with the surrounding building and street
geometrieson the in-canyonpollutant concentrationshasbeenstudiedexperimentally
in two streetcanyonsof different geometry. Boddy et A (2005a)describedthe work
presentedin this Chapter. Specific investigationsin this Chapterare focusedon the
factors influencing the spatial variability of in-canyon pollutant concentrationsand
include the influence of building and street geometrieson flow and dispersion
characteristics. Questionsare also raised as to the effect of streetcomers and side
streetson the in-canyon wind flow and dispersioncharacteristics.Chapters5 and 6
will investigate the influences of traffic, both as contributing to dispersion
mechanismsand as a sourceof pollution, respectively.
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5.2.1. The site
The field study was conducted for one month between 13 October 2003 and 12
November 2003 in the Bootham and Gillygate street canyons. The measurements of
the mean in-canyon wind and turbulence fields were undertaken inside the Gillygate
street canyon (Chapter 4). The measurementsof the concentration fields and traffic
characteristics were undertaken along both Bootham and Gillygate, which are two
streets aligned perpendicular to each other.

Chapter 3 mentioned that the field

experiment allowed for the simultaneous and continuous measurement of the mean
in-canyon wind, turbulence and concentration fields and traffic characteristics. For
clarity, the streets have a common traffic-signal controlled intersection as depicted in
Figure 5.1. Bootham is aligned at approximately 312' clockwise from N. Gillygate
is orientated predominantly at 45' from N, although it is aligned approximately 30'
from N at the opposite end to the common intersection.

Portland Street and

Claremont Terrace are two residential streets that adjoin Gillygate perpendicular to
the street axis.

A
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11h,

I

0

100

i
m

--

Figure 5.1. Plan view of the study area showing the street canyons, the lampposts
that support the instruments, the reference anemometer mast, the locations of the
significant trees and the four SCOOT sensors(arrows indicate the direction of traffic
flow measured).

-182Buildings of different heights and with complex roof shapessurroundboth streets
allowing for a rangeof streetcanyongeometriesto be studiedwithin one experiment.
The geometryof a streetcanyonis usually describedby its height (H) to width (M
ratio (or aspectratio). The heightof the buildings on both sidesof the Gillygate street
canyon was 12 m. Therefore, Gillygate is a relatively narrow symmetrical street
canyon,with H/Wz 0.8.
The Bootham street canyon geometry is more varied, and although H1W was
nominally 0.65 throughout the canyon, it was asymmetricalin placesat the crosssectionsnearthe instruments. The aspectratio at the experimentsectionof Bootham.
was different for the two perpendicularwind directions as the building heightswere
different on both sidesof the street. The height of the buildings on the SW and NE
sidesof the canyonwas 14 m and 12 m, respectively. For backgroundwinds from the
SW the aspectratio was -0.75, whereasit was -0.6 for backgroundwinds from the
NE. There are also severaltreesalong Bootham,someof which were adjacentto the
instrumentsusedin the study (seeFigure 5.1). Both streetshave high traffic flows,
with significant periods of congestion. The influence of congestion and the
be
driving
is
investigated
in
7.
Reference
Chapter
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madeto Chapter3 for a more detaileddescriptionof the site.

5.2.2.Instrumentation and Experiments

5.2.2.1.Thebackgroundwind speedand direction
The backgroundwind speedand direction were simultaneouslymeasuredusing an
ultrasonic anemometerthat was attachedto a trailer-mounted mast at a height of
19.5m,which was approximately 1.8H from almost all directions. During westerly
winds, however,the influence resulting from flow distortion causedby a large tree
approximately 10 m to the west of the anemometershould be taken into account
(Figure 5.1). The mast was located approximately 125m to the NW of Gillygate.
Referenceshould be made to Chapter 3 for a more detailed discussion of the
experimentalmethodology.
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The traffic-relatedpollutant measuredin this study was carbon monoxide(CO). One
of the reasonsfor choosing CO was becausepetrol engine vehicles are the primary
be
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Therefore,CO can be used as a traffic-related 'tracer' in a study of the influence of
dispersionwithin a street canyon. Furthermore,the mean diurnal concentrationsof
other traffic-relatedpollutants such as NO, (VUkevdet al., 1999)and particle number
concentrationin the range 0.01 to lOptm(Penttinenet al., 2001, Ketzel et al. 2003)
have been found to correlate reasonablywell with CO close to traffic sources
allowing it to be usedas an effective traffic-relatedtracer.
15-minutcaveragesof one minute samples(reportedat the end of eachtime period)
of CO concentrationswere measuredusing electrochemicalsensors,incorporated
in
3
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in central London prior to the experimentutilising
at
a
street
side
conducted
two streetboxesand a US EPA certified Gas Filter Correlation CO Analyser
demonstratedthe precision, repeatabilityand reliability of the streetboxmeasurement
of CO over a one-month period. When comparedwith the referenceanalyser 1.2
valuesof 0.95 and 0.96 were achieved(Tate, 2005). CO has beenusedas a tracer to
indicate significant differences in traffic-related pollutant concentrationsbetween
neighbouringstreetsin London (Croxford et al., 1996)and betweendifferent sidesof
the same street (Croxford and Penn, 1998). On both occasions,experimentswere
conductedon the performanceof two streetboxesagainstconventionalnon-dispersive
infrared (NDIR) equipment.The results also indicatedexcellent correlations,with r2
of betterthan 0.8.
The streetboxlocations discussedin this Chapterfor both streetcanyonsare depicted
in Figure 5.1. Figure 5.2 shows the relative location of the streetboxesand the

-194anemometers attached to larripposts G3 and G4 at (lie Gillygatc

experiment

cross-

section, although it should he noted that no in-canyon anenionie(er data is presented
in this Chapter (see Chapter 4). All streetboxes in Bootharn were at a height of 3.5111,
allowing

for an investigation

along a street canyon.

into the spatial variability

in the concentrations

of' CO

Whilst the spatial Survey was still of' interest in Gillygate, the
L-

streetboxes in this canyon were located at heights of' 3.5rn and 7.0ni in order to
investigate the vertical gradient in the concentration of' CO. Strectboxcs were unable
to be located along the entire length of Gillygate frorn the common intersection due to
the absenceof lampposts.

streetbox
ultrasonic
anemometer
SCOOT
sensor
G4

G3

FIO'Ure5.2. Schematic of the Gillygoatecanyon cross-scctioll at G3-G4, showing
r-I
Lrelative instrument locations.
In addition to the co-location survey, further QA-QC techniques were applied as
detailed in Chapter 3. Prior to the experiment all streetboxes were calibrated using a
multi-gas calibrator. The calibration gases used were zero-gas and CO concentrations
of 3 ppm. All streetbox data were linearly corrected according to the most recent
zero-gas calibration.

A check of CO concentrations using the calibration gas at

concentrations of 3 ppin confirmed that the span was accurate to within 10%. This
suggests that the variability in the CO concentrations measured during the experiment
caused by the resolution of the sensor was considerably less than the variability
traffic conditions. The streetbox on G4 at 7.0 in
attri'buted to meteorolooical
and
Z__
failed halfway through the experiment, therefore, comparison is made with the
streetbox data on the same lamppost at 10.0 m (Figure 5.2). For all other streetboxes
used in the present study the data collected were continuous.

Data quality was

-185assessedthrough the combined analysisof the concentrationfrequencydistributions
to identify outliers, coupled with analysis of the time-seriesconcentrationplots for
noisespikes. No further [CO] data were excludedon this basis. Conditional analysis
of the data did remove some values and each techniquewill be describedin turn
below.

5.2.2.3.Thetrafficflow characteristics
The traffic flow characteristicsfor both streetswere obtainedas a by-product of the
SCOOT system (Hunt et A, 1991). SCOOT provides a variety of traffic flow
measuresfrom piezo-electricloop detectorsembeddedcloseto the up-streamend of a
link, or road section,betweentraffic signals (seeChapter3). The work presentedin
this Chapter uses a traffic flow measure derived from the detector occupancy
operating at 4 Hz. It is demonstratedin Chapter 7 that this method of measuring
traffic flow is reliable. The SCOOT loop detectorlocationsare indicated on Figure
5.1. For both streets,traffic was on the left hand side and traffic travelling towards
the common intersectionis denotedas inbound. The quality of the traffic data was
in a similar way to [CO] and one value was removed(Chapter3).
assessed
The bi-directional (or total) weekdaytraffic flow profiles for Bootham and Gillygate
are represented as 15-minute aggregates and diurnal averages for the whole
monitoring period in Figure 5.3. Overall, the averagediurnal total traffic flow for
Gillygate between06:30 and 22:00 was 860 vehiclesh-1comparedwith 750 vehicles
h-1for Bootham. Gillygate had a distinct peak in the total traffic flow at 08:00 and a
less distinct peak at 18:00. However, in Bootham the averagediurnal total traffic
flow profile shows a more distinct peak at 19:00 than for the morning. The lowest
averagediurnal flow of approximately 40 vehicles h-1 occurred in both streetsat
04:00. The variability betweendays is quite low but is highestin Gillygate during the
late morning period.
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5.3. Results and Discussion
5.3.1. Background winels
The background wind speed (U, f) and direction (Or,,,) data from the above-roof
anemometer are presented in Figure 5.4 as a wind speed rose and a wind direction
frequency distribution.

The data are averaged using 15 minute intervals and the
All wind direction

overall average for each 10' wind direction sector is plotted.

angles reported increase clockwise relative to N. For the sake of clarity, reference is
made to wind direction sector angles at 45' intervals using the compass directions: N;
NE; E; SE; S; SW; W; and NW.
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The predominant winds were from the SE and NW, with only very few occurrences
from the SW.

Since each street canyon is approximately perpendicular, a direct

comparison could be made between simultaneous CO concentrations in one canyon
with predominantly parallel background winds and the adjacent canyon with
predominantly perpendicular background winds.

The maximum background wind

speeds were from the S and WSW, although the mean speeds from other wind

-188direction sectorsremainedrelatively high with U,,f >2.0 m s" occurring 50% of the
time.

5.3.2. Spatial variability in CO concentrations in the Gillygate street canyon

The turbulent mixing of the in-canyon volume of air implies that any two
measurements
of a pollutant conductedat closeproximity to eachother in a streetcan
differ significantly (Croxford et al., 1996). Furthermore,traffic congestionand the
characteristicstop-start traffic flows may also provide substantialvariability with
distancefrom a traffic-signal controlled intersection (see Chapter 7). With this in
mind, the streetboxeswere located at the sameheight on different lamppostsalong
eachstreetand also at different heightsin Gillygate in order to investigatethe spatial
variability in concentrationsof CO.
The influenceof the backgroundwind direction on the dispersionof CO in Gillygate
is indicated on the concentrationrosesfor selectedstreetboxes(Figure 5.5). These
figures were formed from the averageof all 15-minuteconcentrationvalues within
each 10' wind direction sectorfor the entire monitoring period. The datapresentedin
this Chapterwere from weekdays(2,156 15-minuteaveragedata points in total) and
only datacorrespondingto Uef >1.2 ms" were usedin order to be consistentwith the
work presentedin Chapter4. This conditioningon Uef led to the exclusionof 25% of
the data. Eachstreetaxis orientationis indicated.
Figure 5.5a represents data from streetboxes G33.5and G37.0located on lamppost G3.
Figure 5.5b shows data from streetboxes G43.5and G410.0located on the opposite side
of the street on G4. For each lamppost the subscript denotes the streetbox height (in
metres). The highest concentrations were measured at the lowest streetboxes, G33.5
and G43.5. The vertical variation in mean concentrations on each side of the street is
also indicated by the greater difference in concentrations between G43.5and G41o.o,
when compared with the difference between G33.5and G37.0- Whilst there is some
evidence of vertical dilution, further studies are required at heights up to and
including the rooftop, in order to fully understand the degree of mixing along vertical
gradients within street canyons (see Vakevd et A, 1999).
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Figure 5.5. Sector-averaged CO concentrations (ppm) in Gillygate: (a) -mstreetbox G33.5 and -Elstreetbox G43.5 and -0streetbox G37.0; (b) -0streetbox G41().o.

-1905.3.2.1.Theinfluenceofperpendicular backgroundwinds
The highestmeanconcentrationsof CO at streetboxesG33.5and G37.0occurredwhen
perpendicularcomponentsof the backgroundwind resultedin thesestreetboxesbeing
on the leeward(or upwind) sideof the canyon. The meanconcentrationsmeasuredat
G33.5during SE winds were slightly higher than thosemeasuredat G43.5during NW
winds. The lowest meanconcentrationsoccurredwhen perpendicularcomponentsof
the backgroundwinds resultedin the streetboxesbeing positionedon the windward
(or downwind) side of the canyon. The observationof higher leewardconcentrations
agreeswith those of previous field experimentsQin and Kot, 1993; Croxford and
Penn, 1998; Berkowicz, 2002; Longley et al., 2003) and predicted in 2D numerical
models(e.g. Baik and Kim, 1999). The differencein the CO concentrationsbetween
each side of the street canyon at 3.5m (z/H = 0.29) during perpendicular 6ýf was
approximatelytwo-fold.
One reasonfor this effect could be due to the presenceof the single across-canyon
recirculating flow (with a horizontally-al igned axis), which is thought to have
occurredduring perpendicularbackgroundwinds from the SE (seeChapter4). Under
such conditions, the across-canyonrecirculating flow would have reversed the
backgroundwind flow direction at streetlevel. Thus, the reverseflow portion of the
recirculating flow would have transported pollutants at street level towards the
leewardside of the canyonwherethe pollutantswould accumulate.
In contrast,a single across-canyonvortex cannotoccur for Oref
between2 10" and 30'.
asthe meanvertical velocitiesand vertical velocity angle,0, at mid-canyonheight on
both sidesof the streetwere positive (Chapter4). The lack of a single across-canyon
recirculating flow with a horizontally-al igned axis was also accounted for by
comparing in-street canyon flows with the MISKAM k-c numerical model of the
samesite, computedwith a backgroundwind from 0,,f = 300'. The results of the
model were presentedin Chapter4 and showed that horizontal mean flow at midcanyon height was channelledby the backgroundwind along Portland Street and
ClaremontTerrace(seeFigure 5.1). Counter-rotatingcomer vortices (with verticallyaligned axes) formed at the comers of the streetsinside the Gillygate streetcanyon,
producingtwo opposingalong-canyonflows. Flow convergenceoccurredwithin the

-191canyon at a location close to the G3-G4 experimentcross-section. The converging
along-canyonflow coupled with the developmentof comer vortices contributed to
updraughtson either sideof thecanyon.
It is believed that the counter-rotatingcomer vortices (with verticalIy-ali gned axes),
which formed at the cornersof the adjoining side streetsare likely to have lead to
flow reversalat the canyonfloor i.e. the street-levelflow was oppositeto the direction
of the above-roof flow. The flow reversalis expectedto be the causeof the higher
concentrationsof CO on the leeward(G4) side of the canyonrelative to the windward
(M) side. With the CO concentrationdata alone it would have seemedsensibleto
have concluded that the flow reversalwas causedby the developmentof a classic
across-canyonvortex of the type that develops during skimming flow regimes.
However,one of the particularmerits of this study is that the in-canyonflow features
were investigatedsimultaneouslywith the measurements
of the CO concentrations.
In summary, the concentrationroses for streetboxesat G3 and G4 are in general
axisymmetric (see Figure 5.5), they are a result of completely different in-canyon
flow structures. The higher leeward concentrationsfor G3 during perpendicular
backgroundflows are likely to be due to a single across-canyonrecirculating flow,
whereasat G4 there are likely to be due to the formation of corner vortices formed
due to the adjoining side streets.

5.3.2.2.The influenceofparallel and oblique backgroundwinds
The concentration roses (Figure 5.5) for Gillygate also indicate significant
dependenceof CO concentrationson 6ýf when the backgroundwinds were parallel or
oblique to the street axis. Significantly higher concentrationsduring parallel winds
from 210* were measuredby streetboxG43.5comparedwith G410.0
(seeFigure 5.5b).
Whilst this may indicate more limited vertical mixing of pollutants during parallel
conditions, there is a reduceddifference in CO concentrationwith height on the
oppositeside of the street,possibly suggestingthe influence of more localised flow
features. Low mean concentrationsoccurred on both sides of the street during
parallel winds from 30'. During Of = 30", the in-canyonflow was associatedwith
shortertraffic queuesin this direction,comparedwith winds from 210* for which aef

-192is upstreamof a long section of the street canyon that extendsfrom the common
intersection.

The results from the Gillygate and Bootham street canyon field experimentsuggest
that the meanconcentrationsarealso lower during parallel wind flows comparedwith
likely
have
'flushed'
flows.
Parallel
background
the
to
are
winds
near-parallel
pollutant along and ultimately out of the canyon in a channelflow (seeChapter4). It
is acknowledgedthat parallel winds may not always be the causeof low in-canyon
concentrationsas the concentrationsmeasuredare dependentupon sources,such as
junctions or roundabouts,locatedupwind (seeVardoulakiset al., 2002).
Recall from Chapter4 that the resultsfrom the presentfiled experimentsuggestthat
the minimum values in the mean horizontal wind speedsmeasuredat mid-canyon
height (i.e. MG3 and MG4) occurred during perpendicular background winds.
However, the minimum valuesin MG4are offset by approximately20' during nearperpendicularbackgroundwinds. Similar values in MG3and MG4occurred during
parallelbackgroundwinds from 30' and 2 10' on both sidesof the street.
The highest mean concentration measured at streetbox G43.5occurred during oblique
winds from the SW rather than from the perpendicular NW. Furthermore, oblique
winds from between 5* and 10' coincide with high mean concentrations at both G33.5
and G43.5- Oblique NE winds also caused high mean concentrations at streetbox G33.5
although this feature is absent at G43.5due to the likely influence of an across-canyon
vortex.

Furthermore, traffic commonly queued in the streets leading up to the

junction at the NE end of Gillygate during periods of extreme congestion. Oblique
background winds may have induced a helical flow regime along the canyon (see
Nakamura and Oke, 1988), which may explain the higher concentrations measured
during oblique winds compared with parallel winds in Gillygate. The coupling of a
strong along-canyon flow with across-canyon recirculation supports the existence of a
helical flow. Background wind flows oblique to the street axis, therefore, influence
along-canyon flow (Chapter 4).

An additional feature of interest is that whilst a single across-canyonrecirculating
flow was shown to not be presentduring perpendicularbackgroundflows from the

-193NW (Chapter4), it is possiblethat for oblique backgroundwinds (e.g. O',f = 2400)a
helical recirculatingflow may haveexisted. For this caseOG3= -OG4(Chapter4) and
the across-canyonrecirculating flow (with a horizontally-al igned axis) appearsto
have been strong enough to overcomethe influence of channelled flows from the
adjoining side streets. A possiblereasonfor this is the increasedmomentumof the
vortex due to a strongalong-canyonflow componentfor backgroundwinds from this
direction, as shownin Chapter4. This is also supportedby the high in-canyonwind
in
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the
shown
conditions,
as
of
street
under
speeds
on
sides
4. The presenceof downdraughtson the windward side of the canyonandupdraughts
by
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further
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during
background
the
the
supported
winds
on
side
oblique
observationsof the meanvertical wind velocity, which was of oppositesign (Chapter
4). This analysiswas continuedin Chapter4, which showsthat asymmetricalvertical
wind angleswere measuredon either side of the canyon, particularly during Oef=
240'. The recirculatinghelical flows, therefore,are likely to havebeendriven by the
oblique winds aloft. Helical flows are likely to havetransportedCO predominantlyin
from
in
flow
flow,
but
the windward side of the
an along-street
also a recirculating
canyonto the leewardside.
Helical flows are likely to produce reasonably good mixing of pollutants along the
canyon.

This is supported by evidence in Figure 5.6a showing similar mean

concentration profiles at positions GI, G2 and G3 along the canyon for most
background wind directions despite variations in building and street geometries.
Overall, the profile of the G13.5concentration rose is similar to G33.5. However, some
differences in the concentration roses for streetboxes G13.5.G23.5and G33.5do occur
due to the presence of side streets. For instance, Portland Street adjoins Gillygate
directly opposite streetbox G23.5and, therefore, high buildings exist on only one side
(as shown in Figure 5.1). This may be accounted for if a weaker across-canyon
vortex (with a horizontal ly-al igned axis) developed at G2 compared to the vortex
described earlier at G3, resulting in an almost two-fold difference in mean CO
concentrations for background winds from the SE sector.

It is possible that an

isolated roughness regime developed during 0,.,f = 120' at G2 rather than a skimming
flow regime, which would have transported some pollutants out of Gillygate and into
Portland Street.
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A small opening also exists along the NW canyon wall opposite streetbox G13.5.
During background winds from the W and WNW a portion of the flow is likely to
have transported CO at street level towards the sensor on the other side of the canyon.

-195The typical skimming flow and associatedsingle across-canyonrecirculating flow
(with a horizontally-aligned axis) would appearto be absent, or at least severely
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wind direction sectors the profiles of the G13.5and G33.5concentrationroses are
noticeably similar. Oblique backgroundwinds, particularly from the NNE and NE,
also producedhigher concentrationsthan parallelflows.

5.3.3. Normalised CO concentrations in the Gillygate street canyon
Wind tunnel studies (e.g. Meroney et al., 1996, Pavageauand Schatzmann,1999)
haveshownthe usefulnessof normalisingconcentrationdataby the backgroundwind
speed,emissionrate and dimensionsof the canyon. Meroney et al. (1996) showed
that the value of the normalisedconcentrationswithin their 2-D canyonswere only
weakly dependenton the backgroundwind speedand emissionrate. It follows that,
with an accuratemeasureof the backgroundwind and emissionsin the street, the
normalisedconcentrationsgive an estimationof the relative levels of pollutant for a
directions.
distribution
traffic
wind
across
all
of
wind
speed
emissions
uniform
and
Normalisationalso allows the field datato be more easily comparedwith wind tunnel
and numericalstudies.
The normalisationfrom Meroney et al. (1996) has beenapplied to the Gillygate data
at G33.5and G43.5. The normalised and non-dimensional concentration K is defined

as:
CUref

HL

Q

(5.1)

3
is
CO
(Mg
C
the raw concentrationof
where
M, convertedfrom ppm and with the
backgroundconcentrationsubtracted),Uf (m s"') is the wind speedmeasuredat the
mast,H (m) is the height of the canyonand QIL (mg s" m-1)is the CO emissionper
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not possible to directly measurethe actual
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along
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emissionsalong the streetsduring the experimentan estimatehasto be madefrom the

-196SCOOT traffic data. For simplicity, a linear relationshipbetweenthe emissionsand
the total traffic flow is assumed:
Q
-eT,
L

(5.2)
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total
traffic
s"
and
an
averaged
emission
vehicles
e
where
vehicles using the street. A value of 7.81 mg m"' veh-1was derived for e on Gillygate
during peak flows, which is based on the vehicle classifications of traffic in Gillygate
from a large number of traffic counts and the emissions database from the UK
government's National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory (NAEI, 2004). Using such
a simple model for the emissions will exclude any effects due to idling or acceleration
within the traffic flow, which will be discussed in more detail in Chapters 7 and 8.

Figure 5.6b shows the normalised CO concentration rose for the streetboxes at G33.5
and G43.5. The plot shows the average value for weekdays when U., f was greater than
1.2 ms"' and for times between 06: 30 and 22:00. Overnight values were excluded
because the low values of CO recorded led to a large relative error in the normalised
concentration. Unfortunately, no suitable urban background concentration data were
available for CO in the NAEI Air Quality Archive (www. airquality. co.uk). However,
3)
0.2
background
(-0.25
pprn
a
value of
Mg M, has been subtracted from each 15minute mean concentration value. The estimate of 0.2 ppm. was typical of the CO
values measured in Portland Street during 06: 30 to 22: 00 on weekdays and is
consistent with tropospheric background levels. The streetbox used in Portland Street
was attached to a lamppost at a height of 3.0 m and -25.0 rn from the junction with
Gillygate (see Figure 5.1).

Figure 5.7 shows that the mean CO concentrations

measured in Portland Street were found to have very little variation with the
background wind direction when conditioned in this manner.

Figure 5.7 also showsthe unit standarddeviation of the meanconcentrationfor each
10' wind direction sector. The diurnal meanCO concentrationsmeasuredin Portland
Street did show a distinct peak at approximately08:45 and a less distinct peak at
approximately 18:30 (not shown). These times most likely relate to the peak
commuting periods. However,it shouldbe stressedthat there was little variability in

-197the meanconcentrationsmeasuredfor the times betweenthe peak periods,when the
meanconcentrationswere-0.2 ppm.
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Figure5.7. The variability in the meanCO concentrationsmeasuredin Portland
Streetagainstthe backgroundwind direction, &f, conditionedon Uref>1.2 ms-1and
timesbetween06:30 and 22:00. The meanconcentrationsareshownasandthe
unit standarddeviationis shownas ------By comparing the normalised and raw concentration roses (Figure 5.6a and Figure
5.5) it can be seen that the normalisation has reduced the relative values for winds
from 210' - 250' and at approximately 50 for both G33.5and G43.5- Conversely, new
maximum values occur at 185* for G33.5and 335* for G43.5. The ratio of normalised
concentrations between leeward and windward sides of the street is now over 3 for
perpendicular winds from both the NW and SE, compared with approximately 2 in
the raw concentrations. Pavageau and Schatzmann (1999) recorded values of K

around 85 and 35 on the leeward and windward sides of the canyon in their wind
tunnel study at similar relative heights to the streetboxesin Gillygate. The higher
valuesin the wind tunnel possibly reflect the higher aspectratio (HAV = 1) and also
the reducedventilation in a 2-D canyon comparedto the real streetcanyonsstudied
here.

-198The normalisation procedure raises some interesting issues relating to the use of the
background (or reference) measurementsof the wind flow for comparison between
measured data and model predictions. For example, it is likely that the large tree
located in close proximity to the mast anemometer distorted the background winds,
in
from
This
for
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270'.
the
measured
resulted
reducing
wind speed
winds
lower normalised concentrations measured by G33.5 and G43.5 during winds from

2700 comparedwith adjacentwind directions(Figure 5.6b).
,
A similar effect also existsfor backgroundwinds from between135*and 175'. York
Minster is approximately370 rn upwind of the mast anemometerfor 135' < Oef <
150'. By computing the standarddeviation of the backgroundwind direction, (70ref,
using the method of Skibin (1984), both the influence of the tree and the Minster
correspondto data over wind direction ranges for which corf is relatively large
(greaterthan 40'), comparedwith non-affecteddirections (qo'-f =- 20*, not shown).
Since the Minster is a large building with the main structure at a height of
approximately3H and threetowersextendingto approximately5H, it is expectedthat
the building is likely to causesignificant disturbancesto backgroundwinds from the
SE and S, as was measuredby the mastanemometer.
Additionally, the in-canyonanemometers
are 320 m upwind of the Minster for 150' <
0,,f < 175'). Therefore,relative to the Minster, differencesin the locations of the incanyonanemometersand the mastimplies that the useof the backgroundwind speed
measuredat the mast(i.e. Uf) within the normalisationprocedurefor winds from this
direction causessome problems. This is becauseU,,f does not necessarilygive an
accuraterepresentationof the flow directly above the roof of the study canyon for
thesebackgroundwind directions. Chapter4 also discussedproblemsassociatedwith
using Ue to normalisemeanwind andturbulenceparameters.In urban environments
.f
with complex building structuresof a similar type to thosestudiedin this Chapter,the
use of a single referencemeasurementfor the whole city could be problematic. In
this case,the relatively small displacementof 125 m betweenthe mast anemometer
andG3 and G4 highlights this issue.

-1995.3.4.Mean concentrationsin the Boothamstreet canyon
Figure 5.8 shows mean CO concentration roses in the Dootham street canyon. The
streetbox pairs B13.5 and B33.5were on the leeward side of the canyon during NE
background winds; whereas the streetbox.pairs B23.5and B43.5were on the leeward
side during SW winds (see Figure 5.1).

Overall, the CO concentrations were

approximately a factor of two lower in Bootharn compared with Gillygate, despite
total traffic flows measured in the street being only 20% lower compared with
Gillygate.

The higher mean concentrations of CO during perpendicular winds

suggest evidence of an across-canyon recirculating flow (with a horizontal ly-aligncd
axis), although it does not necessarily imply a skimming flow regime as strong as the
one observed for Gillygate due to the lower aspect ratio of Bootham. However, the
scale of difference between the leeward concentrations compared with those
measured on the windward side was up to two-fold larger than those measured in
Gillygate.

The lower observedCO concentrationsalong Bootham might be partly relatedto the
greater predominanceof parallel background wind flows measuredduring the
experiment,as well as its lower aspectratio comparedto Gillygate. The lower aspect
ratio provides a larger cross-sectionalarea within which pollutants may be diluted.
Additionally, if a weaker recirculating flow occurs in a canyon of this aspectratio,
then the across-canyonvortex would break down more easily during winds from
directions off-perpendicularto the streetaxis. The across-canyonrecirculatingflow
may also be destabilisedby the trees located in the canyon (see Figure 5.1). This
would accountfor the relatively largechangein concentrationshownin Figure5.8b.
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-201The concentrationroses(Figure 5.8a) for strcctboxcsB 13.5and B33,5,which were on
the NE side of the canyon, show higher concentrations in more leeward wind
direction sectorscomparedwith the strcctboxcson the opposite side of the canyon.
This may be attributedto fewer openingsalong the canyon wall on the NE side as
well as the locationof strcctboxB43.5beingcloser to a junction wherea corncr vortex
(with a vcrtically-aligned axis) may have dominated rather than an across-canyon
vortex (with a horizontally-aligncd axis). The trees located adjacentto strcctboxcs
B23.5and B43.5are also likely to have disturbedthe across-canyonrecirculatingflow
(with a horizontally-aligncd axis). As with Gillygatc, oblique backgroundwinds
producedhigher concentrationscomparedto winds parallel to the streetaxis. This is
most noticeable in Figure 5.8b (strcetboxesB23.5and B43.5)during parallel SE
backgroundwinds. During such conditions, the trees adjacent to strcctboxesB23.5
and B43.5may have disturbedthe in-canyon airflow, producing further recirculation
regionswithin which pollutantsmay havebeentrapped.

5.4. Summary and Conclusions
The mean concentrationsof CO observed in the Bootham and Gillygatc street
canyonswere higher when perpendicularbackgroundwinds resulted in the sensors
being locatedon the leeward(i. e. upwind) sidesof the street. The presenceof acrosscanyon flow (with a horizontally-aligned axis) and comer vortices (with verticallyaligned axes) are thought to be the causeof approximately two-fold differencesin
mean CO concentrationsbetweenthe different sides of both streets. In the caseof
perpendicularwinds from the SE a single across-canyonrecirculating flow with a
horizontally-aligncdaxis is likely to have transportedCO in Gillygate at streetlevel
towards the leewardside in the reverseflow portion of the recirculating flow. In
contrast,for perpendicularwinds from the NW it is likely that comer vorticeslead to
flow reversalat the canyonfloor transportingCO at street level towardsthe leeward
side. With the CO concentrationdata alone it would have seemedsensibleto have
concludedthat the flow reversalwas causedby the developmentof a classicacrosscanyon vortex with a horizontally-aligned axis of the type that develops during
skimming flow regimes. However,one of the particular merits of this studywas that

-202the in-canyonflow featureswere investigatedsimultaneouslywith the measurements
of the CO concentrationsandthis was found not to be the case.
Comparisonsbetweenthe concentrationrosesand the normaliscdconcentrationsalso
revealedthe influenceof the traffic upwind of the backgroundflow. Comparisonsof
CO concentrationsmeasuredat different heights in Gillygate indicate a degreeof
vertical mixing, which also gives supportto the presenceof an across-canyonvortex
undcr ccrtain conditions.
The meanCO concentrationsmeasuredin Boothamwere presentedas a function of
the backgroundwind direction and also revealedthat concentrationswere a factor of
two larger on the leewardside of the canyon comparedto the windward side. The
CO concentrationdatacan producean indirect methodof determiningin-canyonflow
features.Therefore,it seemsreasonableto concludethat a single across-canyonis the
most likely causeof differencein concentrationsgiven the absenceof large openings
of the type that PortlandStreetproducedin the Gillygate canyon. However,without
simultaneousmeasurementsof the in-canyon wind flow and turbulence it is not
possibleto accuratelydeterminethe flow characteristicsinside Bootham. Therefore,
when using the indirect methodto determinein-canyonflow featuresfor other street
canyons consideration must be given to the likelihood of comer vortices (with
vertically-aligned axes and across-canyonflow) developing rather than the classic
single across-canyonrecirculatingvortex (with a horizontally-alignedaxis).
Comparisonsbetweenthe mean concentrationsobservedin the two street canyons
indicate lower concentrationsin the wider Bootharn canyon despite only small
differences between the total traffic flows within each street. In addition to the
presenceof trees,the lower aspectratio would be expectedto causethe development
of a weaker across-canyonvortex structure(with a horizontally-aligned axis) during
perpendicularbackground flows as well as providing a larger volume in which
emissionsmay be diluted. Significantly lower concentrationsin Bootharndue to its
overall geometry,despiteonly small differencesin total traffic flows, raisesimportant
issuesrelatedto traffic managementwithin suchstreets(seealso Chapter7). Traffic
activity and urban and physical topography need to be consideredin tandemwhen
developing traffic management and control strategies to manage the spatial

-203distribution of missions bettcr within strcct canyons, sincc the dispcrsion of
missions is morc cfficicnt in somcstrcctsthan in othcrs.
The study also showsevidencethat oblique backgroundwinds play a significant part
in the dispersionof CO in both streetcanyons. High CO concentrationseither side of
the streetaxis coincide with obliquebackgroundwinds. Backgroundwinds from 45*
either side of the street axis resulted in horizontally channelled flows along the
canyon. During oblique backgroundwinds, helical flows were shown to cause
significantly higher concentrationson the leeward side of the canyon due to acrosscanyonflow recirculationthanduring parallel backgroundwinds.
Parallel backgroundwinds were found to have limited across-canyonand vertical
mixing and are associatedwith channelflows. As a result lower meanconcentrations
of CO were measuredduring parallel backgroundwinds than for other background
wind directions. This suggeststhat channel flows with strong along-canyonflow
componentsare likely to haveflushed traffic-related pollutants along and ultimately
out of the canyon.
Concentrationsnormalised by the background wind speed and total traffic flow
showedsimilar structuresto non-normalisedresults,although a threefold difference
between the leeward and windward sides of the street was observed. The
normalisation procedureis essentialfor any comparisonwith model predictions of
concentrations and it highlighted problems in defining appropriate reference
measurements
acrossa complexcity. In particular,the largestructureof York Minster
was found to influencethe normalisedprofiles.
This Chapter investigatedthe dispersionof CO in two street canyonsand the focus
was primarily on the interactionof the backgroundwinds with the local building and
street geometries. It has been demonstratedthat differences in geometry along a
canyon and differencesin the traffic flow result in contrastingin-canyon wind flows
and dispersioncharacteristics.The streetsusedin the presentstudy arc not untypical
of UK urban areasand, therefore,it is likely that the flow featuresfound would be
presentin other situations. The helical flow regime, for example,has been identified
in recent field studiescarried out in a central London location (Dobrc el al., 2005).

-204What is important is that numerical models attempting to represent the dispersion of
traffic-rclatcd pollutants within urban areas should be capable of describing such
features. The study presented in this Chapter, therefore, provides a useful data set for
the evaluation of such numerical models in more complex situations than the
idealised street canyon case (see Dixon et. al., 2005). Model predictions of the spatial
variability of any traffic-rclatcd pollutant in a non-rcgular canyon with adjoining side
streets should, thus, incorporate understanding of the complex in-canyon flows that
develop under certain background wind conditions.

This has special relevance to

predicting the relative exposure of people to pollutants not only within street canyons
but also indoors according to the predominant background wind direction frequency
and speed.
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CHAPTER 6
The innuence of traffic-produced turbulence as a potential
pollutant dispersion mechanism

6.1. Introduction
High concentrationsof traffic-related pollutants in streetcanyonsare associatedwith
low backgroundwind speed conditions, as mentioned in Chapter 2. However,
operationalstreetcanyon dispersionmodelscommonly perform poorly under these
conditions. Typically these models are structured to have an inverse relationship
between the concentrationfield and the background wind speed, Uf, and this
relationshipleadsto substantialoverestimationof the concentrationsduring low wind
speeds(Britter and Hanna,2003).
It was stated in Chapter 2 that mechanicallyproduced turbulence dependson the
roughnessof the surfaceand the speedof the horizontal wind flow. Other sourcesof
turbulence include convection, which involves the vertical exchangesof air, from
heated urban surfaces and from vehicle exhausts and engines, as mentioned in
Chapter2. There is also the mechanicalproductionof turbulencefrom the motion of
vehicles, which is known as traffic-produccd turbulence (TPT).

Therefore,

mechanicallyproducedturbulenceinside streetcanyonsis assumedto be composed
of two parts: one is dependentupon the backgroundwind speed,Uf, and direction,
0,.,f, causingshearturbulenceproduction(seeChapter4); and the other is due to TPT.
When U,.,f is low TPT dominatesand becausethe highest concentrationsoften occur
during theseconditions, appropriatemodelling of these featuresis crucial (KastncrKlein et al., 1998;Kctzcl et al., 1999).
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6.1.1. Previous studies
The generationof turbulenceby moving vehicles has been the subject of several
theoreticalandexperimentalinvestigations,althoughthe TVr effects arc applicableto
fast moving cars on open roads (see Eskridge and Hunt, 1979; Eskridge and
Thompson,1982;Eskridgeand Rao, 1986;Raoet al., 1986;Thompsonand Eskridge,
1987;Gronskei, 1988;Eskridgeet al., 1991;Watkins et al., 1995). There have been
a number of studieson the dispersionof traffic-rclated pollutants in street canyons
(e.g. Baumanet al., 1992;Rotach, 1995;Sini et al., 1996;Louka et al., 1998,2000;
Vdkevd et al., 1999;Longlcy et al., 2004a). Ilowcvcr, only a limited numberof fullscale field experimentshave focused on investigatingthe influence of TPT on the
dispersion of such pollutants. The lack of field measurementsof TPT can be
attributed to the fact that it is difficult to separatetraffic from other sourcesof
turbulence, such as thermally-generatedturbulence or shear turbulence associated
with the backgroundwind (Chapter4).
Previous studiesconductedto investigatethe influence of TPT effects have already
beenmentionedin Chapter2 and, therefore,this Sectionwill be kept relatively short.
Vachon et al. (2002) describedthe influencesof traffic motions on the productionof
turbulenceinside a deepthrce-lanestreetcanyonwith one-waytraffic and IIAV of 1.4
in Nantes,France(Chapter2). They attributedthe increasedlevels of TKE found in
the lower half of the canyonto TPT. They found turbulenceenhancementcloseto the
traffic region on both windward and leewardsidesof the street. The influence was
more pronouncedon the leeward side and the vertical extent of the TPT region was
much larger than on the windward side. Vachon et al. (2002) propose that this
phenomenonis causedby the advcction of turbulenceproducedin the traffic region
towards the leewardside due to the wind-inducedsingle across-canyonflow (with a
horizontalIY-aligncd axis). Therefore, a single across-canyonflow with a somewhat
destabilizedstructuremay develop in streetcanyonseven during weak perpendicular
background winds. Data arc presentedin this Chapter from the Gillygate street
canyon ficld experiment,which will allow for a more detailed examinationof this
explanation.
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significantly contributed to a better understandingof TPT effects on street canyon
airflow and dispersion and their interaction with wind-induccd flow phenomena.
Ilowcvcr, the incorporationof traffic effects in dispersionmodelsis still rudimentary
(Di Sabatino et al., 2003). Recently, however, there have been studies of the
influenceof TPT on streetcanyonconcentrationficids using wind tunnel experiments
for no traffic, one-waytraffic and two-way traffic flows (Kastncr-Kicin et al., 1998;
1999;2000; 2001; DiSabatinoetal., 2003). For instance,Kastncr-KIcin etal. (1998;
1999;2001) releaseda tracergas(SF6)at a constantrate from the floor of the canyon
and found that during one-way traffic flows, there were pronouncedalong-canyon
airflow and dispersionconditions. The concentrationdistribution along the canyon
displayedstrong lateral skewness,with concentrationsincreasingin the direction of
traffic-produccdairflow. Pearceand Baker (1997) fired single and multiple numbers
of vehicles along a wind tunnel model of a street canyon with a simulated
perpendicularairflow and a tracer gas that was releasedfrom the floor of the wind
tunnel as a line sourcealong the length of the canyon. Referenceshould be madeto
Chapter2 for a moredetaileddiscussionof theseresults.
Di Sabatino et al. (2003) estimatedthe magnitude of TPT, or at least it was an
appropriate scaling, from a production-dissipationbalance for TKE (Chapter 2).
They estimatedTPT by consideringthree vchicic-wake conditions: isolated vehiclewakes,wakc-interferingvehiclesandtotally overlappingwakes. Theseconditionsare
analogousto the isolated,wake-interferenceand skimming flow regimesdescribedby
Oke (1988) to explain the effectsof buildings on the wind flow (seeChapter2).
Kastner-Klein et al. (1999) developedand evaluateda scaling concept basedon the
backgroundwind speedand vehicle speedfor pollutant concentrationdata against
field and wind tunnel data. They found that their scaling more realistically described
concentration distributions than the standard method, which assumes the
concentrationsare inversely proportional to the background wind speed, U,,f, as
mentionedearlier. Kastner-Kicinet al. (2003) comparedtheseresults with kcrbside
measurementsof NO, that were collected over a period of several years in three
separatestreet canyons in Hanover and Berlin in Germany and in Copenhagen,
Denmark. They found that the traditional concentrationscaling, which employs the
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canyonsituationsduring low Uf.
The incorporationof TPT into the scmi-cmpirical OperationalStreetPollution Model
(OSPM) led to a marked improvcmcntin the model performance,especially for the
extreme events (Bcrkowicz, 2000a). According to Di Sabatinoet al. (2003), the
OSPM considers traffic inside a strcct canyon as the superpositionof individual
vehicles. They also statedthat the TPT paramctcrisationis basedon tile assumption
that the motion of vehiclesproducesan overall varianceof the vclocity fluctuations
proportionalto the squareof the vehicle velocity. The coefficient of proportionality
is linked to the drag coefficientof the vehiclesand its value is empirically determined
by ritting velocity variancesand concentrationdata obtained in field experiments
(Chapter2). However in this Chapterthe coefficient of proportionality is taken to be
in
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colicctcd
unity
absenceof mean
concentration
which TPT effects are most active. In other words, the aim of the analysiswas to test
the functional dependence
only.
Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) suggestedthat the analysed experimental data gave
indicationsof different scalinglaws for TPT and resultingconcentrationfields during
different traffic conditions. In particular, they were able to distinguishbetweenlight
densityand intermediatedensity traffic conditions. However.their analysisalso had
a numberof uncertaintieswithin the field data. For example,traffic velocity was not
measuredand the estimatesusedmay be erroneous. Theseuncertaintieswould also
affect the estimation of the emission rates that dependon the traffic velocity (see
Chapters7 and 8). In order to make more definitive conclusions,therefore, any
further field experimentsmust incorporatea methodto includetraffic speed.

6.1.2.Chapter synopsis
In this Chapterthe interactionof the backgroundwinds with the surroundingbuilding
and street geometries on in-canyon turbulence intensities produced by moving
vehicleshas been studied experimentallyin the Gillygate streetcanyon. In addition
to traffic producing an additional pollutant dispersion mechanismto the in-canyon
airflow (Chapter 4), characteristicsof the traffic flow also cause variability in
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are focused on the factors innucncing the production of turbulence during low
background wind speed conditions, and include: (i) the variation of the in-canyon
turbulence relative to the background wind direction, and (ii) the effect of the

background wind spccd. The mcasurcd in-canyon vcrtical vclocity standard
deviationsandTKE are comparedagainstresultsfrom TPT formulations.

6.2. Theoretical Background
Mechanicalturbulenceis producedin a streetcanyonby the wind and passingtraffic,
as mentionedearlier. The effectsof thermalstratification in enhancingor suppressing
turbulence are neglected in this work and neutral stability is always assumcd.
Berkowicz et al. (1997a) suggestedthat vehicles in streetcanyonsare consideredin
OSPM to be moving flow distortion elementscreating additional turbulence. It
should be stressedthat the OSPM only calculatesthe vertical turbulencecomponent,
a,,,(Berkowicz, 2000b). Referenceshould be made to Bcrkowicz et al. (1997a) for
more information on the TFITparamctcrisationincorporatedinto OSPM.
Buckland(1998) employedthe formulationusedin OSPM to incorporateTPT effects
into an operational model. More recently. Gidhagcn et al. (2004) used the TPT
parameterisationof OSPM following a similar methodto Buckland(1998) in order to
formulatethe effect of TPT in traffic flow of cars and IIGVs, ratherthan total traffic
flow. Ilowcvcr, the use of actualdrag coefficients for the two vehicle classes,rather
than using the value of 0.3. would possibly improve the predictive quality of the
models. Furthermore,traffic flow in streetcanyonsis often unstable,i.e. the traffic
flow switchesbetweenperiodsof free flow and congestedflow (Chapter7) and it is,
therefore, necessary to consider traffic characteristics when formulating TPT.
Unstabletraffic flows usually compriseof platoonsof vehiclestravelling at low speed
with interactingwakes,i.e. vehiclestravelling close togetherone after the other.
Di Sabatinoet al. (2003) developeda conceptualframework to paramctcriseTPT
under various traffic densities, which is required for the incorporation of traffic
effects in dispersion models. Di Sabatino el al. (2003) focussed on integral,
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implemented. Ilowcvcr, aspectsof the TVr paranictcrisationare also likely to be
applicablein numericaldispersionmodels. As statedby Di Sabatinoel al. (2003),the
principle aim of employing Tlyr paramctcrisation is to improve concentration
predictions during conditions when wind- and thcrmally-gcncratcdturbulenceplay
insignificantrolcs andTPT componentsarethe dominant dispersionmechanism.
The TPT analysisof Di Sabatinoet at. (2003) and Kastncr-Kicin et al. (2003) is
basedon the production-dissipationbalancefor TKE generatedby a single vehicle or
a platoon of vehiclestravelling in a streetcanyon. For clarity, the two articles arc
published back-to-backin the samejournal as part I and part 11,respectively. The
TKE producedby traffic-produccdvelocity fluctuations, TKE,, must be represented
by:

TKE, = 0.5(a, 2,+a2

+a
V'r

2
"i

The subscript notation t refers to the component of turbulence related to TPT.
2.
22+
2)
is equal to a,2 then TKEt should be equal to 0.5-a,
Therefore,if (q,, + q,t
Since these traffic-related velocity fluctuations vary in space, Di Sabatino et al.
(2003) state that a representativeTPIT magnitude must be based on a spatially
averagedvalue of the standarddeviation,

The TPT analysis presentedin Di

Sabatino et al. (2003) is based on the production-dissipation balance for TKE
generatedby a single vehicle or a platoon of vehicles in a street canyon, using
adequateaveragingvolumesdiscussedin detail below.
Di Sabatino et al. (2003) described the general form for the TKE production, P, for

onc or scveralvchicicsas:

P=N.

).
v. Cl) -(0.5p- V2 h2 ,

(6.1)

where N is the number of vehicles producing turbulence (dimcnsionless), CI) is the
averagedrag coefficient of the vehicles, v is the vehicle speed,h is the geometrical
length scaleof the vehiclesandp is the densityof air. The cross-sectionalareaof the
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According to Di Sabatinoet al. (2003), the averagingvolume, Vt, could be identified
as either the volume of a relatively thin layer at the floor of the streetcanyonthat is
restrictedto the traffic region;or the volume of the whole canyon. Using the spatially
averaged TPT value, a ..t, where the subscript rcfcrs to mean turbulence, the
dissipationof TKE per unit mass,r, is formulatedby:

c=CI
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constant. Equating(6.2) and (6.3) givesthe generalexpressionfor
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wherec2is equalto (2 cl)". It should be mentionedthat thereis confusionin the TPT
paramcterisationformulated by Di Sabatinoet al. (2003) and Kastncr-Kicin et al.
(2003) and a detaileddiscussionis given in Section6.2.4.
Before it is possibleto considerthe averagingvolumesand length scalesto be usedin
the analysis,considcrationof the rclcvant traffic charactcristicsis rcquircd. Figurc
6.1 prcscnts a thcorctical timc-scrics of the turbuicnt wakcs produccd by vchiclcs
travelling along a streetcanyon,where T is the time period of passingvehiclesand r
is the lifetime of the turbulent wake producedby a single vehicle. Traffic flow q can

-212be LISedto determine 1'. as TIs equal to 1/(/ (Berkowicz. 2(XX)h). Allhough turbulence
is Shown Schematically III Figure 6.1 it is acknowledged that turbuicncc (races tend to
go to zero relatively quickly.

However, (Ile figure Is a usel,111representation of'

turbulence III the wake of' I passing Vehicle, as will lie demonstrated In the 1*01lowing
Sections.

c
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75

time

FigUre 6.1. Theoretical representation ofthe turbulence produced by vehicles
travelling at constant speed along a street canyon and with eqUal distance between
consecutive vehicles (modified from Berkmvicz, 2(XX)b).

6.2.1. Low traffic density: no interaction between vehicle wakes
In the case of low traffic density with large vaps between successive vehicles there
LI
will he little interaction between the turbulent wakes, i.e. 7'<<7' (Figure 6.1
According to Di Sabatino et al. (2(X)3), the size of the wake will be related to the
geometrical length scale of' the vehicle, which will also determine the dissipation
length scale. Thus, the unknown parameters in ELJLIa(iOII
(6.4) can be described its:

(6.5)

N=I,

(6.6)

/1,

It. -/I

.

(6.7)

The parameter described above in (6.6) can be deduced from I-quation (6.4) where
h2 I,. and incorporating

I, from (6.7).
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TKE, Or2 in a single wake. A degree of confusion may be partly createdby the
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According to Di Sabatinoet al. (2003), the averageTKE, u,2, in a single wake can
Wt,
be calculatedusing:
2
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The subscript refers to the calculated turbulence averaged over a section of the
canyon. Di Sabatino et al. (2003) stated that for the case of non-interacting wakes the
2
cc,

value could be defined by volume averaging:
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where Vwoch3 correspondsto the volume of the wake and V, describesthe averaging
volume chosen for inside the canyon. However, the volume V, is not necessarily
relatedto L-W-H

and it can be defined as:

V, = L-St 9

(6.10)

-214where St is the cross-sectionalareaof the streetcanyon in which TPT occurs,i. e. St:5
W-H.

Di Sabatinoet al. (2003) mentioned that turbulencecould be averagedover

the whole canyon or over just the traffic layer. In other words, S, =W-H

describes

turbulenceaveragedover the whole canyon and, perhapsmore appropriately,St =Wh describesturbulenceaveragedover the traffic layer. In the work presentedin this
Chapterthe turbulencewas averagedover the traffic layer St.
Using traffic density, ic, or the number of vehicles per unit length, and the spacing
between consecutivevehicles, or the distance headway,L,, the number of vehicles
can be expressedby:
(6.11)

N= L/4 = L. )r.

Traffic flow, q, is defined as the number of vehicles passinga point in the streetper
unit time or q= Nlt, where t is time. Using the definition for x from Equation (6.11)
and v= Ut, traffic density can be expressedas follows:

(6.12)

V

Using Equations(6.9) - (6.11), Di Sabatinoet al. (2003) finally describethe average
turbulenceproducedover the traffic layer for the caseof non-interactingwakes:
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IC.
4D

V2.
s

(6.13)

The aboveexpressioncontainsa new dimensionlessconstant,c4. Once again,it is not
made explicitly clear in Di Sabatino et al. (2003) whether the calculated spatially
averagedturbulence,ac, is for TKE or simply the standarddeviation of the vertical
velocity component(seeSection 6.2.4.). Equation (6.13), accordingto Di Sabatinoet
al. (2003), describes the expected behaviour ac,- ic-v' and it is conceptually in
agreementwith the TPT parameterisationused in the OSPM (see Berkowicz et al.,
1997a). More specifically, Equation (6.13) follows the OSPM parameterisationif St
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C4=b

2.

A,.

C-213

D

AP
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where b is a factor related to the drag coefficient

Ac and Ap are the average frontal

area and plan area of the vehicle,

Therefore, the traffic parameterisation
the case of light traffic

used in the OSPM is appropriately

and

respectively.
derived for

density during which there is expected to be no interaction

between vehicle wakes.

6.2.2. Intermediate traffic density: moderate interaction between vehicle wakes
In a real street canyon environmenttraffic density is usually higher due to congestion
and, therefore, considerationmust be given to the interaction between the wakes of
consecutive vehicles. Di Sabatino et al. (2003) consideredthe average turbulence
producedby a platoon of vehicles during intermediatetraffic density conditions, i.e.
using the terms introduced in Figure 6.1: r>T.

Traffic flow, N, in this case was

consideredin Equation (6.13) to be N=L-K.
The volume of the traffic layer, V,,was consideredto be:

(6.14)

Vt =V, =L-St.

Furthermore,Equation (6.7) indicatesthat 1,- h. Taking thesefactors into account,
Di Sabatinoet al. (2003) expressedthe averageTKE over the traffic layer for the case
of wake-interfering vehiclesas:

2
C'ýt

(IC.
C5 '

h2
CLOY13. V2.

st 2/3

(6.15)

where another dimensionlessproportionality constant,C5,is introduced. Di Sabatino
et A (2003) stated that Equation (6.15) can be used to express the averageTKE,
althoughthere is someconfusion with the TPT parameterisation(seeSection 6.2.4).
Di Sabatino et A (2003) stated that during intermediate traffic densities the drag
coefficient, CD, remains almost constantor changesmodestly as the vehicles are not
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fc-L,
densely packed. For a given street canyon geometry, therefore,
changes with
V2
2/3

traffic density according to jr

i.e. the rate of change is slower than for the case
,
2

IM,
Equation
linear
dependence
interaction,
of
with
a
no
wake
which
showed
with
'r.
V2

(6.15) correspondsto a similarity criterion for the interaction of wind and TPT inside
streetcanyonsthat has been proposedby Plate (1999) and verified by Kastner-Klein
et al. (2000).

6.2.3. High traffic density: strong interaction between vehicle wakes
Congestionoccurs when traffic flow exceedsthe network capacity (see Chapter 7).
When traffic flow approachesthe level at which congestionoccurs the traffic density
is high and the distance headwayis reduced,i.e. high traffic density is characterised
by totally overlapping wakes and using the terms introduced in Figure 6.1: r >> T.
The approachto the TPT parameterisationis similar to the caseof interacting wakes.
However, Di Sabatinoet al. (2003) assumedthat the vehicles are densely packed so
that the effective length scale for dissipation is the distanceheadway and no longer
the length scaleof the wake:
(6.16)

1,- 4 =11K.

Therefore,the averageturbulenceproducedin the traffic region of a streetcanyon for
the caseof totally overlapping wakescan be describedas:

Cc't - C6 . c2/3
D

h 4/3
St 2/3

(6.17)

A new dimensionless constant, c6, is introduced in Equation (6.17). Although
Equation (6.17) is quoted accurately from Di Sabatino et al. (2003) it is
dimensionally incorrect and would require reworking if it is to be used in future
is
The
TPT
the
equation
effect
expectedto become independentof
studies.
shows
traffic flow if traffic density is high. Di Sabatinoet al. (2003) also stressedthat as the
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distance headway decreases, CD will reduce due to slipstream effects and

E,
. C_ wi

11

V2

consequently decrease. The study by Hong et al. (1998) documents the drag
reduction for a two-vehicle platoon by operating two full-scale Ford Windstar vans in
tandem on an open desert road. Drag forces were measured using a system developed
at the University of Southern California. The testing procedure consisted of a smooth
acceleration of the platoon.

The data collected during acceleration allows the

calculation of the drag force on the vehicle following.

They found that both vans

experience substantial drag savings at headways of a fraction of a vehicle length.
These results highlight

the importance of

incorporating

the drag reduction

experienced in densely packed platoons into the TPT parameterisation.

2

6.2.4. Confusion concerning the calculated spatially averaged turbulence,

a

There is confusion surroundingthe calculationsdescribedin Equations(6.13), (6.15)
and (6.17), which were taken from Di Sabatinoet al. (2003) to derive the calculated
2,.
2,
is
best
is
It
turbulence,
a,
a,
comparedagainst
spatially averaged
unclear whether
measureda,, or TKE. The confusion is causedby the fact that the equationsappear
to representthe spatially averagedTKE. In particular, in Di Sabatinoet al. (2003)
Equation (18) describedabove is to be used to express'the averageturbulent kinetic
energy.' However, in part II of the article, Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) explicitly state
that the standarddeviation of the vertical velocity, a, was calculatedusing Equations
(6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) and comparedagainst a,,,,which was measuredin the street
canyon at 10.0m.
It perhaps should be noted that a simple scaling factor may be used if the mean
turbulence is isotropic. However, it is unlikely that the mean turbulence will be
isotropic close to the floor of the street canyon, particularly during low background
wind conditions when TPT effects dominate. The analysis of the anisotropy of the
turbulencepresentedin Chapter4 for U,,f > 1.2 m s-1showedthe contribution of each
turbulencecomponentmeasuredat various heights within the Gillygate streetcanyon
It was found that the turbulence was generally anisotropic across most
backgroundwind directions, with the greatestcontribution occurring from the alongto TKE.

-218canyon component. Given that turbulent wakes produced by passing vehicles are
likely to produce strong along-canyon fluctuations during low background wind
speed conditions the mean turbulence is even more likely to be anisotropic.
Therefore, a simple scaling factor to incorporate into Equations (6.13), (6.15) and
(6.17) is unlikely to be suitablebut doesmerit further investigation in future studies.
The confusion also surroundsthe claim that Equation (6.13), accordingto Di Sabatino
in
is
in
TPT
(2003),
the
the
used
conceptually
agreement
with
parameterisation
et al.
OSPM. As the OSPM parameterisationderives the variance of the vertical velocity
fluctuations, a, 2, the OSPM parameterisationcan only be in agreementwith Equation
(6.13) if the latter is also usedto calculate a, 2.
It was discussedat the start of this Section that TPT can be generatedin all three
be
by
fluctuations
that
traffic-produced
must
represented
all
and
velocity components
three components(i. e. a,,,, orqand qq or simply ort). Ketzel and Berkowicz (2005,
pers. comm.) stated that the 'transition' from ort to only the vertical component
fluctuations, or,,t, used in Equations (6.8), (6.9) and (6.13) was already performed.
This implies that the calculatedturbulence, at, is the volume averageof the vertical
component of TPT, qt.

Based on this assumption,therefore, the use of Equations

(6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) by Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) to calculate M was in fact
correctly usedin the comparisonswith measuredM.
Referring to the confusion over the use of the TPT parameterisation,Kastner-Klein
(2005, pers. comm) stated that it is somewhat imprecise to compare the TPT
parameterisationswith measureda,

The statedreasonsfor doing so included that

the dispersionmodels of the type used in OSPM often use a line source approachto
incorporating traffic emissions. Therefore, it could be arguedthat the TPT effect on
the horizontal turbulencecomponentsis already accountedfor and, consequently,it is
only necessaryto explicitly parameterisethe vertical componentof TPT (e.g. OSPM).
Therefore, the TPT parameterisationused in Di Sabatinoet al. (2003) and KastnerKlein et al. (2003) focused on the averagevertical componentof TPT by following
the box-model approachand considering the vertical ventilation of the street canyon
due to traffic motions. Furthermore,Kastner-Klein (2005, pers. comm) statedthat the

-219influence of traffic travelling inside street canyons on a,, and a, is not fully
understood.
In order to be consistentwith the work of Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) the analysis
presentedin this Chapterincludescomparisonsof the calculatedturbulence,statedas
being (&, by using Equations (6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) against measured (T,
However, comparisonsare also made between calculatedturbulence, stated as being
TKE, using the sameequationsagainstmeasuredTKE.

6.3. Methodology
6.3.1. Instrumentation and Experiments

6.3.1.1.Backgroundwind speedand direction
The backgroundwind speed,U,,f, and direction, Of, were measuredby the ultrasonic
anemometerlocated at a height of 19.5 m (i. e. 1.8H) on top of the trailer-mounted
mast (Chapter 3). The data were post-processedand averagedover 15-minute time
periods. In order to be consistent with the work presentedin Chapter 4, all time
periods with less than 90% of the total number of samples(i. e. 18000) were excluded
from analysis,i.e. the meandatacollection rate was greaterthan 18 Hz.

In Chapter 4 the standarddeviation of the vertical wind, a,,, measuredby the midcanyon sonic anemometerslocated at G3 and G4 (at 5.5m and 5.7m, respectively)
were normalisedby the backgroundwind speed,Uf, and plotted against Uf.

It was

shown that the normalisedstandarddeviationswere insensitiveto U,.,f for Uf > 1.2 m
S-1. However, the normalised standard deviations rose sharply during weak
background winds. This shows that q,, does not correlate with U,.,f alone for U,,f <
1.2 m s" and probably reflects the greatersignificance of other sourcesof turbulence,
such as TPT.

The analysis presented in this Chapter, therefore, excluded all

backgroundwind speeds>1.2 m s-1in order to focus purely on TPT and to eliminate
as far as possiblethe effectsof the backgroundwind that were describedin Chapter4.

-2206.3.1.2.In-canyon windflow and turbulence
Measurementsof the in-canyon wind and turbulence fields were carried out at a
sampling frequency of 20 Hz using four ultrasonic anemometerslocated at different
heights in Gillygate on lamppostsG3 and G4. The data from the two mid-canyon
anemometersallowed for the analysisof the mean in-canyon wind field for U,.,f :51.2
m s-1. The mid-canyon anemometerswere located on lamppostsG3 and G4 at z/H =
0.46 and z/H = 0.48, respectively. The data were post-processedand averagedover
15-minutetime periods. In order to be consistentwith the work presentedin Chapter
4, all time periods with less than 90% of the total number of samples(i. e. 18000)
i.
18Hz.
from
data
the
than
excluded
analysis,
e.
mean
collection
rate
was
greater
were
Data was also collected by the sonic anemometerlocated on lamppost G3 at 3.6 rn
(z/H = 0.30). The lowest anemometerwas located on a supportingstandat a height of
1.1 rn (z/H = 0.09) and was positioned directly beneaththe anemometersattachedto
lamppostG3 (Chapter3). The datafrom thesetwo anemometerswas usedin the TPT
in
forms
data
the
the
this Chapter.
majority
of
presented
analysis and
anemometer
The lowest anemometerwas only deployed during the TPT measurementsurveys in
order to avoid acts of vandalism. The data were post-processedand averagedover Iminute time periods. In order to be consistent with the work presentedin Chapter4,
all time periods with less than 90% of the total number of samples(i.e. 1200) were
excludedfrom analysis,i.e. the meandata collection rate was greaterthan 18 Hz.
The TPT parameterisationusedby Di Sabatinoet A (2003) and presentedin Section
6.2 was evaluatedby comparing the modelled results with the measuredturbulence
inside the Gillygate street canyon. The root-mean square (rms) values of the
in
fluctuations
the mean wind velocities averagedover I-minute time
measured
periodswere comparedagainstthe traffic flow, traffic density and vehicle speed.

6.3.1.3.Trafftcflow and speed
Manual observations of the inbound traffic flow, including vehicle speed and
classification, were conductedbesidelamppost G3 using an in-housetraffic counting
computer program. These traffic surveys were conducted for several hours over a
period of II days during the October and November 2003 experiment. The vehicles

-221were classified according to the following six categories: cars; motorcycles; light
goods vehicles (LGVs); buses, heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) and 'others'.
Depending on the vehicle type, each keystroke of the right-hand representedthe
moment the front axle of the vehicle crosseda line marked besidelamppost G3. The
keystrokeby the left-hand representedthe moment the rear axle of the samevehicle
crossedthe line drawn 4m downstream. This method allowed the measurementof
the averagespeed of each vehicle passingthrough the 4m section beside lamppost
G3. The Appendix containsthe equationusedto determinethe error of the measured
vehicle speed.
Vachon et al. (2002) presenteddata on the effect of vehicle speedon the measured
kerbside TKE. Although this is the only dataset from a full-scale study of street
canyonsit is limited by the fact that the vehicle speedwas measured250 m distant
from the study area. In short, Vachon et al. (2002) presentedtraffic flow measured
within the study area and vehicle speed250 m distant but on the same side of the
street. The data collected from York during the October/Novemberexperiment,
therefore,is more comprehensive. In the York study the traffic flow, q, per unit time
was used to estimate traffic density, ic, per unit length using vehicle speed, V,
accordingto Equation (6.12).
The wind and traffic data were all averagedover I-minute time periods in order to
allow for a suitably large dataset,whilst allowing for the estimation of the standard
deviation of the vertical velocities, (&, and TKE causedby TPT effects. The wind
velocity data set comprised of 1200 samples for each I-minute mean velocity,
standarddeviation and TKE which providesstatistical convergence.

63.1.4. Traffic characteristics
A total number of 10,037 vehicles travelled through the survey section during the
TPT field investigation. Over 92% of the total traffic flow was comprised of cars
(Figure 6.2). Buses and HGVs made up the majority of the remainder, with LGVs
and motorcyclesforming an insignificant fraction of the total. As It = 1.4 m.(i. e. z/H
= 0.12) for cars, the anemometerlocatedat z/H = 0.3 on G3 predominantlymeasured
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Figure 6.2. Pie chart showing the prorwlion of' vehicles mantially %urveyedIn the
inhound traffic flow along GIII)gate during the Tlyl' field investigatiolls.
Although traffic sUrveys were conducted at various time% throughout the Lkiy the
mean vehicle speeds were low. The nican speed of the vehicles travelling inhound
along Gillygate dUring the investigation was only 3.95 ni s1 ±0.39.
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-223without traffic flow reaching zero, i.e. capacity is exceededwhen congestionoccurs
(seealso Dirks et al., 2002).
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Figure 6.3. Theoreticalrelationshipbetweentraffic flow and traffic density for a
streetwith a speedlimit of 48 km h-1(or 30 miles h-1)and a jam densityof 240 veh
km-1.The free flow, unstableflow and congestedtraffic flow conditionsare indicated
(modified from Dirks et al., 2003).
Figure 6.3 demonstratesthat low traffic flow correspondsto either a lack of vehicles
on the road or congestion. It also shows that the maximum flow occurs during
unstable traffic flow conditions, during which the traffic flow switches between
periods of free flow and congestedflow. The maximum free flow speedis assumed
to be 48 km h-1.

Greenshields(1943) found the relationship betweentraffic density and vehicle speed
was suitably representedby:

V=V

0

( ).
Ici
1-

(6.18)

In Equation (6.18) lcj is the jam density and vois the maximum free flow speed. This
suggeststhat the highest speedscorrespondto free flow conditions and the lowest
speedscorrespondto congestedflow. Figure 6.4 shows the 15-minuteaveragesof
inbound traffic flow and detector occupancy measured by SCOOT for the times
correspondingto the manual observations. Detector occupancyis equivalent to the
percentageof time that a SCOOT detector is occupied and is a function of both

-224vehicle speedand length. Detectoroccupancy,therefore, is a useful substitutefor
traffic densityin determiningthe influenceof traffic characteristicson TPT.
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Figure 6.4. Inbound traffic flow and detector occupancy measuredby SCOOT and
averaged over 15-minute periods during the manual traffic counting survey showing
the unstable and congested traffic flow conditions based on the criteria used in
Chapter 7. Note the absenceof free flow conditions.

In Chapter7 the analysisof the inboundtraffic flow and detectoroccupancyrevealed
a linear relationship betweenthe two quantitiesduring free flow conditions. The
lower and upper detector occupancylevels are basedon the analysispresentedin
Chapter 7 and they are indicated on Figure 6.4 by vertical dashedlines. It was
demonstratedin Chapter7 that the inboundtraffic along Gillygate reachedcapacityat
approximately12% detector occupancy. An increasein detectoroccupancyduring
periods of saturationdid not lead to further increasesin traffic flow. At very high
occupancy the traffic flow decreased,producing a similar parabolic relationship
presentedin Figure 6.3. This is becausethe amountof traffic exceededthe capacity
of the network and the developmentof queuing traffic meant vehicles remained
stationaryon the loop detectors.
However, Figure 6.4 shows no data during free flow conditions, althoughnetwork
capacity was breachedabove 62% occupancywhen congestedconditions occurred.
This analysisshows that the traffic flow was predominantlyunstableor congested
during the period of the manualtraffic surveysconductedfor the TPT investigations.
This would account for the low mean vehicle speedsobservedduring the manual

-225surveys. Given the absenceof long periodsof free flow conditions, the figure also
suggeststhat the TPT effects may have been less apparent than expected.

It is important to consider the traffic characteristics observed during the period of the
manual observations using the 1-minute average data as this data set will be used to
validate the TPT parameterisations. Figure 6.5a shows the traffic flow against traffic
density and Figure 6.5b portrays vehicle speed against traffic density. The mean
traffic density was derived from the mean traffic flow and traffic speed data using
Equation (6.12).
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Figure 6.5. Characteristicsof the inboundtraffic flow using I -minute averagesfor:
(a) traffic flow andtraffic density,and (b) vehicle speedand traffic density.
Figure 6.5a looks very different from the theoretical case presented in Figure 6.3.
Figure 6.5a indicates that unstable traffic flows dominated and jam density was never
reached.

However, the relationship between vehicle speed and traffic density

suggeststhat during high traffic density conditions vehicle speed was greatly reduced.

-226Whilst some complicationsmay arise from the unstablenature of the traffic flow,
using traffic density in the TPT parameterisationsshould adequatelyrepresentthe
traffic characteristics.
63.2. TPT parameterisation
The parameterisations for TPT presented in Section 6.2 distinguished between three
traffic conditions: (i) low traffic density; (ii) moderate traffic density; and (iii) high
traffic density (i. e. congested flow). The traffic flow in the first case is comprised of
single vehicles with non-interacting vehicle wakes; whereas moderate traffic density
is characterised by platoons of vehicles with interacting vehicle wakes. During
congested traffic flows the distance between successive vehicles is shortened and
there are strongly interacting wakes. Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) used the expressions
that incorporated the low and moderate traffic densities (Equations 6.13 and 6.15) but
not the high densities (Equation 6.17), as it was not appropriate given the traffic
characteristics for the street in Hanover.

It was demonstratedin Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 that unstable traffic flows
predominantlyoccurredduring the period of the TPT investigations.In particular,the
semi-parabolicnatureof the relationshipbetweentraffic flow and detectoroccupancy
shown in Figure 6.4 implies that for the samevalue of traffic flow there was either
unstableflow (with moderate% detectoroccupancy)or congestedflow (with high %
detectoroccupancy). Clearly, unstabletraffic flows producean inherentdifficulty in
using traffic flow to estimatetraffic density using a formula as simple as Equation
(6.12). Therefore,the difficulty in choosingthe correctTPT parameterisationbased
on the three traffic densityconditionsusedby Di Sabatinoet al. (2003) and KastnerKlein et al. (2003) may causethe empirical modelsto perform slightly worse than
2,,
in
However,
order to calculate the spatially averagedturbulence,a, by
expected.
following Equations (6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) this caveat can be put aside
momentarily

whilst

consideration is given to certain factors in

the TPT

parameterisation.

First, it was necessaryto considerthe portion of the streetcanyonthat TPITeffects
were likely to have been active. The measured rms of the vertical velocity and TKE

-227were expected to be highest in the lowest quarter of the canyon due to TPT effects.
For this reason, the traffic layer averaging volume S, was chosen for the TPT
parameterisation instead of the whole canyon averaging volume. It was mentioned
earlier that Di Sabatino et al. (2003) calculated the traffic layer averaging volume S,
using the geometric vehicle length scale h (i. e. S, =W- h). However, Kastner-Klein
et al. (2003) calculated S, in the lower half of the canyon using (S, = 0.5 -W- If). The
method used by Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) accounts for the turbulence that may have
been transported vertically in the wakes of passing vehicles, i. e. above vehicle height.
By using h, therefore, Di Sabatino et al. (2003) probably did not report the true height
of the traffic layer. Therefore, the method used by Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) was
used in the analysis presented in this Chapter to calculate S, in the lower quartile of
the canyon (i. e. S, = 0.25 -W-H=

45 m2). It was also necessaryto contemplate the

drag coefficients of the vehicles and their geometric length scales. The values of the
parameters used in this analysis are presented in Table 6.1. The aerodynamic drag
coefficient for cars is taken to be 0.3, as used in other studies (e.g. Buckland, 1998;
Kastner-Klein et al., 1998; 1999; 2003; Di Sabatino et al., 2003; Gidhagen, 2004).
The drag coefficients for the remaining vehicle types were obtained from the Formula
One website (www. fi. com) and from

literature published in

Sport Rider

(www. sportride r.com). Gidhagen et al. (2004) used a similar method to Buckland
( 1998) in order to formulate the effect of TPT in traffic flows comprising of cars and
HGV.,, (Chapter 2).

Table 6.1. Estimated traffic parametersshowing the drag coefficient CI) and
geometric length scale h for each vehicle category.

geometric length
4-vehicle category

i

ýTA'
(m),
h=
drag coefficient, CD scale

cars

i= 1

0.3

1.4

motorcycles

i=2

0.4

0.6

LGVs

i=3

0.4

2.0

buses

i=4

0.6

2.6

HGVs

i=5

0.9

3.0

-228Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) used Equations (6.13) and (6.15) to model TPT.
However, they only consideredtwo traffic categories,which were cars and HGVs.
The averagedrag coefficient CD and the averagegeometricvehicle length scale h
for the two vehicle classeswere calculatedbasedon the proportion of each vehicle
type presentin the total traffic flow. In the present study, the weighted average
method was used to calculate the averagedrag coefficient, CD, and the average
geometric vehicle length scale, h, for each I-minute period. The averagedrag
ED
for a traffic flow, qj, where the index i refers to vehicle category i
coefficient
(Table 6.1) and q is the total inboundtraffic flow per unit time, was calculatedusing
the formula:

-=
CD

jm=5

(qi

*

CDi)

i=l

(6.19)

The averagegeometricvehicle length scale, h, for a traffic flow, qj, wascalculatedin
a similar way using:

(qi hi).
q

(6.20)

Vehicle speed, Y, was averaged over I-minute time periods in order to correspond to
the traffic flow and density data. Finally, the values for the dimensionless constants
in
in
Equations
(6.13),
(6.15)
(6.17)
to
unity
equal
used
and
were chosen arbitrarily
the absenceof concentration data collected within the traffic layer. Consequently, the
final slopes of the linear regression analysis will also be arbitrary, although the
analysis will determine the significance of the relationship between calculated and
measuredvalues of or,
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6.4. Resultsand Discussion
6.4.1. Comparisons between measured oý and traffic characteristics
The work of Vachon et al. (2002) has already been briefly mentioned. However,
their study, together with the work of Kastner-Klein et al. (2003), represent the
majority of the current research into both wind flow and traffic conditions in fullscale street canyons. Longley et al. (2004a) investigated turbulence in a street canyon
in Manchester and found that there was a strong influence of traffic flow on a,, in a
layer no deeper than 3 m.

However, Longley (2004) mentions that there were

fundamental and irreparable errors in the data from one anemometer used in the
analysis presented in Longley et al. (2004a). Subsequent re-analysis of the data
found that conclusions concerning the influence of TPT upon turbulence were
dependenton this data and are no longer valid.

Vachon et al. (2002) analysedTPT over twelve 1-hourperiods and conditionedthe
data on the backgroundwind direction, 6ýf, and speed, Uef. In particular, wind
directionsperpendicularto the streetaxis and wind speedsof <1.1 m s-1were used.
Ultrasonic and propeller anemometerswere usedin the field experimentto measure
the wind componentfluctuationsat threeheightson both sidesof the street.
The 1-hour averaged TKE presented by Vachon et al. (2002) showed a dependence
on traffic flow. On the leeward side of the canyon, TKE increased up to a threshold
value of 400 vehicles h-1per lane and then decreaseddue to shorter distance headways
and lower speeds, resulting in a reduction in TPT effects. On the windward side,
TKE increased with traffic up to 300 vehicles h-1 per lane and this behaviour was
most distinctive at the lowest anemometer positioned at a height of -1.5 m.
However, traffic flows >300 vehicles h-1per lane were not observed due to capacity
effects and, therefore, a TKE production threshold level could not be determined.
Vachon et al. (2002) also suggested that TPT affects pollutant dispersion reducing
CO concentrations measured at the lowest levels on the leeward side up to a threshold
value of TKE approximately equal to 0.15 m2 S-2. They also found, however, that
high traffic flow generated less turbulence, which in turn lead to lower pollutant
dispersion.

-230In the presentstudy,the fluctuationsin the vertical velocity measuredat 1.1m (z/H =
0.09) and 3.6 m (z/H = 0.3) inside the Gillygate streetcanyon at lamppostG3 reflect
turbulent motionsproducedby the backgroundwind and traffic travelling along the
street. The rms values of the measuredfluctuations in the 1-minutemean vertical
velocities were comparedagainstthe traffic flow, traffic density and vehicle speed.
Figure 6.6 showsthe vertical velocity fluctuationscr,,measuredon the leewardsideof
from
120'
±30'.
the canyonagainstmeanvehicle speedduring backgroundwinds 0,,,
f
The datawasalsoconditionedon U,.,f >1.2 m s-1in order to usea largerdataset.
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Figure 6.6. Vertical velocity fluctuationsa, againstmeanvehicle speedconditioned
on U,,,f > 1.2m s-1and 0,,f = 120"±30*, measuredon lamppostG3 at (a) z/H = 0.09
and (b) z/H = 0.3.
It is evident from the regressionanalysisthat there is not a statistically significant
relationshipbetweenor, measuredat both heightson the leewardside of the canyon
and mean vehicle speed based on these conditions. Therefore, any turbulence

-231generatedduring U,.,f :!9 1.2 m s-1and 0,,f = 120*±30* (i.e. 90' <0"'f :5 150') is more
likely to havebeenassociatedwith TPT effects. In order to determinethe turbulence
producedby passingvehicles all subsequentanalysisused 1-minute averagesof c;;,
conditionedon Uf: 51.2 rn s-1for a variety of backgroundwind directions. Following
the conditional analysis,only 12% of the data presentedin Chapters4,5 and 7 is
included in the work presentedin this Chapter. Although the amount of data
correspondingto U,-,f !51.2 m s-1is low, it compareswith the work of Vachon et al.
(2002),who presentedhourly-averagesof TKE overjust 12 time periods.
Comparisons between or,,measured at lamppost G3 at z/H

0.09 and z/H = 0.3 and

mean vehicle speed conditioned on U,,f !!ý1.2 m s-1and 0,,f

120" ±30' are shown in

Figure 6.7a and Figure 6.7b, respectively. Figure 6.7a shows a statistically significant
ý2
between
both
0.09
or,,at z/H =
relationship
and vehicle speedwith an r value of 0.26.
Although there is no statistically significant relationship between both or,,,at z/H = 0.3
and mean vehicle speed there appears to be a weak relationship that may have been
significant with more data points. During perpendicular backgrounds winds from the
NW the anemometers at lamppost G3 were located on the windward side of the
canyon.
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Figure 6.7. Vertical velocity fluctuationso;, againstvehiclespeedconditionedon U,,f
0,.,
G3
0.09
(b)
120'
±30",
lamppost
(a)
and
at
z/H
s"
and
measured
at
rn
=
:51.2
f=
z/H = 0.3.
There was no significant correlation between a,, at z/H = 0.09 and vehicle speed
0,,
from
Uf:
1.2
during
background
5
winds
perpendicular
conditioned
on
m
s-1
when
f
3000 ±300, i. e. 2700 <0, f :5 330' (not shown). Likewise, there were no significant
relationships found between the two variables during parallel background winds from
300 +30c(i. e. 0" <0,,f: 5 600) and 2100 ±300 (i. e. 1800<0,,,f: S 240"). These figures are
not shown in this Chapter. The dependence on the background wind direction
suggests that a single across-canyon recirculating flow (with a horizontallY-aligned
axis) may have developed within Gillygate during SE winds, even under low U,.,f
conditions. The weak across-canyon recirculating flow could have potentially
transported TPT to the leeward side of the canyon during these background wind
conditions.

-233This promptedfurther analysisof the vertical wind velocity angle, 0, measuredat
mid-canyonheightson oppositesidesof the streetfollowing the methoddescribedin
Chapter4 but conditioning the data on Uf :51.2 m s-1. In Chapter4 supporting
evidencewas provided of an across-canyonrecirculating flow with a horizontallyaligned axis that developed during background winds from 0,,f = 1200 and U"f > 1.2
m s-1. During these background winds, there were strong downdraughts on the
windward (G4) side of the canyon and updraughts on the leeward (G3) side. Figure
6.8 shows the 15-minute mean vertical wind velocity angle, 0, measured at mid-

canyonheighton oppositesidesof Gillygate using the methoddescribedin Chapter4.
Once again, the figure shows that even during low backgroundwinds there were
updraughtson the leeward (G3) side of the canyon and downdraughtson the
windward (G4) side during perpendicularSE winds. Although, the updraughtsand
downdraughtswere weakerduring theselow wind speedconditions it does suggest
that a singleacross-canyon
vortex was presenton averagein Gillygate.
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Figure6.8.15-minute meanvertical wind velocity angle,0, asa function of the
backgroundwind direction, 0,,f, and U,.,f :!ý 1.2 m s-I at (a) z1H= 0.46 on G3 and (b)
z/H = 0.48 on G4.

-234In a traffic-free canyon the turbulenceis expectedto be weaker at the leeward side
than at the windward side due to a loss in energy during transport,as discussedin
Section6.1.1. However, Vachonet al. (2002) found that the recirculatingflow may
have been responsiblefor transferring additional turbulence producedby vehicles
towardsthe leewardside of the canyon. Unfortunately,no datawascollectedat z/H =
0.09 on the windward (G4) side during 0,,f = 210" ±30' and so a comparisonbetween
the two sidesof the canyonwas not possible. During perpendicularwinds from 300'
±30* the absenceof a single-acrosscanyon recirculating flow with a horizontallyalignedaxis was most likely causedby the developmentof comer vorticesat the side
streetsadjoining Gillygate producingalong-canyonconvergingflows, as describedin
Chapter4.

Comparisons of a, at z/H = 0.09 and z/H = 0.3 against both traffic flow and traffic
density were statistically insignificant (not shown).

However, the differences

between the two locations for oý, against mean vehicle speed (Figure 6.7) suggests
that TPT effects produced in the inbound lane along Gillygate may have been mainly
limited to an area below z/H = 0.3 i. e. the lowest quarter of the canyon. Although
more data points may have revealed a stronger influence of TPT at z/H = 0.3. Passing
traffic is the likely cause of the turbulence produced in the Gillygate canyon during
weak perpendicular SE winds. Therefore, our attention must now turn to the
validation of the TPT parameterisation.

6.4.2. Alodel vaIidation using cr,,
64.2.1.77te influence ofperpendicular background winds
The vertical velocity fluctuations caused by traffic

or, were calculated using

Equations (6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) for light, medium and high traffic densities,
respectively. For simplicity, this Section describes the calculated turbulence derived
from Equations (6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) as calculated a,

However, in Section 6.3.2

the same calculated turbulence values are compared against measured TKE in order
to addressthe confusion over the parameterisationsdescribed in Section 6.2.4.

-235Figure 6.9 showsgood agreementbetweencalculatedand measuredvaluesof or,,at
z/H = 0.09 when conditionedon Ow = 120" ±30* and U,,f :51.2 m s-1and using
Equations (6.13), (6.15) and (6.17), respectively, i.e. when the anemometerwas
located on the leeward side of the canyon.

The constant of proportionality has different physical meanings in Equation (6.13),
(6.15) and (6.17) and can be determined, where available, from vehicle speed and
concentration data, as discussed in Section 6.2. It was mentioned that an arbitrary
scaling was used in each equation as CO concentrations were not measuredwithin the
traff ic layer (at z/H = 0.09) on lamppost G3. Consequently, comparisons between the
results of the regression analysis performed for each equation will imply that the
slopes are less important than the statistical significance of the regressions
themselves.

The correlationcoefficients(r), the coefficientsof determination(r) and the slopes
of the regressionlines are shown in Table 6.2. However, it is worth stressingthat
although the r2 valuesfor the linear regressioncorrelationsshown in Figure 6.9 are
relatively low, indicating a moderaterelationshipbetweencalculatedand measured
valuesof q, at z/H = 0.09 during Ore= 120' ±30", the correlationcoefficientsare all
significant at the 0.5% level. The 1-2valuesfor Equations(6.13), (6.15) and (6.17)
were 0.33,0.34 and 0.26, respectively(Table 6.2). These values suggestthat the
formulationsfor low and intermediatetraffic densitiesperformedslightly betterthan
for high traffic densities. It was expectedthat the parameterisationusedin Equations
(6.13) and (6.17) would more accuratelypredict the turbulencemeasuredin the street
as the traffic flow was found to be predominantlyunstable,i.e. switching between
periodsof free-flow andcongestedflow (asshownin Figure 6.3).
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Figure 6.9. Comparisonof calculatedand measureda,, at z/H = 0.09 averagedover
I-minute periods;conditionedon 0,,f = 120"+10' and U,,f :51.2 m.s-1using:(a)
Equation(6.13);(b) Equation(6.15); and(c) Equation(6.17).

-237Table 6.2. Regression analysis of the calculated turbulence and measured vertical
velocity variance a,, at lamppost G3 conditioned on U,,.l !!ý 1.2 m s-1and as a function
ONote
background
is
direction,
Or,
NS
for
Not
that
of
wind
an
abbreviation
f.
Significant.

linear regression analysis
background
wind
direction, equation
Orel
number

z1H

r

r2

slope

degrees of
freedom, significance
df
level#

120' ±30'
120' ±30'
120' ±30'

(6.13)
(6.15)
(6.17)

0.09
0.09
0.09

0.57
0.58
0.51

0.33
0.34
0.26

0.28
0.77
2.14

23
23
23

0.5
0.5
0.5

120'
120'
120'
120'
120'
120'

±30'
±30'
±30'
±45"
±45'
±45'

(6.13)
(6.15)
(6.17)
(6.13)
(6.15)
(6.17)

0.30
0.30
0.30
0.09
0.09
0.09

0.28
0.30
0.22
0.52
0.55
0.52

0.08
0.09

0.34
0.55

NS
NS

0.05
0.27
0.30
0.27

1.14
0.27
0.75
2.17

23
23
23
28
28
28

NS
0.5
0.5
0.5

300' ±30'
300' ±30'

(6.13)
(6.15)

0.09
0.09

0.39

0.15

0.24

10

NS

0.09

0.41

10

3000 ±300
30' ±30'
30' ±30'
30' ±30'

(6.17)
(6.13)
(6.15)

0.09

0.30
0.06

0.004

0.28

10

NS
NS

0.09
0.09
0.09

0.32
0.26
0.17

0.23

0.17

15
15
15
28

NS
NS

0.09
0.09

0.10
0.07
0.03
0.03
0.03

0.17
0.30

28

NS
NS

2 10' ±30'
2 10' ±30'
2100 ±30'

(6.17)
(6.13)
(6.15)
(6.17)

0.09

0.17
0.14

0.02

0.53
0.97
0.06

28

NS
NS

Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) used the TPT parameterisation presented above to
compare the calculated and measured values of or, at 10.0 m inside a deep street
canyon in Hanover, Germany.

When conditioned on perpendicular background

winds ±15', the correlations between these values obtained from the expressions for
both low (Equation 6.13) and intermediate (Equation 6.15) traffic densities were very
strong, with correlation coefficients of r=0.97.

In the present study, the correlation

coefficients presented in Table 6.2 indicate much weaker correlations, although they
are statistically significant.

BN collecting a sufficiently larcredata set, Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) were also able
to condition the data on traffic density in order to use the most appropriate TPT

-238expression.Unfortunately,it wasnot possibleto condition the dataon traffic density,
as it would have producedan insufficient quantity of data. Furthermore,even when
the data were averaged over I-minute time periods, the traffic flow was
predominantlyunstableor congested,which suggeststhat the TPT effectsin Gillygate
may be less significant in producingadditional turbulencethan in the Hanover street
canyon. Furthermore,the traffic flow observedby Kastner-Kleinet al. (2003) in their
studywaspredominantlyfree flowing, during which meanvehicle speedswould have
beenhigher andTPT effectsmoreactive. Thesereasonsarelikely to explain why the
correlationcoefficientsfound by Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) are so much higher than
for the GillYgatedata.
The relationshipsbetweenthe calculated and measuredvalues of a,, at z/H = 0.3,
when conditioned on 0,,f = 120* ±30' and Uf :51.2 m s-1,are not statistically
significant (Figure 6.10; Table 6.2). This addsfurther supportto the notion that the
anemometerlocatedat 3.6 rn (z/H = 0.3) was situatedabovethe layer in which TPT
effects were most active in Gillygate. However, it should be noted that with more
data evidence of a significant relationship may have been found, although the
relationshipis likely to havebeenweak.
The analysiswas continuedby using a wider backgroundwind direction sectorsin
orderto include moredata. The datawas first conditionedOf = 120*±45' (i.e. 75' <
0,,f :5165') and U,,f :51.2 m s-1,i.e. for weak SE winds with perpendicularand
oblique components(Figure 6.11). Even though the wider backgroundwind sector
incorporatespossible along-canyonhelical flow regimes associatedwith oblique
winds (Chapter4), the correlationcoefficients are only slightly lower (as shown in
Table 6.2). The correlation coefficients are all statistically significant at the 0.5%
level and suggestthat TPT effects occurred even during weak oblique background
winds. Table 6.2 also showsthat the slopesof the regressionlines and the rý values
are similar for 0,,f = 120' ±30* and Orf = 120' ±45'. This suggeststhat Equations
(6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) are relevant over a fairly wide rangeof backgroundwind
directions.
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Figure6.10. Comparisonof calculatedandmeasureda,, at z/H = 0.3 averagedover
1-minuteperiods;conditionedon 0,,f = 120' ±30' and U,,f :51.2 m.s-1andusing: (a)
Equation(6.13); (b) Equation(6.15);and(c) Equation(6.17).
The poor correlationsshown in Figure 6.10 relate to the weakeningeffect of TPT at
VH = 0.3. It was suggestedearlier that a single-acrosscanyon vortex with a
horizontally-alignedaxis may havetransferredthe additional turbulenceproducedby

-240vehiclestowardsthe leewardside,which would supportthe findings shownfrom the
experimentaldata. However, in order to rule out other effects it is necessaryto
comparethe calculatedand measuredvaluesof a,, at z/H = 0.09 for other background
wind directions.
The analysis was continued by first conditioning the calculated and measured values
of a,, on Ov = 300' ±30" and U,,f :51.2 m s-1,i. e. for weak perpendicular NW winds
(Figure 6.12). The lack of data for these conditions prevents firm conclusions from
being drawn, especially as the correlations were not statistically significant (Table
6.2). However, it is possible that the along-canyon converging flows described in
detail in Chapter 4 may have disrupted the turbulent air motions produced by passing
traffic, even during U,.,f :!ý 1.2 m. s-1. Figure 6.8 shows the vertical wind velocity
angle, 0, as a function of background wind direction 6ýf during U,,f: 51.2 m s-1.

During 0,,f = 300* ±30' updraughtswere observedby the mid-canyonanemometers
locatedon both sidesof the street. This suggeststhat even during weakperpendicular
NW winds, comer vortices developedat the junctions with Gillygate producing
along-canyonflows, which convergedclose to the G3-G4 experimentcross-section.
Flow convergenceis likely to have interfered with the turbulence produced by
passingvehiclesin the street,resulting in poor correlations betweencalculatedand
measureda,, at z1H= 0.09.
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I-minute periods;conditionedon 0,,f = 120' ±45' and U,.,f :51.2 m s-1andusing: (a)
Equation(6.13);(b) Equation(6.15); and (c) Equation(6.17).

-2426.4.2.2.Theinfluenceofparallel backgroundwinds
The calculated and measured values of tT,,at z/H = 0.09 were compared for parallel
background winds (0,,f = 30' ±30' and 0,,f = 210* ±30') as shown in Figure 6.13 and
Figure 6.14, respectively. However, the correlations shown in the figures are clearly
not statistically significant, even though the number of data points (or more
specifically the degreesof freedom) is reasonably high (Table 6.2). The dependence
6.9
in
6.7a
Figure
demonstrated
Figure
TPT
SE
and
of
on perpendicular
winds was
in
inclusion
directions
Figure
6.11.
However,
the analysis
the
of
other
wind
and
demonstrates that the relationship between calculated and measured er" at ZIH = 0.09
is only statistically significant during perpendicular SE winds when the anemometer
was located on the leeward side of the canyon.
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-2466.4.3.Model validation using TKE
Comparisonsbetweenthe calculatedturbulenceand measuredstandarddeviation of
the vertical velocity, or,,,presentedin Section6.4.2 revealedstatistically significant
correlationsbetweenthe two quantities,even though the number of data values was
small. Equations (6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) were used to calculate the turbulence,
believed in this instance to be or,

However, the only statistically significant

correlations(at the 0.5% level) were found betweenthe calculatedturbulenceand the
6ýf
O"f
120'-+30'
data
0.09
the
and
aý,
when
wereconditionedon
measured at z/H =
=
= 120'±45*. For all remainingbackgroundwind directionsand heightstherewere no
statistically significant correlationsbetweenthe two quantities(Table 6.2).
Due to the confusion between the turbulence parameterscalculated by Equations
(6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) describedin Section6.2.4,comparisonswere madebetween
the calculatedturbulenceand the measuredTKE at z/H = 0.09 and at z1H= 0.3 on
lamppost G3. For clarity, the same calculated turbulence values derived from
Equations(6.13), (6.15) and (6.17) were used. The data were conditionedon U,.,f :5
1.2 m s-1and the sameOf sectorsshownin Table 6.2 were used. However,including
the horizontal turbulencecomponentsdid not improve the correlationsbetweenthe
two quantities. Table 6.3 presentsthe regressionanalysisresults for the calculated
turbulenceagainstmeasuredTKE. In fact, the correlationsbetweenthe calculated
turbulencevaluesand the measuredTKE were generally not statistically significant
even at z/H = 0.09 when the data were conditioned on Oef= 120'-+30' and 6ýf
120'±45'.

The weakerrelationshipsrevealedfrom the TKE analysismay have beencausedby
the anisotropicnatureof the turbulence,evenfor Uef:5 1.2 m s-1. It was revealedin
Chapter4 that for a broad range of backgroundwind directions for Uf > 1.2 m s-1,
the along-canyonfluctuations dominated. Therefore,if it is assumedthat the alongcanyon fluctuationsdue to U,,f dominatedeven during U,,f :51.2 m s-1,it is possible
that they may have swampedany effects of TPT in the horizontal directions. The
only statistically significant correlations were produced between the calculated
turbulence values and the measured TKE at z/H = 0.09 when the data were
conditioned on a,
.f=

30*±30'.

However, this may have been caused by the

-247production of shear turbulence following flow distortion at lamppost G3 during
along-canyon channel flows under near-parallel background winds.

Table 6.3. Regression analysis of the calculated turbulence and measured TKE (M' S-'
at lamppost G3 conditioned on U,,l :51.2 m s-1and as a function of background wind
direction, Orr. 4 Note that NS is an abbreviation for Not Signýfictint.
linear regression analysis
background
wind
direction,
O'.
el

equation
number

-1H

(6.13)

0.09

(6.15)

0.09

(6.17)
(6.13)
(6.15)
(6.17)

0.09
0.30
0.30
0.30

(6.13)
(6.15)

0.09
0.09

(6.17)

120' ±30'
120' ±30'
120' ±30'
120' ±30'
120' ±30'
120' ±30'
1200 ±450
120' ±45'
120' ±45'
300' ±30'
300' ±30'
300' ±30'
30' ±30'
30' ±30'
30' ±30'
2 10' ±30'
2 10' ±30'
2 10' ±30'

2

degrees of
freedom, significance
#M
level
(ff

1'

slope

0.25

0.07

0.12

23

NS

0.22
0.22

0.05

0.29

23

NS

0.05
0.04

23
23

NS
NS

0.02
0.01

0.94
0.29
0.35
0.61

23
23

NS
NS

0.25

0.06

0.12

28

NS

0.25

0.06

0.31

28

NS

0.09

0.28

0.08

1.10

28

NS

(6.13)

0.09

0.35

0.12

0.09
0.09

0.25

0.06

10
10

NS

(6.15)
(6.17)

0.17
0.27

0.00

0.00

(6.13)

0.09

0.48

0.23

-0.09
0.04

10

NS
NS

15

5.0

(6.15)

0.09

0.48

0.27

15

5.0

(6.17)
(6.13)

0.09
0.09
0.09

0.44
0.20
0.25
0.20

0.23
0.19

1.82

15

10.0

0.04
0.06
0.04

0.04
0.10
0.21

28
28
28

NS
NS
NS

(6.15)
(6.17)

0.09

0.20
0.14
0.10

6.5. Summary, and Conclusions
In this Chapter it was mentioned that there was confusion concerning the exact
turbulence parameters that were calculated using the formulations of D, Sabatino et
al. (2003) and Kastner-Klein et al. (2003). Separatecomparisons between calculated
turbulence and measured standard deviation of the vertical velocities, a,

and the

calculated turbulence and measured TKE revealed that the parameterisations better
represented or,_
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q, at z/H = 0.09 were statistically significant during weak (U,.,f :ý1.2 in s")
perpendicularSE winds, i.e. whenthe anemometerwas locatedon the leewardsideof
the canyon. Even during weak SE winds, moderately strong downdraughtsand
updraughts were observed on the windward and leeward sides of the canyon,
respectively. Under these background wind conditions a single across-canyon
recirculatingflow may havedevelopedinside Gillygate, aiding the advectionof TPT
to the leewardside of the canyon. This supportsthe findings of Vachon et al. (2002)
and may explain why TPT effects were most noticeableat this height during these
backgroundwind conditions. A wider perpendicularSE wind direction sector was
also used in order to include possibleeffects associatedwith helical flows along the
canyonduring oblique backgroundwinds. The correlationcoefficients were slightly
higher for the calculationsbasedon intermediatetraffic densities,which perhapsis
not surprising given the predominanceof unstabletraffic flow conditions during the
period of the TPT investigations.
Although statistically significant, the correlation coefficients were lower than those
presentedin the work of Kastner-Klein et al. (2003). This was also probably due to
the predominanceof unstable traffic flow conditions along Gillygate, leading to
overall lower meanvehicle speeds.The traffic flow observedby Kastner-Kleinet al.
(2003) in their study was primarily free flowing, during which vehicle speedswere
higher and TPT effects more active. The poor correlationsbetweenthe calculated
and measuredq, at z/H = 0.3 suggeststhat the TPT effects were weaker at this
height, even during perpendicularSE winds. It is believedthat this height is above
the traffic layer in which TPT effects were most active.
Weak perpendicularNW winds causedupdraughtson both sidesof the canyon,which
indicatesthat along-canyonflow convergencemay have dominated.As a result, the
influenceof TPT on the windward side of the canyonwas not noticeableduring these
backgroundwinds. During near-parallelbackgroundwinds the correlationsbetween
the calculated and measuredM were not statistically significant. Along-canyon
winds are likely to have transportedthe majority of TPT pastthe transverseroadside
measurementlocations.
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CHAPTER 7
The influence of traffic characteristics on the spatial variability in
concentrations of a traffic-related pollutant

7.1. Introduction

Despite significant improvementsin fuel and engine technology, traffic is still
consideredto be the major sourceof urban air pollution. Traffic-related pollutants
include: carbon monoxide (CO); oxides of nitrogen (NO.J; hydrocarbons; and
particulates (Chapter 2).

It is now generally acceptedthat many traffic-related
pollutantsrepresenta hazardto humanhealth (e.g. indicatedby an increasednumber
of respiratory hospital admissions)and damage costs for the exposed population
(Spadaro& Rabl, 2001). Colvile et al. (2001) reviewed a number of studies that
provide evidence that fine particles emitted by traffic may be responsible for
measurableincreasesin the manifestationsof cardiovascularand respiratorydiseases
evenat the comparativelylow levelsof air pollution in modemWesterncities.
Areas of high, localised pollution are usually found in urban 'hot-spots'. It was
mentioned in Chapter 2 that local authorities are required to meet Air Quality
Management targets for urban areas. Therefore, many local authorities are
consideringthe application of traffic managementstrategiesfor 'hot-spots' projected
to exceedthese targets. Thesemay include: controlling traffic signals; re-locating
traffic queuesduring congestedperiods;and the introduction of low emission zones
and congestion charging. In many instanceslocal authorities aim to predict the
possibleinfluences on roadsidepollutant concentrationsusing air quality dispersion
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representurban driving cycles adequatelyand ignore elevated emissionsthat are
primarily due to vehicles accelerating.Modelling aspectswill be discussedin more
detail in Chapter8.

It is important that any dispersionmodel that is used to inform decisions on air
quality and traffic managementstrategiesmust be able to representthe influence of
traffic on road-side concentrationsfor a range of realistic street geometriesand
background(or above-roof)wind flow directions. Presently,many such numerical
modelsare being developedbasedon, for example,empirical, box model, Gaussian,
or CID approaches(Chapter2). Comprehensiveevaluationof thesemodelsrequireý
simultaneousmeasurements
of the key parameters,but very few appropriatedata sets
currently exist. In the presentstudy, involving field experiments,an attemptis made
to determinethe influence of different traffic characteristicson the dispersionof a
traffic-related pollutant within two urban streets of different geometry. The
simultaneousmonitoring of the spatial distribution of a traffic-related pollutant
alongside detailed information on background wind direction and traffic
factors
for
importance
investigation
into
the
the
the
of
characteristicsallows
relative
influencing high roadsidepollutant concentrations. Furthermore,it allows for the
of the requirementsof air quality modelsto representthe key effects.
assessment
The influence of driving mode on vehicle emissions is of particular importancein
such a study as higher emission rates are associated with certain traffic
characteristics. The four driving modes that are usually referred to in emission
studiesare: idling, acceleration,deceleration,and cruising. Generally,emissionrates
are higher for congestedtraffic conditions with characteristicstop-startconditions
associatedwith periodsof idling followed by acceleration(Waters, 1992;Andr6 and
Pronello, 1997;De Vlieger, 1997;Marsdenet al., 2001). During periodsof free flow,
wheretraffic is relatively uninterruptedand cruising mode is usual,emissionratesare
comparativelylow. However, the switching between free flow and congestedflow
coincideswith periodsof unstableflow when all four driving modesoccur. Rapone
et al. (2000) studiedthe emissionbehaviourof a small capacity catalysedcar. The
authorsfound that during highly congestedtraffic situationsthe car emits more than
twice the amountof CO (g km-1)than at higher speedsduring free flow. Tate (2005)
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in vehicular emissionsat the local scale. They demonstratedthat vehicularemissions
of CO were largely associatedwith acceleratingdriving modes and consequently
emission levels were higher at the intersectionin free-flowing traffic conditionsthan
at mid-link locations(seeChapter8).

7.1.1. Chapter synopsis

It was demonstratedin Chapters4 and 5 that poor dispersionconditions often arise
inside streetcanyons,leadingto the occurrenceof pollution hot-spots. Our attention
in this Chapter focuses on the influence of traffic characteristicson the spatial
variability in CO concentrationswithin two street canyons. Boddy et al. (2005b)
describedthe work presentedin this Chapter,which continuesthe investigationof the
influence of the backgroundwind on the dispersionof traffic-related pollutantsinside
streetcanyons.
This Chapterfocuseson the influenceof traffic characteristicsand driving mode,with
particular emphasison the effectsof free, unstableandcongestedtraffic conditionson
in-canyon pollutant concentrations. As in Chapter 5, consideration is given to
weekday data only in order to exclude the influence of weekend traffic
characteristics. The two chapterstaken together representa comprehensivestudy
which attemptsto bring togetherthe influencesof meteorology,urbantopographyand
traffic characteristicson the spatial and temporalvariability in concentrationsof CO
in two streetcanyonsof differing geometry.
7.2. Experimental Method
7.2.1. The site
The experimentwasconductedwithin the Boothamand Gillygate streetcanyonsfor 4
weeks from 13 October 2003 until 12 November 2003. The canyonsare aligned
orthogonal to one another and are joined by a common traffic-signal controlled
intersectionas illustratedin Figure 7.1. Referenceshould be madeto Chapter3 for a
more detailed description of the street canyon geometries. Both streetshave high

-252daytime traffic flow rates (of order 103 vehicles h-'), with significant periods of
congestion.

A

4
I,

A'16,

II
0

100 m

Figure 7.1. Plan view of the study area showing the street canyons, the lampposts
that support the instruments, the reference anemometer mast, the traffic signal
controlled intersections and the four SCOOT sensors (arrows indicate the direction of
traffic flow measured).

7.2.2. Instrumentation and Experiments

7.2.2.1. The background wind speed and direction
Measurements of the background wind speed and direction were made using an
ultrasonic anemometer attached to a trailer-mounted mast at a height of 19.5 m
(Figure 7.1). Chapter 3 contains a more detailed description of the experimental
methodology.

7.2.2.2. Carbon monoxide concentrations
The traffic-related pollutant measured in this study was CO and is consistent with the
analysis presented in Chapter 5. Although there have been no recent exceedencesof
the National Air Quality Standards in the U. K. for CO, the pollutant acts as a useful
tracer for traffic related pollutants, particularly in streets where the dominant vehicle
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for choosingCO as the pollutant to measurein this study were mentionedin Chapter
3.

CO concentrations(sampled every minute and averagedover 15 minutes) were
measuredusing Learian streetboxes.The streetboxcalibration procedureundertaken
prior to the experiment,along with subsequentdata quality assessmenttechniques,
was describedin Chapter3.
The streetboxes used in the present study were all located at 3.5 m above the
pavement in order to investigate the spatial variability in the concentration of CO
along and across street canyons. This height was required to reduce possible acts of
vandalism. The notation used to describe the streetbox location and height is given
by a code that includes the first letter of the street name followed by the respective
lamppost number. A subscript indicates the streetbox height in metres. For example,
streetbox B 13.5is located in Bootham on lamppost BI at a height of 3.5 m. Only data
from streetboxes G33.5,G43.5,B 13.5,and B23.5 are presented in this Chapter. The
locations of the streetboxes are shown in Figure 7.1.

Z2.2.3. Thetrafftcflow characteristics
Traffic flow along Gillygate and Bootham is controlled by the SCOOT system.
SCOOT uses inductive loops buried in the road surfaceto collect information on
detectoroccupancy(seeChapter 3). This information is used in the SCOOT traffic
model to optimise signal timings at traffic lights (Hunt et al., 1991). The term 'link'
refers to the length of road between the SCOOT detector and the stop line at the
traffic light. Each SCOOT detector is located upstreamof the stop line and the
direction of the traffic flow streamthat eachdetectsandcontrols is shownin Figure 1.
The detectorsare located at the upstreamend of eachlink in order to maximisethe
effectivenessof traffic monitoring by decreasingthe probability of vehiclesremaining
stationaryon them during congestedtraffic flows.
Although the inductive loop detectors used by SCOOT do not explicitly classify
vehicles,they do record occupancy'events' at a frequencyof 4 Hz. 'Event' refersto
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raw SCOOT detectordata(referredto as the M19 message)were collectedduring the
investigation, allowing the identification of individual vehicle events at the entry to
each link in the study area. Various traffic characteristicsmay also be derived from
the M19 message,which include the detectoroccupancyand traffic flow. Detector
is
is
is
detector
to
time
that
the
a
occupied
and
occupancy equivalent
a
percentageof
function of both vehicle speedand length. Traffic flow is defined as the rate of
vehicles passing over a detector, i.e. it representsseparate occupancy events.
Therefore, vehicle speed,detectoroccupancyand traffic flow are useful parameters
that can be used to describetraffic characteristicsand can be determinedfrom the
SCOOT system. The positioningof the SCOOT detectorsat the entranceto eachlink
meantthat the occupancydata gave a measureof the temporal changein the overall
level of congestionwithin eachtraffic flow stream.
However, it was mentioned in Chapter 3 that under some circumstances the detection
area of each loop can vary by up to 25%, depending on the individual vehicle chassis
characteristics (e.g. height above the road or metallic content). Additionally, SCOOT
detectors can be susceptible to 'nose-to-tail' masking, i. e. two or more slow moving
vehicles travelling close together may register as a single vehicle event. Furthermore,
SCOOT detectors are omni-directional, meaning that a vehicle travelling opposite to
the expected flow direction over the loop (e.g. emergency vehicles) would have been
recorded in that traffic stream. Therefore, an important part of the current study was
to evaluate the SCOOT system using manually recorded traffic data as described in
the following

Section.

Relative to the inbound detector loop for each link,

streetboxes G33.5 and G43.5, were each 25 m. from Gillygate's inbound detector,
whereas B 13.5,and B23.5were 50 m and 40 m, respectively.

7.3. Results and Discussion
7.3.1. Verification of the SCOOT system
The accuracyof the SCOOT systemwas determinedthrough a comparisonbetween
the direct observationsof traffic recorded manually and the synchroniseddetector
data collected for a period of approximately four hours on 10 November 2003.

-255Ohservatlons of' the hi-directional traffic flow in Gillygate and Bootham comprised
hoth off-peak and the afternoon-peak flows along all I'Mir links

Vehicles observed along the links were classified according to a six-vehicle category
scheme using a computer program described in detail in Chapter 3. During the fourhour period a total of 6,762 vehicles were observed along the four links, of which
approximately 91 % were cars, 3% were light goods vehicles (LGVs), 31Xcwere buses,
2% were motorcycles (MCs) and 1% were heavy goods vehicles (HGVs).

All

insignificant fraction of the traffic flows in both streets were classed as 'other'. Table
7.1 and Table 7.2 show the comparison between the manually collected vehicle
Gillygate and Bootham,
observations and the processedSCOOT detector data along
LI
respectively.

Comparison between observations and the SCOOT detector data indicate that for the
three traffic flow links, excluding Gilly-ate

detectors captured an average of

96% of the observed flow. Gillygate inbound was the most heavily congested traffic
flow stream with static queuesoften stretching the entire length of the link throughout
the majority of the day. The lower capture rate (90%) for Gillygate inbound was
most likely a result of nose-to-tail masking, as shown in Table 7.2.

Table 7.1. Manual vehicle observations compared with SCOOT detector
along Gillygate on 10 November 2003.
_performance
Percentageof detected
Classification
Number of events
Number of events
events in relation to
detected by SCOOT
observed
observed events
Detector
location

Gillygate
Gillygate
Gillygate
zn
In
-Inbound
Outbound Inbound
Outbound Inbound
Outbound

All vehicles 2282

1969

2054

1800

90.0

96.3

Cars
LGVs
Buses
HGVs
mcs
Other

1694
25
82
3
64
1

1905
17
81
25
26

1681
23
82
3
11
1

90.1
85.0
95.3
100.0
86.7
0.0

99.2
92.0
100.0
100.0
17.2
100.0

2115
20
85
25
30
7

-256The inbound I'low determined by SCOOT was compared against manual observations
ofthe inbound flow according to a six-vehicle category scheme for II days (hiring the
experiment, conducted between 07: 45 and 18:00 Inclusive, III 01-dCr10 CXa1IIIIIC tile
nose-to-tail

effect

For clarity,

more closely.

these manual observations

were

undertaken as part of' it separate survey to tile One conducted on the 10 November
2003. The manual observations ol'thc traffic flow passing over the inbound SCOOT
detector consisted of a total of' 118 fifteen-minute
hours ofdata.

mean values, which is equal to 29.5

Figure 7.2 presents the mean 15-nimUtC SCOOT inbound traffic flow

against the manual observations ofthe traffic I'low. Although the figure demonstrates
that there was a strong correlation between the two quantities it is evident front the
slope of' the regression line (0.694 veh h-1) that SCOOT consistently reported lower
mean inbound traffic flows.

It should be noted that the mean difference (systematic

error) may partly be due to synchronisation
the manual data collection

error of' the internal PC clocks used for

and SCOOT computer.

2
and 1. value of 0.63 give further indication

However, the relatively

low slope

that the inbound SCOOT detector on

Gillyorate was likely to have been Susceptible to nose-to-tail masking associated with
heavily congested traffic

with static queues.

During

periods of' stationary or slow

moving traffic it is likely that the SCOOT detector was unable to distinguish between
the end of one vehicle and the beginning of the vehicle following.
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Figure 7.2. Fifteen-ininute mean SCOOT inhound traffic flow against the manual
okervations ofthc inhound traffic flow along,Gillygate during the period ofthe field
experiment.
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along
Gillygate and Bootham oil 10 Noveniher also suggest that the reduction ill the lllcýlll
vehicle speed during periods of' congestion may also lowcr the loop detector
The very low cap(ure rate I'm

ilIdUctance and reduce the detector's accuracy.

motorcycles (1717c)for Ollygate outhound is attrihmed to the inductor loop position
relative to the junction,
IJ reSUltill" in the tra*ectory of' most motorcycles avoiding the
loop.

Table 7.2. ManLial vehicle observations compared with SCOOT detector
Bootharn on 10 November 2003.
performance along
Z,
Classification

Detector
location

Nu mber of events
observed

Number of events
detected by SCOOT

Percentageof detected
events in relation to
observed events

Bootham

Bootharn

Bootham

Outbound Inbound

Outbound

Inbound

Outbound

All vehicles 1078

1538

1035

1462

96.0

92.3

Cars
LGVs
Buses
HGVs
Mcs
Other

1386
63
41
4
39

930
59
9
16
20
10

1356
59
40
4
3

97.0
93.7
90.0
94.1
71.4
100.0

97.8
93.7
97.6
100.0
7.7
100.0

Inbound

959
63
to
17
28
I

for
Institute
P.
Goodman
the
Lit
with

Further analysis was carried Out in collaboration
Transport

Studies (ITS),

University

differences between the manually

of Leeds.

In particular,

examination

of the

recorded times of matched observations and the

detector event times showed mean differences of between 1.4 and 2.1 seconds and
standard deviations of' between 0.5 and 0.9 seconds. As mentioned before, the mean
difference (systematic error) is likely to be due to synch ron i sat ion error of' the internal
PC clocks used for the manual data collection
deviation

is associated with observer (random) error.

points on Successive vehicles
distribution

and SCOOT compUter.

is known

data showed no statistically

The time between the same

as the hea(livaY.
significant

The standard

Analysis

difference

of' headway

,
(,V test at the 5'-Io

significance level) between observed and detector headways. The inean headway was

-258determined from headway disti-ibLitiOlIS111011g
the four finks and was found to he 4
seconds.

7.3.2. 'rraffic flow and detector occupancy
In order to compare with the mean CO concentrations, 15-minute averages were
obtained for both traffic flow and occupancy reported at the end-tinie for each time
period. Figure 7.3 shows the temporal variation in the 15-minute Occupancy along
Gillygate and Bootharn for the whole study period. As the traffic flow exceeded the
capacity at the downstrearn stopline, the maximum detector occupancy threshold was
breached and congestion occurred.

The data indicate that periods of congestion

existed in both streets between 08:00 and 20:00. For the nia,jority of' this tinic the
traffic conditions switched between periods of' congestion and free flow, as shown by
the clustering of data points around low (-10%, ) and high (-70'7c) Occupancies, i. e.
Zthe traffic conditions were unstable. In both streets between 16:00 and 18:30
con(yested flow and high occupancy conditions were dominant.
noticeable along Gillygate for which only high
occurs.
occupancy
Cý
.1

This is most
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Fkaire 7.3. Inhound detector occupancy against unie for (a) Gillygate and (b)
r-I
LBootham.
Fi,"Lires 7.4 and 7.5 show the 15-minute mean traffic flow plotted against the detector
occupancy for both the inbound and outbound traffic along Gilly-ate and Bootharn,
respectively. For each street the inbound traffic reached capacity at approximately
12% and 10% occupancy, respectively. An increase in detector occupancy during
periods of saturation did not lead to further increases in traffic flow.

At very high

occupancy the traffic flow decreased. This is becausethe amount of traffic exceeded
the capacity of the network and the development of' queuing traffic meant vehicles
remained stationary on the loop detectors. The traffic flow decrease may also be due
to the Occurrence of' capacity reducing incidents, such as pedestrian movements,
opposing flows at downstream Junctions, short-term delivery vehicle loading and
L- which increase the probability of nose-to-tail masking.
unloading,
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Figure 7.4. Total weekday traffic flow and OCCLIpancy
along Gillygate for (a)
inbOUndlink and (b) outboundlink.
The inbound traffic flow alono,Gillygate exhibited similar traffic conditions to those
CGillyoate
had a higher
Lr-Calong Bootham, although
capacity flow. The mean total traffic
flow during unstable conditions along Gilly-ate was 947 vehicles h-1,compared with
LI754 vehicles h-1 aloni, Bootham. Outbound traffic alonor Gillygate and Bootham
?-.1
Ipredominantly exhibited free flow conditions (Figure 7.4b and Figure 7.5b). The
V
that
minority of medium and high occupancy values suggest
network
only
saturation
Lý

rarely occurred. An approximately linear relationship exists between traffic flow and
occupancy for most outbound flow conditions in both streets. A similar trend
occurred during periods of' high capacity inbound traffic flows in both streets,
suaaestinc,that free flow conditions Occurred during these periods.
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7.3.3. Detector occupancy and queue length ror Gillygate inbound
In addition to the detector occupancy analysis, queue length, equal to the total number
of queLling vehicles at a stop line, was determined on one link.

The number of

queuing vehicles within the Gillygate inbound lane were inanually Counted by S.
Parrett, Urban Traffic

Management and Control,

LISing CCTV (closed-circuit

television) footage between 09:00 - 15:00 for II weekdays during; the period of the
Investigation. The stopline was near the Boothain-Gillygate intersection and was 220
Would
m frorn the SCOOT sensor. Knowledge related to the position of the LILIeLIC
provide information on the spatial location of emissions within the principle street
studied in air quality modelling (Chapter 8). Therefore, It IS useful to determine
whether data that can be automatically generated from the SCOOT systern, Such as
detector occupancy, can be used to estimate queue length.

Figure 7.6a shows the total number of' vehicles in the queue for each 15-minLite
the nican 15-minute detector occupancy. The detection linut threshold
Lperiod against

-262of 40 vehicles in the (ILICIICCXPIIIIISwhy there are no data beyond this value and was
caused hy the physical restraints imposed hy the CCTV system's line-of-sight. The
considerable scatter I'01-low OCCLIP!
incy conditions suggests that there is a large
uncertainty in the clueuc length. However, for low occupancy conditions, the study
will show that traffic flow is strongly related to roadside CO concentrations. This
that using tratTic I'lows along the street would give an adeLlUatcestimation of'
SLIggeStS
Lý
emissions for low occupancies and irilormation

be
related to qLICUelength
would
not
L-

there is a significant
LreqUired. For higher occupancy conditions, although

amount of'

is shown to increase with increasing detector occupancy. It
scatter, the queue length
t-Lis shown in the l'ollowino section that in such cases roadside concentrations and
Lý
emissions are more strongly related to detector occupancy than traffic I'low.

In

the
addition, the relationship hetwcen occupancy and qLieuelen-th
gives
a
nicasurc
of'
L- LSCOOT data, without the
the
spatial extent of the emissions along
street
using
Lý
Crequireinent for manual investigation using CCTV footage.
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-263Figure 7.6b representsthe meandiurnal queuelength againstdetectoroccupancyfor
each 15-minute period acrossthe II days. As expected,this analysis produceda
stronger relationship betweendetectoroccupancyand queue length with r, = 0.64.
This analysisindicatesthe usefulnessof using detectoroccupancyto predict diurnal
mean queue length and, therefore, the spatial location of emissions for high
occupancyconditions, althoughclearly with a degreeof uncertainty. It is expected
that similar relationshipsmay exist for other streetswith similar network capacityand
traffic characteristicsand could possibly be determinedthrough a limited study of
CCTV footagefor a particularstreet.

7.3.4. Spatial and temporal variability in CO concentrations
To determine the inter-relationship between traffic conditions and in-canyon CO
concentrationsproperly, the backgroundCO concentrationdue to non-traffic related
emissionswas estimated.For the duration of the experiment,datafrom a streetboxin
Portland Street(a residentialside street,seeFigure 7.1) indicated a meanbackground
level of 0.2 ppm. The analysispresentedin Chapter 5 showed that the mean CO
concentrationsmeasuredin Portland Street were found to have very little variation
with the background wind direction. This background concentration value is
consistent with typical tropospheric background levels.

For all in-canyon CO

concentrationdatareportedhere,0.2 ppm is subtracted,with the recalculateddataless
than 0.0 ppm excludedfrom analysis.
Figure 7.7 and Figure 7.8 show mean diumal profiles of total traffic flow and CO
concentrations for Gillygate streetboxes G33.5 and G43.5 and Bootham streetboxes
B13.5 and B23.5,respectively. Also shown on the same figures is the unit standard
deviation for each quantity across each time period throughout the study. Total traffic
flow is the sum of the in- and out-bound flows for each street, corresponding to the
total vehicle flow rate that passed each streetbox. The CO concentrations roughly
followed the mean diurnal profiles of the total traffic flow with the steepest rise in
concentrations during the morning peak-flow period and the highest concentrations
between 07: 00 and 20:00. Although total traffic flows were approximately constant
throughout the day, maxima in mean CO concentrations occurred during the morning
and late-afternoon peak total traffic flow periods. These peaks are clearly not related

-264to increased traffic flows alone and are consistent with higher CO emissions during
periods of idling followed by acceleration that may occur Linder heavily congested
conditions.

Despite the fact that the total traffic flow remained comparatively high throughout
most of the time between the peak periods, there was sufficient network capacity
maintained to keep vehicles moving steadily at a lower speed. This daytime regime is
consistent with calming traffic
concentrations.

flows, which results in lower emissions and

Figure 7.7b shows the diurnal variation of inbound detector

occupancy for Gillygate. The figure confirms that although there is little variation in
traffic flow throughout the daytime period there is a significant drop in detector
occupancy and consequently [CO]

following

the morning peak-flow period,

suggesting more freely moving traffic and a steady rise throughout the afternoon.
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-265The substantialvariability within each 15-minutemeanCO concentrationmeasured
in both streetsis shown by the unit standarddeviationsin Figure 7.7c, Figure 7.7d,
Figure 7.8b and Figure 7.8c. The variability is greaterduring the daytime than at
night. However, this may only be partly attributed to the increasedday-to-day
variability in daytime traffic flows comparedwith nighttime values. Other factors,
including unaccountedfor traffic conditionsand meteorology,may also influencethe
increasedvariability of CO concentrations.Large variability in the daytime detector
occupancycorrespondsto traffic switching betweenfree and congestedstatesduring
unstableflow conditions,as shown in Figure 7.3. Sincethesetraffic conditionsare a
function of the network capacity, the variability in the traffic flow is likely to have
been a dynamic responseto network capacityeffects, such as across-junctiontraffic
at the downstreamintersection. Therefore,network capacity effects during unstable
flow conditions are a likely contributor to the variability in the CO concentrations
measuredin both streets.
This suggestionis also supportedby the significant variability in daytime detector
occupancyfor Gillygate, as shown in Figure 7.7b. It was suggestedin Chapter5 that
daily variations in meteorologicalconditions are also a likely influencing factor on
the daily variability of CO concentrations. Comparisonbetweenthe mean diurnal
profiles of CO concentrationalong the two street canyonsrevealedthat the mean
concentrationsalong Gillygate were approximatelytwice thosealong Bootham.
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for:

This may be partly attributed to lower mean total traffic flow during the daytime
it
Gillygate)
However,
Bootham
(80%,
was
of
and network capacity effects.
along
also mentioned in Chapter 5 that Bootham's lower street canyon aspect ratio
increased ventilation and its larger cross-sectional area increased the dilution 01'CO
within the street. Therefore, the study highlights the effects of both network capacity
and the interaction of background meteorology with street geometry on the mean
concentration of a traffic-related pollutant as well as the day-to-day variability in
concentrations.

7.3.5. Significance of the study for emissions modelling
Investigation

of

the

influences of

traffic-related

parameters Oil

road-side

concentrations of CO allows LISto evaluate how such parameters may potentially be
used to estimate emissions. The two parameters investigated here are (raffic flow and
detector occupancy. The influence of the mean diurnal total traffic flow oil the mean

-267diurnal CO concentrationsin GillYgate and Bootham is shown in Figurc 7.9 and
Figure 7.10, respectively. The mean total traffic flow was conditioncd on inbound
detector occupancyaccording to the categorieslow, medium and high, with each
categorydivision determinedby eye from Figure 7.4a and Figure 7.5a, respectively.
The inbound lower and uppercategorydivision pairs are 12%and 62% for Gillygate
and 10%and 70% for Bootham.
The corresponding mean CO concentration as a function of total traffic flow for each
occupancy condition is presented. A statistically significant linear regression exists
for G33.5and G43.5between the mean CO concentration and the mean traffic flow
during low occupancy conditions, with r2 of 0.85 and 0.80, respectively.

The

regression line slopes for G33.5and G43.5are 0.9X 10-3ppm h [vehicles]" and 0.7x 10-3
ppm h [vehicles]-', respectively.

The low occupancy data correspond to times

between 20:00 and 08: 00 and suggeststhat for free flow conditions, mean traffic flow
alone could provide a feasible way to def ine emissions.

For high occupancyconditions a weaker linear regressionalso exists for G33.5and
G43.5with r2 of 0.24 and 0.37, respectively. The poorer fit may be attributed to the
increasedvariability of day-time traffic conditions and suggeststhat even when
less
detector
flow
traffic
a
reliable estimateof
occupancy,
give
on
would
conditioned
However,
free
flow
for
the
to
conditions.
conditions
compared
emissions congested
figure still shows that the regressionline slopesare higher than for low occupancy
conditions (both are 2.3x10-3pprn h [vehicles]-') indicating that CO concentrations
vary more strongly with traffic flow under high occupancyconditions.
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-270A linear relationship also exists between CO concentration and total traffic flow along
Bootharn during low occupancy conditions, with r2 of 0.23 and 0.19, and slopes of
0.6x 10,3 ppm h [vehicles]" and 0.3x 10-3 pprn h [vehicles]" for B13.5 and B23.5,
respectively. In comparison to Gillygate, the lower r2 values for Bootharn during low

occupanciesand the absenceof any relationshipduring high occupanciesmay be
attributableto lesscongestiontogetherwith its wider canyongeometry.
The mean CO concentrations were also elevated during high flow-high occupancy
conditions (i. e. congested) when compared to high flow-low

occupancy conditions

(i. e. busy) in both streets. This was particularly so at G33.5 and G43.5where the
concentrations were generally elevated during high occupancy conditions compared
to medium occupancies. Whilst the concentrations in Bootham were a factor of two
lower than those measured in Gillygate, the mean concentrations measured during
low occupancy periods at B23.5and G33.5were generally below 1.0 ppm.

Figure 7.11 showsthe variation of diurnal CO concentrationat G33.5with the diurnal
inbound detector occupancy for Gillygate. The data could not be conditioned on
traffic flow as the parabolicrelationshipbetweentraffic flow andoccupancycontains,
in general,two possible occupancyvalues for each flow value, as shown in Figure
7.4a. Instead,the data was segregatedby time-of-day, correspondingto different
traffic regimes. The time period selectedfor eachregime is somewhatarbitrary and
is dependentupon the measuredCO concentrationat a particular location and how
well the measureddetector occupancywould relate to actual traffic occupancyfor
that location.
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Figure 7.11. Mean diurnal CO concentrationsalong Gillygate at G33.5varying with
occupancy. Data aresegregatedaccordingto time-of-dayregimes:A, B, C andD.
Lines correspondto least-squares
regressionsover the rangeof datawithin each
boundedregion. Tables7.3 and7.4 list the regimeswith the correspondingtime
periodsand regressionresults,respectively.
Table 7.3 summarisesfour possible traffic regimesfor Gillygate, with the relevant
time period, vehicle flow range and proportion of traffic conditions (free, unstable
and congested)for each 15-minuteperiod as a fraction of the experimentduration.
The traffic conditions were determinedby the inbound detector occupancycategory
divisions at 12% and 62%, as shown in Figure 7.4a. During night-time free flow
conditions (regime A) there was a one-to-one correspondencebetween detector
occupancy and traffic flow. Consequently,the diurnal CO concentrationat G33.5
varied linearly with occupancy,with a slopeof 6.4x10-2ppm W1. During the period
correspondingto both the morning (07:30 - 10:00) and late evening (18:30 - 20:30)
traffic flow maxima,all threetraffic conditionsoccurred(regime B). The lower slope
(1.7x10-2ppm %") and increasedscatterare due to the combined, non-proportional
influenceof both traffic flow and inboundoccupancyon CO concentrations.
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-2747.3.6. Combined influence of traffic conditions and background wind flow
Following Croxford and Penn (1998), an analysis of the CO concentration frequency
distributions was carried out on Gillygate and Bootham at G33.5 and 1313.5,
respectively. Figure 7.12 shows the 1,2,3,4,5,10,20,30,40,50,60,70,80,90,95,
96,97,98,99

histogram
the
of the CO concentration data.
related
percentiles and

The percentile plots show that a higher frequency of elevated mean CO
concentrations occurred in the narrower Gillygate

street canyon compared to

Bootham, with the 501hpercentile for Gillygate at 0.68 ppm compared to 0.36 ppm for
Bootham. Although both monitors show relatively low frequencies at the higher
concentration ranges, G33.5has a much flatter, or platykurtic, distribution compared to
B13.5with a longer tail extending to higher CO concentrations. Figure 7.12 also
shows that the mean concentration distribution at, G33.5 is more positively skewed
than for B13.5. It has been suggested that these high concentrations are associated
frequently
during
within
periods
of
congestion,
which
occurred
more
with
stop-starts
the traffic flow.

However,the differencesbetweenthe frequencydistributions for eachstreetsuggest
the additional influence of local streetgeometry and its interactionwith background
wind flows on the dispersionof traffic-related emissions. The lower aspectratio of
Bootharn implies that there was a comparatively larger volume of air inside the
canyon within which CO and other pollutants could disperse. The combined
influence of traffic conditions, street geometry and backgroundwind flow will be
further exploredbelow.
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Figure 7.12. Frequency distribution of CO concent rat i oils on Gillygate and Boothaill
shown as PDFs (bars) and percentiles (lines) for G33.5 and B 13.5-

It was shown in Chapter 5 that when CO was measuredon the leeward side of the two
street canyons the influence of the above-roof wind flow increased the mean CO
concentrations. The contribution of traffic characteristics may also be considered
when the concentration roses are conditioned on detector Occupancy. Figure 7.13
shows the mean CO concentrations as a function of' the above-roof wind direction
measured at the mast and conditioned on low, medium and high detector occupancies.
The normalisation procedure presented in Chapter 5 produced little difference in the
overall profiles of the concentration roses presented in Figure 7.13 and is therefore
not shown. To achieve statistically significant results, 300 wind direction sectors are
used compared to 10' sectors as used in Chapter 5.
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Higher mean leeward CO concentrations were measured at G33.5during above-roof
wind flows that were perpendicular to the street axis and during high occupancy (i. e.
congested) conditions than were measured during parallel above-roof wind flows.

-277This suggeststhat during high occupancyconditionsthe acceleratingdriving modeis
more likely due to an increasednumberof stop-startoccurrences,resulting in higher
CO emissionrates. Additionally, the presenceof a single across-canyonrecirculating
flow with a horizontally-aligned axis (Chapter4) limited the ventilation of the incanyon air during perpendicularbackgroundSE wind flows. The effect is more
distinct for high occupancyconditionsthan for low occupancyconditions providing a
factor of 3 difference between leeward and windward concentrationsin the most
extremecase.
The highest mean CO concentrations measured at G43.5also occurred during
perpendicular wind flows from the NW and under high occupancy conditions,
although the leeward concentrations have a narrower sector-range than those
measuredat G33.5- It is somewhat surprising that such a strong influence of
occupancyis shown in the concentrationrose for G43.5sincethe monitor is closer to
the Gillygate outboundtraffic flow stream,whereasthe occupancydata was derived
from the inbound SCOOTdetector. However, it doessuggestthat the analysisof the
inbound detectoroccupancyis a useful methodof determiningthe overall influence
of congestionin Gillygate, regardlessof streetboxlocation as well as indicating a
high degreeof mixing within the streetas demonstratedin Chapter5. Unfortunately,
therewere too few occurrencesof perpendicularwinds from the NE and SW to allow
the inter-comparisonbetweenthe concentrationsmeasuredin the two canyons. The
Gillygate study, however,showsthat the traffic conditions,the backgroundwind flow
and street geometry have a similar order of magnitudeeffect on the mean CO
concentrations. In order to model the, spatial distribution of pollutants and the
exposureof individuals within the streetsit is, therefore,important to find accurate
representations
of all influencing factors.

7.4. Summary and Conclusions
The SCOOT systemwas found to be a generally reliable method for measuringbidirectionaltraffic flow and occupancyalong Gillygate and Bootham. Occupancywas
usedas an indication of the traffic flow characteristics(a combinationof vehicle type,
speed,numberand network capacity) along the inbound traffic flow streamsin both

-278streets. The influence of free, unstableand congestedtraffic conditionson the spatial
and temporal variability in CO concentrationsin both streets was investigated.
Detector occupancy was split into three categories of low, medium, and high
occupancyaccording to its relationshipwith the traffic flow. High occupancywas
usedas an indication of congestionand occurredduring saturatedtraffic flows, when
increasesin occupancy resulted in decreasesin traffic flow. High occupancy
conditions are expectedto be associatedwith stop-starttraffic flows, which are well
known to be the cause of elevatedemission rates during the acceleratingdriving
mode. Congestion,therefore,has a significant impact on streetcanyon air quality at
both study sites. As congestedflow occursat high occupancywhen the link capacity
is reached,reductionsin emissionlevels could be achievedif traffic managerswere
able to maintain traffic flow below the level at which high occupancy conditions
arise.
The influence of traffic flow characteristicson CO concentrationsvaried for different
street geometries, with higher mean levels measuredin the narrower Gillygate
canyon. This can be attributedto a lower mixing volume within Gillygate compared
to Bootham and the presenceof skimming flow conditionsundercertain background
wind directions, which limit the vertical lofting of pollutantsout of the canyon. The
study also indicated higher frequencies of elevated CO concentrations within
Gillygate comparedto Bootham. The lower total traffic flow along Boothamcoupled
with the predominantlyparallel wind flows that were measuredduring the experiment
(Chapter4) was also a likely contributor to the lower meanconcentrationsmeasured
in this street. Under low traffic flows and low detectoroccupancies,a strong linear
relationship existed in each canyon between the mean CO concentrationsand the
traffic flow. This relationshipfailed underhigh occupancy(i.e. congested)conditions
where the mean CO concentrationswere better describedby the level of detector
occupancyin the street. The study suggeststhat traffic flow may only be used as a
sole indicator of emissionsunder free flowing traffic conditions and that detector
occupancy has a strong influence on emissions under unstable and congested
conditions. For the Gillygate inbound detector,which was locatedclose to the CO
monitors, the detectoroccupancygave a reasonablemeasureof queue length in the
street. The Gillygate outbounddetectorwas found to give a lessreliable indication of
congestionclose to the CO monitorsdue to it being locatedat the oppositeend of the

-279traffic link. Traffic modelling, usedin combination with SCOOTdetectordata, may
detector
location
indication
total
the
occupancy
at
a
given
of
give a more reliable
further
be
the
the
of
study.
streetand should
subject
within
Sector-averagedconcentration roses conditioned on inbound detector occupancy
revealedthat the highest meanCO concentrationsoccurredin Gillygate during high
inbound detectoroccupancyconditions. The inter-relationshipbetweenbackground
in
higher
leeward
flows
mean
congested
conditions
resulted
wind
and
perpendicular
CO concentrationsthan weremeasuredduring parallel wind flows. The development
from
background
the SE transportedthe
vortex
under
winds
of a single across-canyon
CO at street level towards the leeward side in the return-portion of a recirculating
flow.
The work presented in this Chapter suggests several implications for air quality
management strategies and is discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.

Significant

benefits in street canyon air quality may result from attempts to reduce the level of
here,
to
those
since
considered
narrow
streets
of
similar
congestion within
geometry
this could potentially reduce the emissions from a large number of individual
building
Air
the
with
models
must
represent
complexities
associated
vehicles.
quality
and street geometries as well as those associated with traffic flow characteristics. The
ability to represent the influence of stop-start conditions and congestion on trafficrelated pollutant emissions could significantly improve the predictive quality of
dispersion models, as demonstrated in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 8
Sensitivity study into the influence of the background wind and
variable emissionsalong Gillygate - Final Discussions

8.1. Introduction
The findings presentedin this thesis,particularly thosementionedin Chapter7, have
severalimplicationsfor air quality managementstrategiesin urban areas. This could
be achievedthrough local traffic managementmeasuresor by city-wide initiatives
aimed at reducingthe overall levels of traffic suchas low emissionzones,congestion
charging or park and ride schemes. If reductions in overall detector occupancy
cannot be achievedthen considerationcould also be given to moving traffic queues
into streets with improved dispersion conditions, i.e. away from narrow street
canyons.
Furthermore, air quality models must representthe complexities associatedwith
building and street geometries as well as those associated with traffic flow
characteristics. The ability to representthe influence of stop-start conditions and
congestion on traffic-related pollutant emissions could significantly improve the
predictive quality of dispersion models.

This would advance their overall

effectiveness in assessingtraffic managementand control measuresand public
exposureto traffic-relatedpollutants. This Chapterdescribesa sensitivity study that
was undertakenfollowing the analysisof the datafrom the field experiment.
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8.1.1. Chapter synopsis
This Chapteraims to consolidatethe researchfindings from the experimentalstudy
(Chapters4- 7) and to presentthe qualitative resultsfrom the dispersionmodelling
study as a comparison. In Chapter2 the influenceof meteorology,urban topography
it
described
in
4-7,
Chapters
discussed.
However,
traffic
as
was
many of
and
was
the effects are inter-relatedand so require a more holistic approachto discusstheir
impactson the in-canyonconcentrationfield.

8.2. Methodology

Tate (2005) presentedthe developmentand implementationof an integratedtraffic
micro-simulationand instantaneousemission model in order to study the spatialand
temporal variations in vehicular emissions along Bootharn,and Gillygate. In
particular, the DRACULA traffic microsimulation was integrated with the
ComprehensiveModel Emission Model (CMEM), thereby accounting for tailpipe
in
7
(see
Chapter
largely
as
shown
associated
with
events,
acceleration
emissionsnow
in
(e.
The
A,
2005b).
Tate
traffic
the
variability
network
g. signal timings)
also
et
into
incorporated
the
throughout
typical
weekday
was
a
and vehicular activity
in
in
derive
to
temporal
the
emissionsat
variability
order
spatial
and
modelling study
the microscopic scale (Tate, 2005). This was used to generatesecond-by-second
help
data
CO
to
the
tailpipe
trajectory
results
were
used
and
emissions
and
vehicle
interpret the spatialand temporal variability in concentrationsof CO measuredalong
Bootham and Gillygate.

The second-by-secondmodelling approach was
implementedin order to estimatethe temporal(15-minutetime intervals) and spatial

variations in CO emissionsand to verify the instantaneousemission model using
transientemissionmeasurements
over a standarddrive cycle as well as in real-world
traffic conditions(seeTate, 2005).
The DRACULA microsimulation model simulatedthe movementand interactionof
individual vehiclesthrougha well-defined networksuchas Boothamand Gillygate by
incorporating SCOOT data collected during the field experiment.

Vehicle

movements and interactions in the network were updated according to traffic
characteristics(e.g. performanceand desired speedalong the street). Additionally,

-282rules that govern car-following, lane-changing,gap acceptanceand driver behaviour
at intersectionswere included. The model was able to simulate vehicles movements
as they encounterjunctions (e.g. priority and signal control) and the build up and
dischargeof queueson the network(Tate, 2005). The main purposeof incorporating
the CMEM was to predict vehicle tail-pipe emissionsin the four different driving
modes:idling, accelerating,cruising and decelerating. In Chapter7a discussionwas
given into the influenceof thesedriving modeson the variability in concentrationsof
CO measuredalong BoothamandGillygate.
The location and magnitudeof the CO emissionswere averagedin Tate (2005) over
15-minute time periods and 10 m sections along Bootham and Gillygate, thus
including the common traffic-signal controlled intersection. As total traffic flow
along Gillygate was usedin the emissionsmodelling,the resultsof the emissionstudy
were based on the aggregateof inbound and outbound traffic flows. The spatial
variations in vehicular CO emissionsalong Gillygate obtainedfrom Tate (2005) for
the time period correspondingto 08:30 - 08:45 were interpolated in the work
presented in this Chapter in order to derive emission rates for the dispersion
modelling study. Figure 8.1 shows emission rate of CO interpolated over 2m
sectionsalong Gillygate from the common Bootham-Gillygateintersection(i.e. at 0
in) to the junction with Lord Mayor's Walk at the far end of the street. The constant
emissionprofile shownin Figure8.1 is simply the meanof the variable profile.
During congestedtraffic flows, particularly in the inbounddirections, idling vehicles
along Bootham.and Gillygate formed queuesthat extendedalmostthe entire lengthof
the streets. Congestedtraffic flow conditions are likely to haveoccurredin Gillygate
during 08:30 - 08:45 (see Chapters5 and 7). Figure 8.1 clearly shows that the
emission rate of CO along Gillygate was predicted to be greatestat the common
intersectiondue to vehiclesacceleratingthrough the intersectionduring periodswhen
the traffic signalswere green. Thesefindings, therefore,supportthe observationthat
the highest concentrations of CO measured inside Gillygate corresponded to
congestedtraffic conditions during which stop-startand, thus, acceleratingdriving
modes,are likely to haveoccurred.
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Figure 8.1. Spatial variations in emission rates ofCO in(erpolated over 2 in sections
along Gillygate from the common (Boothani/Gillygaw) intersection between 08: 30 08: 45: constant (mean) emissions (adapted frorn Tate,
variable emissions;
2005).
Figure 8.1 also shows that emissions are also higher than the mean emissions profile
at the junction with Lord Mayor's Walk, which also indicates the significance of stopstart conditions and accelerating driving modes as vehicles are likely to have
that
also
suggests
accelerated through the signal-controlled intersection. The filUre
LI
the bi-directional traffic travelling along the mid-fink section of Gillygate reached
optimum cruising speed, causing emissions to fall sharply. Consequently, emissions
along the mid-link section fell below the mean. The results ofthe variable emissions
along Gillygate also indicate the possible benefits that may arise it' traffic managers
were able to ininirmse the occurrence of congested traffic flows, during which stopstart conditions and accelerating drivingt- niodes are more common.
From a street canyon dispersion modelling perspective the spatial variation.,, III
emissions along Gillygate during congested tratTic flows shown in Figure 9.1 are
highly significant.

If such models were to assume that emissions are evenly

distributed along Gillygate (i. e. using I constant or mean emissions prol'ile) they are
likely to not only drastically under-estimate the emissions at the common Intersection,
but also over-predict the emissions along the mid-link section.

01' course, these

-284findings are not unique to Gillygate and also apply to other streetswith similar traffic
characteristics.Theseinconsistencieswill result in inaccuraciesin using suchmodels
to predict roadsideconcentrationsof traffic-rclatcd pollutants,which are particularly
important for traffic managementassessmentsand population exposure studies.
Figure 8.1 shows that the meanemission dispersionmodelling method is likely to
under-cstimateemissionsat the Bootham/Gillygatc intcrscctionby a factor of more
than 10 times. This would clearly have significant implications for the accuracyof
the predictedconcentrations.
The analysisis continuedby incorporatingthe constantand variableemissionprofiles
into a dispersionmodelling study of a tracer along Gillygatc. An attcmpt is madeto
perform a sensitivity study into the influence of the spatial variability in emissions
along Gillygate using the MISKAM Eulerian dispersionmodel. In Chapter 3, the
numericalsimulation of dispersionin MISKAM was describedas having two Stages.
First, the steady-stateflow field was defined over an arbitrary building configuration
using the flow componentof the model (seeEichhom, 1996). The model usesa k-r
turbulenceclosure schemeto parameterisethe subgrid scaleturbulence. The model
assumeda logarithmic profile upstreamat the inflow boundaries.Second,the derived
mean wind and turbulenceparametersfrom MISKAM are input into the Eulerian
dispersionmodel.
The building configurations in the domain are shown in Figure 8.2. The
configurations were created from a scaled plan and the building heights were
measuredin the streetusing the inclination methodwith an Abney level, as described
in Chapter3. The modelling domain included the side streetsadjoining Gillygate and
incorporatedthe significant structureswithin approximately 100 m of the street, as
shown in Figure 8.2. The grid was 3-D and the resolutionof the domain could be
adjustedby the user in order to allow for a higher resolutionalong the street. The
model resolution from the common intersectionto a point 74 rn down the streetwas
2m by 4m by Im in the across-canyon(.i), along-canyon (y) and vertical (z)
directions,respectively. The resolution was increasedfrom the point at 74 m to the
end of the streetand was Im by 2m by I m,the x, y andz directions,respectively. The
higher resolution allowed for the comparison between normaliscd concentrations

-285derivedby MISKAM and the meanconcentrationsof CO measuredin the street(see
Smalleyet al., 2004). Although the validation of the model is beyond the scopeof
this presentstudy comparisonshavebeenmadebetweenthe measuredand modcllcd
concentrationsusing MISKAM for the Gillygatc street canyon by Srnallcy et al.
(2004a)and Dixon et al. (2005).
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Figure8.2. The modelling domain,showingthe building configurationsaroundthe
Gillygate streetcanyon.
The source cells of the tracer used in the domain were located in the ccntre of
Gillygate (-8 m wide) and coveredthe entire length of the street from the common
intersectionto the junction with Lord Mayor's Walk. The sourcecells were first set
using the constant(i.e. mean)emissionprofile shown in Figure 8. L The influenceof
parallel (6ýf = 210*), oblique (af = 1651)and perpendicular(0,,f = 120') background
winds on the in-canyonconcentrationfield was investigated. The sourcecells of the
tracer were then set using the variableemission profile shown in Figure 8.1 for the
samebackgroundwind directions in order to determinethe influence of the spatial
variability in emissionson the resultingin-canyonconcentrations. It was mentioned
earlier that the variable emissionprofile is a more realistic representationof the actual

-286driving
influence
Gillygate
traffic
the
of
characteristics
and
mode
emissions along
as
was considered. The derived concentrations from MISKAM were not nornialiscd as

therewereno comparisonswith the measuredresultspresentedin Chapters5 and 7.
Longitudinal cross-scctionsof the concentrationfield for each wind dircction were
desiredin orderto investigatethe spatialvariability in concentrationsalong Gillygatc.
Therefore, the derived concentrationsfrom MISKAM wcrc intcrpolatcd along the
leeward side of the street for each wind dircction using a FORTRAN code. For
comparison,the computedconcentrationsfor perpendicularbackgroundwinds at the
G3-G4experimentcross-sectionare also presented.The derivedconcentrationswcrc
then importedinto a matrix using the weightedaveragegridding methodin Origin in
order to createthe longitudinal and transverse(i.e. spatially-avcragcd)concentration
plots. While the transverseconcentration plots for perpendicularwinds at the
cross-sectionare presented,the transverseplots for other sectionsof the
measurement
canyonare not shown.

8.3. Resultsand Discussion
8.3.1.Longitudinal cross-section
This Section discussesthe qualitative results derived from the modelling study.
Figures8.3 - 8.5 show the contour plots of the concentrationsusing the constantand
variable emission sources for parallel (6jf = 210"), oblique (&f = 165*) and
perpendicular(&f = 120*),respectively.The contour plots shownin thesefigures are
for longitudinalcross-sectionsof Gillygate and representthe SE side of the street,i.e.
the leewardsideduring oblique (&f = 1650)and perpendicular(Of = 120*)winds.
The highest mean CO concentrationswere measuredduring the experimentunder
light
(Chapter
7).
In
the
traffic
of this
conditions
perpendicularwinds and congested
evidence,the aim of the modelling study was to determine,albeit qualitatively, the
influence of the background wind and variable emission rates on the predicted
concentrationsin Gillygate. Thesethreebackgroundwind directionswere chosenin
order to investigatethe influence of recirculating in-canyon flow featuresassociated
with helical and skimming regimes. In addition, the leewardside of the canyonwas

-287chosen as it was expected that the highest concentrations were to be found on that
side of the street as a result of revcrse-flow portion of the in-canyon recirculating
flows. The influence of street canyon geometry was also investigated, particularly the
effect of openings along the canyon walls.

8.3.1.1. Parallel background winds

Figure 8.3 shows the concentrationplots for the longitudinal cross-scctionfrom the
common intersection(at y=0 m) to the stoplinc besidethe outboundtraffic light at
the far end of the street(at y= 250 m). It was mentionedin Chapter3 that the flow
model used in MISKAM starts with a horizontally uniform flow field and the
prognostic equationsare solved within the domain until steady-stateconditions arc
reached. Figure 8.3a shows the resultsfor the constantemissionsource. The figure
clearly showsthat during parallel (61,f = 210*) backgroundwinds, concentrationsof
the tracer increasedown the streetas a result of advcctionby along-canyonairflow.
The longitudinal effect is shown by the approximatelyhorizontal contour lines for z
>2 m at the far end of the street.
The highestconcentrationsalong Gillygate occur in a 'zone' betweeny =75 rn and y
=250 m. At y =55 rn there is a relatively large openingalong the NW canyon wall.
The opening is likely to be a possibleexit for pollutants. However, the horizontal
flow vectorsderived from the model suggestthat the openingat y =150 m, which is
before Portland Street, causesflow to enter the canyon (not shown). The vectors
indicate that the parallel backgroundwinds intcract with the row of buildings that
form the SW flank of PortlandStreet. As a result,a portion of the flow is forced into
the openingat y =150 m. The flow into the canyonthrough the openingalso caused
across-canyonflow towards the SE side of the street. This across-canyonflow is
likely to have causedthe local pollution hot-spot shown in the figure, particularly
given that the derivedconcentrationsarc for that sideof the street.
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Figure 8.3. LongitUdinal cross-section ofthe mean concentration (Ing III ') of tile
2 10")
tracer on the SE side of Gillygate during parallel background winds (i. e.
L(a) the constant and (b) variable emission sources shown in Figure 8.1.
using:
L,
Portland Street (at Y :zý195ill) provides it much larger opening and tile vector plots
revealed that this t-gap in the canyon wall is more than likely to he ill) exit for
pollutants, its flow entered Portland Street from Gillygate. Tile width of' Portland
Street at the jLlllCtiOll with Gillygate is -15 in. Tile figUrC Shows thilt al 1111S
Point

-289lower than immediatelybeforeand
alongGillygate that concentrationsarc 0.1 mg 111*3
after thejunction.
Figure 8.3b presentsthe concentrationresults for the variable emission sourceand
shows that the mean concentrationscomparedto the constantsource results arc a
factor of 2 lower for the former. As a result, it is more difficult to determinethe
influence of the flow interaction with the street canyon geometry, especially the
openingsalong the NW canyon wall. The lower meanconcentrationis clearly an
effect of the lower local emissionsourcesalong the canyonmid-scction. Howcvcr, it
is possibleto determinesomedifferencesbetweenthe constantand variablecmission
scenarios. At the common interscction (y =0 m) the variable emission rateswere
more than a factor of 10 times greater than the constantemissions. Consequently,
There is also a
there is a local peak in the mean concentrationclose to y=0m.
'zone' of higher meanconcentrationfurther along the streetbetweeny= 70 rn andy=
110 m that compareswith the findings shown earlier for the constant emissions.
Furthermore,it is also possiblethat the influx of freshair into the canyonat y =150 m
coupled with the along-canyonflow and lower local emissionsis likely to be the
causeof the lower meanconcentrationfory >150 m.

&3.1.2. Oblique backgroundvvinds
Figure 8.4 showsthe longitudinal concentrationplots for oblique backgroundwinds
(i.e. 11,r = 165*). Comparisonsbetween Figures 8.3a and 8.4a reveal notable
similarities. In particular, there is evidenceof along-canyonadvcction and also the
accumulationof pollutants at the local hot-spotsassociatedwith tile opcningsin the
NW canyonwall. Figure 8.4a shows that the highestconcentrationsalong Gillygate
were calculated in a 'zone' from y >75 m, which was also calculated for parallel
winds. For parallel backgroundwinds, the local peak in concentrationsat y =150 m
was associatedwith across-canyonflow causedby flow enteringthe canyonthrough
the nearbyopening. For oblique backgroundwinds therewas also found to be a local
hot-spot at y =150 m, although the mean concentrationwas higher than for parallel
winds. This is likely to be the result of across-canyonadvcctionof pollutants in tile
reverseflow portion of a recirculatinghelical flow at streetlevel. During a, r = 165*,
pollutants are expectedto have accumulatedon the leeward(SE) side of the canyon

-290as a result of across-canyon flow recirculation. The additional influence of alongcanyon pollutant transport is likely to be the cause of higher mean concentrations
calculated at the hot-spot at Yz 150 m.
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Figure 8.4. Longitudinal cross-section of the mean concentration (Mg M-3) of the
tracer on the leeward (SE) side of Gillygate during oblique background winds (i. e. Of
165')
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-291Furtherevidenceof a helical flow regimewas indicated following the analysisof the
vertical flow vectors derived from MISKAM at y= 150 m, which showed the
developmentof a recirculating flow with downdraughtson the windward side of the
canyonandupdraughtson the leewardside(not shown).
There is further evidence from the longitudinal concentration plots that supports the
assumption that oblique background winds from 6ý,f = 165' caused the development
of a recirculating helical flow.

Comparisons between Figures 8.3a and 8.4a reveal

that the mean concentrations are greater at higher levels within the canyon during the
oblique wind flow, suggesting that pollutants were transported in a recirculating flow.

Figure 8.4b presentsthe concentrationresults for the variable emission sourceand
showsthat the meanconcentrationof the tracer relative to the constantsourceresults
are approximatelya factor of 2 lower along the mid-link sectionfor the former. As
with the parallel backgroundwind scenario,the lower meanconcentrationsare likely
to be a reflection of the lower local emission sources. However, comparisons
betweenFigures8.3b and 8.4b reveal that there are a numberof differencesbetween
the variable emissions results, as a result of the backgroundwind direction. For
instance,the meanconcentrationof the traceris approximatelya factor of 2 higher for
the helical flow scenariothan for the channel,or 'flushing, flow.
The higher concentration of the tracer for the variable emissions and oblique
background wind scenario allows for a number of additional features to be
ascertained that was not possible for the variable emissions and parallel background
wind scenario. Figure 8.4b shows that during aef = 165', the highest concentrations
for the variable emissions scenario occur for y< 25 m. The higher concentrations can
partly be attributed to the higher local emissions. However, comparison between
Figures 8.3b and 8.4b indicates that an additional factor needs to be considered. The
horizontal vector plots derived from MISKAM (not shown) revealed that during af =
165* a comer vortex with a vertically-aligned axis developed inside the canyon at the
common intersection. This flow recirculation zone was unlikely to have extended
significantly beyond 25 m from the street comer. The vertical extent of the comer
vortex was also implied in Figure 8.4b, which shows that the recirculating flow was

-292influential within the entire cavity of the canyon. The across-canyoncorner vortex
with a vertically-alignedaxis was likely to havebeenresponsiblefor the locally high
concentrationson the leeward side of the canyon. The higher concentrations
165" for variable emissions compared to the constant
calculated during ae
,f=
emission scenario was, however, significantly influenced by the higher local
emissions. The hot-spot calculatedat y= 250 m correspondsto the locally higher
junction
is
to
to
the
traffic-signal
that
the
controlled
proximity
related
emissionsource
with Lord Mayor's Walk and ClarenceStreet.

8.3.1.3.Perpendicularbackgroundwinds
Perpendicular background winds, on the other hand, reveal contrasting results. Figure
8.5 presents the longitudinal concentration plots for perpendicular background winds
(i. e. aef = 120').

During these background winds, a single-across canyon

recirculating flow with a horizontally-aligned axis is expected to have developed
by
(see
Gillygate
the
the
openings
of
canyon
uninterrupted
section
mid-link
along
Chapter 4). As a result, the highest mean concentrations calculated by the model for
the constant emission scenario during 6ýf = 120' were on the leeward side of the
street canyon.

Figure 8.5a showsthe longitudinal cross-sectionof the calculatedconcentrationsfor
the constantemission source. ComparisonsbetweenFigures 8.5a and 8.4a show
many similarities, particularly at the local hot-spotat y 'z 150 m and there is evidence
of flow recirculation shown by the vertical extent of the concentrationdistributions.
However, there is less evidence of along-canyonpollutant transport during aef =
120', which is to be expected during the skimming flow regime as it has
influence
The
conditions.
of along-canyon
poor
ventilation
characteristically
for
background
transport
that
oblique
winds (Oref
earlier
was reported
pollutant
165') is likely to be the causeof the higher concentrationsat the local hot-spotat y
150 m. ComparisonsbetweenFigures8.5a and 8.3a indicate that during 6ýf = 1201
the concentrationof the tracer is a factor of 2 greaterat y ::z 150 m than during a, f =
2100, which indicatesthe significanceof the across-canyonflow recirculation. The
closenessof the contour lines shown in Figure 8.5a particularly at y= 150 m reveals
the steepdeclinein the meanconcentrationswith proximity to the shearlayer.
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Figure 8.5. Longitudinal cross-section of the mean concentration (mg in -3) of the
tracer on the leeward (SE) side of Gillygate during perpendicular background winds
in
(i. e. Orf = 120') using: (a) the constant and (b) the variable emission sources -.
shown
Figure 8.1.
At the far end of the canyon (v z250 m) the horizontal flow vectors presented in
Chapter 4 revealed that a corner vortex with a vertical ly-al igned axis developed inside
Gillygate during 0,,f = 120' at the junction with Lord Mayor's Walk. This corner
vortex is likely to be the cause of the higher concentrations that were calculated at.v z

-294250 m during thesebackgroundwinds, particularly on the leewardside of the canyon
asa result of across-canyonflow.
Figure 8.5b presentsthe concentrationresults for the variable emission sourceand
shows that the mean concentrationscomparedto the constantsource results are of
figure
distributions
different.
The
the
are
very
magnitude,
although
shows
similar
that the mean concentrations generally resemble the variable emission profile
presentedin Figure 8.1, i.e. the highest concentrationswere calculatedfor y <25 m
with a secondarypeakat the far end of the streetat y ýz250 m.
Following the analysis of the mean horizontal flow vectors it was revealedthat a
comer vortex with a vertically-aligned axis developedinside Gillygate during aef
120' at the commonintersection,as it did for ae

165'. Although the comer vortex

was presentfor the constantemissionsscenario,the higher concentrationsshown in
Figure 8.5b clearly indicatesthe influence of the locally high emissions. The comer
vortex is likely to have causedthe locally high emissionsto build up close to the
junction. The vertical extent of the comer vortex is also shownto have an influence
almostas far asthe top of the canyon.
However, the notable difference between Figures 8.4b and 8.5b is the apparent
absenceof along-canyonpollutant transport, causing the concentrationsalong the
mid-link sectionto be relatively low even thougha single-acrosscanyonrecirculating
flow developed. This is likely to also be a reflection of the low local emissionsource
along the mid-link section. Some variability in mean concentrationsalong the
leewardside of the canyon,however,may also be attributedto the openingsalong the
NW canyonwall, asdescribedearlier.

-2958.3.2.Transverse cross-section
The MISKAM flow and dispersionmodel was usedto calculatethe concentrationsof
the tracer inside the Gillygate streetcanyon for the two perpendicularbackground
wind directions (i. e. aef= 120' and arf = 300'). The model useda constantemission
source(i.e. the mean of the variableemission profile shown in Figure 8.1) and the
same domain configuration and resolution describedin Section 8.2. The contour
plots are presentedbelow for completeness.
The contour plots of the calculatedmean concentrationof the tracer were created
using the weighted averagegridding methodasdescribedin Section8.2. The contour
6ýf
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the
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and
respectively.
and
=
=
flow
6ýf
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(with
during
that
a
single
a
across-canyon
recirculating
shows
=
horizontalIY-aligned axis) is likely to have formed inside GillYgate, transportingthe
tracer towards the leeward side of the canyon. The leeward concentrationsare a
factor of -3 greaterthan the windwardconcentrationsduring aef= 120'.
Figure 8.6b showsthat the worst ventilation conditionswere predictedfor O"f= 300',
i.e. when the comer vortices producedacross-canyonflow. The across-canyonflow
is likely to have transportedpollutants towards the leeward side of the canyon, as
mentioned in Chapters4 and 5. It was mentioned that compared to other wind
directions the highestconcentrationswere measuredwhen the sensorwas locatedon
the leeward side during perpendicularNW winds, i.e. aef= 300'. However, without
fields
in-canyon
togetherwith
turbulence
the
and
of
wind
simultaneousmeasurements
the flow modelling study it would have seemedsensibleto have concluded that a
inside
flows
developed
the canyon
typical
canyon
vortex
of
skimming
single-across
during thesebackgroundwind conditions.
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Figure 8.6. Contour plots of the mean concentration (mg m-3)of the tracer derived
from MISKAM at the transverse G3-G4 cross-section on GillYgate for perpendicular
background winds from (a) 0,,f= 120' and (b) Orer=300'. Buildings are shown as
rectangles with diagonal hatching.

-297During Oef= 300' the corner vorticesandsubsequentalong-canyonflow convergence
causedupdraughtson both sidesof the canyon(Chapter4). Figure 8.6b appearsto
show that the concentrationson the windward side of the canyon are likely to have
beentransportedin the updraughtsout of the canyon and into the shearlayer aloft.
The figure also shows the plume in the shear layer above the windward building
extending downwind.

Consequently, Figure 8.6b indicates that the leeward

concentrationswere higher during Oef= 300' than during aef = 120*, although the
leeward
in
found
be
CO
the
to
on
sides
were
concentrations
measured
similar
mean
is
5).
beyond the scopeof
However,
(Chapter
the
of
model
verification
magnitude
the sensitivity study. It should be notedthat for more accuratecomparisonsbetween
the calculatedand measuredconcentrations,the variable emissionfactor would have
been more appropriateto use in the model. Clearly such comparisonswould also
in
be
to
the same units and the normalisation of the
the
concentrations
require
calculated concentrationswould also be required in future work. The following
Chapteraddressesthe limitations of the researchundertakenin Chapters4-8 and
givesrecommendationsfor further work.

8.4. Summary and Conclusions
This Chapter brought together the main discussionsfrom the analysis of the data
collected during the field experimentthat was conductedwithin the Bootham and
Gillygate streetcanyonsand presentedin Chapters4-7. In this Chapteran attempt
was made to discuss the inter-relationshipbetweenmeteorologyand street canyon
geometry,and the resulting in-canyonflow features. The resultsfrom the MISKAM
dispersionmodel were usedqualitatively to discussthe influencethat thesein-canyon
flow featureshad on the tracerconcentrations.
Although qualitative, the analysis provided a useful insight into the importance of
using realistic emissionsfactors in dispersionmodels. It was shownthat the emission
factor that representedthe actual traffic characteristicsat the Bootham-Gillygate
intersectionwas a factor of 10 greaterthan the meanemission factor. The variable
emissionsprofile was a factor of -2 lower along the mid-link section of the street
canyon. The elevatedemissionsat the intersectionwere due to the predominanceof
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Oblique and parallel backgroundwinds produced comer vortices (with verticallyaligned axes) at both ends of Gillygate and across-canyonrecirculating flows (with
horizontally-aligned axes) along the mid-link section uninterrupted by openings.
Consequently,during oblique and perpendicularbackground winds, the variable
emissionscenariopredictedconcentrationsat the intersectionof -10 greaterthan for
the constantemissionscenario,while concentrationsalong the mid-link sectionwere
a factor of -2 lower. The higher concentrationsat the intersection,however, are
likely to have also been partly causedby the developmentof a corner vortex with
vertically-alignedaxes,which producedacross-canyonflow towardsthe leewardside
of the street. Accelerating driving modes are also responsible for the elevated
emission in close proximity to the Gillygate-Lord Mayor's Walk junction.
Consequently,the variableemissionmodel resultspredictedhigher concentrationsfor
this sectionof the link during oblique andparallel winds.
Parallel backgroundwinds producedalong-canyonflows, which are likely to have
flushedthe tracerout of the street. As a result, it was difficult to ascertainsignificant
differencesbetweenthe variable and constantmodel results. However, the higher
local emissions along the mid-link section for the constant emission scenario
indicated that flow enteredthe street through an opening in the canyon wall. This
have
flow
is
likely
SE
to
towards
the
the
which
of
canyon,
causedacross-canyon
side
resultedin the developmentof a local pollution hot-spotat this point alongGillygate.
The results presentedin this Chapter helped to bring the findings from the field
experimenttogether,as the influence of meteorology,urban topographyand traffic
(excludingTPT effects) was discussed.However,the results are only qualitativeand
further assessment
of the model is required,asmentionedin the following Chapter.
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CHAPTER 9
Limitations of the present study and recommendationsfor
further work

9.1. Introduction

This Chapterdescribesthe limitations of the researchundertakenin this thesis and
recommendsareasfor future research. The discussionis divided between: street
canyon field experiments;modelling studies; conducting measurementsof trafficrelatedpollutant concentrationsin addition to CO; andpopulationexposurestudies.

9.1.1. Street canyon field experiments
9.1.1.1. Weak background winds

Further researchinto dispersion of pollutants inside street canyons is expectedto
focus on topics related to weak background wind conditions. During these
conditions, thermal effects due to solar radiation in someEuropeancities may be of
greater significance to the stability of the recirculating flow structures that may
develop in street canyons compared to those studied in York.

In the present

experimentalstudy within the Bootharn and Gillygate streetcanyonsthermal effects
were largely assumedto be negligible during backgroundwinds greaterthan 1.2m s'l
(Chapter4). Furthermore,it was believedthat given the amountof cloud cover over
York during the experimentthe influence of thermal effects would only have been
minimal. Future work should first involve the analysis of the temperatureand
humidity data collected during the field experimentat various heights on lampposts
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conductedinside the canyonsduring the same time of the year and for different
backgroundwind conditions.
Traffic-produced turbulence (TPT) and the micro-scale dispersionaround moving
vehiclesshould also be a focus for future work, particularly during weak background
winds. In Chapter 6, the value for the dimensionlessconstantsused in the TPT
formulationswas chosenarbitrarily to equal unity due to the absenceof concentration
data collected within the traffic layer. Consequently,the final slopesof the linear
regressionanalysis were also arbitrary. Future TPT investigationsshould include
measurements
of CO within the layer in which TPT effects are most active, although
this will require developing suitable security methods to prevent possible acts of
vandalism.
Studiesusing horizontal arraysof 3-componentsonic anemometersat multiple crosssectionsof the street canyon where a range of traffic characteristicsand driving
modes(e.g. idling, accelerating,cruising and decelerating)can be studied would be
particularlyuseful. However,a large longitudinal coveragewould only be possibleif
the anemometerscould be securedon streetfurniture suchas lamppostsor temporary
supportsfor the entire duration of the experiment as continuous,simultaneousdata
must be collected. Synchronicity in the measurementsof the wind and turbulence
fields is necessaryin order to conductthe required statisticalanalysis,particularly of
the turbulenceparameters(e.g. Smalleyet al., 2004b). The problemthat will needto
be addressedis how to obtain a suitably large data set of synchronousresultswithout
the risk of encounteringpossibleactsof vandalism. The resultspresentedin Chapter
6 suggestthat locating the instrumentswell above headheight (e.g. at z1H= 0.3) in
streetcanyonsof similar geometryto Gillygate may measurethe wind and turbulence
above the layer in which TPT effects are most active. However, this is likely to
dependon the traffic characteristicsduring the investigations. The best option may
be to locate the instrumentson temporarystandsdaily at heightswithin the layer in
which TPT effects are most active, while guarding the instrumentsand conducting
manualobservationsof the traffic speedand flow.
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analysispresentedin Chapter6 also had its limitations and a more accuratemethod
may be preferredfor future work. An infra-red speedgun may be a more accurate
measureof the actual speedof individual vehiclespassingthroughthe survey section.
However, it is questionablewhether each vehicle in a platoon travelling at speed
through the measurementsectioncan be simultaneouslycountedand classified and
alsobe recordedfor its speed.The methodof using the computerprogramto produce
a time-stampeach time the front axle of a vehicle enteredthe 4m measurement
sectionand when the rear axle left the section,as describedin Chapter6, was at least
useful in obtaining traffic flow and speedfor each vehicle category. Inaccuracies
relatedto the keystrokesare likely, especiallyduring low traffic flows when the mean
vehicle speedswere high. Given that the reactiontime is also greatly reducedduring
these traffic flow conditions there are also likely to be inaccuraciesrelated to the
exact times that the vehicle axles crossedthe lines marking the entranceand exit to
the measurementsection. The spatialand temporalerror calculationspresentedin the
Appendix indicatedthat the error was -10% for the meanvehicle speedof 3.95 m s-1
observedduring the TPT investigationsin the presentstudy. In future studies these
inaccuraciesmay partly be reducedif a larger survey section was used. However,
two observerswould be requiredto conductthe observationsif this was the caseand
this is likely to introducemore inaccuracies.
Detector occupancy was used in the present study as an indicator of congestion
(Chapter7). Traffic modelling usedin combinationwith SCOOTdetectorand queue
length data derived from CCTV footagemay give a more reliable indication of the
total detectoroccupancyat a given location within the streetand shouldbe the subject
of further study. The emissions modelling study conducted by Tate (2005) and
described in Chapter 8 provided useful insight into the variability of the actual
emissionsalong Gillygate. However,the resultsfrom the field experimentpresented
in Chapters4-7 in addition to the resultsfrom the sensitivity study shownin Chapter
8 revealthe importanceof understandingthe influence of streetcanyongeometryand
meteorologyand traffic characteristics.Dispersionmodelswhich are able to simulate
driving mode and, thus, variable emissionsat the micro-scale in tandem with the
dispersion characteristics, including TPT effects, at street scale are likely to
significantly increasetheir predictive capabilities. With further studies it may be
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potentialexposureof the populationto traffic-relatedpollutants.

9.1.1.2. Moderate and strong background winds

There are also recommendationsfor future street canyon studies to be conducted
during strongerbackgroundwinds. The work presentedin Chapters4 and 5 revealed
that the classic across-canyonrecirculating flow (with a horizontally-aligned axis)
only occurredinside the Gillygate canyonduring perpendicularSE winds, although
there was evidenceof helical flows during oblique backgroundwinds. Perpendicular
NW winds producedcomer vortices and along-canyonflow convergence. It was
mentionedin Chapter4 that future streetcanyonstudiesmay wish to include multiple
experimentcross-sectionswith instrumentson either side of the canyon. If this was
conducted within Gillygate it would allow for further analysis of the wind and
turbulenceboth sidesof the flow convergencepoint and may reveal more aboutthis
complexflow feature.
The wind and turbulence data collected inside the Gillygate street canyon and
presentedin Chapter 4 were averaged over 15-minute periods in order to be
consistentwith the CO data and the traffic data derived from SCOOT. However,the
analysis should be continued by investigating the wind and turbulenceparameters
over much shorter averaging times. This analysis would complement the work
presentedin Chapters4 and 5 and may produceuseful insights into the stability of the
flow structures(seeDobre et al., 2005).
This work may be combined with the analysis of the mean wind and turbulence data
collected in the Gillygate street canyon prior to the main field experiment. It was
mentioned in Chapter 3 that a preliminary field study involved using radio modems to
acquire the data simultaneously from the in-canyon ultrasonic anemometers. The
anemometers used during the trial field experiment are referred by the first letter of
their location (i. e. mast or canyon) followed by an identification number. Table 9.1
presents the proportion of clean data and the mean data collection rate for the
reference anemometer located on the mast (at 1.8H) and the 5 anemometerslocated in
the street canyon. The anemometers located in the canyon were attached to lamppost
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all set to sample ill 51-1z. The proportion of'clean data was lowest al tile Illast (89-5
%). This is likely to have been caused by the greater distance over which tile datil
was sent, causing a greater likelihood of' inted'erctice (Chapter 3).
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features.

Further investigations in and around other complex urban micro-
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The validation of

and dispersion models requires thorough validation

against

experimental data. The accuracy of their predictions is limited by the accuracy of the
input data (e.g. emission rates, traffic characteristics, meteorology and street
geometry).

Therefore, further field experiments are necessary in such complex

micro-environments in order to test the accuracy of the street canyon air quality
models. This is particularly important when making traffic management decisions
and in review and assessmentAQM procedures.

9.1.2.Street canyon modelling studies
The validation of the MISKAM

flow and dispersion model is part of an on-going

research programme and was beyond the scope of the study presented in Chapter 8.
Smalley et al. (2004a) and Dixon et al. (2005) provide some useful insight into the
performance of the model. However, in further studies it would also be useful to
compare the normalised concentrations calculated by MISKAM

using the Eulerian

dispersion model and a Lagrangian stochastic dispersion model.

Smalley et al.

(2004a) presented results of a modelling study of dispersion inside GillYgate using
MISKAM.

However, a Lagrangian dispersion model was used in place of the

Eulerian dispersion model as it was believed to be more accurate. Concentrations of
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particles as if they were air parcels. The Lagrangian model assumedthat for
sufficiently small time-steps,the accelerationof particles following the flow is a
combinationof the 'fading memory' of the velocity of each particle at the previous
time-step,the drift correctiondue to inhomogeneityin the flow field and a random
diffusion term (seeSmalleyet al., 2004a).
On the other hand, the pollution distribution in the Eulerian model is describedby
changingconcentrationsat discretepoints on a fixed grid (Chapter3). Comparisons
between the normalisedconcentrationsderived from the Eulerian and Lagrangian
dispersion models used in MISKAM would be useful for dispersion modellers
wishing to usesuchmodelsin future studies. This would be particularly constructive
if the comparisonrevealsgood agreementas the Eulerian dispersionmodel may be
preferred over the more complex Lagrangian model. The complexity of the
Lagrangianmodel has consequences
for the time taken to perform each model run.
Thus, simpler models often produce quicker results. The findings from the TPT
analysispresentedin Chapter6 also revealedthat dispersionmodelsmay over-predict
leeward concentrationsduring perpendicularbackgroundwinds given the additional
dispersion mechanismsproduced by passing traffic. The incorporation of TPT
parameterisationsinto CFD codessuch as MISKAM in future work may, therefore,
improve their predictive quality, particularly for weak perpendicular background
winds.

9.1.3. Measurementsof other traffic-related pollutant concentrations
The collection of a comprehensivedata set revealsa lot about the influenceson the
variability in concentrationsof CO inside street canyons, as was demonstratedin
Chapters4-7.

Future field experimentsshould continue to collect meteorological

data in addition to pollutant concentrationdataand traffic characteristicsdata. Future
experimentsshould,however,include the co-locationof instrumentsusedto measure
traffic-related pollutantsin addition to CO. This would continue the work shown in
previous studies(Vdkevdet al., 1999;Penttinenet al., 2001; Ketzel et al. 2003) into
the correlation betweenother pollutants (e.g. NO, and particle numbers)and CO
close to traffic sources. Additionally, simultaneousmeasurementsof other traffic-
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AQMA would be useful for makingtraffic managementand urbanplanning
part
of
an
,
decisions.

Futurestreetcanyonexperimentsshould also include measurements
of traffic-related
pollutantsinside the buildingsthat flank the street. Although measurements
of indoor
concentrationsof CO were conductedduring the field experiment using a single
streetboxlocatedon a daily basisinside shopsalong Gillygate the data proved to be
unreliablefollowing the QA proceduresdescribedin Chapter3. Further experiments
using streetboxesco-locatedwith additional instrumentsto measureCO and other
pollutants (e.g. ultrafine particles) inside such buildings would be useful to
investigatethe potential exposureof people to traffic-relatedpollutants. This would
be particularly importantin streetcanyonsgiven that across-canyonflows with either
vertically- or horizontally-alignedaxeswould transportpollutantsduring certainwind
conditions. For example,pollutant concentrationsmeasuredinside shopsand offices
located in street canyonsthat are without air conditioning may be higher in the
summermonthswhenwindowsand doors may be left open.

9.1.4.Population exposurestudies
In addition to the ambient monitoring of indoor and outdoor concentrationsof
pollutants in street canyonsfurther work may include conducting exposurestudies
(see Arnold et al., 2004). Although CO concentrationsin ambient air have been
monitored for decadesin many large urban areas,it is still difficult to assessthe
overall human exposureto this pollutant adequately. Both the limited number of
fixed monitoring sites in each urban area and the extreme temporal and spatial
variability of CO concentrations,Particularly in street canyons, make exposure
assessmentproblematic. Previous studies of humanexposurehave shown that the
personal CO exposuresare poorly correlated with the fixed monitoring site CO
concentrations(e.g. Alm et al., 1999). However,someepidemiologicalstudieshave
reportedincreasedrelative risk of daily mortality and morbidity in prevailing urban
CO concentrations(Touloumi et al., 1994;Burnettet al., 1998).
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centralLondon may provide further insight into the variability in the exposureto the
population. The principal objectiveof the exposureassessment
conductedduring the
DAPPLE field campaignwasto evaluatethe spatial and temporalvariability (Arnold
et al., 2004). The study also aimed to evaluatethe variability within and between
different modesof transportandroutesof travel at a streetcanyonintersectionand its
local environment(seealsoKaur et al., 2005).
PersonalCO exposureshaveinsteadbeenshown to be strongly affectedby the daily
activitiesof individuals, by the time spentin different micro-environments(di Marco
et al., in press) and by the CO concentrationsin various microenvironments where
exposedindividuals live andwork. The presentfield study in York demonstratedthe
spatial and temporal variability in the mean concentrationsof CO measuredwithin
two urbanstreetcanyons. The findings of such a study can be usedin addition to the
in
information
the
the
order to
activity
of
exposed
population
on
patterns
collectionof
understandand evaluatethe total humanexposure. Therefore,future work may also
include studies into personalexposureof CO and other traffic-related pollutants.
Pollutants such as NO, and urban particulate matter, particularly PM2.5, have
potentially greater consequencesto human health than CO. Future studies may
include conducting exposurestudies together with ambient air quality monitoring
inside Bootham and Gillygate, or in other street canyonsof similar geometry and
traffic characteristics.

9.2. Summary and Conclusion

Although the researchpresentedin this thesis provided a comprehensivestudy into
the dispersioncharacteristicsinsidethe Boothamand Gillygate streetcanyons,further
studiesare likely to provide even greaterunderstanding. This Chapterdescribedthe
limitations of the researchundertakenin the field experimentand in the qualitative
dispersionmodelling study. Recommendationsfor future researchwere also given.
The discussion was divided between: street canyon field experiments;modelling
studies; conducting measurementsof traffic-related pollutant concentrations in
additionto CO; and populationexposurestudies.
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CHAPTER10
Final Remarksand Conclusions

10.1. Introduction
In this Chapter final discussions are given into the influence of meteorology, urban
topography and traffic on the variability in concentrations of CO measured inside the
Bootham and Gillygate street canyons. The Chapter, therefore, aims to consolidate
the researchfindings from the experimental study (Chapters 4- 7) and the qualitative
results from the dispersion modelling study (Chapter 8). In Chapter 2 the influence of
meteorology, urban topography and traffic was discussed. Many of the effects are
inter-related and so require a holistic approach to discuss their impacts on the incanyon concentration fields. This Chapter, therefore, describes these effects in such a
manner.

10.2. The background wind and street canyon geometry
Chapter 4 investigated the influence of the Gillygate street canyon geometry on the
mean wind flow and turbulence. The turbulence analysis provided support for the
evidence of in-canyon flow

structures.

The results allowed for a greater

understanding of the dynamics and dispersion characteristics of the in-canyon flow
features described in Chapter 5. In order to help interpret the results from the field
experiment the MISKAM

model was -used to derive the mean wind flow and

turbulence inside the canyon during certain background wind directions.
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type that developsduring skimming flow regimesis likely to have occurredduring
I
1.2
SE
m s' , even thoughthe roofs on the
perpendicular winds of speedsgreaterthan
upwind building were pitched. During these background wind conditions,
downdraughtswere observedon the windward side of the canyon,while updraughts
occurred on the leeward side. The downdraughtswere characterisedby stronger
meanvertical velocitiesandhigher valuesof TKE than the updraughts. The analysis
22

of the contribution of the varianceof the three turbulencecomponents(i.e. a. , av
to TKE demonstrateda useful way to investigate the anisotropy of the
and 072)
W
turbulence. The analysis provided greater insight into the in-canyon flow and
dispersion mechanisms.

It was suggested from the analysis of the TKE that the across-canyon recirculating
flow is likely to have transported shear turbulence from the upstream roof in
downdraughts towards the windward side of the canyon. Turbulence was transported
towards the leeward side of the canyon in the street-level reverse flow portion of the
recirculating flow.

The flow direction at street-level is expected to have been

reflected off the windward canyon wall and is likely to have opposed the direction of
the mean flow aloft. The turbulence varied with height and proximity to mid-canyon
height. The loss of turbulent energy on the leeward side of the canyon relative to the
in
is
have
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likely
the
the
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turbulence
to
of
of
side
a
result
windward
mean flow.

The proportion of the turbulence measured at the mast relative to the

turbulence measured on the leeward side of the canyon during these perpendicular
background winds was in the order of 0.2.

Three-dimensional (3-D) flows inside street canyons have more complex dispersion
characteristics. The importance of understanding 3-D flows was demonstrated in the
analysis of the effects of perpendicular NW winds. The horizontal mean flow vectors
computed at mid-canyon height by MISKAM revealed that during these background
winds, counter-rotating comer vortices with vertical ly-al igned axes are likely to have
developed at the junctions of the side streets off Gillygate. The model predicted that
the comer vortex pair was formed as a result of the along-canyon converging flows.
Upon convergence, the along-canyon flows formed updraughts on both sides of the
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winds,
greater on the windward side of the canyon than on the leeward side. The flow
outputs computedby MISKAM revealedthat during these backgroundwinds there
was an across-canyonflow that opposedthe direction of the above-roofwinds. The
across-canyonflow is likely to have been causedby the counter-rotatingcorner
vortices. Turbulencemay havebeenadvectedtowardsthe leewardside in the streetlevel across-canyon,causinglower turbulenceintensitieson the leeward side of the
canyon comparedto the windward side. The analysis of the contribution of the
turbulencecomponentsC2, C2 and C2 to TKE demonstratedthat at locationsdeep
UVW
inside the canyonon both sidesof the streetthe greatestproportion of turbulencewas
found in the along-canyon velocity components.

Oblique backgroundwinds are thought to have produced in-canyon recirculating
helical flows with horizontally-ali gnedaxes. Backgroundwinds from 45* either side
of the street axis resulted in horizontally channelledflows along the canyon with
downdraughtsand updraughtson the windward and leeward sides of the canyon,
respectively. The helical flows, therefore,were driven by the oblique winds aloft. A
helical flow is likely to havetransportedturbulencepredominantlyin an along-street
flow, but also in a recirculating flow from the windward side of the canyon to the
leeward side. Turbulenceadvection.during the across-canyonflow is likely to have
causedthe turbulenceintensitieson the leewardside of the canyon to be lower than
on the windward side.

10.3. In-canyon flow features and resulting in-canyon CO concentrations
The mean concentrations of CO observed in the Bootham and Gillygate street
canyons were higher when perpendicular background winds resulted in the sensors
being located on the leeward (i. e. upwind) sides of the street (Chapter 5).

The

presence of across-canyon flow (with a horizontally-aligned axis) and corner vortices
(with vertical ly-aligned axes) are thought to be the cause of approximately two-fold
differences in mean CO concentrations between the different sides of both streets.
In the case of perpendicular winds from the SE a single across-canyon recirculating
flow with a horizontal ly-aligned axis is likely to have transported CO in Gillygate at
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CO concentrationsmeasuredat different heights in Gillygate indicate a degreeof
vertical mixing, which also gives supportto the presenceof an across-canyonvortex
undercertain conditions.
The mean CO concentrationsmeasuredin Bootham were presentedas a function of
the backgroundwind direction and also revealedthat concentrationswere a factor of
two larger on the leewardside of the canyon comparedto the windward side. The
CO concentrationdatacanproducean indirect methodof determiningin-canyonflow
features. However, it is acknowledgedthat without simultaneousmeasurementsof
the wind flow and turbulenceinside the Boothamstreetcanyona degreeof cautionis
warranted. Given the absenceof large openings of the type that Portland Street
producedin the Gillygate canyon,it is reasonableto conclude that a single acrosscanyon recirculating flow with a horizontally-alignedaxis is the most likely causeof
the higher leewardconcentrations.
Comparisonsbetweenthe mean concentrationsobservedin the two street canyons
indicate lower concentrationsin the wider Bootharn canyon despite only small
differences between the total traffic flows within each street. In addition to the
presenceof trees,the lower aspectratio would be expectedto causethe development
of a weaker across-canyonvortex structure(with a horizontally-ali gned axis) during
perpendicular background flows as well as Providing a larger volume in which
emissionsmay be diluted. Significantly lower concentrationsin Bootham due to its
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issuesrelated to traffic managementwithin such streets(seeSection 10.5). Traffic
activity and urban and physical topographyneed to be consideredin tandem when
developing traffic managementand control strategies to manage the spatial
distribution of emissions within street canyons better, since the dispersion of
emissionsis more efficient in somestreetsthan in others.
The study also showsevidencethat oblique backgroundwinds play a significant part
in the dispersionof CO in both streetcanyons. High CO concentrationseither side of
the streetaxis coincide with oblique backgroundwinds. During oblique background
winds, across-canyonrecirculating helical flows (with horizontally-al igned axes)
were shown to causesignificantly higher concentrationson the leeward side of the
canyonthanduring parallelbackgroundwinds.
Parallel backgroundwinds were found to have limited across-canyonand vertical
mixing and are associatedwith channelflows. As a result lower meanconcentrations
of CO were measuredduring parallel backgroundwinds than for other background
wind directions. This suggeststhat channel flows with strong along-canyonflow
componentsare likely to have flushed traffic-related pollutants along and ultimately
out of the canyon.
Numerical modelsattemptingto representthe dispersionof traffic-related pollutants
within urban areas should be capable of describing the in-canyon flow features
observedin this study. The field experimentalso provided a useful data set for the
evaluationof such numerical models in more complex situationsthan the idealised
street canyon case (see Dixon et. A, 2005). Model predictions of the spatial
variability of any traffic-relatedpollutant in a non-regularcanyonwith adjoining side
streetsshould, thus, incorporateunderstandingof the complex in-canyonflows that
were found to develop under certain backgroundwind conditions. This has special
relevanceto predicting the relative exposureof people to pollutants not only within
street canyons but also indoors, according to the predominantbackground wind
conditions.

-31310.4. The background wind and traffic-produced turbulence
Mechanicallyproducedturbulenceinside streetcanyonsis assumedto be composed
of two parts: one is dependentupon the background wind speed and direction,
is
due
during
flows;
to
the
turbulence
skimming
and
other
shear
causing
production
traffic-producedturbulence(TPT). Only during weak perpendicularSE background
winds, TPT was found to dominateinsidethe Gillygate streetcanyon. Consequently,
as the highest concentrationsof traffic-related pollutants often occur during these
conditions, appropriatemodelling of thesemicro-scaledispersionfeaturesis crucial
to avoid substantial overestimationof the concentrations. This should form the
subjectof further study and is discussedin moredetail in Chapter9.
The work presented in Chapter 6 consisted of using the TPT parameterisations of Di
Sabatino et al. (2003) and Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) in order to compare against
included
The
turbulence
the
turbulence.
parameters
measured
measured values of
TKE.
deviation
the
and
(&,
velocity,
of
mean vertical
standard

The correlation

coefficients for the relationship between the calculated and measured q, at 1.1 m (ZIH
during
in
Gillygate
beside
lamppost
G3
0.09)
weak
significant
were statistically
=
(U,. :91.2 m s-1)perpendicular SE winds, i. e. when the anemometer was located on
ef
the leeward side of the canyon. Even during weak SE winds, moderately strong
downdraughts and updraughts were observed on the windward and leeward sides,
respectively.

Under these background wind conditions a single across-canyon

recirculating flow with a horizontally-aligned axis may have developed on average
inside GillYgate. The correlation coefficients were higher for the calculations based
on intermediate traffic

densities.

This is perhaps not surprising given the

predominance of unstable traffic flow conditions during the period of the TPT
investigations, i. e. when the traffic flow switched between periods of free- and
congested-flow. Unstable traffic conditions imply that there were likely to have been
periods of idling traffic situated beside the anemometer during congested traffic
higher
been
have
There
likely
to
of
mean vehicle speeds
periods
conditions.
are also
during free-flow when accelerating modes were more common.

Although statistically significant, the correlation coefficients were lower than those
presentedin the work of Kastner-YJeinet al. (2003). This was also probably due to
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flow observed by Kastner-Klein et al. (2003) in their study was primarily free
flowing, during which vehicle speedsare likely to have beenhigher and TPT effects
more active. The poor correlationsbetweenthe calculatedand measuredor, at 3.6 m
(z/H = 0.3) suggestsa weakening of TPT effects at this height, even during
perpendicularSE winds. It is believedthat this height is above the traffic layer in
which TPT effects were most active in GillYgate. Even during weak background
winds, the single across-canyonrecirculatingflow (with a horizontally-aligned axis)
is believedto have transferredTPT towardsthe leeward side, i.e. in the direction of
the anemometerat z/H = 0.09. This supportsthe findings of Vachonet al. (2002)and
may explain why TPT effects were most noticeable at this height during these
backgroundwind conditions.

10.5. Traffic characteristics and resulting in-canyon CO concentrations
The SCOOT systemwas found in Chapter7 to be a generally reliable method for
measuringbi-directional traffic flow and detector occupancy along Gillygate and
Bootham. Detector occupancy was used as an indication of the traffic flow
characteristicsalongthe inboundtraffic flow streamsin both streets.The influenceof
free, unstableand congestedtraffic conditionson the spatial and temporalvariability
in CO concentrationsin both streetswas investigated. Detector occupancywas split
into three categories of low, medium, and high occupancy according to its
relationship with the traffic flow. High occupancy was used as an indication of
congestionand occurredduring saturatedtraffic flows, when increasesin occupancy
resultedin decreasesin traffic flow. High occupancyconditions are expectedto be
associatedwith stop-starttraffic flows, which are well known to be the causeof
elevatedemissionratesduring the acceleratingdriving mode. Congestion,therefore,
has a significant impact on the air quality in both street canyons investigated. If
traffic managerswere able to maintain traffic flow below the level at which
congestionarises,reductionsin emissionlevelscould be achieved.
This was further demonstratedin the sensitivity study presentedin Chapter8, which
provided a useful insight into the importanceof using realistic emissionsfactors in
dispersionmodels. It was shownthat the emissionfactor that representedthe actual
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than the mean emission factor. The variable emissionsprofile was a factor of -2
lower along the mid-link sectionof the streetcanyon. The elevatedemissionsat the
intersectionwere due to the predominanceof acceleratingdriving modeswithin the
queuing traffic extendingfrom the stopline. Oblique and parallel backgroundwinds
producedcomer vortices (with vertically-alignedaxes)at both endsof Gillygate and
across-canyonrecirculatingflows (with horizontally-aligned axes)along the mid-link
section uninterruptedby openings. Consequently,during oblique and perpendicular
backgroundwinds, the variableemissionscenariopredictedthat the concentrationsat
the intersectionwere a factor of -10 greaterthan for the constantemissionscenario,
while concentrationsalong the mid-link sectionwerea factor of -2 lower.
The results from the field experiment revealed that under low traffic flows and low
detector occupancies, a strong linear relationship was found between the mean CO
concentrations and the traffic flow in each street canyon. This relationship failed
under high occupancy (i. e. congested) conditions when the mean CO concentrations
were better described by the level of detector occupancy in the street. This suggests
that traffic flow may only be used as a sole indicator of emissions under free flowing
traffic conditions and that occupancy has a strong influence on emissions under
unstable and congested conditions. For the Gillygate inbound detector, which was
located close to the G3-G4 experiment cross-section, the detector occupancy gave a
reasonable measure of queue length in the street. The Gillygate outbound detector
was found to give a less reliable indication of congestion due to it being located at the
opposite end of the traffic link.

Sector-averagedconcentration roses conditioned on inbound detector occupancy
revealedthat the highestmean CO concentrationsoccurredin Gillygate during high
inbound detectoroccupancyconditions. The inter-relationshipbetweenbackground
perpendicularwind flows and congestedconditionsresultedin higher meanleeward
CO concentrationsthan were measuredduring parallel wind flows. The development
of a single across-canyonrecirculating flow with a horizontally-al igned axis during
perpendicular SE background winds transportedCO at street level towards the
leewardside in the return-portionof the recirculatingflow.
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APPENDIX
Error Calculationsfor the Measured Vehicle Speed

The error in the spatialand temporalmeasurements
conductedto derive the speedof
each passing vehicle during the TPT investigations(Chapter 6) were calculatedas
follows. The velocity of the passing vehicle, y, is given by:

x

where,X=

x2

T=
and
xi
-

(A.! )

t2 - tj.

Therefore, the error in the spatialand temporal measurements
is denotedby Axi and
Ati, respectively.

The relative error in v, A v, is given by:
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Since the error in the spatial(x2andxj) and temporal(t2 and tj) measurements
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equal,the absoluteerror for eachis given by:
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The temporal error is likely to dominate for larger vehicle speeds. The higher
temporalerror for greaterv can be defined by substituting T in Equation A. 4 using
EquationA. I to give:
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+ 2(V
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(A. 5)

The distanceover which the vehicle speedwas measured,X, along Gillygate during
the TPT investigationswas 4m (seeChapter6). Therefore,if &ri = 0.1 m and Ati
0.3 s and if v= 2.53 m s-I the error in vcould be derivedusing:

AV

=
V44

[2(0* 1)2

)2

+2

2.53-0.3

]112

0.27.
=

Therefore, the error of the measured vehicle speed was -10%.

The error of the speedmeasuredfor each vehicle travelling along the inbound lane
along Gillygate during the TPT investigations was calculatedusing Equation A. 5.
The maximum value for v was assumedto be 13.41rn s" (or 30 miles h"). Therefore,
datafor V>13.41 m s-1were excludedfrom analysis,which correspondedto 2.4% of
the total data available. Figure A. la shows the error in the vehicle speedmeasured
function
investigations
Gillygate
inbound
TPT
during
the
as
a
of vehicle speed.
along
Figure A. lb presentsthe frequencydistribution of vehicle speed. The meanvehicle
speed(anderror) was calculatedto be 3.95 m s-1±0.38.
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Figure A. 1. Plot showing (a) the error in the vehicle speedas it function ot'vehicle
speed and (b) frequency distribution of vehicle speed measuredalong Gillygate
inbound.
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